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I. OFFICE OF THE CAMPUS COORDINATOR 

~ Anniversary. February, 1960 marked the sixth anniversary of 

the University of Minnesota Mission to Korea, the recommendations of which 

resulted in a contract between the University of Minnesota and the then 

Foreign Operations Administration. The purpose of the contract was to 

strengthen Seoul National University of Korea. Under the original three

year contract, signed September 28, 1954, assistance to Seoul National 

University was limited to the fields of Agriculture, Engineering, and 

Medicine (including Nursing). Later, two areas in the field of Public 

Administration were added to the Project by contract amendment. They 

involved (1) training of a staff for, establishment of, and providing 

advisory service to a School of Public Administration in the College of 

Law and (2) advisory assistance to the National Officials Training Institute, 

operated within the Office of General Affairs of the Republic of Korea 

Government. 

The present report is the eleventh in a series of semi-annual progress 

reports. The initial report was issued on April 19, 1955, exactly six 

months following the arrival in Korea of Dr. Arthur E. Schneider who 

had been appointed earlier to serve as Chief Adviser in Korea, a post 

he has held continuously since that time. 

These reports call attention to significant developments, point out 

major problems which have arisen, indicate attempts which have been made 

at their solution, set forth progress that has been made toward the ob

jectives of the Project, and outline specific plans being made for the 

ensuing six months and, in a more general way, for the years which lie 

ahead. 

University Contracts. For several years the United States Government 

has been using the device of University contracts for strengthening 
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educational institutions in underdeveloped nations. Through such con

tracts, which constitute significant long-range technical assistance 

efforts, it has been possible to develop the most important resources 

any nation possesses--its human resources. 

The University of Minnesota is happy to have been selected to assist 

in this significant and far-reaching aspect of u. s. foreign ~licy. It 

is one of some 55 u. s. higher educational institutions which, as of 

December 31, 1959, were operating 96 ICA contracts designed to provide 

technical assistance to educational institutions in 32 countries in Africa, 

Europe, the Far East, Near East, and Latin America. Through its ICA 

contract involving a sister relationship with Seoul National University, 

now in its sixth year, and its assistance to the National Officials 

Training Institute of the Republic of Korea Government, during the past 

three years, the University of Minnesota believes that it has contributed 

substantially to the development and strengthening of the free Republic 

of Korea. 

Historical ~ackground. United Nations officials, following the 

Korean war, were convinced that higher education in the Republic of Korea 

needed substantial assistance if it were to contribute significantly to 

the development of that war-ravaged country. The combination of the ef

fects of the ending of Japanese occupation, World li\Tar II, and the Korean 

War had resulted in damaged buildings, loss or destruction of equipment 

and supplies, and the loss of many faculty members. Korea had many uni

versities and colleges, both public and private, and their number con

tinues to increase. To assist all of these institutions with the limited 

u. N., u. s., and Korean funds available would spread the benefit so 

thin that it would scarcely be profitable for any one of them. However, 
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it was believed that assistance to Seoul National University, the pre

eminent higher educational institution in Korea and also the largest, 

would be the most profitable investment. This institution, when appropriately 

strengthened in staff, in equipment, and in physical plant, would then 

be able to supply more and better trained individuals. Those who in the 

future earned degrees in its Graduate School, particularly, would constitute 

an important resource from which other Korean educational institutions 

would be able to draw in the future to meet, at least in part, their faculty 

needs. 

Upon the invitation of the u. s. Foreign Operations Administration 

(now the International Cooperation Administration) the University of Minne

sota, in 1954, signed a contract designed to strengthen Seoul National 

University in its teaching, research, and public service activities in 

certain specified areas. 

Report Distribution. Because these detailed reports do provide both 

interesting and significant background, the University of Minnesota has 

discovered that they are of interest to a much larger audience than the 

International Cooperation Administration, the United States Operations 

Mission to Korea, Seoul National University, the Office of General Af

fairs of the Republic of Korea Government, administration and staff 

members of the University of Minnesota concerned with contract operations, 

and others immediately involved, As a consequence, it has been the 

policy to distribute copies to members of the Minnesota Congressional 

Delegation, to the American-Korean Foundation (both in the u. s. and 

Korea), to the Committee on Institutional Projects Abroad of the American 

Council on Education, and to interested institutions and individuals 

requesting copies for study. 
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Korean ~dvisory Qommittee. An ad hoc committee appointed by the 

President of the University of Minnesota, advises him, as circumstances 

require, on policy matters relating to contract operations. Members also 

serve as a source of advice and counsel on an informal basis to the Campus 

Coordinator when perplexing operational problems arise from time to ~ime. 

The committee presently consists of Dr. Malcolm M. Willey, Vice Presi

dent, Academic Administration, Chairman; Mr. Laurence R. Lunden, Vice 

President, Business Administration; Dr. Harold Macy, Dean, Institute of 

Agriculture; Dr. William T. s. Thorp, Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine; 

Dr. A, F. Spilhaus, Dean, Institute of Technology; Dr. Robert B. Howard, 

Dean, College of Medical Sciences; Mr. Clinton T, Johnson, Comptroller; 

Dr. Gaylord w. Anderson, Director, School of Public Health; Professor 

John c. Kidneigh, Director, School of Social Work; Dr. Lloyd M. Short, 

Chairman, Department of Political Science and Director, Public Administra

tion Center; and Dr. Tracy F. Tyler, Professor of Education and Campus 

Coordinator, Secretary. 

Since no specific questions of policy had arisen during the period 

covered by the present report, no meetings were held, but many informal 

conferences and exchanges of memoranda and letters were carried on. 

Medical Dean ~ Hospital Superintendent Return ~ Korea. Dr. Myung, 

Choo Wan, Dean, College of Medicine, SNU, and Dr. Kim, Dong Ik, Superintendent 

of the SNU Hospital, left Minneapolis on November 11, 1959 on their re-

turn journeys to Korea. Medical installations in Denver, Los Angeles, 

San Francisco, and Honolulu were included in their schedule of observa-

tions and consultations following their departure from Minneapolis. They 

reached Seoul on November 20, 1959. 

On the morning of November 6, 1959, President Morrill, in a ceremony 

held in his office, presented citations from the Regents of the University 
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of Minnesota to Dean Myung and Dr. Kim. The two citations were identical, 

with the exception of the name, title, and SNU unit, and read as follows: 

THE PRESIDENT AND REGENTS OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

EXTEND GREETINGS AND FELICITATIONS TO 

Dr. Myung, Choo Wan 

DEAN, COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF KOREA 

WHEREAS, The Contract between the United States International Cooperation 
Administration and the University of Minnesota provides for extended 
visits in the United States by deans of the several colleges of Seoul 
National University as partners in the contract; and 

WHEREAS, In accordance therewith, Dr. Myung will soon complete a period of 
observation and consultation at the University of Minnesota and elsewhere 
in the United States which it is hoped will prove of significant benefit 
to himself and to both sister universities; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Regents of the University of Minnesota 
hereby express their high regard for Dr. Myung and their pleasure over 
his visit and extend greetings and felic1tations to Seoul National Uni
versity and its College of Medicine and pledge, on behalf of the Uni
versity of Minnesota, the continuance of those friendly relations and 
mutual cooperation which, for more than five years, have characterized 
this unique and beneficial educational undertaking. 

L. R. Lunden 
Secretary 

Minneapolis, Minnesota, October 31, 1959 

J. L. Morrill 
President 

Seoul National University Presents Plague. Dr. Myung, Choo Wan, 

Dean, College of Medicine, SNU, and Dr. Kim, Dong Ik, Superintendent of 

the SNU Hospital, presented a beautiful bronze plaque on behalf of the 

College of Medicine, Seoul National University to the College of Medical 

Sciences, University of Minnesota on November 10, 1959. Dr. Robert B. 

Howard, Dean, College of Medical Sciences, accepted the gift on behalf 

of the University of Minnesota. 

The rectangular plaque features a large relief map of Korea. At the 

top is the inscription, "Friends share all things in common." Below the 

l 
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map, appear the official seals of the two universities, one on each side, 

accompanied by the names of the two universities, of their respective col

leges, and of their countries, followed by the dates 1954-1959. At the 

bottom appears the following inscription: "The Dean and Faculty 1 College 

of Medicine, Seoul National University." 

En~ineering ~ Returns iQ ~· Acting Dean Kim, Moon Sang, SNU 

College of Engineering, who had reached Minneapolis on September 24, 1959 

to spend approximately three months in the United States observing class

room, laboratory, and administrative procedures at the University of Minne

sota and elsewhere, left on his return trip to Korea on December 21, 1959. 

Dean Kim, accompanied by Professor Lee, Ryang, head of the SNU Mechanical 

Engineering Department, spent two days, October 27-29, 1959 visiting plants 

of the Caterpillar Tractor Company in Peoria, Illinois and Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin. It was this company which had been awarded the contract to 

provide the diesel-electric generating equipment for stand-by use at the 

SNU College of Engineering. 

Later, Dean Kim and Professor Lee spent one month in the East visiting 

educational institutions and industrial establishments for purposes of 

observation and consultation. The trip, November 16 to December 16, 1959, 

took them to Chicago, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Buffalo, Boston, Lowell, Laconia, 

Andover, Manchester, Wittinville, New York, Philadelphia, Wilmington, 

Washington, D. c., Raleigh, and Atlanta. 

On December 17, 1959, Dean Kim was presented with a citation from the 

Regents of the University of Minnesota by President J. L. Morrill, The 

text of the citation follows: 
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THE PRESIDENT AND REGENTS OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

EXTEND GREETINGS AND FELICITATIONS TO 

Professor Kim, Moon Sang 

ACTING DEAN, COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF KOREA 

WHEREAS; The Contract between the United States International C~operation 
Administration and the University of Minnesota provide. 1for,extended 
visits in the United States by deans of the several dollege~ of Seoul 
National University as partners in the contract; and 

WHEREAS, In acdordance therewith, Dean Kim will soon complete a period of 
observation ahd consultation at the University of Minnesota and else
where in the United States which it is hoped will prove of significant 
benefit to himself and to both sister universities; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Regents of the University of Minnesota 
hereby express their high regard for Dean Kim and their pleasure over 
his visit and extend greetings and felicitations to Seoul National 
University and its College of Engineering and pledge, on behalf of 
the University of Minnesota, the continuance of those friendly re
lations and mutual cooperation which, for more than five years, have 
characterized this unique and beneficial educational undertaking. 

L. R. Lunden 
Secretary 

Minneapolis, Minnesota, October 31, 1959 

J. L. Morrill 
President 

In returning to Korea, Dean Kim visited educational institutions and 

industrial establishments in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Honolulu. He 

reached Seoul on December 2B, 1959. 

Superseding Contract Signed. In the immediately preceding report it 

was noted that the Korean contract had been extended by means of Amendment 

No. 17, effective August 11, 1959, through December 31, 1959, with the ad

dition of the sum of $25.0,000 to finance operations during the extended 

period. 

Earlier it had been expected that before the end of the extended period 

a new contract (possibly three-party) would have been signed. However, 

when mid-December had arrived and negotiations between USOM to Korea and 
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the ROK Government had not been completed, ICA/Washington tendered for 

University of Minnesota approval a superseding contract running through 

December 28, 1960. This superseding contract was accepted by the University 

of Minnesota, although there were some reservations as to its effect on 

operational plans. The new contract became effective on December 22, 1959. 

Its text contained the provisions of the so-called "Standard Contract.~' 

Certain modifications as were deemed necessary were provided by means of 

attached appendices to conform to the Korean situation. 

The new contract included an additional sum of $936,229 to cover the 

extended contract period ending December 28, 1960. In addition, there was 

provided a special reserve of $300,000 to be available for either (a) neces

sary cost of phase-out and liquidation of the contract or (b) cost of pos

sible further operations of the contract beyond its current expiration date. 

This brought to $1,486,229 the total sums added to the contract to cover 

operations from September 28, 1959 to December 28, 1960. This sum is 

only $325,984 short of the original estimate of the total necessary to 

finance contract operations as previously planned through September 28, 1961. 

Although the superseding contract, effective December 22, 1959, is 

between the University of Minnesota and ICA, one of its provisions is an 

agreement that if, as a result of the survey of Korean higher education 

provided for in the contract, the Korean Government so requests, the Uni

versity of Minnesota and ICA will negotiate in good faith a superseding 

three-party contract. 

A letter of agreement, supplementary to the superseding contract 

became effective on December 24, 1959. This document was based upon the 

understanding that the Korean authorities and the USOM to Korea '~assume 

and desire that ••• the contract program will be extended beyond December 
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28, 1960" but that definitive plans for further extension should await the 

findings of the Survey Team. It is anticipated that the necessary decisions 

by USOM and the Korean authorities will be made no later than June 30, 1960. 

In view of the expected further extension of the contract, the University 

of Minnesota was authorized, under certain specified conditions, nto make 

plans and enter into other necessary commitments as though the subject con

tract extended through September 30, 1961." Should the contract not be 

extended, any irrevocable commitments made under the terms of the letter 

of agreement would be honored by ICA provided they did not exceed the 

total funds committed to the contract. 

Higher Education Survey. The immediately preceding report devoted 

more than three pages to the survey of higher education in Korea which 

was undertaken at the request of the Korean Government as one element in 

the superseding contract. The section referred to provided some historical 

background on the survey and indicated the steps that had been taken in 

preparation for it. Included also was a preliminary draft of the text 

of the operational plan. Finally, it provided the names of the eight

member staff selected to carry on the survey. 

During the period covered by the present report, all survey staff 

members reached Korea, with the exception of Dr. George D. Stoddard. 

Early in January he had found that it would be impossible for him to 

spend the month of March in Korea as planned because he then had been 

appointed Chancellor and Executive Vice President of New York University 

and attention to his new administrative duties made it inadvisable for 

him to be absent from his post at such a critical time of year. In view 

of this circumstance, it has been agreed that Dr. Walter A. Anderson will 

take Dr. Stoddard's assignment as Co-Director. 
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ColleRe-Level Advisers. Three college-level advisers continued to 

provide service during the period covered by the present report. Professor 

Clarence E. Lund serves Korean participants enrolled in Engineering, Dr. 

Clyde H. Bailey, Dean and Professor Emeritus, Institute of Agriculture, 

continues to serve Korean participants in Agriculture and in Veterinary 

Medicine, and Professor George A. Warp, Associate Director, Public Ad

ministration Center, continues to serve the Korean participants in Public 

Administration. 

Dr. Gaylord W, Anderson, Mayo Professor of Public Health and Director 

of the School of Public Health, College of Medical Sciences, continues to 

provide advisory services to Korean participants in Medicine at no cost 

to the contract. 

Advisers in Agriculture. Roy 0. Bridgford, associate professor 

emeritus of Agronomy, continues his service in Korea as overall adviser 

in Agriculture and, in addition, as special adviser in Agronomy. 

Professor Arthur L. Anderson, Professor Emeritus of Animal Husbandry, 

Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, who with Mrs. Anderson reached Korea 

on August 7, 1959, completed his advisory service and left Korea on February 

6, 1960. 

Plans for advisers in Agriculture for the balance of the contract period 

involve two posts, each of six months. One is to advise in Agricultural 

Economics and the other in Agricultural Engineering. No firm commitments 

for either of these posts had been made by the time this report was pre

pared. 

The Chief Adviser, a professional forester, continues his availability 

as a consultant in his specialty in addition to the multiplicity of duties 

as "representative of the Contractor in Korea" and, as such, "responsible 
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for the supervision of the performance of all duties undertaken" by the 

University of Minnesota and its staff serving in Korea. 

Veterinarx ~ical Advisers. Processing began on February 17, 1960 

for Dr. John P. Arnold, Professor and Head, Division of Veterinary Surgery 

and Radiology, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota. 

He has agreed to serve for one year in Korea, beginning as soon after July 

1, 1960 as possible. He will be accompanied by his wife, a fifteen-year

old son, and 'an eleven-year-old daughter. Dr. Arnold will serve as overall 

adviser and, in addition, provide specialist services in Veterinary Surgery 

and Radiology. 

Engineering Advisers. Dr. Paul Andersen, Professor of Civil Engineering, 

University of Minnesota, completed his agreed-upon period of service in 

Korea on December 5, 1959. Delays in securing the necessary clearances 

had postponed his planned departure from Minneapolis and he was unable to 

begin his service in Korea until July 11, 1959, 

James w. McCarty, associate professor of Textile Engineering, Georgia 

Institute of Technology, continues his service as adviser in Textile En

gineering. He reached Korea on September 15, 1959. He plans to complete 

his service in Korea and return to the Georgia Institute of Technology 

prior to the opening of the new academic year on September 19, 1960. 

Professor Harold E. Babbitt, emeritus professor of Civil Engineering, 

University of Illinois who, during the academic year 1959-60 is serving 

on the faculty of Iowa State University, has agreed to serve as overall 

adviser in Engineering for a period of one year, beginning in early June, 

1960. He will be accompanied by Mrs. Babbitt. 

The plan for Engineering advisers still requires the services for 

six months of an adviser in Nuclear Engineering. Recruitment is proceeding 

to fill this post. 
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Advisers in Medicine. Two medical advisers were serving in Korea as 

this report was being written. They are Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., and Dr. 

Eldon B. Berglund. 

Dr. Gault, who began his service in Korea on October 5, 1959, serves 

as overall adviser. He has agreed to serve a second tour of duty, until 

September 28, 1961, thus meeting program plans for this post. In addition 

to his administrative duties, Dr. Gault provides specialist assistance 

in internal medicine where his clinical interest is in the field of rheumatism. 

Dr. Berglund, who began service of one year in Korea on September 5, 

1959, continues as adviser in Pediatrics. 

Miss D. Joan Williams, who arrived in Korea on December 17, 1958 as 

adviser in Nursing, completed her service and left Korea on December 18, 

1959. Following her return Miss Williams spent five days with staff mem

bers in the School of Nursing, University of Minnesota, discussing the 

progress made in Korea in the field of NUrsing, and providing essential 

orientation to Miss Florence J. Julian. 

Miss Florence J. Julian, Professor and Director of Nursing Services, 

University of Minnesota Hospitals, left Minneapolis on April 18, 1960 to 

begin a period of service of one year. She is scheduled to reach Korea 

on April 27, 1960. She will provide assistance in the field of Nursing 

Administration. 

Advisory service still to be provided consists of an adviser for one 

year in the field of Public Health and one for the same period in medical 

specialties. 

Public Administration Advisers. Eight American staff members, of 

the ten listed in the immediately preceding report, have continued service 

in Korea during the entire period covered by the present report. They 
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are Mr. Leigh w. Hunt 1 Jr., Mr. William B. Berg~ Professor William F, 

Larsen, Dr. John A. Dettmann, Dr, Elwyn A. Mauck, Dr. Glenn D. Paige, 

Dr. Arthur M, Borak, and Mrs. Elsie G. Hagelee. 

Dr. Erwin R. Draheim, who began his service in Korea on January 3, 

1958, completed his assignment and left Korea on November 27, 1959 with 

his wife and two daughters on his return trip to the United States. He 

had served two years as overall adviser to the National Officials Training 

Institute. 

Dr. Stuart A. MacCorkle, who began his service in Korea on March 28, 

1958, completed his service and left with his wife on his return trip to 

the United States on April 4, 1960. He had served two years as principal 

adviser to the School of Public Administration, SNU, 

Mr. Jack c. Kern, Chief, Employment Development and Training Branch, 

u. s. Forest Service, left Washington, D. C, on April 7, 1960 to serve in 

Korea for a period of approximately eighteen months. He reached Korea on 

April 15, 1960. He is serving as overall adviser to the National Officials 

Training Institute---a post previously held by Dr. Erwin R. Draheim. 

Upon the departure of Dr. MacCorkle, Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck assumed the 

added duties of principal adviser to the School of Public Administration, SNU. 

A~ricultural Programs. During the period covered by the present re

port, fourteen faculty members from the College of Agriculture, SNU, at 

Suwon have engaged in advanced study in the United States. These included 

Miss Mo, Sumi, recently appointed as an instructor in the Home Economics 

Department of SNU, who had been studying at the University of Massachusetts 

prior to appointment and whose studies have been continued there under 

the ICA contract beginning September 1, 1959; Mr. Choe, Byong Hee, an 

instructor in Sericulture who has continued his studies and research at 
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Lowell Institute; Mr. Wang, In Keun, a teaching assistant in Agricultural 

Education who is studying in the Department of Agriculture and Extension 

Education at the University of Wisconsin. The other eleven have continued 

studies previously undertaken on the St. Paul Campus of the University of 

Minnesota. The interests and specializations of the Korean faculty thus 

involved represent a wide range of subject matter, including biological 

and physical sciences and related agricultural technology, as well as 

economics and education. 

Of these fourteen members of the Korean faculty, three have returned 

to Korea during this period. Two earned degrees. One was a Ph.D. degree 

in Agricultural Engineering and the other an M. s. degree with a major 

in Entomology. The remaining eleven participants are continuing their 

graduate studies. 

Veterinary Medical Programs. The Veterinary Medical Program at the 

University of Minnesota has continued to provide post-doctoral training 

and experience for faculty members of the College of Veterinary Medicine, 

Seoul National University of Korea. At the present time there are two 

Korean faculty members working toward the Ph.D. degree in the Division 

of Veterinary B~teriology. These are Dr. Cho, Byung Ryul, lecturer, 

and Dr. Jeon, Yun Seong, instructor. 

Two other Korean faculty members, Dr. Lim, Chang Hyeong, instructor, 

and Dr. Jang, Du Hwan, instructor, are continuing their work in the Division 

of Pathology and Parasitology. They are both making satisfactory progress 

since coming to this country. 

The advisors in the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of 

Minnesota,have permitted the Korean faculty members considerable freedom 

in carrying forward their research problems. Although an attempt is made 
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to relate them to the animal disease problems of their country, particularly 

diseases of the more important species of domestic animals in Korea, at 

the same time there is careful attention given to the needs of each partici

pant in the basic sciences. 

A fifth faculty member, Dr. Cheong, Chang Kook, instructor, was ,delayed 

in departing from Korea and began studies in Veterinary Surgery upon his 

arrival at Minnesota on November 5, 1959. 

The continued close working relationship.of the College of Veterinary 

Medicine with the Institute of Agriculture affords the Korean faculty 

members an opportunity for research relationships in the animal science 

areas, and should contribute to a development of such a relationship in 

Korea. 

In the past some difficulty has been experienced here in the College 

of Veterinary Medicine in providing a faculty member to go to Korea for 

six months or a year. This situation has improved and an overall adviser 

has firm plans now to go to Korea this summer. 

En~ineering Programs. During the present period, five Korean par

ticipants in Engineering returned to Korea after completing their observa

tions and consultations and/or studies. Two completed requirements for 

Ph.D. degrees although the degrees will not be conferred until the June, 

1960 commencement. They were Dr. Kang, Woong Ki and Dr. Park, Won Hee. 

A third (Shin, Hyun Chun, an Instructor in Mathematics) completed a period 

of some sixteen months of graduate study. In addition to these were 

Professor Lee, Ryang, Head, Department of Mechanical Engineering, who 

returned to Korea after completing six months of observations and con

sultations at the University of Minnesota and elsewhere and Dean Kim, 

Moon Sang who had completed a similar program of three months. 
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No new participants in Engineering reached Minnesota during the period 

covered by the present report. 

Minnesota staff members in the Twin Cities continue to study the 

problems of the College of Engineering, SNU, in curricula, laboratory 

procedures, and equipment needs. The screening of lists, the preparation 

of specifications, and the procurement of equipment for the College con

tinues to be a major activity of the College-Level Adviser, Professor 

Clarence E. Lund. He also devotes substantial time to advising the seven 

Engineering participants who are presently carrying on graduate study in 

the United States. 

Public Administration Programs. There were nine public administration 

participants at the University of Minnesota at the beginning of the report 

period and five at the end of the period. Eight of them are candidates 

for the degree of Master of Arts in Public Administration; the ninth re

ceived the degree in August. 

Two of the three NOTI participants who returned to Korea spent four 

weeks in California observing the in-service training programs of the 

California State Government. All three completed coursework requirements 

for the degree of Master of Arts in Public Administration. The SNU par

ticipant who returned completed the preliminary written and oral examina

tions for the Ph.D. degree. All four participants will write their 

theses in Korea. 

It is expected that the five participants who are currently enrolled 

at the University of Minnesota will complete the requirements for the 

M.A.P.A. degree during the spring quarter 1960. In addition, three of 

the participants will complete their coursework for the Ph.D. degree 

and will spend the summer preparing for their preliminary written and 
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oral examinations. The two terminal master's candidates will return to 

Korea during July; the three Ph.D. candidates will return before September 1. 

The five participants still at Minnesota attended the National Con

ference of the American Society for Public Administration in Los Angeles, 

April 11-14, 1960 and the annual meeting of the Western Political Science 

Association in Berkeley, April 15-161 1960. 

Only one new American staff member in Public Administration was sent 

to Korea during the period. 

Library procurement and procurement of equipment slowed down during 

the period because of delay in making additional funds available for books 

and equipment. Essential items have been requisitioned. A backlog of 

items to be requisitioned has been built up. Efforts are being made to 

obtain out-of-print items for the library and to copy needed materials 

which cannot be purchased. 

Mr. Gustav Hertz, Chief, Europe and the Far East, Publie Administra

tion Division, ~CA/Washington, visited the University of Minnesota November 

19-20, 1960 and held conversations with faculty members concerned with 

the public administration program and with the Korean counterparts. 

The Director of the Program in Public Administration, who visited 

Korea during April, 1957, proposes to visit Korea again during June and 

July in order to review the programs at the School of Public Administra

tion and at the National Officials Training Institute and help fonnulate 

plans for the future. 

It is probable that a proposal will be made to bring back to the 

University of Minnesota three of the participants who returned to Korea 

because of urgent need for their services in the development of the new 

School of Public Administration. They would continue their programs 

leading to Ph.D. degrees in Political Science, Accounting, and Statistics. 
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Service in ~· Previous reports have provided tabulations of all 

of the staff members who had served in Korea under our ICA contract previous 

to the date of the issuance of the report. The accompanying table brings 

these data up to date. It reveals that as of April 19, 1960, 52 staff 

members have served or are serving in Korea, Their total service to date 

adds up to 608 man-months or 50~ man-year~. These 52 individuals represented 

40 different academic fields. or this total, 2 individtlals served 126 

man-months or 10~ man-years in project administration; 10 individuals 

served 83~ man-months or 6~~ man-years in Agriculture; 10 individuals 

served 91 man-months or 7~ man-years in Engineering; 10 individuals served 

124~ man-months or 10~ man-years in Medicine; 1 individual served 3~ man

months or ~ man-years in Veterinary Medicine; 12 individuals served 

151~ man-months or 12~ man-~ears in Public Administration; and 7 individuals 

served 28 man-months or 2~ man-years on the Survey of Higher Education 

in Korea, with special reference to Seoul National University. These 

52 individuals who served in Korea were for the most part senior faculty 

members, many with national and international reputations. A tabulation 

reveals that 12 or approximately 23 per cent of the individuals serving 

in Korea had administrative as well as academic titles. There were one 

vice president emeritus, 6 deans nr deans emoritus, 2 assistant deans 

and 3 department heads. In terms of their academic titles, 29 were 

professors, 6 associate professors, 12 assistant professors, 1 lecturer, 

1 non-academic, and 3 secretarial. 
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TOTAL SERVICE OF STAFF MEMBERS SENT TO KOREA 
September 5, 1954 to April 191 1960 

Date Last 
Service Day Man Man Prof, 

Name Began Served Months Years Field Rank 

Project Admin!§t~tion 
Arthur E. Schneider 9- 5-54 _m Chief Adviser Prot. 
N. Gertrude Koll 5-.31-55 Secretarial Adm. Secy. 

TOTALS 126 lei 

Agriculture 
Arthur L, Anderson 8- 1-59 2-24-60 7 Animal Hue. Prof, 
Clyde H. Bailey 9- 3-55 12-17-55 .3! Ag, Biochem, Prof, & 

Dean Emer, 
Roy 0, Bridgford 2-25-57 .38 Overall Ag. Assoc. Prof, 
Paul M. Burson 6- 1-56 12-14-56 6i Soils Prot. 
Andrew Hustrulid 8- 1-56 1- 5-57 5 Ag, Eng, Prof. 
Frank H. Kautert 8-13-56 11-28-56 ~t Forestry Prot. & Head 
Thomas H. King .3-29-57 9-13-57 Pl, Path, Prof. 
Philip W. Manson 9- .3-55 2- 2-56 5 Ag, Eng. Prot. 
Clarence E. Mickel .3-29-57 9-26-57 6 Entomology Prot, & Head 
Harald Ostvold 6- 1-56 9-18-56 ~ 2 Libra[I Asst. Prot. 

TOTALS 6~ 9 fields 

Engineering 
Paul Andersen 7-.31-56 12-.31-56 4i Civil Eng. Prot. 

6-17-59 12-19-59 6 Overall & Civil 
J. Harvey Evans 4- 1-57 7-12-57 .3! Naval Arch. Prof", 
Carl Graffunder 9- 9-55 12-12-55 .3 Architecture Lecturer 
Chapin A, Harris 6- 4-56 9- 1-56 .3 Text, Eng. Prof •. & Dir. 
Sidney c. Larson 9-16-55 12-19-55 .3 Elect, Eng. Assoc. Prvi'. 
Clarence E, Lund 9-26-55 12-2.3-55 3 Mech, Eng, Prof. 

4- 1-58 .3-16-59 l~i Overall & Mech, 
J. w. McCarty 9-10-59 Text. Eng. Assoc. Pro!. 
Clarence E. Schwartz 8- 7-58 9- .3-59 1.3 Chern. Eng. Assoc, Prof, 
William W. Staley 6-16-56 9-27-57 15t Overall & Min, Prof. 
William R. Weems 2- 1-55 7-16-56 ..1Z2" ~ Overall & Aero! Prof, 

TOTALS 91 712 9 fields 

Medicine 
Eldon Berglund 9- 2-59 7! Pediatrics Asst. Prof. 
E, B. Brown, Jr. 7-25-58 2-12-59 61 Physiology Prof. 
Edmund B. Flink 8- 1-57 2-18-58 ~~ Int. Med. Prof. 
N, L. Gault, Jr, 8-.30-59 Overall & Med, Assoc. Prof. 

& Asst. Dean 
Margery s. Low 1- 1-57 2-10-59 2§i Nursing Asst. Prof. 
William F. Maloney 3-24-56 7-ll-56 Overall & Mad. Asst. Prof. 

& Asst. Dean 
James H. Matthews 5- 2-57 12- 6-58 19 Overall & Anes. Asst. Prof. 
Glenn R, Mitchell 5- 2-57 12-10-58 19 Hosp. Adm. Asst. Dir. 

Univ. Hosp. 
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Date Last 
Service Day Man Man Prof. 

Name Began Serv~d Mentha Years Field Rank 

George Schimert 7- 6-58 11-1.3-59 16i Overall & Surg. Asst. Prof. 
D, Joan Williams 12-15-58 1-12-60 l~li 10~ 

Nursing Asst. Prof. 
TOTALS 7 fields 8 

Veterina~ Medicine 
Willard L, Boyd 9- 4-57 12-24-57 --1} J.. 

Overall VM Prof, & Dean 
TOTAL .3z 1 field Emer • 

24 
Public Administration 
William B. Berg 10-12-58 18 Pers. Trng. Asst. Prof. 
Arthur M. Borak 9- 6-59 7i Fin. Adm, Assoc. Prof. 
John A, Dettmann 7·26-59 9 Govt, Acctg. Prof. 
E. R. Draheim 12-19-57 12-.30-59 24i Overall & Trng, Prof. 
William o. Farber 7-.31-58 1-29-59 6 Research Prof. 
Elsie G. Hagelee 2- 6-59 ~t Secretarial Sr. Secy. 
Leigh w. Hunt, Jr. 7- 1-58 Library Asst. Prof. 
Jack c. Kern 4-12-60 2 Overall & Trng. Assoc. Prof. 
William F. Larsen 6-1.7-59 10 Pers. Adm. Pref, 
Stuart A. MacCorkle .3-16-58 4-18-60 25 Overall & Govt. Prof. 
Elwyn A. Mauck 8-14-59 8 Overall & PA Prof. 
Glenn D. Paige 8-31-59 

15ri 1.25 
Res~arch Asst. Prof. 

TOTALS s 8 fields 

~NU Survey 
Mason H. Campbell 1-25-60 3 Agric. Sci. Prof. & Dean 

Emer. 
J. A. Curran 1- 4-60 4- 6-60 .3 Med. Sci. Prof • & Decc.:n 

Emer. 
Elmer C. Easton 2-.24-60 2 Eng. Sci. Prof, & Dean 
Richard H. Lindeman 9-22-59 7 Inst. Res. Asst. Prof., 
w. T •. Middlebrook 9-2.3-59 12- 4-59 2i Bus, Adm. VP Emer. 

.2- 1-60 21 
Margaret Wipperman 12- 1-59 4f Secretarial Adm, Secy. 
Chester w. Wood 1- 1-60 _li 

.2! 
Soc. Sci • Prof. 

TOTALS 28 6 fields 
.3 

GRAND TOTAI.S 608 50~ 40 fields 

Korean Faculty Participants. The accompanying table reveals that of 

the 67 Korean faculty members studying in the United States at the time 

of the previous report, 19 have completed their studies ·and returned to 

Korea. Three of these were from Agriculture, 5 from Engineering, 7 from 

Medicine, and 4 from Public Administration. In addition, 7 participants 
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were added to the program, Two of these were from Agriculture, 1 f~m 

Veterinary Medicine, and 4 from Medicine. Thus, as of the date of this 

report, a total of 212 participants have been supported for study in the 

u. S, under this ICA contract. One hundred fifty seven of these have 

completed their studies and/or observations and returned to Korea and 

55 are presently studying in the United States. 

Of these 55 Korean faculty members, 50 are studying at the University 

of Minnesota, 1 is at the University of Wisconsin, 1 at New York Uni

versity Post-graduate Medical School, 1 at the University of Massachusetts, 

and 2 at Lowell Technological Institute. 

The 55 Korean faculty members presently studying in the United 

States are divided as follows: Agriculture, 11; Veterinary Medicine, 5; 

Engineering, 7; Medicine, 27; Public Administration, 5, 

SEMI-ANNUAL STATISTICAL DATA BY COLLEGES 
FOR KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

Total No. of Particip. 
Arrivals Ag. Eng. Med. Pub.Ad, Departures 

Still Partici~ting 
Ag. Eng, Med. Pub.Ad, Total 

lst 7 2 4 1 0 
Re rt 
2nd 

Report 44 11 19 21 0 
3rd 

Report 7 16 20 22 0 
4th 

Report 44 25 46 31 0 
5th 

B!ll?£rt 1 25 47 31 0 
6th 

Report 32 32 54 36 13 
7th 

Report 0 32 54 36 13 
8th 

Report 22 36 55 40 26 
9th 

Report 2 36 55 41 27 
lOth 
Report 46 47 62 69 27 
11th 
Report 7 50 62 73 27 

TOTALS 212 50 62 73 27 

0 

3 

5 

26 

6 

36 

7 

26 

4 

25 

19 

157 

2 4 1 0 

9 19 20 0 

13 17 20 0 

16 31 21 0 

15 29 19 0 

19 17 10 13 

13 17 9 13 

9 15 7 17 

8 13 7 18 

16 12 30 9 

16 7 27 5 

16 7 27 5 

7 

48 

50 

68 

63 

59 

52 

48 

46 

67 

55 

55 
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Participant Man-Months ~ ~-~· A second table concerning par

ticipants provides data, separately by college and ROK Government Agency 

involved, on the cumulative man-months and man-years of observation, con-

sultation, and graduate study provided Korean participants under the ICA 

contract, The data reveal that, between January 1, 1955 (the first quarter 

during which there were Korean participants studying in the United States 

under the ICA contract) and March 31, 1960, the 212 Korean participants 

were supported for a total of 3,287! man-months or 273 23/24 man-years. 

Of these 273 23/24 man-years, 57 5/24 (20.0 per cent) were in Agri

culture; 10 3/4 (3.9 per cent) were in Veterinary Medicine; 86 7/24 (31.5 

per cent) were in Engineering; 82 3/4 (30.2 per cent) were in Medicine; 

27 17/24 (10,1 per cent) were in Public Administration, SNU; and 9 1/4 

(3,4 per cent) were in the National Officials Training Institute, 

CUMULATIVE MAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS 
FOR KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

JANUARY 1, 1955 THROUGH ¥lARCH 31, 1960 

Ag, V,M, Eng. Med, P,A, NOTI TOTAL 

Months 686! 129 1035! 

Years 57~ 10~ 
4 86?4 

Per Cent 20.9 3.9 31.5 of Total 

993 

82~ 
4 

30.2 

332! 

27rJ.. 
24 

10.1 

111 3287! 

273~ 
24 

100,0 

~ Concerning Returned Koreans, A third table shows the man-months 

and man-years for the 157 Korean participants who have completed their 

tours in the United States and returned to Korea, The table shows for 

each college and the ROK Government Agency involved the number of indi-

vidual participants, the total man-months and man-years, It will be seen 

from the table that the 157 Korean participants who have returned to their 
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duties in Korea have been supported under the ICA contract for a total of 

2,100! man-months or 175 1/24 man-years, 

MAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS OF 157 RETURNED KOREANS 

Vet, Public Adm, 
Ag, Me d. Eng. Med, LaW NOTI Total 

No, of 
Individuals 30 4 55 46 13 9 157 

Man-Months 488! 36! 736 626 128! 85 2,100~ 

Man-Years 4017 1 611 52~ 1017 7t2 
1 

24 324 3 6 24 17524 

Academic Achievement of the Koreans, The present report continues the 

tabulations for presenting academic achievements which were initiated with 

the sixth report. Members of the SNU faculty and administration and NOTI 

brought to the United States are again divided into groups: those who 

came only for observation and consultation; those who either audited all 

courses or registered for a program of less than 9 quarter credits; those 

who enrolled for graduate study program and received marks in courses 

totalling 9 or more quarter credits; and those who arrived too late in 

the Winter Quarter (1960) to earn credits during that quarter. No at-

tempt was made to prepare a separate distribution for each Project seg

ment since it appeared that such a distribution would serve no useful 

purpose. 

There has now been a total of 212 Korean participants who have been 

supported under Minnesota's ICA program. They may be accounted for as 

follows: 

President and Deans of Agriculture, Engineering, and 
Medicine; and Superintendent of the University 
Hospital who came only for observation and 
consultation 6 

Participants who either audited all courses or 
registered for less than 9 credits. All have 
returned to Korea 46 
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Participant who enrolled for no course work but 
earned a Doctor 9s degree solely through 
research at Pasteur Institute in Paris 

Participants who registered for 9 or more credits 
Completed studies and returned to Korea 104 

1 

Still studying in the u. s. _21 155 

Faculty members who arrived during the 1959-60 
academic year but haven't yet earned 9 credits ~ 

Total number of Koreans receiving contract support 212 

The marks earned by the 155 members of the group who had registered 

for 9 or more credits were secured. This resulted in the accompanying 

tabulation. 
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MARKS EARNED BY 155 KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS REGIS'IERED FOR 9 OR MORE CREDITS 

45 Koreans 9 Koreans 
104 Koreans 51 Koreans Who Earned Who Earned 

All 155 Completing Still Studying Master~s Doctorfs 
Kqreans Studie§ in u. s. Degrees Degrees 

No. of Qtr, No. of Qtr. No. of Qtr. No. of Qtr, No. of Qtr. 
Grade Cr. Hrse Cr. Hrs. Cre Hrs. Cr. Hrs. Cr. Hrs. 

A 2,291! 1,824 467! 1,314 424! 

B 2,549t 2,03oft 519 1,212! 345 

S* 928! 798! 130 329 112 

c ~ 648 181 ..._.ill ll4 
TOTAL OF 6,598! 3 1,297~ 3~212~ 995! ABOVE 5,3004 

Audit 1,851! 1,640 211~ 711! 215 

Fail 45! 17~ 28 14! 0 

Other (D, In-
complete, 

~! dropped, etc.l-1£2~ __igJ_ ~ _M 

SUB-TOTAL 2,662! 2,264~ 398 913 258 

3 
. 7 ,565! 1,695! 4,125i 1,253~ GRAND TOTAL 9,260-

4 
No. of indi-
viduals 155 104 51 45 9 

No. of Quarters 
of individual 
registration 804 665 139 389~ 135~ 

Average No. of 
quarters per 
individual 5.19 6.39 2.73 8.65 15.06 

*Used to denote grade of "B" or above. 
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The following significant conclusions may be drawn from the preceding 

table: 

1. The average number of graduate credits earned per quarter: 

2. The 

a, All 155 Koreans 8,21 
b, 104 Koreans completing studies 7.97 
c. 51 Koreans still studying 9.33 
d, 45 Koreans who earned Masteris degrees 8.25 
e. 9 Koreans who earned Ph.D, degrees 7,35 

average number ot credits per quarter taken on an audit 
a, All 155 Koreans 2.30 
b. 104 Koreans completing studies 2.47 
c. 51 Koreans still studying 1.52 
d. 45 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 1.83 
e, 9 Koreans who earned Ph.D, degrees 1.59 

basis: 

3. The average number of credits per quarter resulting in failure: 
a. All 155 Koreans 0,06 
b, 104 Koreans completing studies 0.03 
c, 51 Koreans still studying 0.20 
d. 45 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 0.04 
e, 9 Koreans who earned Ph.D, degrees o.oo 

4, The average number of credits per quarter resulting in grades 
of D, Incomplete, Dropped, etc.: 

a, All 155 Koreans 0.95 
b, 104 Koreans completing studies 0.91 
c, 51 Koreans still studying l.ll+ 
d, 45 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 0,48 
e, 9 Koreans who earned Ph,D, degrees 0.32 

A further table provides comparisons on a percentage basis between the 

four categories of grades acceptable for credit in the Graduate School, 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE 

104 Koreans 51 Koreans 45 Koreans 9 Koreans 
All 155 Completing Still Who Earned Who Earned 

Grade Koreans Studies Studying Master's Degrees Ph,D 2 D.egrees 

A 34.73 34.41 36.03 40.90 42.64 

B 38,64 38.30 40.00 37.75 34.66 

s 14.07 15.06 10.02 10,24 11.25 

c 12.56 12:.23_ 13.95 11,11 ll.k2 

TOTALS 100.00 100,00 100,00 100.00 100,00 
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Attention should be drawn again to the fact that the percentages of 

"A" grades are similar to those found in the immediately preceding report, 

Again, the highest percentage (42.64) was recorded by those who earned Ph.D. 

degrees; the next highest (40.90) by those who earned Master 9s degrees, 

However, this time the third highest (36.03) was earned by the 51 Koreans 

still studying in the U, S,; and the lowest (34.41) by the 104 participants 

who had completed their studies and returned to Korea. 

The present report is the sixth in which the grade-distribution per

centages were presented. How little variation has taken place in the per

centages of "A" grades is revealed by comparing the percentage of "A" grades 

for all 155 Koreans in the present report (34.73) with those of the sixth 

through tenth reports which were respectively 34.3, 33.5, 34.4, 33,15, and 

34.30. 

The unusual achievement indicated by the preceding data cannot be stressed 

too often. Although all of our studies have revealed the high level of com

petence of the average Korean participant who has been privileged to study 

under the program, it still seems remarkable that, on the average, each has 

maintained such a high level of academic achievement in a new and unfamiliar 

environment and compelled, as he is, to receive instruction in a completely 

different language from that to which he has been accustomed from birth. 

EhLQ. Degrees Conferred. During the period covered by the present 

report, two more Korean participants completed the requirements for the Ph.D. 

degree and the degrees were formally conferred. This brings to nine the 

total number of Korean participants who have earned this, the highest academic 

degree granted by any university. Two additional participants completed 

the requirements for the Ph.D, degree before the Winter Quarter ended but 

too late to have their degrees conferred at the Winter Quarter Commencement 
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on March 17, 1960, These two degrees will be conferred at the June 11, 

1960 Commencement. 

Following are the names, dates degrees were conferred, college, academic 

rank, and field of specialization for each of the nine recipients: 

NINE KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING PH.D. DEGREES 
December, 1958 through March, 1960 

Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded College Partici£ant Srecialization 

CHO, Chai Moo 7-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 

CHOI, Jong Wan 12-58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 

HAHN, Tae Hee 8-59 Engineering Instructor Chemical Engineering 

KIM, Jae Nam 6-59 Medicine Teach. Asst. Anatomy 

IEE, Chul Choo 3-60 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

lEE, Ho Wang 12-59 Medicine Teach, Asst. Bacteriology 

lEE, Socker 12-58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 

PYO 1 Hyun Koo 3-59 Agriculture Instructor Horticulture 

RYU, Han Yeol 8-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

Master 9s Degrees Conferred, The accompanying table provides an alpha-

betical listing of the 45 Korean participants who have earned Master's de-

grees since contract operations began, Also indicated are the date of the 

award of each degree, the college, the academic rank of the recipient, and 

his field of specialization, 

The table reveals that Master's degrees have been received by Korean 

participants from 30 different departments, Distribution among the colleges 

and schools is as follows: Agriculture 18; Engineering 17; Medicine 4; 

Public Administration 6, The breakdown by ranks held by the participants 

at the time the degree was conferred is as follows: Teaching Assistant 24; 
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Instructor 9; Assistant Professor 5; Associate Professor 3; Lecturer 4. 

It should be emphasized, however, that most of the participants received 

promotions when they returned to Seoul National University. 

To this list of 45 individuals should be added the name of Dr. Lee, 

Ki Young who, in January, 1956 received the degree, Doctorat de l?Universite 

de Paris and that of Dr. Kim, Chu Wan who, in September, 1957 passed his 

examination before the American Board of Diagnostic Roentgenology. This 

brings to 56 the number of advanced degrees earned by Korean participants, 

counting certification in Diagnostic Roentgenology as equivalent to a 

graduate degree. 

FORTY-FIVE KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING MASTER'S DEGREES 
December, 1955 through March, 1960 

Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded College Participant Specialization 

BARK, Dong Suh 8-59 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
CHO, Byung Ryul 12-59 Vet. Med. Lecturer Veterinary Anatomy 
CHO, Chai Moo 6-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 
CHO, Kun Chan 6-57 Engineering Lecturer Electrical Engineering 
CHOI, Jong Wan 3-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 
CHOI, Keh Kun 12-59 Engineering Asst. Prof. Electrical Engineering 
CHUNG, Hoo Sup 12-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Plant Pathology 
CHUNG, Myung Sik 3-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 
HAHN, Mansop 7-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Aeronautical Engineering 
HAHN, Tae Hee 6-57 Engineering Instructor Chemical Engineering 
IM, Hyong Bin 8-58 Agriculture Instructor Plant Pathology 
JEON, Yun Seong 12-59 Vet, Med. Instructor Vet. Microbiology 
JOHN, Yong Won 6-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mining Engineering 
KANG, Woong Ki 6-57 Engineering Teach. Asst, Chemical Engineering 
KIM• Hae Dong 8-59 Law Instr1.<ctor Public Administration 
KD1, In Kwon 12-56 Agriculture Assoc. Prof. Argonomy & Plant Genetics 
KIM, Tae Choon 12-59 Law Teach, Asst, Public Administration 
KIM, Woon Tai 8-59 Law Instructor Public Administration 
KIM, Yeun Shik 12-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Metallurgy 
LEE, Chul Choo 6-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 
lEE, Chung Han 6-57 Engineering Asst. Prof. Electrical Engineering 
IEE, Ho Wang 12-57 Medicine Teach. Asst. Bacteriology 
IEE, Seeker 12-56 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 
LEE, Su Rae 8-58 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Biochemistry 
LEE, Tai Hyun 6-56 Agriculture Asst. Prof. Horticulture 
lEE, Yong Bin 12-55 Agriculture Assoc. Prof. Animal Husbandry 
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Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name ~warded College Participant SP§cialization 

LIM, Jung Kyoo 3-58 Medicine Teach. Asst. Pharmacology 
MIN, Kwang Shik 12-59 Engineering Instructor Physics 
OHH, Bong Kug 12-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Poultry Husbandry 
PAIK, Woon Hah 8-56 Agriculture Assoc. Prof. Entomology 
PARK, Hong Nai 12-58 Agriculture Lecturer Agricultural Economics 
PARK, Sung Woo 12-58 Agriculture Asst. Prof. Agricultural Engineering 
PARK, Won Hee 8-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 
PARK , Zin Hwa.n 7-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Economics 
RHEE, Jin Woo 6-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Textile Chemistry 
RHEE, Sang Don 12-57 Medicine Teach. Asst. Physiology 
RYU, Han Yeol 3-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 
SIM, Bo Sung 12-57 Medicine Instructor Surgery 
SUH, Chai Chin 7-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 
SUH, Won Woo 8-59 Law Instructor Public Administration 
WIE, Sang Kyoo 6-58 Engineering Lecturer Aeronautical Engineering 
WOO, Jae Lin 6-58 Engineering Instructor Textile Technology 
YIM, Kyong Bin 8-58 Agriculture Instructor Forestry 
YU, Hoon 3~59 Law Teach, A sst • Public Administration 
YUK, Chong Yung 8-58 Agriculture Asst. Prof. Dairy Husbandry 

Equipment Procurement. Procurement of equipment, supplies, books, and 

periodicals continues. It seems hardly necessary to again call attention 

to the difficulties experienced because of u. s. government requirements, 

coupled with additional essential paper work involved. Lists prepared in 

Korea by the Korean staff, with the assistance of Minnesota staff serving 

there, are sent to the University of Minnesota for screening by the appropriate 

departments. When deletions and additions are made to these lists they 

are then returned to Korea for further study before being transmitted for 

procurement action to the University of Minnesota. The approved, screened 

lists (including such specifications as are required) are then used in the 

preparation of requisitions, These requisitions are then sent out for 

bids, purchase orders then being issued to the successful bidders. 

Vendors usually are instructed to ship equipment and supplies to Chicago 

where the forwarding agent assembles and ships periodically to San Francisco 
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all items on hand on a schedule fitting into the regular sailings of vessels 

of the Pacific Far East Lines. Invoices are paid on receipt of copies of 

the on-board bill of lading. Periodical subscriptions go by international 

mail, payment being made upon notice by the Chief Adviser that the initial 

copy has been received in Korea. Small book orders are sent by parcel 

post, payment to the vendor being made on the basis of a postal receipt. 

The funds made available by ICA for procurement are designated for 

the specific college or other contract segment. Allocations have been made 

for the colleges of Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, Engineering, and 

Medicine. They have been made also for the Public Administration segment 

of the project. In addition, special allotments have been made for science 

equipment and supplies for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and 

for duplicating and printing facilities for the central administration 

of SNU. The total of all of these allotments made to the date of this 

report is $2,S421SOO. Of this total, $55,500 was allocated to Public Ad

ministration. 

Actual expenditures through March 31, 1960 in all present contract 

areas totalled $2,06S,969.91. OUtstanding obligations totalled $343,545.43 

for the same period. Of this obligated sum, $721291.53 constitutes moneys 

set aside but not yet spent to cover costs of transportation, packing, 

insurance, and charges for the forwarding agents. The balance, $271,253.90, 

represents actual orders placed but not yet delivered. Thus books, periodicals, 

equipment, and supplies valued at $2,340,223.81 (including transportation, 

export packing, insurance and charges for the forwarding agents in the case 

of books, periodicals, equipment, and supplies already in or enroute to 

Korea) had been ordered and were either on their way or actually had reached 

their destination in Korea. 
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Reports from the Chief Adviser in Korea indicate that the unofficial 

unadjusted invoice value of books, periodicals, equipment, and supplies 

received in Korea through March 31, 1960, totalled $1,693,074.36. These 

totals, it must be kept in mind, do not include the cost of such items as 

export packing, transportation, insurance, the preparation of required 

documents, or other services provided by the forwarding agents. These 

additional items add an estimated 15 to 20 per cent to the actual cost of 

the books, periodicals, equipment, and supplies. 

Procurement Money Allocated ~ FY 1222 Funds. Minnesota contract 

support funds in the total sum of $200,000 were earmarked by the USOM to 

Korea in early September, 1959. Of this total, the sum of $52,000 was set 

aside for use in Korea to cover equipment, material, and supplies needed 

for water system improvement at the SNU College of Engineering. The balance 

($148,000), it was understood, was to be transferred to the University of 

Minnesota for procurement of classroom, laboratory, and auxiliary equipment 

and supplies for Seoul National University and the National Officials Training 

Institute; for publications and library equipment and supplies for both 

Seoul National University and the National Officials Training Institute; 

and for additional equipment and supplies for Seoul National University's 

central printing facility, 

Negotiations and correspondence in connection with this $148,000 

went on for many months. The first PIO/C (work sheet), issued December 15, 

1959 and the actual PIO/C issued on January 18, 1960 were both found to 

be defective. When this defect was discovered, a new PIO/C amending the 

previous language was issued on February 23 1 1960 and sent to ICA/Washington 

with instructions to transfer the $148,000 to the University of Minnesota 

as had been the procedure with all previously allocated procurement funds. 
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ICA/Washington indicated its unwillingness to continue the advance of 

procurement funds and urged the University of Minnesota to undertake pro-

curement upon allocation of the funds and accept reimbursement periodically 

for expenditures made rather than to insist on a prior advance of the entire 

sum. The University of Minnesota, in a letter dated February 10, 1960, set 

forth the reasons why it felt that procurement should continue under the 

original plan agreed to by representatives of ICA and the University of 

Minnesota on September 6, 1955, but also indicated its willingness to release 

ICA from its agreement and accept a compromise rather than cause further 

criticism of the agency by the Controller Generalis Office. 

Finally, in an amendment (No, 1) to its ICA contract, dated April 1, 

1960, the University of Minnesota agreed to accept the allocation of $14B,OOO 

and begin procurement without that sum being transmitted to the University 

of Minnesota in advance. There was the further understanding that, beginning 

June 1, 1960, unobligated procurement funds would be reimbursed by ICA/W 

so as to maintain a working balance of $200,000 until the entire $14B,OOO 

from FY 1959 funds had been advanced. 

Specialists Briefed at Minnesota. Three of the specialists employed to 

assist with the survey of higher education in Korea visited Minneapolis for 

orientation and briefing during the present report period. Dr. Mason H. 

Campbell, Dean Emeritus of the College of Agriculture, University of Rhode 

Island, was at the University of Minnesota December 16 to 19, 1960, Dr. 

Jean A. Curran, New England Center Hospital, Boston, was briefed during 

the period January 5 to B, 1960. Dr. Elmer c. Easton, Dean, College of 

Engineering, Rutgers University, was at Minnesota February 24 to 26, 1960. 

Dr, Campbell, who proceeded to Korea with Mrs. Campbell through the Near 

East and Southeast Asia, came to Minnesota before leaving from New York. 

The other two stopped in the Twin Cities enroute to Korea. 
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Two Future Staff Members Briefed. Two staff members recruited for - - . 

service in Korea came to Minnesota for orientation and briefing in early 

February. Professor Harold E. Babbitt, who was being considered for the 

post of overall adviser in Engineering, was in Minneapolis for interviews 

during the period February 4 to 5, 1960, He was offered and accepted the 

appointment before returning to his post at Iowa State University. Mr. 

Jack c. Kern, Chief, Employment Development and Training Branch, u. S, 

Forest Service, who had agreed to serve as overall adviser to the National 

Officials Training Institute, spent February 4 to 6, 1960 in Minneapolis 

discussing his duties with Minnesota staff members concerned, 

Dr. Draheim Reports. Dr. Erwin R, Draheim, u. S, Department of Agri-

culture, who had recently completed some two years of service in Korea as 

overall adviser to the National Officials Training Institute, was in Minneapolis 

to report on his tour of duty from January 14 to 18, 1960. Dr. Draheim was 

pleasantly surprised upon his return to his post in Washington, D, c. on 

January 4, 1960 to find that he had been promoted to the post of Director 

of College Recruitment, a position which involves liaison with colleges 

and universities for the purpose of inducing graduates to seek careers 

in the Department. 

President Honors ~ Korean Participants. President J, L. Morrill was 

host at a coffee hour in the Campus Club on Tuesday, December 8, 1959. Honored 

on this occasion were the 43 Korean faculty members who had arrived at various 

times, beginning in August, 19591 to begin graduate study at the University 

of Minnesota. Others invited to the affair were the members of the Korean 

Advisory Committee and the college-level advisers. 

Koreans Celebrate Independence Day. Two Korean organizations in the 

Twin Cities celebrated their Declaration of Independence Day (March 1, 1919) 
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by inviting their American friends to a celebration on March 4, 1960. The 

two organizations were the Korean Association of Minnesota and the Korean 

Students Association of Minnesota. 

The Ceremony was held in the University Presbyterian Center in Minneapolis 

and included as guests, among others, the advisers of Korean participants 

studying at Minnesota under the ICA contract. The program consisted of the 

reading of the Declaration, addresses by Koreans representing the two Asso

ciations and responses by Dr. Forrest G. Moore, Adviser to Foreign Students, 

and Dr. Tracy F. TYler, Coordinator for the Korean Project. This part of 

the program was followed by musical numbers presented by the Koreans and 

included a group of folk songs by a mixed double octette, vocal numbers 

by a ladies duo, and a group of piano solos presented by Dr. Choi, Nung Won. 

The evening closed with a social hour which included light refreshments. 

Foreign Language Institute Official Visits Minnesota. Miss Helen Sims, 

who is responsible for the teaching of English to Koreans in the Foreign 

Language Institute in Seoul, Korea, conferred with interested Minnesota 

staff members during home leave in the Twin Cities last October. She was 

a guest at a luncheon and conferred with Dr. Harold Allen and the Coordi

nator on October 2B, 1959. Later, she observed the facilities and discussed 

the methods used in the special English course given each fall to the new 

Korean participants. While in the u. s., Miss Sims was visiting a number 

of language centers in order to plan improvements for the Foreign Language 

Institute in Korea. 

Korean Vocational ~ill.Qn GrolJ12 Visits Korean Pro.iect Office. A 

group of four principals of Korean technical schools spent the greater 

portion of the Fall Quarter at the University of Minnesota under a pro

gram directed by the Department of Trade and Industrial Education, College 
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of Education. Together, with Dr. Howard F. Nelson, Acting Department Head, 

they discussed the Minnesota ICA contract with the Coordinator on the morning 

of November 10, 1959. 

The principals consisted of the following: Kim, Chong Moo, Inchon 

Tech., Lee, Choong Jo, Iri Tech., Pak, Kyung Won, Pusan Tech., and Lee, 

Song Woo, Seoul Com. 

During the period of observation and consultation at Minnesota the four 

principals visited various educational institutions and industrial establish

ments in the Twin Cities area and on the Iron Range. They also attended 

conferences in their field held in the Twin Cities Metropolitan area during 

their Minnesota experience. 

Korean Educators ~ Minnesota. Two Korean educators, enroute to 

the White House Conference on Children and Youth in Washington, D. c., 

March 27 to April 2, 1960, spent the week of March 21 to 25, 1960 at the 

University of Minnesota. The interests of both were in the field of 

personnel psychology and their primary reason for visiting Minnesota was 

to study the work of the Office of the Dean of Students. The two were 

Dr. Kim, Ki Suk, assistant professor, Department of Education, College 

of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea and Mr. 

Chung, Won Shik, Central Education Research Institute, Seoul, Korea. They 

visited the CoordinatorVs Office on March 23, 1960 and discussed the progress 

and future plans for the Korean Project. 

Campus Aerial Maps to Korea. New aerial photographs of the three 

Minnesota campuses were mailed to Korea on December 21, 1959. They will 

be hung in the Chief Adviser's Office in Seoul as a replacement for earlier 

photographs now out-of-date because of new building construction. 
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~· The following gifts 1 among others, have been made to Seoul 

National University, on behalf of the University of Minnesota, during the 

period covered by the present report: 

William H, Ziegler and Company donated in November, 1959 two Turbo

Charger Assemblies for the Department of Mechanical Engineering, College 

of Engineering, Seoul National University. 

In December, 1959, eight cartons of books were sent to Seoul National 

University, These books, 110 of them in medicine and 36 in engineering, 

were donated through the University of Minnesota Bookstores by various 

individuals belonging to the University community. They reached their 

destination safely and were acknowledged by the appropriate deans in early 

February, 1960, 

Dr. James c. Melby, Department of Medicine, University of Arkansas, 

and Dr. N. L. Gault, Assistant Dean, College of Medical Sciences, University 

of Minnesota donated in December, 1959 a total of 177 books and monographs 

and four journals for use in the hospital reading room, Seoul National Uni

versity, 

A gift for scholarship purposes to the new School of Public Administra

tion, Seoul National University in the total sum of 75,000 hwan was made 

on December 24, 1959 by the following members of the Minnesota advisory 

group to the School: Dr. Arthur M. Borak, Dr. John A. Dettmann, Mrs. 

Elsie G. Hagelee, Professor Leigh w. Hunt, Jr., Professor William F. 

Larsen, Dr, Stuart A, MacCorkle, Dr, Elwyn A, Mauck, and Dr. Glenn D, Paige. 

Mr. E, T. Jensen, a civil engineer living in Wayzata, Minnesota, in 

January, 1960 donated to the Ltbrary, College of Engineering, Seoul National 

University, through Dr. Paul Andersen, Professor of Structural Engineering, 

University of Minnesota, the following collection of engineering books: 
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26 volumes of Transactions of American Society of Civil Engineers (1934 

through 1959); 2 volumes of Transactions Index Volumes American Society of 

Civil Engineers (1921 through 1934; 1935 through 1947); 20 volumes of Pro

ceedings of American Society of Civil Engineers (1928 through 1950). 

The graduating student nurses of August, 1959, School of Nursing, Uni-

versity of Minnesota, contributed 10 large cartons containing approximately 

344 used uniforms to the School of Nursing, Seoul National University. 

Miss Carol Obenauf, a member of the graduating class, assumed responsibility 

for gathering and packing the uniforms for shipment. 

Rockefeller ~ Ali ~ M£§1£• Negotiations which began in September, 

1959 culminated in early April, 1960 with the receipt by the University of 

Minnesota of $6,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation for use in providing 

teaching materials for use in the College of Art and the College of Music 

of Seoul National University, 

The project, which is fiscally outside the Minnesota contract, but 

reflects the close working relationship with Seoul National University as 

a whole, began with a letter to Dr, Theodore C, Blegen, Dean, Graduate 

School, University of Minnesota, from Dr. Charles B, Fahs, Director, The 

Humanities, The Rockefeller Foundation, who wrote: 

"As far as I can judge from my own brief visits in Seoul, the Art 
Department at Seoul National University is one of the two best in 
Korea. It suffers, however, from lack of art books and of illus
trative slides or fil~m strips and has, as yet, done very little in 
such fields as ceramics and print making which may nave practical 
possibilities in Korea beyond those immediately in sight for oil 
painting, 

"The Music Department is also of significance in the Korean picture, 
particularly, from my point of view, because of the presence there 
of Professor Lee, Hye-Ku. He is the leading scholar on Korean tra
ditional music and the Korean who appears most concerned that Korea 9s 
growing interest in Western music should not result in loss of her 
own tradition. 
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"I do not see any present possibility of major Rockefeller Foundation 
support to these programs but it might very well be possible to pro
vide several thousand dollars for books, slides, records, and comparable 
materials. We are not, however, ourselves in a position to select 
what may be most helpful and would therefore have difficulty in pro
viding help unless some institution which has competence in these 
fields was prepared to request and administer a small grant for this 
purpose." 

The University of Minnesota, following discussion of the above letter, 

wrote Dr. Fahs, indicating its willingness to assist. Dr. Fahs then wrote 

SNU President Yun, Il Sun in October, 1959 that the Rockefeller Foundation 

would be willing to appropriate a maximum sum of $6,000 in view of the fact 

that the University of Minnesota had agreed to assist in the selection and 

purchase of the teaching materials involved. 

The negotiations with the Rockefeller Foundation and with University 

of Minnesota staff members concerned in Korea and the u. s. were carried 

on by Dr, Tracy F. Tyler, Coordinator of the Korean Project and Dr. Malcolm 

M. Willey, Vice President, Academic Administration, who has administrative 

responsibility for the ICA program involving Seoul National University. 

Dr. H. Harvard Arnason, Chairman, Department of Art, and Dr. Paul M. 

Oberg, Chairman, Department of Music, agreed to undertake the responsibility 

of screening the lists of materials prepared in Korea in each of the two 

fields. Later, they negotiated with vendors of the materials to be purchased. 

There is every expectation that the Art and Music materials will reach 

Korea sometime during the present summer, 

This grant from the Rockefeller Foundation constitutes an example of 

how a government-financed university contract may actually stimulate activity 

beyond the actual contract areas. There have been other examples of assistance 

to Seoul National University beyond that provided by !CA. These constitute 

much-appreciated overtones to the project, Assistance of this nature, 

small though it may be, might well foreshadow future needs and relation-

ships between the two universities. 
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II. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ADVISER IN KOREA 

General Comnents. During this eleventh semi-annual report period 

for the ICA-University of Minnesota contract technical assistance project 

involving Seoul National University in the broad areas of Agriculture, 

Engineering, Medicine and Public Administration, and the Republic of Korea's 

National Officials Training Institute, the central purpose has continued 

to be to assist in better preparing Korean faculty members for teaching, 

research and administration, and to be instrumental in assisting to obtain 

for the institutions involved the physical plant, libraries and equipment 

making possible the effective carrying out of these functions. The former 

has been undertaken through staff exchange - present and potential Korean 

faculty members being selected for study and observation opportunities 

abroad in the field of their major academic interest or responsibility, 

and American Advisers coming to Korea to assist their colleagues at the 

institutions served; the latter through the combined planning and accomplish

ment efforts of Seoul National University and National Officials Training 

Institute personnel and their American advisers, the support of Korean 

officials responsible for these institutions, and the interest, under

standing and substantial financial assistance of the ICA and the United 

States Operations Mission - Korea. 

In addition, during this report period the survey of national institu

tions of higher learning in Korea continued and progressed according to 

schedule. 

Korean Participant~. In numbers, emphasis has continued to be placed 

on Korean staff members being afforded study and observation opportunities 

abroad. From the inception of the program the careful selection of partici

pants has been a matter of prime concern to both Korean and American 
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authorities involved. Some measure of the quality of participants selected 

and their potentiality for academic careers may be gained from scholastic 

data presented in Part I of this report. 

The participant program for this 5~-year period is summarized as follows: 

DISTRIBUTION OF KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

Distribution by Approximate 
Ret'd Now Length of Stai; 

to Studying 6 mo. 
Total Korea in u. s. or less 1 I;r1 2 ~rs. ~ ;y,:rs. /: ItS• 

Office or Col-
lege of SNU 

President 1 1 1 

Agriculture 41 30 11 6 14 17 1 

Vet. Med, 9 4 5 1 3 3 1 

Engineering 62 55 7 12 24 18 5 

Medicine 72 45 27 9 38 20 2 

Law (P.A.) 19 14 5 10 9 

Off. of Genl. 
Affairs ROK 

NOT! s 8 8 

TOTAL No! 212 12Z 5.2 29 28 6z 2 
Percent 100 Z2 22 1/: !:6 22 !: 

Regarding this summary, attention is invited to the fact that, of the 

total of 212 participants, 157 (75 per cent) are back in Korea; the graduate 

programs of the 55 still abroad continue. 

Six additional participants were sent to the United States during this 

report period - 2 in Agriculture, 1 in Veterinary Medicine and 3 in Medicine. 

If the ICA/Minnesota contract is extended through the fall of 1961 it is ex-

pected that about 15 additional participants may be sent to the United States 

late this summer for primarily one-year periodsof graduate study. 

3 

1 

3 

2 

9 . 
~ 
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The breadth and depth of this graduate training abroad is without question 

serving its purpose - the improvement of teaching, research and administra

tion at Seoul National University and of in-service training at the National 

Officials Training Institute. A continuing objective is to encourage and 

assist in making possible at these institutions the most effective use of 

this faculty improvement investment. 

Minnesota ~ 12 Korea. The total number of Minnesota staff members 

who have served or are now serving in Korea under this project is 52 (2 of 

whom have served twice), excluding 6 administrative personnel who have been 

here for inspection tours or in connection with the planning of new projects. 

(See Part I of this report for details.) 

As of April, 1960, the Minnesota staff in Korea consisted of 19 indi

viduals, including 3 secretaries. With wives (1~) and children (28) the 

total Minnesota complement becomes 57. 

The main endeavor of Minnesota staff members during this report period 

has been to continue to assist Korean colleagues in all ways possible to im

prove their teaching, research and administration. This assistance involves 

curricula, courses, research, methods and techniques, attention to physical 

plant and equipment, and attention to organization, personnel, finance, ad

ministration, and professional and governmental relationships. 

Summaries ~ Future Plans. 

Agriculture. (Professor Roy o. Bridgford, Adviser). Minnesota has 

thus far (see Part I of this report) supplied advisers in Agriculture in 

the fields of Agricultural Chemistry, Agricultural Engineering, Soils, 

Physics, Forestry, Plant Pathology, Entomology, Library Science, Veterinary 

Medicine, Agronomy and Animal Husbandry. Under present plans three more 

advisers are expected in the broad field of agriculture - one in Veterinary 

Medicine, one in Agricultural Engineering, and one in Agricultural Economics. 
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Ouring a part of this period (to February 5) Professor Arthur L. Anderson., 

specialized area Animal Husbandry, served with the adviser at the College of 

Agriculture. Professor Andersonts primary activity centered about the cur

riculum, course content, instructional methods and techniques, and research 

in this area, and the development of closer teaching-research relationships 

with other departments. Specific recommendations - some with reference to 

the College in general, others confined to the field of Animal Husbandry -

were included in Professor Anderson's final report and recommendations. These 

recommendations, summarized, included for the College as a whole, that con

sideration be given to a reduction in total credits required for graduation, 

with u. s. standards suggested as a guide; elimination of the remaining 

"double" (2 class hours) lecture periods; making more courses in English 

available on an elective basis and permitting the substitution of such courses 

for German (now required); the better identification of graduate courses by 

a change in numbering; provision of more general orientation courses to acquajnt 

new students with the nature of work in each major agricultural subject matter 

area; a review of all curricula with a view toward achieving better balance 

and a broadening of understanding of students; further attention to training 

in the communication skills; consideration of the need for and desirability 

of establishing a Department of Vocational Education for training for teaching 

positions; placing the many little-used, old, Japanese books in storage, thus 

leaving more library space for current needs; introducing a required library 

course designed to acquaint students with this important facility and its 

proper use; establishment of a system of faculty advisers designed to assist 

every student; and introduction and use of a form for the periodic rating 

of faculty members by students. 

For the Livestock Department Professor Andersonts recommendations in

cluded the suggestion that consideration be given to changing the name to 
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"Department of Animal Husbandry" or "Department of Animal Science"; that the 

future of the Department be carefully considered in the light of changes which 

may be expected in Korean life, which changes may well indicate need for 

separate, specialized curricula in this field; that a special problems course 

be started and made available to junior and senior students of particular 

ability and promise; that periodically the entire curriculum be reviewed and 

changed as necessary consonant with needs of the times; that more library 

materials and other teaching aids be obtained for the Depart.ment; that stu

dents, through course work designed for this purpose, become more intimately 

acquainted with livestock and their feeding and management; that all depart

ments of the College of Agriculture concerned with food technology cooperate 

in teaching and research to improve and broaden work in this important field; 

that the Department give more attention to instruction and research in the 

marketing of livestock; that a closer relationship between the Department and 

the College of Veterinary Medicine of Seoul National University be effected 

for the benefit of students and staff of both of these Seoul National Uni

versity components; that spec:i.fic attention be given to the working out of 

further cooperative relationships with livestock stations for the improvement 

of teaching and research; and that specific study be given the problem of 

acquiring additional land needed for the maintenance of livestock in numbers 

necessary for sound teaching and effective research. 

The adviser continued his assistance to the dean and department heads 

in the broad fields of administration, instruction and research, with par

ticular attention to his specialized area, Agronomy. Further progress was 

made regarding the improvement of teaching and research through the combina

tion field laboratory/research projects now entering their fourth growing 

season. The nature of these projects having been reported upon in detail 
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previously, it will simply be mentioned here that this year's field trials 

will include 20 strains of winter wheat (15 Minnesota and 5 Korean), 7 im

proved strains of winter barley (5 U, s. and 2 Korean) 1 8-ft. row tests of 

600 strains of winter barley (550 from World Collection and 50 Korean), 8-ft. 

row tests of 400 strains of winter wheat (375 from World Collection and 25 

Korean), and a preliminary test of 32 superior strains of winter barley and 

19 of winter wheat selected from the World Collection on the basis of their 

merits for Korea. 

The adviser, with Korean colleagues, also collected and sent to the 

United States Department of Agriculture for specific identification a large 

number of rust and rice blast samples, Further collections are planned 

for this growing season, 

Assistance was given Korean colleagues in planning and conducting a 

potato varietal field trial involving 14 strains. Assistance was also given 

in planning the Plant Pathology and Entomology short course given by College 

specialists in these areas to Institute of Agriculture personnel during the 

winter, 

During the latter part of this report period the adviser spent con

siderable time assisting the agricultural sciences member of the national 

higher public education survey team in his inquiries both at Suwon and at 

other institutions. 

During the next six months it is planned to stimulate an increase in 

and improvement of the field laboratory/research type of project which is 

becoming accepted as a significant change in teaching and a form of grass

roots inquiry of importance to the country; to further encourage and assist 

in accomplishing greater cooperation between departments in both teaching 

and research; with Korean colleagues to consider what additional short courses 
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might be offered by the College; to continue to work with the dean for the 

efficient use and maintenance of the College's facilities and equipment; and 

to continue to serve as adviser to the deaa and his staff in all ways which 

serve the College anu project objectives, including specific attention to 

assisting to place in effect adviser recommendations accepted by Korean 

colleagues. 

Engineering. Nine advisers (two of whom have served twice) have been 

supplied by Minnesota for Cooperative Project service at the College of 

Engineering. Through these advisers specialized area attention has been 

given to Architecture, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, 

Mining Engineering, Textile Engineering, Civil Engineering, Naval Architecture, 

and Chemical Engineering. Under present plans two more advisers are ex

pected, one to serve in an over-all capacity, the other a specialist in 

Nuclear Engineering, 

To December 5, 1959, Dr. Paul Andersen served as over-all adviser at 

the College of Engineering. In this capacity Dr. Andersen worked closely 

with the dean and his associates in developing plans and taking actions 

designed to utilize to the fullest advantage of Korea the staff, facilities 

and equipment of the College, in focusing attention on unsatisfied needs 

of the institution, and in assisting to determine ways in which these needs 

might be met. 

In Dr. Andersen's final report~ among obstacles to the full development 

of the College he mentions lack of easy accessibility; the absence of a 

community environment; the prohibition of student employment in laboratories, 

shops and drawing rooms; graduate students being provided no paid assistant

ships or fellowships; and the limitations on graduate studies available to 

assistants, instructors and lecturers. The regulations here involved are 

pointed to as major obstacles to advanced study and basic research. 
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Regarding physical plant and equipment, Dr. Andersen recommends that 

available funds be used for the completion, including equipping, of the textile, 

naval architecture and aeronautical, hydraulic and n11clear engineering labora

tories. Suggested by Dr. Andersen is that serious consideration be given to 

sending to the United States for further advanced work toward the doctorate 

carefully selected participants who have already earned M, S, degrees under 

the project. 

This adviser considers graduate work at the College to be little more 

than a token amount and points to the desirability of increasing the scope 

and quality of graduate instruction and the number of graduate students, 

The report discusses ways and means of doing this. 

Under additional future-needs of the College Dr. Andersen recommends 

an auditorium, a library (to replace that now in use and which is expected 

to be outgrown before long), and faculty housing (to be constructed and opera

ted on a self-supporting basis). 

Textile Engineering Adviser Professor J. J. McCarty's major activity 

during this period has been to work with Korean colleagues in completing 

equipment lists for this field and initiating procurement actions for ap

proved items, planning the laboratories for this department, and studying 

the curriculum, courses and instructional methods as a basis for recommending 

improvements. All of these actions are well along, Laboratory preparation 

for receipt of equipment is scheduled to begin soon. Since some equipment ~ 

both old and recently procured - is now on hand, installation will begin as 

soon as laboratory preparation work is completed, Slowness of allocation 

of counterpart funds to the College of Engineering has delayed this work. 

Plans for the next six months in Textile Engineering consist of com

pleting all aspects of advisory assistance discussed above. 
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Medicine. (Dr, N. L. Gault, Jr., Adviser). Since the beginning of the 

contract in 1954, rehabilitation and upgrading of medical education and edu

cation in the related health sciences at Seoul National University have pro

ceeded principally through exchange of staff, the rehabilitation and improve

ment of physical plant, and the procurement of teaching and research equip

ment essential to the educational task. Minnesota advisers, who have repre

sented eight important areas of health sciences, have worked closely with 

the administration of the College of Medicine and the University Hospital 

in planning general policies, curriculum changes, teaching methods, improve

ment of patient care and hospital operation through newly created hospital 

services and improved organization, and physical rehabilitation of the Medical 

Center buildings. Forty-five participants have returned from contract-sponsored 

study abroad, chiefly at the University of Minnesota, and all are currently 

on the full-time staff of this college and hospital. 

This report period has been replete with activities of note. The ad

visory staff was reduced when Miss Joan Williams completed her tour on December 

19, 1959. Her final report summarized the significant progress in nursing 

education and nursing service achieved in the relatively short period of 

this contract. Miss Williams' thoughtful and sound recommendations, covering 

Organization of the NUrsing Department, Nursing Administration, Interdepart

mental Relationships, Ward Management, and Nursing Education, were discussed 

in detail with the Dean, the Superintendent, the Director of the School of 

Nursing, and the Chief Nurse prior to departure. 

During this period, for the first time the Dean of the College of 

Medicine was invited to participate in selecting subjects to be used in the 

entrance examinations given aspiring pre-medical applicants, Although the 

recommendations of previous advisers regarding the selection of medical students 
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have not been fully achieved, this is a step in the right direction; i.e. to 

allow the faculty of the College of Medicine to select the best qualified 

students for the study of medicine rather than to have this very important 

action continue to be taken by the faculty of the College of Liberal Arts 

and Sciences. 

The budget of the College of Medicine for 1960 was increased by approxi

mately 10,000,000 hwan, permitting the appointment of seven additional full

time faculty members and the promotion of five assistants to instructors. 

Seven additional regular faculty members were promoted. The hospital opera

ting budget for 1960 was increased by 31,0001000 hwan, but the amount of 

income required to be paid to the Minister of Finance during the year con

tinues to be 71 per cent of the total budget. The School of Nursing, with 

only one "Table of Organization99 position at present, had its budget reduced 

40 per cent, The School of Public Health received a 45 per cent increase 

in budget and the establishment of its first Table of Organization positions 

two in number. Certainly the financial support of education in the health 

sciences at Seoul National University continues to be meager. It is improving 

slowly but inadequately if this institution is to use the resources provided 

through ICA assistance to achieve the high quality of teaching, patient 

care, and research which it desires to provide and which is expected of a 

first-class, modern medical center. 

In November 1959 the new college library was formally opened, Its 

10,000 square foot area is located on the fourth floor of the north side of 

the basic science building. A current journal reading room, a fire-proof 

bound-journal room, a student loan desk, a large reading room, plus a faculty 

conference room, a student organization room, and a tea room improve the 

library serYices many fold for both faculty and students. The students 
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have access to current journals. This is a new privilege as journals have 

been restricted to the faculty's use in the past. 

Also in November, ground-breaking for the School of Nursing dormitory 

took place. With the completion of this building as planned in the fall of 

1960, adequate accommodations for graduate and student nurses will be available. 

Three additional participants -- one in Orthopedics, one in Nursing Edu

cation, and one in Nursing Administration -- left for the University of Minne

sota during this period. One nurse participant and three full professors re

turned to Seoul after six months periods at the University of Minnesota. 

Doctor Jean A. Curran, consultant in health sciences on the national 

public higher education survey team, spent 2i months studying education in 

health sciences at Seoul National University and the other National Universities. 

His thoroughness in study, previous experience in medicine in the Far East, 

and sincere interest in the problems of this area in the Korean educational 

system pinpointed problems and recommended changes reinforcing and supplementi.~g 

recommendations of advisers under the Minnesota Contract. 

Doctor Eldon Berglund, adviser in Pediatrics, has stimulated substantial 

changes in the Pediatric Service during the past six months. Through his 

influence affiliations with other hospitals -- Seoul Electric Hospital, 

National Medical Center, Childrens' Relief Hospital, and Hanno Childrens' 

Tuberculosis Hospital -- have been arranged whereby graduate students, and 

in some instances undergraduates, are assigned to these hospitals for clinical 

experience. Modern methods of teaching medicine demand at least ten beds 

per student entering the School of Medicine; therefore, for the class of 120 

students entering Seoul National University yearly, a total of 1,200 hospital 

beds should be available for clinical teaching. The 465 beds in the Seoul 

National University Hospital are grossly inadequate, making these affiliations 

mandatory. 
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A well-baby clinic has been organized by the Pediatric Service and has 

proven to be most popular. Over 200 well babies are seen each week for general 

physical examination, immunizations, and instruction of mothers. This clinic 

offers graduate and undergraduate students and nurses an opportunity to 

practice good preventative medicine, a vital program in Korea, A core of 

American women in Seoul have assisted as volunteers in operating the Clinic; 

Korean women, wives of the faculty, have been organized to join these volunteers 

in this work. From this group it is hoped an active hospital auxiliary will 

be formed to serve the Seoul National University hospital. 

A medical movie, entitled ''Pneumonectomy'', the basic work on the planning 

and conduct of which was undertaken by former Minnesota Principal Adviser in 

Medicine, Dr. George Schimert with Korean colleagues and Syracuse University 

contract audio-visual personnel, produced by ROK OPI-USOM and filmed at Seoul 

National University Hospital, was premiered at the hospital on January 27. 

This color film with Korean sound track is the first instructional medical 

film produced in Korea and demonstrates that Korean physicians can successfully, 

if properly trained, carry out modern, advanced technical therapeutic pro

cedures in their hospitals. This film should prove to be helpful to the 

medical profession throughout Korea. 

Inspired by his recent visit to medical centers in America, Dean Myung, 

Choo Wan appointed a curriculum committee to study the schedule of the last 

two years of the medical school. He asked that the curriculum be changed to 

insure more practical teaching at the bedside and in the clinic. From this 

study the new curriculum was arranged reducing didactic lectures to two hours 

and prescribing six hours of ward or clinic work a day. This is another ad

vance of great importance in modernizing medical education at Seoul National 

University. 
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At present the greatest need of the Seoul National University Medical 

Center continues to be an adequate number of patients for the bedside teaching 

of medicine. Only through changes in financing the hospital operation will 

this goal be achieved. A higher percentage of "free beds" must be made 

available. Actually, the cost of hospital operation is not properly chargeable 

to the cost of medical education for, in actuality, the nation should bear 

the cost of providing medical care for its indigent people. 

The Dean and Superintendent are earnestly working to achieve a truly 

full-time staff, an urgent need to upgrade teaching at this institution. 

This could become possible through increased salaries or opportunity to treat 

private patients in the University Hospital. 

The school administration will need to supervise the new curriculum 

closely to insure that it is conducted properly; the Dean has appointed a 

staff member to coordinate the faculty's efforts and reduce duplications in 

lectures, 

Advisers in clinical laboratory medicine and in public health are needed 

within the next six months and renewed efforts are being made to obtain them. 

Miss Florence Julian, adviser in Nursing Administration, is scheduled to 

arrive in April, 1960 for a year's assignment. 

The construction of a new kitchen and laundry building for the Uni

versity Hospital is urgently needed. Also suitable quarters for the School 

of Public Health should be made available for this school year; additional 

T/0 positions in the faculty are needed for the School of Public Health and 

the School of Nursing. It seems apparent .that Republi.c of Korea funds will 

be needed to supplement counterpart funds that may become available to sup

port construction. 

Th1ring the next six months Minnesota advisers will concentrate on as

sisting the administration and faculty with the new curriculum, followup 
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on equipment ordered and clearance of new requests for equipment and the plans 

for rehabilitation and new construction, but will emphasize the adoption of 

policies to improve hospital operation to give better patient care and improve 

teaching, 

Public ~dministration, ~ National University. (Dr. Stuart A, MacCorkle, 

Adviser). 

Activities prior to October, 1959 

During the first two years, 1957-59, the emphasis in public administra
tion at Seoul National University was on the training at the University of 
Minnesota of a corps of Korean instructors, the planning and establishment of 
a School of Public Administration, and the installation of a special Public 
Administration Library, In addition to the sending of Korean professors and 
instructors to Minnesota for training in public administration, Minnesota 
agreed to send an American staff to Korea for the purpose of serving as ad
visers to the Korean staff and to function as counterparts supplementing 
the efforts of their Korean colleagues when necessary, 

The first adviser arrived in Seoul on March 28, 1958. By September 9, 
1959 the American staff reached its maxtmum strength, a total of eight members. 
Within a period of one year, beginning April 1, 1958, President Syngman Rhee 
signed a decree which legalized the School of Public Administration at Seoul 
National University; Dean Shin, Tai Whan, who also serves as the Dean of the 
College of Law at SNU, was appointed to head the new School; a curriculum 
was worked out and adopted; School regulations were approved and published; 
degree and entrance requirements were established; a budget was provided; a 
staff was appointed; library rules and regulations were formulated; the buildi1lg 
which houses the new School was remodeled; furniture was designed and fabri
cated; equipment and supplies were obtained; and the School had been in opera
tion for one semester, 

Of the 103 students admitted to the School, 35 attended day classes and 
68 evening classes. Each group carried a full load of twelve hours of class
room work per week. The type of instruction given and the material covered 
were the same for both day and evening classes. The second semester opened 
on September 1, 1959. 

Major activities October, 1959 to April, 1960 

Whi~ the second semester started on September 1, actually it was not 
well under way until around the middle of the month, By this time registra
tion in the day classes had reached thirty-one and that of the evening sixty
two. Major activities on the ~~rt of the American staff during this period 
have included a continuation of those started (previously reported) during 
the first semester, but on an enlarged scale and with the addition of a number 
of appendages, 
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The American staff' contin,led to assist in the preparation of course out
lines and teaching materials, both illustrative and supplementary, mimeographed; 
to visit classes as observers; and to engage in demonstration teaching from 
time to time. Most advisers have given aid to their counterparts in the prep
aration and grading of examinations. In addition; each has reviewed the library 
holdings in his specialty and has recommended needed acquisitions. Also they 
have visited government offices for the purpose of becoming acquainted with 
personnel, activities, and published materials and reports of the various 
ministries and agencies. 

Throughout this period Dr, Dettmann worked very closely with his counter
part in the above described activities. Professors Larsen and Mauck devoted 
considerable time and attention to the planning and preparation of materials 
for the intern and thesis programs for the spring semester. Professors Borak 
and Larsen have assisted their counterparts in the preparation of outlines 
for their dissertations to be presented to Minnesota. Dr. Mauck, particularly, 
has given much editorial assistance to the Korean staff regarding the publica
tion of materials in English. 

While a specific research program for the School is still in a formative 
stage, Dr. Paige and the Korean staff in the Research Center have been engaged 
in a number of activities. The day students in Professor Kim, Hae Dong9s course 
entitled "Research Methods" were assigned projects related to the administra
tion of Seoul National University so as to give them some experience in applying 
research techniques. Evening students undertook research assignments which 
related directly to their individual work and special interests. The prepara
tion of organizational charts and functional descriptions of the various agencieJ 
of the Republic of Korea Government which began in early 1959 continued througr.~· 
out this reporting period. It is hoped that both will appear in printed form 
soon in English and Korean. 

The Research Center performed its first consultative service at the re
quest of the Radio Management Bureau of the Office of Public Information. It 
gave assistance in the designing of a random sample of some fifteen hundred 
households, formulating and pre-testing a questionnaire, training interviewers, 
and supervising the coding of data. The purpose was a desire on OPI's part to 
conduct a survey of Seoul radio listeners in order to obtain information upon 
which to base future programming decisions. In addition, Dr. Paige has given 
assistance in designing a survey of radio listeners to be used by OPI later in 
the year on a national basis. The entire American staff have given general as
sistance to the Research Center and aid in an attempt to formulate a research 
plan for the School which would combine the joint efforts of the teaching staff, 
the Center, and the students who prepare seminar papers and M. A. theses. 

Since October 1959 the library has become a more active center, A number 
of new volumes have been added and library administration has become more ef
ficient, Some 600 Korean and Japanese books were purchased locally. Dean 
Shin presented a gift of some 311 Korean books, periodicals and government 
publications. Approximately 370 other Korean books, periodicals and govern
ment reports were transferred to the library from the Research Center. During 
the last six months approximately 600 books and pamphlets have arrived under 
the Minnesota contract. Professor Hunt has sent a number of special requests 
for additional material or duplicate copies to Professor Warp. He and Pro
fessor Hae Kyun Ahn have personally contacted a number of Korean government 
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officials in order to secure reports and publications, Both of them have made 
an effort to obtain special items for the library. The following organizations 
in USOM were contacted: The Combined Economic Board, the Reports Office, the 
Public Administration Division, and the Division of Education. In addition, 
the Bank of Korea and the Public Information Office of UNKRA were contacted 
with good results. According to library records, its use by students and pro
fessors increased during recent months, 

Professors Hunt and Abn prepared detailed instructions for the use of the 
library which have been printed along with the Library Regulations for distri
bution to both students and staff members. Only recently a complete inventory 
of the library was carried out, and the exchange of materials with other in
stitutions has been continued with the distribution of the locally produced 
Lexicon Q! Public Administration Terms and Phrases. Mention also should be 
made of the fact that during recent months a number of visitors have viewed 
the library along with other parts of the School. Among these visitors were 
Mr, George W, Lawson, Jr,, Chief of Public Administration Division, ICA/ 
Washington; Dr, Carroll K. Shaw, Chief, TC-PA, USOM/Korea; Dr. Garth Jones, 
USOM, Indonesia; Mr. Walter Mode, Indiana University Contract, Indonesia; Dr. 
Chester W. Wood, Higher Education Survey Group, USOM/Korea; and Mr. John L. 
Thurston, Office of Technical Cooperation, ICA/Washington, 

Since October the library has been provided with one legal-size steel 
filing cabinet, a new Royal typewriter, and the first of a number of double
faced steel bookcases. The new ones will replace the old wooden cases now 
in use, Not only has the library received new equipment, but also the offices 
of all of the American staff have been supplied with new desks, chairs, book
oases and filing cabinets. All equipment was procured on the local market 
and financed from the School budget. 

The interests and activities of the American starr reachtinto many and 
varied areas. For instance, much information has been collected on such sub
jects as education, finance, taxation, governmental organization, personnel, 
and local government. During recent months the public administration program 
in the College of Law has been reorganized and strengthened, This was done 
with the advice and assistance of the American staff. A select list of pamphlets 
and articles in personnel administration has been assembled by Professor Larsen 
and they will be translated from English into Korean. These materials are for 
classroom use, The project will cost approximately 100,000 hwan and Dean Shin 
has agreed to make that amount available out of the regular School budg~t. In 
addition, plans are being made whereby Korean professors and instructors will 
be able to translate English materials into Korean for classroom use. This 
should make for a closer relationship between the American advisers and their 
counterparts, 

During this six-month period several of our American staff have appeared 
before such organizations as the Seoul Rotary Club; South Seoul Rotary Club; 
United States Information Service; Royal Asiatic Society, Korean Branch; the 
University Club; and several symposiums. At least three staff members have 
had articles appear in publications of either local or international circula
tion, The Korean staff have been most prolific in the production of articles 
appearing in local newspapers and periodicals. 
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Dean Shirt and Dr, MacCorkle participated in an ICA-sponsored research 
seminar held in Manila. They both attended and Dean Shin took part in a 
Council meeting of the Eastern Regional Organization for Public Administration 
which convened at the University of Hong Kong, Dr, MacCorkle appeared on the 
program of the Second Regional Conference on Public Administration for the Far 
East held in Saigon, Dean Shin has announced that the School will hold a loca 
conference in the early summer and a regional conference in the fall of 1960, 
He also is making plans for the publication of a newsletter which, according 
to present plans, will appear semi-monthly and will carry news items regarding 
the work and activities of the School, 

The last six months has been a period of many conferences and meetings, 
The American staff have attended the USOM general staff meetings, the USOM 
public administration staff meetings, and a number of USOM-sponsored Education 
Division special lectures, in addition to the regular staff meetings at the 
School of Public Administration, No less than twelve speakers from the ROK 
Government have appeared before the student body during the period, 

During this reporting period the Scarbrough Foundation and Mrs. John E. 
Elliott, both of Austin, Texas, have renewed their scholarships for the first 
semester of 1960, The American staff has also provided a scholarship for 
this semester. 

Finally, two additional items should be mentioned: (1) Beginning with 
the first semester of 1960, evening students will be given three serucsters in 
which to complete their course work instead of two as was the case during the 
School's first year, (2) The second semester ended with the entire American 
staff assisting with the giving of both the written and oral English entrance 
examinations for the new semester, 

Current Needs and Recommendations 

1) There is a need for more contact between the Korean and American 
staff, It may be that when a greater number of the Korean staff become full
time members and funds are made available for the proposed translation projects, 
this relationship will improve, 2) The long-planned Korean-American faculty 
seminar should be activated, 3) Delivery of equipment requested some six 
months ago should be expedited, 4) The establishment of a laboratory for 
statistics and accounting should take place as soon as possible in accordance 
with plans already formulated. 5) Additional equipment is needed now or soon 
will be for the Library: an open-face bookcase is needed for Mr, Ahn's office; 
additional steel shelving should be provided as soon as possible for the stack 
room; bookcases for the proposed open, reserve collection in the reading room 
would be helpful; and two legal-sized filing cabinets should be added, 6) 
A full-time library assistant with professional training should be added to 
the staff at the earliest possible moment. 7) Additional office space for 
the Korean staff is needed. It is felt that study of present space use would 
prove helpful; however the School now needs additional space for library ex
pansion, for its Research Center, and a conference room. 8) The publication 
of a first-class professional journal is suggested, In the beginning it might 
appear eemi-annually, later expanding to more issues as need dictates and 
finances make possible, Such a publication would be a benefit to the faculty 
and students, and it would tend to build prestige for the School both in Korea 
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and abroad. 9) There is need for finalizing and activation of a research 
plan for the School, When this is done, the emphasis in research. and publica
tions should be on quality and not quantity, There is a pronounced need to 
up-grade and professionalize material which is being produced by both the Center 
and by individual professors, 10) Finally, the fact is fully recognized and 
appreciated that there is much which remains to be done, Not only will there 
be the need for constant re-evaluation of the curriculum and course content, 
improvement of teaching methods, and perfecting research techniques, but per
haps just as important will be the necessity for creating an interest in and 
a stimulation for the study and practice of good public administration. We 
might profit by giving less attention to teaching by precept and more to in
struction by example. 

The period ahead will see a continuation of the basic activities and 
functions in which the School is presently engaged, However, after one year's 
operation it is time to review the entire program, evaluate it, and make such 
changes as are needed. These actions are included in plans for the next six 
months, The ultimate goals should be re-evaluated and the fact never lost sight 
of that this School is a service agency to all Korea - its activities should 
be fashioned so as to best serve Korea, 

On April 4, 1960, Dr, MacCorkle left Korea at the conclusion of two years 
of Minnesota Contract service as principal adviser to Seoul National University's 
School of Public Administration, Dr, Elwyn A, Mauck, who joined the Minnesota 
Public Administration staff in Korea in August, 1959, has been appointed to 
the position vacated by Dr, MacCorkle. 

Public Administration, National Officials Training Institute. (Dr, E, R, 

Draheim, Adviser to November 27, 1959; Mr. William B. Berg, Adviser for remainder 

of this report period,) 

During this report period advisory work at the National Officials Training 
Institute has been aimed at assisting Korean colleagues to carry out the 
jointly formulated recommendations for future action set forth in Dr, Draheim's 
final report, Marked progress has been made in this regard by NOTI's administra
tion and adviser. 

For reference purposes the pre-October, 1959, history of the contract 
assistance project at the National Officials Training Institute is briefed 
as follows: 

Eight participants (2 in 1957 and 6 in 1958) were sent to Minnesota 
for a year or more of graduate study in Public Administration, The two sent 
in 1957 returned in August of 1958 and received important in-service training 
assignments from the Korean Government, Minnesotats first adviser to the 
National Officials Training Institute arrived on January 3, 1958; his as
sistant on November 12 of the sane year, Soon after his arrival the adviser 
made a careful survey, study and analysis of all courses previously conducted 
at the National Officials Training Institute, including who attended, course 
content and methods of instruction used, Based on this study and analysis, 
specific policy recommendations were made to the ROK Government covering steps 
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necessary to improve their In-Service Training Program. Important is the fact 
that the Director, Dean and Adviser at the National Officials Training Institute 
worked as a team in developing these policy recommendations which included who 
should be trained and by whom, what course content should be considered, where 
the training should take place (the National Officials Training Institute as 
well as in the Ministries and Staff Offices), when and in what sequence the 
training should be scheduled and how to proceed to improve instructional methods. 
With definite policy recommendations established on steps necessary to improve 
the in-service training program of the ROK Government, the Director, Dean and 
Adviser proceeded to contact and consult with all Ministers, Vice-Ministers, 
Staff Office Directors and other key ROK Government officials to develop an 
understanding and get acceptance of these recommendations. This understanding 
paid good dividends when the recommended program came before the State Council 
(Cabinet) for approval. 

During the early stages of this project under the University of Minnesota 
Contract, major effort was directed toward developing an understanding and ac
ceptance by key ROK Government Officials of the importance of organizing, de
veloping, initiating and carrying out of an executive development program at 
the National Officials Training Institute for Bureau Directors, the top career 
employees in the ROK Government. When the State Council finally approved 
this proposal during November, 1958, the action phase of this entire project 
got off to an exceptionally fine start, with solid top level Government support. 
This has been a major factor contributing materially to the success of the 
total in-service training program as it has developed to date under this project. 

Minnesota early took steps to select and send to Korea books, pamphlets 
and periodicals for the new public administration library established at the 
National Officials Training Institute. Early action was also initiated toward 
purchasing and sending to Korea necessary audio-visual aids equipment, materials 
and supplies essential to improving instructional methods at the National Of
ficials Training Institute, Staff members of the National Officials Training 
Institute were trained in how to set up, operate and take proper care of this 
equipment and materials and supplies therefor. 

All essential steps were taken to plan for, request and secure counter-
part funds to repair and improve the National Officials Training Institute 
buildings and facilities, including the construction of a small new modern 
library, This rehabilitation and improvement work has long since been completed. 

Of major significance in the development of the National Officials Training 
Institute is the fact that from the very beginning the policy was maintained 
that all seminars and courses be conducted by Koreans in the Korean language 
after they have been properly trained by Minnesota Advisers in the development 
of appropriate course content and materials coupled with modern methods of 
instruction. 

During the past six months NO!I advised or actually conducted 25 seminars 
(not including those already started but not yet completed). There have been 
611 government officials representing all ministries and staff offices who 
have graduated from NOTI courses during this period. This represents 1,410 
hours of actual seminar-room instruction. 

Following is a summary of seminars completed between October 1, 1959 and 
April 1, 1960. 
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No. of Seminars No. of Govt. Of- Total 
Seminar or Course Conducted ficials Graduating Class Hours 

Executive Development Seminar 2 40 100 

Middle Management Seminar 3 74 150 

Bureau of Statistics Training 4 100 200 

Minist~ of Trans~ortation 
Middle Mgt. Seminar 4 71 200 
Work Simplification 5 126 200 
Skill Training 2 48 160 

Ministry of National Defense 
(Civilian Employees) 2 75 300 

Pre-Service (OGA-Orientation) 1 55 eo 
Dynamics of Learning 

(For future instructors) ___?_ ...22__ 20 

Total 25 611 1,410 

Establishing Training Offices in Ministries: 

The major NOTI objective of establishing a training office within each 
ministry and staff office has gotten off to a good start in these past 6 months 
as indicated by the following: 

1. Ministry of Trans~ortation: For the first time in the history of the 
ROK Government a "complete" training center was established within one of its 
ministries; The "first" was accomplished by the Ministry of Transportation on 
November 9, 1959. After MOT appointed a training officer (Mr. Kyo Sup, Woo) 
NOTI assisted and advised MOT in developing a sound training program; in training 
the training officer and his instructors in nhow to instruct", in conducting 
a pilot seminar at NOTI, and in advising on the requirements of good training 
quarters and equipment, 

The NOTI dean and adviser have worked closely with MOT since the beginning 
of its in-service training program in improving methods and course content, and 
in planning their complete program. MOT now has a very practical operating pro
gram from which real results are being felt, Major stress at MOT is on work 
simplification. Each Bureau is being trained in actually applying improvement 
methods "on the job", This has been supported by a suggestion box system. 

MOT now has a very fir.m base for continuing a training program aimed at 
achieving real and practical results. 

2. Minist~ of Health and Social Affairs: The Ministry of Health and 
Social Affairs has set up a new institute -- the National Institute of Public 
Health Training (NIPHT). Beginning March 24, 1960~the adviser at the NOTI 
conducted a Dynamics of Learning Course for this Ministry's newly appointed 
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Director of Institute (Dr, Lee, Byoung Hak) and 13 future instructors, They 
are now observing these correct methods of instruction by participating in a 
"Human Relations" course given by Dean Kim of the National Officials Training 
Institute. These instructors will then work with the National Officials Training 
Institute and Minnesota Medical Advisers Drs, Gault and Berglund in developing 
courses for clinics to be conducted throughout Korea for provincial health 
authorities, The first formal clinic is scheduled to begin April 18, 1960, 

), Special City of Seoul: A budget of 100,000,000 hwan for the in-service 
training of 7,000 city employees was approved for 1960, Of this amount 50,000,000 
hwan is for a new training building and 50,000,000 hr1an for training facilities, 
materials and instructors, The Dean and advisers have just received full ap
proval on all their recommendations of Seoul City training and building plans. 
This means that their program will begin immediately at NOTI and will be in 
full swing by the time their building is completed, The "pilot" seminar will 
begin on April 18 at NOTI --- with the training of their instructors to begin 
at NOTI at the completion of this program, Their newly appointed Training 
Officer (Kim, Yong Je), has already been trained in NOTI 9s Dynamics of Learning 
course, 

4, Ministry of Communication: The Ministry of Communications recently 
requested that NOTI aid them in setting up an extensive training program, The 
dean and adviser are already working on such plans, 

5, fotential Training Officers Selected: On March 22, 1960 twelve po
tential training officers were chosen from s:i,:xi Mi:nistries and five staff of
fices. Each has been tested by the Office of General Affairs and interviewed 
by the National Officials Training Institute dean and adviser, After this 
initial screening, they will attend a Dynamics of Learning course at NOTI, 
They will then again be screened and those remaining will work temporarily 
at NOTI and then proceed to establish a training office in their ministry or 
staff office, Once this is established, it is expected that at least some 
of them will be considered for further training in the United States under 
Minnesota contract auspices, 

This procedure will be repeated until there are training offices for 
each ministry and staff office of the ROK Government, 

Preparation for New Courses: During the past six months the Dean, NOTI 
staff and adviser have spent a great deal of time in developing objectives, 
outlines and course content for new courses or seminars to be held at NOTI 
in the future. Considered here have been: 

1, Follow-up for Returned Participants - This is a course for approxi
mately 600 Korean Government officials who have studied abroad under sponsor
ship of a State Department, UN Fellowship, or ICA financed training program 
for a period of six months or more, The course has been outlined and the proposal 
prepared for early Cabinet approval. All that lr!emains is the compiling and 
classifying of data on each of the 600 returned participants before approval. 

2, Executive Develo ent Seminar for lli1ral Areas - All Bureau Directors 
(Grade-II of Korea's central area, except 18, have completed the Executive 
Development Seminars. Approximately 80 Bureau Directors of the rural areas 
need yet be trained, The Office of General Affairs and NOTI have been con
sidering methods of bringing these people into Seoul for training. 
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3• Advanced Executive Development S~ - The dean and adviser of 
NOT! have been working closely to prepare and recommend a program for those 
Grade-!! government officials who have already graduated from the Executive 
Development Seminar held in the past year, As a guide, we have examined evalua
tions of the first six seminars and have discussed this possibility with many 
executive graduates and seminar leaders. The consensus seems to be periodic 
meetings for better management, but not anything that would resemble formal 
training. 

4• "Dynamics of In-Service Training" Boolf - Upon request of the Dean, 
the adviser has completed writing a book VtDynamics of In-Service Training,n 
This book will be translated into Korean and will be used for training future 
instructors at NOT! and for returned participants in their follow-up course •• 

During the past six months more library materials and equipment were 
received and placed in use, Some of these items were acquired through contract 
auspices, others through Korean channels. 

During the next six months the advisory work at the National Officials 
Training Institute will be headed by Mr. Jack Kern, who has had long and suc
cessful experience in responsible in-service training positions with the United 
States Forest Service, Mr. Berg will continue his activities at the National 
Officials Training Institute until the conclusion of his tour of duty on May 12. 

Action will continue, through the Office of General Affairs and the National 
Officials Training Institute, to carry out further and expanded in-service 
training programs already under way. The improved training of trainers will 
receive continued and added attention in the months ahead. Quality of in
struction will continue to be stressed over quantity. These plans, to be ef
fectively consummated, will require that the National Officials Tr-aining In
stitute staff be augmented, It is essential that the Office of General Af-
fairs take such steps as are necessary within the Korean Government to make 
available to the National Officials Training Institute such of the outstanding 
participants and graduates of NOT! courses as are needed for the expanded in
service training programs envisaged. The advisers will continue to assist the 
dean in the determination of Korean staffing required and in its effective use. 

Survey Q! National Public Higher Education in Korea. The original plan 

contemplated an extensive study of Seoul National University in a setting that 

would take account of the whole system of public higher education, Subsequent 

developments in Korea, however, somewhat reoriented the study. It seemed 

desirable to study all national public higher eduction in which, of course, 

Seoul National University has a leading role, 

The membership and the primary areas of responsibility of the survey 

group jointly responsible for this study are as follows: 
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Organization, Adnd.nistration and Phy;sical Plant 

Mr, William T. Middlebrook, Vice President Emeritus, Business Administra
tion, University of Minnesota 

Dr. Richard H. Lindeman, Research Associate, Bureau of Institutional 
Research, University of Minnesota 

Agricultural Scienc~ 

Dr. Mason H. Campbell, Dean Emeritus, College of Agriculture, University 
of Rhode Island 

Engineering and Basic Sciences 

Dr. Elmer c. Easton, Dean, College of Engineering, Rutgers University 

Health Sciences 

Dr. Jean A. Curran, Trustee and Consultant, Bingham Associates Fund, Boston 

Humanities and Social Sciences 

Dr. Chester W. Wood, Professor and Director of Student Personnel, Uni
versity of Minnesota, Duluth 

Teacher Training 

Dr. Walter A. Anderson, Dean, School of Education, New York University 

The. general plan of the study provided for three phases: (1) preliminary 

planning, (2) st11dy and report, and (3) implementation. During the preliminary 

planning phase in October, November and December, 1959 Messrs. Middlebrook and 

Lindeman in consultation with the Minister of Education, the USOM staff in 

education and officials of Seoul National University detailed the general 

plan of the survey, designed the forms for procurement of basic data relative 

to organization, administration, the academic programs and physical plant 

and analyzed and summarized data provided by the national universities and 

colleges. In January and February the academic program specialists arrived. 

Each specialist studied basic data collected and summarized for his field, 

visited the several campuses, interviewed college and university officials 

in his particular field, attended class sessions, surveyed class, laboratory 
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and related facilities and visited and conferred with officials in some 

private universities and related institutions. Each then summarized his 

findings and recommendations in a report. 

These reports are being reviewed by the whole study group. This review 

will be completed on or about April 13, when their assembly in a summarized 

report will be undertaken. It is hoped that the final report will be com

pleted by the end of April, 1960. 

During the implementation period extending from May 1 to September 

Messrs. Middlebrook and Lindeman will explain the findings of the survey 

group and assist in,the implementation of those recommendations which are 

accepted. 

Operat,J..Q!Yll Facilities. The provision of an adequate physical plant, 

suitably equipped, and adequate libraries, makes possible or enhances improved 

or more efficient instruction and research and conserves faculty time. Much 

support of this nature has been provided, as indicated by the following 

table: 
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SUMMARY OF ICA/MINNESOTA CONTRACT OPERATIONAL FACILITmS DOLLAR FUNDS ALLOCATED 
FOR FYS 22 1 26 1 2:Z 1 !2S & 22 

FOR SEQYL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY AND NATIONAL OFFICIALS TRAINING INSTITUTE REHABILITA 
TION, IMPROVEMENT, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIE.§ 

FY 1222 FY 1226 FY 125:Z FY 122S FY 1222 Total 
Agriculture 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement $422,300 $650,000 $159,000 $ '5,000 $1,236,300 

Equip. & Supplies 260,000 50,000 20.000 $12,000 342.000 

Sub-total 422,300 910,000 209,000 25,000 12,000 1,57S,300 

Engineer1.ng 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 65,200 100,000 676,000 52,000 S93,200 

Equip. & Supplies 730,000 200,000 134.000 lS,OOO 1.3S2,GOO 

Sub-total 65,200 S30,000 1,176,000 134,000 70,000 2,275,200 

Medicine 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 63,500 275,000 345,000 102,700 7S6,200 

Equip. & Supplies 450,000 :zo.ooo 171.300 50,000 741.300 

Sub-total 63,500 725,000 415,000 274,000 50,000 1#527.500 

L.A. & S.-Equipment 50,000 40,000 90,000 
Vet. Med.-Equipment 50,000 27,000 12;000 S9,000 
SNU General~quipment 22.000 s.ooo 42.000 

135,000 67,000 20,000 222,000 

Public Administration - SNU 36,000 36,000 
Public Administration - NOTI 12,000 12,000 

Total Rehabilitation 551,000 1,025,000 1,180,000 107,700 52,000 2,915,700 
Total Equipment l, S:Z5 ,ooo 620,000 322.300 M:S,OOO 2,:Z32.200* 

TOTAL 551,000 2,6oo,ooo 1,soo,ooo 500,000 200,000 5,651,000 

*Excludes $55,500 provided in the first ICA/Minnesota contract's Amendment 10 
for Public Administration. Most of this will go to SNU, but some to the National 
Officials Training Institute. 

In addition local currency in the amount of Hw 3,362,645,950 ($5,173,301 

at 650:1) has been approved for these purposes by the Combined Republic of 

Korea-U. s. Economic Board, Of this amount the Board has approved for release 
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Mw 2,929,8471 850 ($4,507,458) and hw 400,000,000 has been proposed for release 

in CY (ROK FY) 1960. These figures include Hw 25,227,850 for the National 

Officials Training Institute, 

The tenth 6-month report summarized the status of physical plant re

habilitation and improvement projects undertaken to October 19, 1959 with 

Cooperative Project support funds. During this report period work continued 

as follows on these projects: 

College of Agriculture - The three old classroom-laboratory buildings 

were improved for student and faculty use, a considerable amount of the campus 

drainage system was completed, a security fence was erected to enclose the 

main classroom area, and the central heating plant was completed and placed 

in use. 

Projects worked upon but not completed during the past six months include 

the paving of campus roads, construction of the chemistry building, the re

modeling of quonsets (first used for materials and supplies storage and pro

tection) for shop~ livestock judging and student recreation use, erection 

of two greenhouses, construction of a poultry laying house and of a swine 

barn, and the grading and leveling of the campus area. 

College of Engineering - Laboratory preparation work and construction 

of the new dormitory complex continued. Stand-by generators were received, 

installed and are in use. 

College of Medicine - Many changes in physical plant have occurred in 

the past six months. Either completed or initiated at the medical school 

were the animal quarters, the library, terrazo flooring, remodeling of the 

auditorium, student laboratories, and electrical system. The radio-isotope 

laboratories for interdepartmental use were completed in the basic science 

building; this is the first unit established for joint use by all departments, 
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thus making technical equipment available to many and avoiding expensive 

duplication, 

The University Hospital underwent many changes in its rehabilitation 

program. The isolation service for communicable diseases was finally relocated 

in the main hospital structure as recommended by advisers, The electrical 

system, telephone system, and patient call system were either completely reno

vated or installed, Work establishing a hot water system providing hot water 

to the wards and operating rooms was begun, The fire fighting system and 

drainage of the hospital area have been almost completed. The road improve-

ment project is in progress. A small new building, the first in the hospital 

area, has been constructed to house the automatic cut-in generators to insure 

adequate electricity for this hospital. The operating rooms have been im-

proved; a post-anesthesia recovery room is now functioning; a teaching op-

erating room with a viewing room above the operating table is currently 

being prepared~ The hospital reading and conference room has been redecorated, 

as have the hospital lecture rooms. The clinical research laboratories are 

currently undergoing renovation. The entire interior of the hospital is 

being repainted with an oil base paint, 

The School of Nursing has received fUrniture designed to meet the needs 

of the new building, 

As of April 1, 1960, the invoice value of classroom and laboratory 

equipment, supplies and library materials purchased by Minnesota and received 

in Korea totalled $1,693,074.36. This amount is made up of the following 

sub-totals: 

Seoul National University 
College of Agriculture 
College of Engineering 
College of Medicine 
College of Veterinary Medicine 

$264,361,98 
853,679.86 
448,763.12 

53,571.09 
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College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
School of Public Administration 

National Officials Training Institute 

General 

Most of this equipment is already in use. 

$ 37,967.39 
18,408.32 

7,706.47 

8,616.13 

Some items must await pro-

vision of additional laboratory space and facilities prior to installation 

and use. All such needs are receiving attention, 

Status Summary g! Contract Operations. Minnesota advisers have left with 

Korean colleagues many recommendations for change during the past 5i years. 

Relative to these recommendations the following comments conM.nue to be ap

plicable and significant: 

1. By and large suggestions for change as a basis for improving in
struction and research in all areas are developed through close working re
lationships effected between Korean and American staff members concerned. 
Thus written reports, in most cases, simply make a matter of record con
clusions and courses of action already subjects of much discussion and close 
agreement. 

2. Seoul National University's President and Deans concerned indicate 
great interest in changes proposed and, in the main, have given the impression 
of accepting them as desirable guides for action. The same is true of the 
Director, Republic of Korea Office of General Affairs, and the Dean, National 
Officials Training Institute, with respect to reccmmendations relating to 
in-service training. 

3. Minnesota staff members respect the competence of their Korean col
leagues. Both Korean and American staff members recognize that the advanced 
study programs of individuals now participating in the Cooperative Project 
will further advance the level of faculty competence in specific technical 
areas concerned. 

4• The physical elements· (structure, facilities., libraries, equipment) _ 
needed for carrying out·cer-tain recommendativns are in the process of being 
supplied through the operational facilities portion of the Cooperative Project 
and in many areas are already exerting a beneficial effect on teaching and 
research. 

5. The basic elements which make possible the effecting of instructional 
and research changes agreed upon as desirable are either present now in some 
degree or will be supplied, according to present plans. 

6. Many of the changes desired by both Koreans and their American col
leagues will come about only through the dedicated efforts of Seoul National 
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University officials and faculty members, and Korean Government Officials, over 
a long period of time. Many recommendations have already been placed in ef
fect; some may be carried out at an early date with staff and facilities now 
available; others will require more time; many will require considerably im
proved Korean funding for both staff and facilities. 

7, At this stage of the Cooperative Project it appears that the improve
ment in depth objective of those formulating, funding and administering the 
undertaking is in the process of being achieved. It is becoming more and more 
evident that as a result of the Cooperative Project significant changes have 
occurred in the knowledge level, skills, outlook and attitude of staff members 
who have had study opportunities abroad under the program. Of corollary im
portance are considered to be the specialized area analyses, improvement recom
mendations, and other forms of assistance provided by Minnesota staff serving 
in Korea. 

Changes Effected ~ Project, In evaluating the results of a technical 

assistance project of this nature the character, extent and importance of 

changes which have occurred in consequence of the program are factors upon 

which determinations must largely rest. In this regard we are concerned not 

only with the views of advisers but with the more intimate knowledge of indi-

vidual Korean faculty members, department heads and deans. To obtain the 

best possible appraisal of these factors the President of Seoul National Uni~ 

varsity was again asked, as he has been prior to the preparation of preceding 

reports, for the UniversityVs view on this matter. It was requested that 

material be provided for each college concerned on the basis of the following 

outline: 

1. The nature and extent of changes, if any, in the previously re
ported teaching and research functions of returned participants. 

2. What additional chan¥es in teachin~ (with particular reference to 
laboratory offerings), research a11d administration have come about 
as a result of the Cooperative Project? 

3· What changes in teaching, research and administration will be ef
fected during the next school year as a result of the Cooperative 
Project? Please comment specifically on proposed changes in 
laboratory offerings. 

4• What major obstacles, if any, continue to prevent the introduction 
of desired changes in teaching, research and administration? 
Please specify the changes concerned and why it has not been pos
sible to make them. 
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5, What building and facilities repair and improvement and new con
struction were undertaken during the past 6 months and what is 
the status of such projects? 

6, What building and facilities repair and improvement and new con
struction is planned to start during the next 6-month period and 
what are the expected completion dates? 

7. Is there any Cooperative Project equipment on hand which is not 
in use? If so, please state what and why, and when it will be 
placed in use, 

S. If there are hwan financing problems affecting the accomplishment 
of Cooperative Project objectives please identify them and indi
cate what solutions are proposed. 

9, Are all Cooperative Project procured library materials catalogued 
and available for both student and staff use? If not, please indi
cate unsolved problems involved and what solutions are planned. 

10.. What special lectures, "short courses," "refresher courses," 
post-graduate technical seminars, or conferences of an extension 
or public service nature were offered during the past six months? 

Unfortunately, the reply to this inquiry was not received in time for 

summarization and inclusion in this report. 

~ for~ Nm, ~Months. These plans are set forth in preceding 

sections for each contract area. 

Perhaps the most important single matter to be resolved during the next 

few months is the nature and extent of a continuing program, if any, which 

might be desired by the Korean Government and supported by USOM-Korea and 

ICA to provide technical assistance to national public institutions of higher 

learning in Korea, The currently in progress survey of national public 

institutions of higher learning is expected to provide much of value as a 

basis for such determination as may be arrived at regarding this matter, 
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I. OFFICE OF THE CAMPUS COORDINATOR 

~Years in Korea. The date of the present report (October 19, 1960) 

marks the end of a full six years of Minnesota's contract operations in Korea. 

It was on that same date in 1954 that Dr. Arthur E. Schneider arrived in 

Korea to serve as Chief Adviser. His service in that post has continued 

through the entire six-year period, 

Actual operations began at the University of Minnesota on August 1, 1954 

under an interim agreement. The contract itself was signed on September 2S, 

1954. It provided for an initial period of three years and included assistance 

to Seoul National University in the fields of Agriculture, Engineering, and 

Medicine (including Nursing), Assistance in Public Administration in Seoul 

National University and in the National Officials Training Institute, operated 

within the Office of General Affairs of the Republic of Korea Government, 

was provided for by Amendment No, 10, dated February 11, 1957. 

The present report, the twelfth in a series of semi-annual progress re

ports, continues, as have earlier reports, to call attention to significant 

developments, to point out major problems which have arisen, to indicate at

tempts at their solution, to set forth progress toward the objectives of the 

Project, and to outline specific plans being made for the ensuing six months. 

Universitx Project~ Abroad. The use of American universities by the 

u. s. Government in its technical cooperation program for the purpose of 

strengthening educational institutions and agencies in underdeveloped nations 

has been going on for more than ten years. Actually, technical cooperation 

as a private venture is much older, having started about 1942. 

The International Cooperation Administration is convinced that, as 

Depmty Director Leonard J. Saccio stated it in an address on November 19, 

1959, "An effective mission program in the field requires an education pro

gram, that is education in the technical sense. Such an educational program 
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is basic to the attainment of technical cooperation objectives in the host 

country." And in evaluating ICA's experience, Mr. Saccio went on to state 

that "University contracts have contributed greatly to the upgrading of higher 

education and especially of teacher education. This ties in with our objective, 

of course, of trying to train leaders and teachers rather than attempting 

to do the job ourselves." 

The value of the efforts of u. s. universities in assisting underdeveloped 

nations is recognized at the highest levels of government. For example, 

Vice President Richard M, Nixon had this to say about university projects 

abroad in an address on November 14, 1957: "This program, from the money 

standpoint, is one of the smaller ones, But I know of no program which is 

more important and, having visited most of the countries in the area which I 

have described, I know of no program which perhaps has done more in creating 

good will for the United States and in developing this economic and political 

strength which is needed if these countries are to survive as independent 

nations." 

In view, therefore 1 of the importance to the United States of the as

sistance which universities give to the technical cooperation objectives, the 

University of Minnesota is indeed proud to have been selected to undertake 

the program in Korea. It is one of some 56 u. s. higher educational institu

tions which, as of June 30, 1960, were operating 96 ICA contracts involving 

34 countries in Africa, Europe, the Far East, Near East, and Latin America. 

It is believed that Minnesota's contract in Korea, now beginning its seventh 

year, has contributed substantially to the development of the free Republic 

of Korea. Much still remains to be done if the results presently realized 

are to be consolidated and future progress insured. 

Historical Background. United Nations officials, following the Korean 

war, were convinced that higher education in the Republic of Korea needed 
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substantial assistance if it were to contribute significantly to the develop

ment of that war-ravaged country. The combination of the effects o~ the ending 

of Japanese occupation, World ~Tar II, and the Korean War had resulted in 

damaged buildings, loss or destruction of equipment and supplies, and the 

loss of many faculty members. Korea had many universities and colleges, both 

public and private, and their number continues to increase. To assist all 

of these institutions with the limited u. N., u. s., and Korean funds available 

would spread the benefit so thin that it would scarcely be profitable for any 

one of them. However, it was believed that assistance, initially, to Seoul 

National University, the pre-eminent higher educational institution in Korea 

and also the largest, would be the most profitable investment. This institu

tion, when appropriately strengthened in staff, in equipment, and in physical 

plant, would then be able to supply more and better trained individuals, Those 

who in the future earned degrees in its Graduate School, particularly, would 

constitute an important resource from which other Korean educational institu

tions would be able to draw in the future to meet, at least in part 1 their 

faculty needs. 

Upon the invitation of the u. s. Foreign Operations Administration (now 

the International Cooperation Administration) the University of Minnesota, 

in 1954, signed a contract designed to strengthen Seoul National University 

in its teaching, research, and public service activities in certain specified 

areas. 

Unfinished Business. There was no doubt, at the time the original con

tract was signed, that Agriculture, Engineering, and Medicine were not the 

only areas in Seoul National University that needed strengthening. There 

were the other health sciences (Dentistry and Pharmacy), there were the 

physical and biological sciences, there were the social sciences and the 
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humanities. Certainly, also, the Graduate School, which trains prospective 

faculty members and others at the highest level, is too important not to be 

given consideration, 

Building a strong College of Medicine requires that the pre-professional 

subjects required of those accepted for medical education be well taught and 

that their science instruction take into account the newest research findings 

and include adequate laboratory work. Similarly, regardless of the field to 

be strengthened, the results in better trained individuals cannot but be limited 

by the adequacy of the instruction which preceded their professional training. 

The University of Minnesota was requested to carry out "projects and 

activities in the broad fields of Agricult11re, Engineering, Medicine, and 

Nursing for the purpose of strengthening and developing the educational and 

research programs of the Seoul National University of Korea," We agreed to 

accept the challenge. It seems clear now that the strengthening of pre

professional training could advantageously have preceded or, at least, 

paralleled the strengthening of the professional schools. 

Contract operations, especially the staff training program, continually 

revealed the need for a more adequate undergirding of professional training. 

The question was discussed on a number of occasions by University officials 

at Minnesota with Mr. William E, Warne, former UNC Economic Coordinator for 

Korea, Although the desirability of a broad base was recognized, it was 

impossible, we were informed, to undertake the strength~ning of other fields 

or the extension of assistance to other national institutions of higher ed

ucation until contract operations in the original fields were sufficiently 

completed so that the needed technical assistance funds could be allocated, 

These discussions led to the Stoddard study and, a year later, to the more 

comprehensive and detailed study of all national higher education in Korea. 
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This latter Survey Report sets forth in considerable detail the needs of 

higher education in Korea and provides priorities for assistance. The imple

mentation of the recommendations of this survey, which urges extension of 

assistance to the other national universities, basic changes in the administra

tion of the national universities, and specifies "continuation of the Public 

Administration improvement program," to which should be added provision for 

a modest but continuing assistance to Agriculture, Engineering, and Medicine 

at Seoul National University constitute, as the University of Minnesota sees 

it, the unfinished business in higher education in Korea. 

Report Distribution. Because these detailed reports do provide both 

interesting and significant background, the University of Minnesota has dis

covered that they are of interest to a much larger audience than the Inter

national Cooperation Administration, the United States Operations Mission 

to Korea, Seoul National University, the Office of General Affairs of the 

Republic of Korea Government, administration and staff members of the Uni

versity of Minnesota concerned with contract operations, and others immediately 

involved. As a consequence, it has been the policy to distribute copies to 

members of the Minnesota Congressional Delegation, to the American-Korean 

Foundation (both in the u. S, and Korea), to the Committee on Institutional 

Projects Abroad of the American Council on Education, and to interested in

stitutions and individuals requesting copies for study, 

Korean Advisorl Committee. An ad hoc committee appointed by the Presi

dent of the University of Minnesota, advises him, as circumstances require, 

on policy matters relating to contract operations. Members also serve as 

a source of advice and counsel on an informal basis to the Campus Coordinator 

when perplexing operational problems arise from time to time. 

The committee presently consists of Dr. Malcolm M. Willey, Vice President, 

Academic Administration, Chairman; Mr. Laurence R. Lunden, Vice President, 
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Business Administration; Dr. Harold Macy, Dean, Institute of Agriculture; 

Dr, William T. s. Thorp, Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine; Dr, A. F. 

Spilhaus, Dean, Institute of Technology; Dr. Robert B. Howard, Dean, College 

of Medical Sciences; Mr. Clinton T, Johnson, Assistant Vice President, Business 

Administration; Dr. Gaylord W. Anderson, Director, School of Public Health; 

Professor John c. Kidneigh, Director, School of Social Work; Dr. Lloyd M, 

Short, Chairman, Department of Political Science and Director, Public Ad

ministration Center; and Dr, Tracy F. Tyler, Professor of Education and Campus 

Coordinator, Secret~rz. 

Since no specific questions of policy had arisen during the per.iod covered 

by the present report, no meetings were held, but many informal conferences 

and exchanges of memoranda and letters were carried on, 

Higher Education Survey. The Survey of National Higher Education in 

the Republic of Korea, which was dealt with in some detail in the preceding 

two reports, was completed during the period covered by the present progress 

report, Copies of the 212·page Survey Report were transmitted officially to 

the Republic of Korea Government and to the USOM to Korea on May 25, 1960, 

Since that time Mr. William T, Middlebrook and Dr. Richard H. Lindeman have 

discussed the Survey Report and its recommendations with the Ministry of 

Education, with USOM, and with the staffs of all the national institutions 

of higher education in Korea. 

Two additional documents, both supplementing the Report, have been pre

pared and distributed to institutions and to individuals concerned. The first 

of these documents is the Appendix. Its 253 pages provide copies of the 

basic data for all of the institutions involved in the survey. These data 

were secured through the use of three sets of forms: one for academic data, 

one for business data, and one for physical plant data. These data were 

secured, checked, tabulated in summary form, analyzed and made available to 
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the academic specialists during their periods of service in Korea. The Appendix 

also contains a detailed outline of the nature and scope of the assignment 

of each specialist. These were forwarded to the specialists approximately 

three months prior to their arrival in Korea, 

The second document supplementing the report sets forth in 106 pages the 

proposed program of implementation, The recommendations of the report were 

abstracted and then presented in two parallel columns, headed "Non-Fund" and 

"Fund," Each recommendation is keyed to the appropriate page in the Report 

and includes its estimated cost, its priority in the specific field involved 

and in the institution. 

No information was available at the time the present progress report 

was being prepared as to whether the recommendations of the Survey would be 

implemented and, if so, when and to what extent, 

Coordinator Views OP§rations in Korea, The Coordinator made a second 

visit to Korea to observe contract activities there and to discuss contract 

matters, the Survey of National Higher Education in Korea, and related problems 

with all concerned with the Project in Korea, both Korean and American. He 

reached Korea on June 20, 1960 on the same plane which brought Professor and 

Mrs. Harold E, Babbitt to their new post. 

During his nearly three weeks in Korea, the Coordinator visited every 

SNU college involved in the ICA contract as well as the National Officials 

Training Institute; inspected the equipment which had been purchased with 

contract funds; and observed the new buildings which had been erected and 

the older buildings which had been rehabilitated, He also conferred with 

the President of SNU and with the deans, department heads, and staff members 

of the colleges of Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, Engineering, and Medicine 

and with those of the School of Public Administration and the National Of

ficials Training Institute, 
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Four days were spent on an extensive trip during which visits were made 

to a few of the other national institutions of higher education included in 

the Survey and located in the areas of Pusan and Taegu. He was accompanied 

on this trip by Mr. William T. Middlebrook, Co-Director, Survey of National 

Higher Education; Dr. Burnice Jarman and Mr. Herbert w. Dodge of the Educa

tion Division, USOM; and two Korean interpreters, one an assistant professor 

of English at SNU. Institutions visited included Pusan National University, 

Kyungpuk National University, Pusan Fisheries College, the Merchant Marine 

Academy at Pusan, Pusan Teachers College, Pusan Normal School, and Taegu 

Normal School. 

Among the significant conferences the Coordinator attended were a 

luncheon with Dr. Raymond T. Moyer, USOM Director, and Dr. Clarence Hendershot, 

Education Division Chief, to discuss contract extension and survey recom

mendations; a meeting with the USOM Director, his division chiefs and Education 

Division staff, at which Mr, Middlebrook and Dr. Lindeman presented a summary 

of the survey recommendations; a meeting for contract discussions attended 

by the Chief Adviser and overall advisers under the Minnesota contract and 

the Chief and three staff members of the Education Division of USOM; a lengthy 

conference on contract matters with the u. s. Ambassador to Korea; a conference 

with the ROK Minister of Education; a conference with the President of Seoul 

National University; and a conference with the President of Korea University. 

On his return trip to the u. S, the Coordinator conferred with USOM 

Director James s. Killen and the acting head of the education staff in 

Karachi and with c. Tyler Wood, former UNC Economic Coordinator for Korea, 

at the U. S, Embassy in New Delhi. Mr. Wood presently heads all u. s. aid 

activities in India. 

College-Level Advisers. Three college-level advisers continued to 

provide service during the period covered by the present report. Professor 
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Clarence E, Lund serves Korean participants enrolled in Engineering; Dr. Clyde 

H, Bailey, Dean and Professor Emeritus, Institute of Agriculture, continues 

to serve Korean participants in Agriculture and in Veterinary Medicine; and 

Professor George A. Warp, Associate Director, Public Administration Center, 

continues to serve the Korean participants in Public Administration. 

Dr. Gaylord w. Anderson, Mayo Professor of Public Health and Director 

of the School of Public Health, College of Medical Sciences, continues to 

provide advisory services to Korean participants in Medicine at no cost to 

the contract. 

Advisers in Agriculture. Roy 0. Bridgford, associate professor emeritus 

of Agronomy, continues his service in Korea, which began on March 19, 1957, 

as overall adviser in Agriculture and, in addition, as special adviser in 

Agronomy. 

Professor Arthur L, Anderson, who completed his service in Korea and 

departed on February 6, 1960, spent April 21-22, 1960 in the, Twin Cities 

reporting orally to the Coordinator, to Dean Harold Macy and others concerned 

with the Korean Project upon his activities in Korea. 

No further advisers in Agriculture are being recruited at this time in 

view of the uncertainty as to the extent and nature of future contract opera

tions involving the College of Agriculture, Seoul National University. 

The Chief Adviser, a professional forester, continues his availability 

as a consultant in his specialty in addition to the multiplicity of duties 

as "representative of the Contractor in Korea" and, as such, "responsible 

for the supervision of the performance of all duties undertaken" by the 

University of Minnesota and its staff serving in Korea. He has served 

continuously in his joint capacity since his arrival in Korea on October 

19, 1954. 
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Veterinary Medical Advisers. Dr, John P, Arnold, his wife and two 

children left the Twin Cities on July 22, 1960 to begin a period of service 

in Korea of one year. They reached Korea on July 30, 1960. Dr. Arnold is 

serving as overall adviser in Veterinary Medicine and, in addition, he pro

vides specialist services in Veterinary Surgery and Radiology. 

The original plan called for one more adviser who would serve for one 

year as overall adviser and, in addition, provide assistance in one or both 

of the veterinary specialties, Internal Medicine and Pathology. However, 

this plan has now been dropped, at least for the present. Consequently, 

it now appears that Dr. Arnold may be the last adviser to be recruited for 

assistance to the SNU College of Veterinary Medicine in Korea. 

Engineerin~ Advisers. James w. McCarty, associate professor of Textile 

Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, who began his service in Korea 

on September 15, 1959, completed his service and left Korea with his wife 

and daughter on August 21, 1960. He stopped in the Twin Cities for consulta

tion on SeptemberS and 9, before returning to his post in Atlanta, 

Professor Harold E. Babbitt, emeritus professor of Civil Engineering, 

University of Illinois, reached Korea on June 20, 1960 to begin a period of 

service of one year as overall adviser in Engineering, He was accompanied 

by Mrs. Babbitt, 

Dr, James P. Hartnett, professor of mechanical engineering, University 

of Minnesota, is providing advisory service for a period of two weeks (October 

17-31, 1960) to the newly-established Department of Nuclear Engineering, 

College of Engineering, Seoul National University. He will confer with the 

Chief Adviser, the Engineering Adviser, the interested members of the ad

ministration and staff of the College of Engineering, and officials of the 

ROK Government to discuss the problems involved in effectively integrating 
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the Nuclear Engineering Department into the College, as well as coordinating 

its activities with those of the ROK Government, with due consideration to 

Korean conditions. 

Because Dr. Hartnett is spending a leave of absence of one year working 

on special projects in Japan and India, he offered his services to Seoul 

National University without cost to the contract except for transportation 

between Tokyo and Seoul and the normal per diem applicable to Korea. 

Dr. Hartnett is particularly well qualified to provide consultant service 

in Nuclear Engineering. He is a recognized specialist in this field and 

serves as a member of the Committee on Nuclear Engineering, Institute of 

Technology, University of Minnesota. 

Advisers in Medicine. Two Minnesota staff members were serving as ad

visers in medical fields in Korea as the present report was being written. 

They are Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., and Miss Florence J. Julian. 

Dr. Gault, who began his service in Korea on October 5, 1959, serves as 

overall adviser. He is now in his second year of service. In addition to 

his administrative duties, Dr. Gault provides specialist assistance in in

ternal medicine, with a clinical interest in the field of rheumatism. 

Miss Julian, professor and director of nursing services, University of 

Minnesota Hospitals, provides assistance to the School of Nursing, Seoul 

National University in the field of Nursing Administration. She arrived in 

Korea on April 27, 1960 and is scheduled to serve for a period of one year. 

Dr. Eldon B. Berglund, who began service in Korea as adviser in Pediatrics 

on September 5, 1959, completed his assignment and left Korea on September 

10, 1960 to return to his teaching duties at the University of Minnesota and 

to his private practice in Minneapolis. 

No attempt is being made at this time to provide additional advisory 

service for the College of Medicine, Seoul National University. The future 
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of contract operations, when finally agreed upon, will determine whether, and 

to what extent, further advisers need to be recruited. 

Public Administration Advisers. Four American staff members and one 

secretary were serving in Korea in the field of Public Administration as of 

the date of the present report. They are Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, Jack c. Kern, 

William F. Larsen, Dr. Glenn D. Paige, and Mrs. Elsie G, Hagelee. 

Dr. Arthur M. Borak, who began his one-year period of service in Korea 

on September 9, 1959, completed his assignment and left Korea on September 

9, 1960 so as to return to his post in the School of Business Administration, 

University of Minnesota, for the fall quarter, 1960. 

Dr, John A. Dettmann, who began his one-year period of service in Korea 

on July 29, 1959, completed his assignment and left Korea on August 31, 

1960 so as to return to his post at the University of Minnesota, Duluth for 

the fall quarter, 1960. 

Mr. William B. Berg, who began his service in Korea on November 2, 1958, 

completed a year and a half of service and left Korea on May 14, 1960. His 

Korean experience resulted in his acceptance of a similar assignment in 

Bangkok, Thailand under an ICA contract with Indiana University. He and 

his wife and family left the Twin Cities for the new post on September 4, 1960. 

Leigh W, Hunt, Jr,, who began his service in Korea on August 8, 1958, 

completed two years of service and left Korea on August 61 1960, He returned 

with his wife and family to the University of Minnesota to continhe his 

graduate studies for the Ph.D. degree. 

Agricultural Programs. At the beginning of the period covered by the 

present report there were eight members of the SNU College of Agriculture 

faculty engaged in advanced studies at the Institute of Agriculture, University 

of Minnesota, They represented a wide range of specializations, including 
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agricultural economics~ home economics, animal husbandry, economic zoology 

(fisheries), agricultural biochemistry (nutrition), plant pathology, and 

agronomy. In addition, Mr. Choe, Byong Hee was completing a year o£ study 

in sericulture at Lowell Technological Institute, following which he returned 

to Korea. His trip back to his faculty post included visits, for observa

tions and consultations, to various educational institutions and commercial 

establishments in the East, South, and West, 

Miss Mo, Sumi completed the requirements for the M. S, degree in Home 

Economics (foods) at the University o£ Massachusetts at the end o£ the spring 

semester. She came to the University o£ Minnesota on June 10, 1960 to continue 

her studies during the 1960 Summer Session and to observe and consult with 

staff members in her chosen field, Miss Mo, upon the recommendation o£ her 

Minnesota adviser, attended the meeting of the American Home Economics As

sociation in Denver, June 28-30, 1960, She returned to Korea in late August. 

Mr. Wang, In Keun spent the 1959-60 academic year studying in the De

partment o£ Agriculture and Extension Education at the University o£ Wisconsin. 

He completed the requirements for the M, s. degree in August and came to the 

University o£ Minnesota on August 22, 1960 to spend the fall quarter in further 

graduate study. Prior to the opening o£ the fall quarter, Mr. Wang was sent 

to Cornell University so as to give him the opportunity to observe and confer 

with staff members concerned with agricultural extension, especially Dr. John 

M. Fenley. He is scheduled to return to his post in Korea in late December, 

1960. 

0£ the eight members o£ the SNU agricultural faculty who were at Minnesota 

during the past hal£ year, two will remain on extended assignments until the 

close of the winter quarter, 1961. The other six are scheduled to continue 

for the full academic year and, possibly, for the 1961 Summer Session. 
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Two additional participants in Agriculture arrived in late July, 1960, 

and two in early October. Their majors are agricultural engineering, agronomy, 

and plant genetics (2). 

From the above data it will be seen that there were thirteen participants 

in Agriculture studying at the University of Minnesota as the twelfth report 

period ended. 

Veterinary Medical Programs. The end of the present report period finds 

the largest group of faculty members from the College of Veterinary Medicine, 

Seoul National University studying at the University of Minnesota since the 

Project began. The immediately preceding report listed five faculty members 

engaged in graduate study at Minnesota. Three more, bringing the total to 

eight, arrived in late July, 1960. They are: Dr. Chung, Gill Taik, Veterinary 

Public Health; Dr. Jang, In Ho, Veterinary Surgery; and Dr. Kwun, Jong Kuk, 

Veterinary Clinic. 

The continued close working relationship at Minnesota of the College of 

Veterinary Medicine and the Institute of Agriculture affords the Korean faculty 

members an opportunity, not easily available in Korea, because of the geo

graphical separation, for research relationships in the animal science areas. 

The development of these relationships should contribute substantially to the 

development of such relationships in Korea. 

Engineering Programs• At the close of the immediately preceding report 

period there were seven Korean faculty members in Engineering studying in the 

u. s. under our ICA contract. One of these, Choi, Ung, completed his studies 

and returned to his post in Korea in late June, 1960, His Master's degree in 

Chemical Engineering was conferred in absentia at the July, 1960 commencement. 

Two new participants arrived in early August, 1960 to undertake advanced 

studies. They were Lee, Kyung Hyung, majoring in Structural Engineering; 

and Park, Song Bai, majoring in Electronics. 
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Of the eight Engineering participants presently studying in the u. s., 
one is at Argonne National Laboratory, carrying on research for his Ph.D. 

dissertation in Nuclear Engineering; one is at Lowell Technological Institute, 

studying Textile Engineering; the other six are studying at the University 

of Minnesota, 

Professor Lee, Kyun Sang, Professor of Architectural Engineering, was 

appointed to the Deanship of the College of Engineering, SNU, in May, 1960. 

He succeeds the former acting dean, Professor Kim, Moon Sang, Professor of 

Textile Engineering. 

Minnesota staff members in the Twin Cities continue to study and advise 

on equipment problems of the College of Engineering, SNU. The College-Level 

Adviser, Professor Clarence E. Lund, coordinates this activity on behalf of 

Dean A. F. Spilhaus of the Institute of Technology. 

Efforts are now being made to complete the equipment requests covering 

the Fiscal Years; 1955 through 1958. The majority of this equipment has been 

received in Korea with the exception of certain items for the Departments of 

Textile Engineering and Naval Architecture. In the case of Textile Engineering, 

the orders have been placed but not all of the equipment has reached Korea. 

In the case of Naval Architecture, the instrumentation and mechanisms required 

for the towing tank must be custom built and assembled. The Hydromechanics 

Division, Department of Civil Engineering, Institute of Technology, is rendering 

assistance in working out the necessary details. The work is well under way 

and every effort is being made to expedite the procurement to the end that this 

equipment may soon be installed at the College of Engineering, SNU. 

The U, s. Training Program in Engineering under the Minnesota contract has 

resulted so far in the earning of 18 Master's degrees and 5 Ph.D. degrees by 

Korean faculty members. With this nucleus of trained faculty members, together 

with others trained elsewhere, graduate work in the College of Engineering 
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' should be stressed, research stimulated, and· closer cooperation encouraged 

between the College, the Government, and industry. 

Medical Programs, Participants in Medicine and Nursing constitute the 

largest single group of Seoul National University faculty members presently 

studying in the u. s. At the close of the immediately preceding report period, 

there were 27 individuals (22 in Medicine and 5 in NUrsing) receiving contract 

support. Eleven of these (10 in Medicine and 1 in Nursing) completed their 

studies and returned to Korea during the present report period. Four new 

participants (2 in Medicine and 2 in Nursing) arrived in early fall, 1960 to 

begin advanced studies in the U, s. Another participant in Medicine arrived 

in early October. 

At the close of the present report period there were thus 21 participants 

(15 in Medicine and 6 in Nursing) studying in the u. s. under Minnesota's ICA 

contract, One of these is at the New York University Postgraduate Medical 

School studying Forensic Medicine, The other 20 are studying at the University 

of Minnesota. 

In the Tenth Report it was noted that the fall, 1959 arrivals were largely 

promising junior staff members and that they represented in general a better 

quality of background in English than had been the case in former years. The 

expectation was that they would make excellent records and that several might, 

given two years of study, complete programs leading to Master's degrees. A 

study of the grades received by those participants during their initial year 

supports the earlier prediction. A majority of those who began their second 

year on September 26, 1960, have been doing creditable work, Some have been 

exceptional. 

Public Administration Programs. There were five public administration 

participants at the University of Minnesota at the beginning of the report 

period and two at the end of the period. All five participants have completed 
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the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in Public Administration. 

In addition, one of the participants has completed his preliminary oral examina

tions for the doctorate and has returned to Korea to write his dissertation. 

The two participants still remaining in Minneapolis are in the process of taking 

their written examinations for the doctorate and will take their preliminary 

oral examinations before returning to Korea in December. They, too, will write 

their dissertations in Korea. 

The Director of the Program in Public Administration spent some four 

weeks in Korea during June and July reviewing the programs at the School of 

Public Administration and at the National Officials Tra~ning Institute. He 

recommended that the program be continued through September, 1963; that the 

principal advisers at the School and at the Institute, the research adviser, 

and the secretary be continued through the entire period; that advisers in 

statistics, planning, and government regulation be sent to the School; that 

a second adviser on in-service training be sent to the Institute; and that 

provision be made for sending three short-term consultants--one to th~School 

and two to the Institute. These recommendations were made after extensive 

discussions with Korean and American officials and faculty members. No action 

had been taken on these proposals at the time this report was being written. 

The procurement of books, supplies~ and equipment for the School and the 

Institute continued during the report period and should continue in the future. 

It is proposed, however, during the next few months, to transfer most of the 

selection of library materials to Korea. The selections will be reviewed 

later at the University of Minnesota and orders for the approved items will 

be placed by the University's Purchasing Department. 

It is hoped that provision will be made to bring three of the returned 

participants back to the United States for two additional years of study so 

that they may complete Ph.D. programs. These participants should be selected 
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from those who spent only ~ne year at the University of Minnesota and who have 

demonstrated their merit not only at the University, but also in their work 

and attitude since returning to Korea. Additional training for these partici

pants will tend to strengthen the faculty of the School. It is also hoped 

that provision will be made to bring four additional participants from the 

Korean Government for one-year academic programs at the University of Minne

sota and twelve short-term participants to observe training programs and 

techniques in the United States. 

New Participants Receive English Instruction. A program in English 

language orientation was Planned for the fifteen participants scheduled for 

arrival prior to August 1, 1960. Dr. Harold B. Allen, professor of English, 

who had headed these programs since 1956, directed the course on a part-time 

basis. Three other staff members were appointed on a full-time basis~ Paul 

Kirchner, instructor in English; Dr. Richard Narvaez, instructor in Romance 

languages; and Robert O'Hara, instructor in the communication program. All 

had served in two or more previous years. 

Eight participants arrived in time to begin the work on schedule. Three 

others arrived later and did not enter the program until August 5. Four ad

ditional participants were delayed for various reasons and did not arrive 

before the end of the course work. 

The course covered the period, August 1 through September 15, 1960. There 

were five sessions a day, five days each week, together with extra-class as

signments in reading and writing. Both pre-testing and post-testing occurred, 

the former as a basis for sectioning the group into two smaller divisions, 

the latter as a basis for dete~ing progress and also for ascertaining 

competence to do graduate work in their fields of study without further study 

of English. Some orientation activity occurred outside the course itself. 

Tests used were Prator Accent Inventory; Allen ~enunciation ~; Gates 
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Reading Sutye:t; Lado Te§t g! Aural Comprehension; and a written theme~ evaluated 

independently by two experienced staff members. 

The instructional program deviated only slightly from the pa.ttem taken 

originally tram the English Language Institute at the University of Michigan. 

The five classes each day were as follows: reading, composition (spoken and 

written), grammatical pa.ttern practice, pronunciation drill, laboratory for 

additional pronunciation practice. The group was divided into two sections 

upon a rough estimate of ability as determined by the average ranking in the 

four graded tests (Prator not included). 

Textbooks used included Lukoff English fgr Koreans, Prator Mapual 9! 

Americtn Enillph Pronunciation, Hayden-Pilgram-Haggard Mastering American 

EnglisJ&, Kitchin R!ader'p Digest Readings, Monroe-Horman-Gray Basic Reading 

Skills, September, 1960 Reader's Dig§pt. 

Various orientation activities supplemented the torme.l instruction. Ten 

documentary films were shown. Each film-showing provided stimulus for a theme 

and some discussion in class the following day. One day was devoted to a staff

conducted tour of the Minnesota State Fair. Through the cooperation of the 

Intemational Center for Students and Visitors, all Korean pa.rticipa.nts enjoyed 

home hospitality during the course. The final evening of the course, the English 

staff gave a party for the Koreans. 

'rhe group as a whole seemed about compa.rable in English COlllpetence with 

the 1959 group. Howeve-r, the staff felt that ability in composition was 

somewhat lower. Thanks to the longer period of instruction available in 1960 

the improvement of the group as a whole seemed somewhat better than it was 

with the 1959 group. 

Most of the group attained sufficient control of the language to carry on 

their graduate work. Only three were still so far below acceptability that 
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further instruction in English, in addition to the courses in their fields of 

specialization, was considered requisite for any degree of success in their 

academic work. 

Service in Korea. Previous reports have provided tabulations of all of 

the starr members who had served in Korea under our ICA contract previous to 

the date of the issuance of the report. The accompanying table brings these 

data up to date. It reveals that as of October 19, 1960, 55 staff members 

have served or are serving in Korea. Their total service to date adds up to 

723i man-months or 6oii;. man-years. These 55 individuals represented 41 dif

ferent academic fields. Of this total, 2 individuals served 138 man-months or 

11! man-years in project administration; 10 individuals served 89i man-months 

or 7~ man-years in Agriculture; 11 individuals served 100 man-months or 8~ 

man-years in Engineering; 11 individuals served 142 man-montl:ls or ug man-years 

in Medicine; 12 individuals served 2~ man-months or 16~ man-years in Public 

Administration; and 7 individuals served 47 man-months or 3H man-years on 

the Survey of National Higher Education in the Republic of Korea. These 55 

individuals who served in Korea. were for the most part senior faculty members, 

many with national and international reputations. A tabulation reveals that 

16 or approximately 29 per cent of the individuals serving in Korea had ad-

ministrative as well as academic titles. There were one vice president emeritus, 

5 deans or deans emeritus, 2 assistant deans, 3 department heads, 4 directors, 

and 1 assistant director. In terms of their academic titles, 31 were professors, 

7 associate professors, 11 assistant professors, 1 lecturer, 2 non-academic, 

and 3 secretarial. 
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TOTAL SERVICE OF STAFF MEMBERS SENT TO KOREA 
September 5, 1954 to October 19, 1960 

Date Last 
Service Day Man Man Prot. 

Name Began Served Months Years Field Rank 

Project Administiition 
Arthur E. Schneider 9- 5-54 _m Chief Adviser Prot. 
N. Gertrude Koll 5-31-55 Secretarial Adm. Secy. 

TOTALS 138 lli 

Agticulture 
Arthur L. Anderson S- 1-59 2-24-60 71 Animal Hus. Prot. 
Clyde H. Bailey 9- 3-55 12-17-55 3~ Ag. Biochem. Prot. & 

Dean Emer. 
Roy o. Bridgford. 2-25-57 44 Overall Ag. Assoc. Prot. 
Paul M. Burson 6- 1-56 12-14-56 6i Soils Prot. 
Andrew Hustrulid 8- 1-56 1- 5-57 5 Ag. Eng. Prot. 
Frank H. Kaufert S-13-56 ll-28-56 ~~ Forestry Prot. & Head 
Thomas H. King 3-29-57 9-13-57 Pl. Path. Prot. 
Philip w. Manson 9- 3-55 2- 2-56 5 Ag. Eng. Prot. 
Clarence E. Mickel 3-29-57 9-26-57 6 Entomology Prot. & Head 
Harald Ostvold 6- 1-56 9-18-56 ~ 11 Libra~ Asst .. Prot. 

TOTALS 724 -9 fields 

Engineering 
Paul Andersen 7-31-56 12-31-56 4i Civil Eng. Prof. 

6-17-59 12-19-59 6 Overall & Civil 
Harold E. Babbitt 6-15-60 4 Overall & Civil Prot. 
J. Harvey Evans 4- 1-57 7-12-57 3i Naval Arch. Prot. 
Carl Graffunder 9- 9-55 12-12-55 3 Architecture Lecturer 
Chapin A. Harris 6- 4-56 9- 1-56 3 Text. Eng. Prof. & Dir. 
Sidney C. Larson 9-16-55 12-19-55 3 Elect. Eng. Assoc. Prof. 
Clarence E. Lund 9-26-55 12-23~55 3 Mech. Eng. Prof. 

4- 1-58 3-16-59 ~~ Overall & Mech. 
J. W. McCarty 9-10-59 9-21-60 Text. Eng. Assoc. Prot. 
Clarence E. Schwartz S- 7-58 9- 3-59 13 Chem. Eng. Assoc. Prot. 
William W. Staley 6-16-56 9-27-57 i~t Ovemll & Min. Prot. 
William R. Weems 2- 1-55 7-16-56 

sl 
OveraJl & Aero. Prof. 

TOTALS 100 ~ 9 fields 

Medicine 
Eldon Berglund 9- 2-59 9-29-60 13 Pediatrics Asst. Prot. 
E. B. Brown, Jr. 7-25-58 2-12-59 

1~ 
Physiology Prof. 

Edmund B. Flink 8- 1-57 2-18-58 Int. Med. Prof. 
N. L. Gault, Jr. 8-30-59 Ovemll & Med. Assoc. Prot. 

& Asst. Dean 
Florence J. Julian 4-24-60 6 Nursing Prof. & Dir. 
Margery S. :t:.ow 1- 1-57 2-10-59 25! Nursing Asst. Prot. 
William F. Maloney .3-24-56 7-11-56 32 Overall & Med. Asst. Prot. 

& Asst. Dean 
James H. Matthews 5- 2-57 12- 6-58 19 Overall & Anes. Asst. Prof. 
Glenn R. Mitchell 5- 2-57 12-10-58 19 Hosp. Adm. Asst. Dir. 

George Schimert 7- 6-58 11-1.3-59 16! 
Univ. Hosp. 

Overall & Surg. Asst. Prot. 
D. Joan Williams 12-15-58 1-12-60 ..!l ng Nutgins; Asst. Prot. 

TOTALS 142 7 fields 
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Date Last 
Service Day Man Ma.n Prof~ 

Name Began Served Months Years Field Rank 

Veterina£l Medicine 
John P. Arnold 7-27-60 -it Overall & Surg. Prof. & Head 
Willard L. Boyd 9- 4-57 12-24-57 u Overall & Meg. Prof. & Dean 

TOTALS 2 fields Emer. 
24 

Public Adminiatration 
William B. Berg 10-12-58 6-23-60 2~ Pers. Trng. Asst. Prof. 
Arthur M. Borak 9- 6-59 10- 5-60 13 Fin. Adm. Assoc. Prof. 
John A. Dettmann 7-26-59 9-24-60 l4 Govt. Acctg. Prof. 
E. R. Draheim 12-19-57 12-30-59 2il Otrerall & Tmg. Prof. 
William o. Farber 7-31-58 l-29-59 Research Prof. 
Elsie G. Hage1ee 2- 6-.59 20! Secretarial Sr. Secy. 
Leigh w. Hunt, Jr. 7- 1-.58 9-2.3-60 27 Library Asst. Prof. 
Jack c. Kern 4-12-60 6l Overall & Trng. Assoc. Prof. 
William F. Larsen 6-17.;..59 16 Pers. Adm. Prof. 
Stuart A. MacCorkle 3-16-58 4-lS-60 25 Overall & Govt. Prot. & Dir. 
Elwyn A. Mauck S-14-59 l4 Overall & PA Prof. 
Glenn D. Paige S-31-59 ~ 16!1 

Research Asst. Prof. 
'l'OTALS 8 fields 

24 
SNU Survey 
Mason H. Campbell 1-25-60 5- 7-60 3! Agric. Sci. Prof, & Dean 

Emer. 
J. A. Curran 1- 4-60 4- 6-60 3 Med, Sci. Prof. & Dean. 

Emer. 
Elmer c. Easton 2-24-60 4-20-60 2 Eng. Sci. Prot. & Dean 
Richard H. Lindeman 9-22-59 13 Inst. Res. Asst• Prot. 
W. T. Middlebrook 9-23-59 12- 4-59 J Bus. Adm. VP Em.er. 

2- 1-60 
Margaret Wipperman 12- 1-59 Secretarial Adm. Secy. 
Chester W. Wood 1- 1-60 5- 6-60 -A Soc8 Sci. Prof. & Dir. 

TOTALS 47 ~ 6 fields 

GRAND TOTALS 723! 6oi 41 fields 

Korean Faculty ParticiP@PtS. The accompanying table reveals that of the 

55 Korean faculty members studying in the United States at the time of the pre-

vious report, 17 have completed their studies and returned to Korea.. Two of 

these were from Agriculture, 1 from Engineering, 11 from Medicine, . and 3 from 

Public Administration. In addition, l4 participants were added to the program. 

Four of these were from Agriculture, 3 from Veterinary Medicine, 2 from En

gineering, and 5 from Medicine. Thus, as of the date of this report, a total 

of 226 participants have been supported for study in the u. s. under this ICA 
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contract, One hundred seventy four of these have comPleted their studies and/ 

or observations and returned to Korea and 52 are presently studying in the United 

States. 

Of these 52 Korean faculty members, 49 are studying at the University of 

Minnesota, 1 is at New York University Post-Graduate Medical School, 1 at Lowell 

Technological Institute, and 1 is carrying on research for his Ph.D, thesis at 

the Argonne National Laboratory, near Chicago. 

The 52 Korean faculty members presently studying in the United States are 

divided as follows: Agriculture, 13; Veterinary Medicine, S; Engineering, g. 
' 

Medicine, 21; and Public Administration, 2. 

SEMI-ANNUAL STATISTICAL DATA BY COLLEGES 
FOR KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

Total No, of Partici:e. Still Partici~ting 
Arrivals Ag. Eng. Med. Pub,Ad. Departures Ag, Eng, Med, Pub,Ad, Total 

1st 
7 2 4 1 0 0 2 4 1 0 7 Report 

2nd 
Report 44 11 19 21 0 3 9 19 20 0 48 
3rd 

7 16 20 22 0 5 13 17 20 0 50 Report 
4th 

Report 44 25 46 31 0 26 16 31 21 0 6S 
5th 

25 47 31 0 6 15 29 19 0 63 ReP£rt 1 
6th 

32 54 36 13 36 19 17 10 13 59 Report 32 
7th 

0 32 54 36 13 7 13 17 9 13 52 Rewrt 
8th 

Report 22 36 55 40 26 26 9 15 7 17 48 
9th 

2 36 55 41 27 4 B 13 7 18 46 Report 
loth 
Report 46 47 62 69 27 25 16 12 30 9 67 
11th 

7 50 62 73 27 19 16 7 27 5 55 Report 
12th 14 
ReP£rt 57 64 78 27 17 21 B 21 2 52 

TOTALS 226 57 64 78 27 174 21 8 21 2 52 
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Participant Man-Months and Man-Years. A second table concerning par

ticipants provides data, separately by college and ROK Government Agency in-

volved, on the cumulative man-months and man-years of observation, consults.-

tion, and graduate study provided Korean participants under the ICA contract. 

The data reveal that, between January 1, 1955 (the first quarter during which 

there were Korean participants studying in the United States under the ICA 

contract) and September 30, 1960, the 223 Korean participants were supported 

for a total of 3,431 man-months or 285~ man-years. 

Of' these ~85~ man years, 59~ (20.9 per cent) were in Agriculture; 12f2 

(4,4 per cent) were in Veterinary Medicine; asH (31.0 per cent) were in 

Engineering; 87~ (30.8 per cent) were in Medicine; 28} (9.9 per cent) were 

in Public Administration, SNU; and 8~ (3.0 per cent) were in the National Of

ficials Training Institute. 

Months 

Years 

Per Cent 
of Total 

CUMULATIVE HAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS 
FOR KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

JANUARY 1, 1955 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 301 1960 

A g. V.M. Eng. Me d. P.A. 

718 149 1,064! 1,055! 340 

592 
6 

12..2.. 
12 ssE 87~ 2~ 

20.9 4.4 31.0 30.8 9.9 

NOTI TOTAL 

104 3,431 

8~ 
3 

28511 
i2 

3.0 100.0 

~ Concerning Returneg Koreans. A third table shows the man-months and 

man-years for the 173 Korean participants who have completed their tours in 

the United States and returned to Korea. The table shows for each college and 

the ROK Government Agency involved the number of individual participants, the 

total man-months and man-years. It will be seen from the table that the 173 

Korean participants who have returned to their duties in Korea have been sup

ported under the ICA contract for a total of 2,834 man-months or 236~ man-years. 
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MAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS OF 173 RETURNED KOREANS 

Vet. Public Adm. 
Ag,. Med, Eng, Med. Law NOTI Tgtal 

No, of 
individuals 32 4 56 56 17 8 173 

Man-Months 601 44 958 839 288 104 2,834 

Man-Years 5ot2 3g 
3 79g 69~ 24 ~ 236~ 

Academic Achievement of the Koreans. -- The present report continues the 

tabulations for presenting academic achievement which were initiated with the 

sixth report. Members of the SNU faculty and administration and NOTI brought 

to the United States are again divided into groups: those who came only for 

observation and consultation; those who either audited all courses or registered 

for a program of less than 9 quarter credits; those who enrolled for graduate 

study programs and received marks in courses totalling 9 or more quarter credits; 

and those who arrived in the fall and had just begun their graduate studies. 

No attempt was made to prepare a separate distribution for each Project seg

ment since it appeared that such a distribution would serve no useful purpose. 

There has now been a total of 226 Korean participants who have been sup-

ported under Minnesota's ICA program, They may be accounted for as follows: 

President and Deans of Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, 
Engineering, and Medicine (2); and Superintendent of 
the University Hospital who came only for observation 
and consultation 7 

Participants who either audited all courses or 
registered for less than 9 credits, All but 
two have returned to Korea 47 

Participant who enrolled for no course work but 
earned a Doctor's degree solely through 
research at Pasteur Institute in Paris 1 

Participants who registered for 9 or more credits 
Completed studies and returned to Korea 121 
Still studying in the U, s. _lQ 157 
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Faculty members who arrived in the fall of 1960 
and have just begun their studies 

Total number of Koreans receiving contract support 

.Ja: 
226 

The marks earned by the 157 members of the group who had registered for 

9 or more credits were secured. This resulted in the accompanying tabula-

tion. 
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MARKS EARNED BY 157 KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS REGISTERED FOR 9 OR MORE CREDITS 

54 Koreans 11 Koreans 
121 Koreans 36 Koreans Who Earned Who Earned 

All 157 Completing Still Studying Master's Doctors 
Koreans Studies in u. s. Degrees Degrees 

No. of Qtr, No, of Qtr, No, of Qtr, No,. of Qtr, No, of Qtr. 
Grade Cr. Hrs. Cr. Hrs. Cr, Hrs, Cr! Hrss 

5 
Cr, Hrs, 

A 2,633 2,126-l 506! 1,452 522-l 

B 2,90lt 2,242t 659 1,490 425 

S* 1,021! S62! 159 356 122 

c ___J2J. ---122 201 419! 132 

TOTAL OF 7,4S2t 5,957t 1,525! 3,717-l 1,201! 
ABOVE 

Audit 2,046 l,S35 211 795 257 

Fail 4S! 33! 15 17! 0 

other (D, In-
complete, 

697! llS! Dropped, etc.) Sl6 1S2 ___fU 

SUB-TOTAL 2,910-l 2,566 344! 994-l 302 

GRAND TOTAL 10,393t S,523t l,S70 4,712 1,503! 

No. of indi-
viduals 157 121 36 54 11 

No, of quarters 
of individual 
registration 907 742 165 450 171-l 

Average No, of 
quarters per 
individual 5.7S 6.13 4.5S S.33 15.59 

*Used to denote grade of "B" or above, 
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The following significant conclusions may be drawn from the preceding 

table: 

l· The average number of graduate credits earned per quarter: 
a. All 157 Koreans 8.25 
b. 121 Koreans completing studies 8.03 
c. 36 Koreans still studying 9.25 
d. 54 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 8.26 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 7.01 

2. The average number of credits per quarter taken on an audit basis: 
a. All 157 Koreans 2.26 
b. 121 Koreans completing studies 2.47 
c. 36 Koreans still studying 1.28 
d. 54 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 1.77 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 1.50 

3. The average number of credits per quarter resulting in failure: 
a. All 157 Koreans 0.05 
b. 121 Koreans completing studies 0.05 
c. 36 Koreans still studying 0.09 
d. 54 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 0.04 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees o.oo 

4. The average number of credits per quarter result:ltitg in grades 
of D~ Incomplete~ Dropped, etc.: 

a. All 157 Koreans 0.90 
b. 121 Koreans completing studies o. 94 
c. 36 Koreans still studying 0.72 
d. 54 Koreans who earned Master9s degrees 0.40 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 0..26 

A further table provides comparisons on a percentage basis between the 

four categories of grades acceptable for credit in the Graduate School. 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE 

121 Koreans 36 Koreans 54 Koreans 11 Koreans 
All 157 Completing Still Who Earned Who Earned 

Grade Koreans Studies Studying Master's Degrees Ph.D. Degrees 

A 35.19 35.69 33.20 39.06 43.49 

B 38.77 37.64 43.20 40.08 35.37 

s 13.65 14.48 10.42 9.58 10.15 

c 12-.,9 12.19 13.18 11.28 10.99 

TOTALS 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Attention should be drawn again to the fact that the percentages of 

"A" grades are similar to those found in the immediately preceding report. 

Again, the highest percentage (43.49) was recorded by those who earned Ph.D. 

degrees; the next highest (39.06) by those who earned Master's degrees. 

However, this time the third highest (35.69) was earned by the 121 Koreans 

who had comPleted their studies and returned to Korea; and the lowest (33.20) 

by the 36 Koreans still studying in the u. s. 

The present report is the seventh in which the grade-distribution per

centages were presented. How little variation has taken place in the per

centages of "A" grades is revealed by comparing the percentage of "A" grades 

for all 157 Koreans in the present report (35.19) with those of the sixth 

through eleventh reports which were respectively 34.3, 33.5, 34.4, 33.15, 

34.30, and 34.73. 

The unusual achievement indicated by the preceding data cannot be stressed 

too often. Although all of our studies have revealed the high level of com

petence of the average Korean participant who has been privileged to study 

under the program, it still seems remarkable that, on the average, each has 

maintained such a high level of academic achievement in a new and unfamiliar 

environment and compelled, as he is, to receive instruction in a completely 

different language from that to which he has been accustomed from birth. 

~· Degre.2.2. .Qz!f~o During the period covered by the present report, 

two more Korean participants completed the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 

and the degrees were formally conferred at the June 11, 1960 Commencement. 

This brings to eleven the total number of faculty members from Seoul National 

University who have earned this, the highest academic degree granted by any 

university. Five of these Ph.D. degrees were to faculty members from the 

College of Engineering, four from the College of Agriculture, and two from 

the College of Medicine, 
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Following are the names, dates degrees were conferred, college, academic 

rank at the time the degree was conferred, and field of specialization for 

each of the eleven participants. 

ELEVEN KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING PH • D. DEGREES 
December, 1958 through August, 1960 

Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded College Participant Specialization 

CHO, Chai Moo 7-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 

CHOI, Jong Wan 12-58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 

HAHN, Tae Hee 8-59 Engineering Instructor Chemical Engineering 

KANG, Woong Ki 6-60 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 

KIM, Jae Nam 6-59 Medicine Teach. Asst. Anatomy 

LEE, Chul Choo 3-60 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

LEE, Ho Wang 12-59 Medicine Teach. Asst. Bacteriology 

LEE, Soaker 12-58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 

PARK, Won Hee 6-60 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 

PYO, Hyun Koo 3-59 Agriculture Instructor Horticulture 

RYU, Han Yeol 8-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

Master's Degrees Conferred. The accompanying table provides an alpha-

betical listing of the 54 Korean participants who have earned Mastervs degrees 

since contract operations began. Also indicated are the date of the award 

of each degree, the college, the academic rank of the recipient at the t~e 

the degree was conferred, and his field of specialization. 

The table reveals that MasterVs degrees have been received by Korean par-

ticipa.nts from 32 different fields. Distribution among the colleges and schools 

is as follows: Agriculture 19; Veterinary Medicine 2; Engineering 18; Medicine 

5; Public Administration 10. The breakdown by ranks held by participants at the 

time the degree was conferred is as follows: Teaching Assistant 27; Lecturer 6; 
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Instructor 11; Assistant Professor 7; Associate Professor 3• It should be 

emphasized, however, that most of the participants received promotions upon 

their return to Seoul National University. 

To this list of 54 individuals should be added the name of Dr. Lee, Ki 

Young who, in January. 1956 received the degree, Doctorat de l'Universite de 

Paris and that of Dr. Kim, Chu Wan who, in September, 1957, passed his examina

tion before the American Board of Diagnostic Roentgenology. This brings to 

67 the number of advanced degrees earned by Korean participants, counting 

certification in Diagnostic Roentgenology as equivalent to a graduate degree. 

FIFTY -FOUR KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING MASTER9 S DEGREES 
December, 1955 through August, 1960 

Date 
Degree srm SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded College Participant Specialization 

BARK, Dong Suh 8-59 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
CHO 1 Byung Ryul 12-59 Vet. Med. Lecturer Veterinary Anatomy 
CHO, Chai Moo 6-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 
CHO, Kun Chan 6-57 Engineering Lecturer Electrical Engineering 
CHO, Suk Choon 6-60 Law Lecturer Public Administration 
CHOI 1 Jong Wan 3-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 
CHOI, Keh Kun 12-59 Engineering Asst. Prof. Electrical Engineering 
CHOI, Kwang Pil 7-60 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
CHOI, Ung 7-60 Engineering Asst. Prof. Chemical Engineering 
CHUNG, Hoo Sup 12-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Plant Pathology 
CHUNG, Myung Sik 3-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 
HAHN, Mansop 7-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Aeronautical Engineering 
HAHN, Ta.e Hee 6-57 Engineering Instructor Chemical Engineering 
HUH, Jong 6-60 Medicine Teach. Asst. Public Health 
HYUN, J ai Sun 6-60 Agriculture Instructor Entomology 
IM, Hyong Bin 8-58 Agriculture Instructor Plant Pathology 
JEON, Yun Seong 12-59 Vet, Med. Instructor Vet. Microbiology 
JOHN, Yong Won 6-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mining Engineering 
KANG, Pyung Kun 6-60 Law Lecturer Public Administration 
KANG, Woong Ki 6-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 
KIM, Hae Dong 8-59 Law Instructor Public Administration 
KIM, In Kwon 12-56 Agriculture Assoc. Prof. Agronomy & Plant Genetics 
KIM, Tae Choon 12-59 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
KIM, Woon Tai 8-59 Law Instructor Public Administration 
KIM, Yeun Shik 12-59 Engineering Teach, Asst. Metallurgy 
LEE, Chul Choo 6-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 
LEE, Chung Han 6-57 Engineering Asst. Prof. Electrical Engineering 
LEE, Ho Wang 12-57 Medicine Teach. Asst. Bacteriology 
LEE, Socker 12-56 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 
LEE, Su Rae 8-58 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Biochemistry 



Name 

Date 
Degree 

Awarded 

LEE, Tai Hyun 6-56 
LEE, Woo Hyun 8-60 
LEE, Yong Bin 12-55 
LIM, Jung Kyoo 3-58 
MIN, Kwang Shik 12-59 
MO 1 Sumi 6-60 
OHH, Bong Kug 12-57 
PAIK, Woon Hah 8-56 
PARK, Hong Nai 12•58 
PARK, Sung Woo 12-58 
PARK, Won Hee 8-57 
PARK, Zin Hwan 7-57 
RHEE, Jin Woo 6-59 
RHEE, Sang Don 12-57 
RYU, Han Yeol 3-57 
SIM 1 Bo Sung 12-57 
SUH, Chai Chin 7-57 
SUH, Won Woo 8-59 
WANG, In Keun 8-60 
WIE, Sang Kyoo 6-58 
WOO 1 Jae Lin 6-58 
YIM, Kyong Bin 8-58 
YU, Hoon 3-59 
YUK, Chong Yung 8-58 
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SNU 
College 

Agriculture 
Law 
Agriculture 
Medicine 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Medicine 
Agriculture 
Medicine 
Engineering 
Law 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Law 
Agriculture 

SNU Rank as 
Participant 

Asst. Prof. 
Asst. Prof. 
Assoc. Prof. 
Teach! Asst. 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Assoc. Prof. 
Lecturer 
Asst. Prof. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Lecturer 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Asst. Prof. 

Field of 
Specialization 

Horticulture 
Public Administration 
Animal Husbandry 
Pharmacology 
Physics 
Home Economics 
Poultry Husbandry 
Entomology 
Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural Engineering 
Chemical Engineering 
Agricultural Economics 
Textile Chemistry 
Physiology 
Agricultural Engineering 
Surgery 
Mechanical Engineering 
Public Administration 
Extension Education 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Textile Technology 
Forestry 
Public Administration 
Dairy Husbandry 

Equipment Procurement. Procurement of equipment, supplies, books, and 

periodicals continues. It seems hardly necessary to again call attention to 

the difficulties experienced because of u. s. government requirements, coupled 

with additional essential paper work involved. Lists prepared in Korea by 

the Korean staff, with the assistance of Minnesota staff serving there, are 

sent to the University of Minnesota for screening by the appropriate depart-

mente. When deletions and additions are made to these lists they are then 

returned to Korea for further study before being transmitted for procurement 

action to the University of Minnesota, The approved, screened lists (including 

such specifications as are required) are then used in the preparation of 

requisitions. These requisitions are then sent our for bids, purchase orders 

then being issued to the successful bidders. 
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Vendors usually are instructed to ship equipment and supplies to Chicago 

where the forwarding agent assembles and ships periodically to San Francisco 

all items on hand on a schedule fitting into the regular sailings of vessels 

of the Pacific Far East Lines. Invoices are paid on receipt of copies of the 

on-board bill of lading. Periodical subscriptions go by International mail, 

payment being made upon notice by the Chief Adviser that the initial cop,y has 

been received in Korea. Small book orders are sent by parcel post, payment 

to the vendor being made on the basis of a postal receipt. 

The funds made available by ICA for procurement are designated for the 

specific college or other contract segment. Allocations have been made for 

the colleges of Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, Engineering, and Medicine. 

They have been made also for the Public Administration segment of the project. 

In addition, special allotments have been made for science equipment and sup

plies for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and for duplicating and 

printing facilities for the central administration of SNU. The total of all 

of these allotments made to the date of this report is $2,790,800. or this 

total, $103,500 was allocated to Public Administration. 

Actual expenditures through September 30, 1960 in all present contract 

areas totalled $2,295,470.75. Outstanding obligations totalled $208,111.28 

for the same period. Of this obligated sum, $53,905.29 constitutes moneys 

set aside but not yet spent to cover costs of transportation, packing, in

surance, and charges for the forwarding agents. The balance $154,205.99 

represents actual orders placed but not yet delivered. Thus books, periodicals, 

equipment, and supplies valued at $2,449,676.74 (including transportation, 

export packing, insurance and charges for the forwarding agents in the case 

of books, periodicals, equipment, and supplies already in or enroute to Korea) 

had been ordered and were either on their way or actually had reached their 

destination in Korea. 
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Reports from the Cbief Adviser in Korea indicate that the unofficial un

adjusted invoice value of books, periodicals, equipment, and supplies received 

in Korea through September 30, 1960, totalled $1 1962,585.80. These totals, 

it must be kept in mind, do not include increases in costs due to invoice ad

justments or the costs of such services as export packing, transportation, 

insurance, the preparation of required documents, or other legitimate charges 

paid to the forwarding agents. These additional items add an estimated 15 

to 20 per cent to the actual cost of the books, periodicals, equipment, and 

supplies. 

Korean Medical ~· Awarded Research Grant. Dr. Kim, Jae Nam, who earned 

a Ph.D. degree in Anatomy from the University of Minnesota in June, 1959, was 

awarded a five-year grant for research in Diabetes by the National Institutes 

of Health (Council on Arthritis and Metabolic Disease), u. s. Public Health 

Service in the total sum of $49,599, the amount for the initial year being 

$11,990. The grant, in accordance with normal practice, is to Seoul National 

University. Dr. Kim is designated as Principal Investigator. 

One-half of the first year9s grant was turned over to Seoul National 

University for use in defraying the cost of labor and materials to be paid 

for in Korea. The other half was turned over to the University of Minnesota 

for use in purchasing equipment and supplies in the United States for shipment 

to Korea. Requisitions have been prepared by Dr. Kim, but purchase orders have 

not been issued awaiting information on the procedures necessary to secure 

waivers of Korean customs duties on the items to be purchased. 

The University of Minnesota is gratified that a faculty member from the 

College of Medicine, Seoul National University, trained to the Ph.D. level at 

the University of Minnesota, has been able, due to his demonstrated competence 

as an investigator, to secure substantial funds for use in carrying on im

portant basic research in Korea. This is another example of how, as a result 
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of a university contract with ICA, scholarly activity beyond the actual con

tract area has been stimulated and financed. 

Y.i.§.!i srf. Former Partici;mnt. Professor Kim, Ho Sik, head, Department of 

Agricultural Chemistry, SNU College of Agriculture, spent September 16 to 21, 

1960 in the Twin Cities consulting with faculty members and observing laboratory 

procedures at the University of Minnesota, primarily in the Institute of Agri

culture. Professor Kim had studied as a contract participant for six months 

at the University of Minnesota, beginning in June, 1955. 

Professor Kim's recent visit to the United States was for the primary 

purpose of attending the International Congress on Nutrition in Washington, 

D. c. Another objective of Professor Kim's visit was to secure such data as 

might be available to support his thesis that in the process of producing the 

Korean national dish, kimehi, certain micro-organisms produced and/or increased 

the vitamin Bl2 content. 

Professor Kim left Korea on August 27, proceeding directly to Washington 

where he spent two weeks. He returned to Korea on October 7. Following his 

departure from Washington, he visited laboratories in Chicago, Peoria, and 

Madison enroute to the Twin Cities. After leaving the Twin Cities, Professor 

Kim visited the Davis Campus of the University of California and then observed 

establishments and consulted with staff members in Japan before returning to 

Korea. 

Former Participant Returns. Park, Zin Hwan, assistant professor of agri

cultural economics, College of Agriculture, Seoul National University, was 

invited to return to the University of Minnesota to serve as a member of a 

regular staff of seven individuals assigned to conduct a special summer training 

course in Agricultural Economics for graduate students from the Far East. 

This course was a joint venture of the Council on Economic and Cultural Affairs, 

the Summer Session, and the Graduate School. It was offered during Summer 

Session I, 1960. 
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The invitation to Mr. Park to assist in the conduct of this course resulted 

from the realization that a Korean trained in the U. s. would be able to point 

out and suggest ways of dealing with the frustrations with which a student fTOm 

the Far East is likely to be confronted in attempting to apply in his own country 

the methods of teaching and the techniques of research which he had learned. 

Mr. Park did graduate work in the u. s. for two years (1955-57) under 

Minnesota's ICA contract, being granted a Master's degree in Agricultural Economics 

in July, 1957. During the summer of 1957, immediately preceding return to his 

post in Korea, Mr. Park was enrolled for a six weeks' Special Surmner Session 

Training Course in the Application of Agricultural Economics to Far Eastern 

Conditions at Cornell University. 

During the summer of 1960, the Council on Economic and Cultural Affairs 

agreed to make a grant of sufficient size to enable Mr. Park to continue his 

graduate studies untll the completion of his Ph.D. degree. It will also enable 

him to be joined by his wife and one of their two children. The other child 

will remain in Korea. 

Mr. Park's program, as presently arranged, involves graduate study at the 

University of Chicago fall quarter, 1960 and winter quarter, 1961. He will 

then return to the University of Minnesota to complete his course work, dis

sertation and the other Ph.D. requirements before returning to his post in 

Seoul National University. 

Death g.f Music Dean. Dr. Hyun, Je Myung, Dean of the College of Music, 

Seoul National University, passed away at his home in Seoul on October 16, 

1960. Although the College of Music was not included among the SNU colleges 

being strengthened under the ICA contract, it was one of the two colleges 

aided by a recent grant for the purchase of teaching materials secured by 

the University of Minnesota from the Rockefeller Foundation. 

Korean lQa Agricultural Participants Visit Minnesota. Three agricultural 

administrators from the Republic of Korea spent the three-week period beginning 

------, 
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October 31 1960 observing agricultural extension administration, supervision, 

and program building and implementation on the St. Paul Cam.p1s and receiving 

training in the techniques of organization and conduct of the Minnesota Agri

cultural Extension Service. They were scheduled to complete their visit and 

leave the Twin Cities tor Laramie, Wyoming on October 22, 1960. 

The participants were Myung, Chai Uk, Chief, Extension Bureau, National 

Institute or Agriculture, Suwon; Kim, Seung Won, Director, Provincial Institute 

ot Agriculture, Cholla Pukdo; and Bae, Yun, Director, Provincial Institute of 

Agriculture, Kyungsang Pukdo. 

The visit or the three agricultural administrators was greatlY assisted 

by the opportunity or conferring with the participants from Seoul National Uni

versity studying in the fields or agriculture and veterinary medicine, especially 

with Wang, In Keun who had spent the year, 1959·60 studying extension procedures 

at the University of Wisconsin, and in late summer had conferred with agri

cultural extension specialists at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 

Girts. The following gifts, among others, have been made to Seoul National 

University, on behalf of the University or Minnesota, during the period covered 

by the present report: 

In May, 1960, twenty-two cartons containing nurses' uniforms were shipped 

to Korea for use in the School of Nursing, Seoul National University. These 

used unitor.ms were donated by the graduating student nurses or the March, 1960 

class. The collection, boxing, and wrapping tor shipment or these uniforms was 

taken care of by Miss Judy Osman, a member of the class. 

Dr. E. H. Christopherson, Executive Director, American Academy of Pediatrics, 

donated to the Medical School Library, Seoul National University, a complete file 

of the periodical, Pediatrics. This donation was shipped to Korea in May, 1960. 

The staff of the School of Home Economics, University of Massachusetts, 

donated tour cartons or books and one carton of home economics journals to the 

Department of Home Economics, College or Agriculture, Seoul National University. 
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These were given through the efforts of Miss Mo, Sumi who studied at the Uni

versity of Massachusetts for a year and a half, nine months of which were under 

our ICA contract, Shipnent to Korea was made in June, 1960, 

The College of Veterinary Medicine, Seoul National University was the 

recipient of 135 instruments formerly used in veterinary practice by Dr. John 

P, Arnold, Professor and Head, Divtsion of Veterinary Surgery and Radiology, 

College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota. They were packed in 

five cartons and shipped to Korea in June, 1960 for use in the Veterinary Clinic. 

In August, 1960, the University of Minnesota, through funds provided by 

Dr, Lee, Hee Yong, donated and shipped to the Students' Medical Library, Seoul 

National University, a copy of the book, Medical Epmination Revimw. 

In September, 1960, the Division of Veterinary Obstetrics, College of 

Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota, donated and shipped to Korea 

for use in the clinic of the SNU College of Veterinary Medicine a parcel 

containing twelve important veterinary obstetrical instruments. This contri

bution was made through the assistance of Dr. Raimunde Zemjanis, head of the 

Department, and resulted from information which had reached him that difficulties 

had been experienced in Korea in the procurement of instruments of that nature. 

Two cartons of publications .from the u. S, Department of Agriculture wer'3 

donated to the Library, College of Agriculture, Seoul National University, through 

the assistance of Mr. Wang, In Keun, who secured the publications for that 

p.1rpose. Shipnent was made in late September, 1960. 

The Library of the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota, 

at the request of Dr. John P. Arnold and through the efforts of Dr, Donald H. 

Clifford, Library Committee Chairman, donated and shipped to the College of 

Veterinary Medicine, SNU, a package of back issues of the Joumal of the 

American Veterinary Medical Association. Shipment was made in late September, 

1960. 
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Rockefeller GrJnts. The immediatelY preceding report discussed the two 

gifts ot $3.000 each to provide teaching materials tor the College ot Art and 

the College of Music ot Seoul National University. During the period covered 

by the present report • the $3,000 worth ot colored slides reached their destina

tion in the College ot Art. There have been delays in procurement and shipping 

ot the $3,000 worth of recordings tor the College ot Music. It is hoped that 

the procurement operation may soon be completed to the end that the recordings 

can be put to early use tor teaching purposes in Korea. 
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II. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ADVISER IN KOREA 

General Comments. The nineteenth of April, 1960 - the first day of this 

twelfth six-month report period - ushered in with mass demonstrations, violence 

and bloodshed requiring the establishment of martial law what has come to be 

termed in Korea "The Aprll Revolution." This massive, student-led, popular 

uprising against rigged elections and other corruption in government resulted 

in overthrow or the party in power; resignation or the president; the murder

suicide of the vice president elect and all members of his immediate family; 

an aftermath or hasty resignations of upper level government officials 1 arrests 

and incarceration of others and their cohorts, and the initiation of prosecu

tion proceedings against many of these individuals; disruption of general com

munity life and activity; the formation of an interim govemment; enactment of 

urgent reform legislation; resignation of the national legislative body; elec

tion of two new national legislative bodies; selection of a new president; 

resignation of the interim cabinet; election of a prime minister by the lower 

house; and appointment of new cabinet members by the prime minister. As of 

the end ot this report period a start toward resumption of the normal affairs 

ot government was in process. 

For Korea and its governmental agencies and institutions at all levels, 

the tast six months have been a period of turmoil and uncertainty, a time for 

attempting to gauge the nature and extent of reforms apparently desired and 

expected by a large segment of the population, and, on the part of some, 

recognition of a golden opportunity for change and betterment. 

For u. s. activities in Korea the past six months have been a period of 

critical review and evaluation of policies, programs and projects; of reassess

ment of relationships with the host country; ot opportunity to plan ways of 

making known more effectively the goodwill of America toward Korea, and to 
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give wann friendship and strong support to the nation in the achievement of its 

clarified and newly emphasized aspirations. 

The University of Minnesota contract program in Korea with Seoul National 

University and the National Officials Training Institute has been, it course, 

directly affected by the total situation above depicted. Though regular con

tract activities continued as described below, the character and extent of these 

activities were proscribed by the greatly changed internal Korean frame of 

reference. In addition, the past six months have been a period of searching 

review, of re-planning, and, on the basis of USOM recommendations to ICA (which 

recommendations are at variance with the ideas of Minnesota advisers in Korea 

directly involved with the technical assistance program concerned), of thoughtful 

consideration of ways and means to conduct the orderly phase-out by June 30, 

1961, of contract activity at Seoul National University in the fields of agri

culture, veterinary medicine, engineering, and medicine. 

During this twelfth semi-annual report period for the ICA-University of 

Minnesota contract technical assistance project involving Seoul National Uni

versity in the broad areas of Agriculture, Engineering, Medicine and Public 

Administration, and the Republic of Korea 9 s National Officials Training In

stitute, the central purpose has continued to be to assist in better preparing 

Korean faculty members for teaching, research and administration, and to be 

instrumental in assisting to obtain for the institutions involved the physical 

plant, libraries and equipment making possible the effective carrying out of 

these fUnctions. The for.mer has been undertaken through staff exchange -

present and potential Korean faculty members being selected for study and 

observation opportunmties abroad in the field of their major academic interest 

or responsibility, and American Advisers coming to Korea to assist their col

leagues at the institutions served; the latter through the combined planning 

and accomplishment ,efforts of Seoul National University and National Officials 
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Training Institute personnel and their American advisers, the apport ot Korean 

officials responsible tor these institutions 1 and the interest, understanding 

and substantial financial assistance or the ICA and the United States Opera

tions Mission - Korea. 

In addition, during this report period the survey of national higher edu

cation in the Republic or Korea was completed, the survey team's report and 

recommendations submitted by co-directors Vice President Emeritus William T. 

Middlebrook (University ot Minnesota.) and Dean Walter A. Anderson ot New 

York University's College ot Education (ICA), and implementation activities 

undertaken as set forth later in this report. 

Korean Participants. During this report period 14 additional participants 

were sent to Minnesota - 4 in agriculture, 3 in veterinary medicine, 2 in 

engineering and 5 in medicine. Thirty-nine extensions ot graduate study periods 

were granted participants abroad at the beginning or this report period,. These 

extensions were for periods ranging from 1 month to 1 year. 

As has been the case since the inception of this technical assistance 

program, the careful selection of participants continued to be a matter of 

paramount concern to both Korean and Amerlcan authorities involved. Some 

measure or the quality or participants who have completed all or some portion 

of their graduate studies, and their potential for academic careers, may be 

gained by reference to scholastic data presented in Part I or this report. 

The participant program tor the past 6-year period is summarized as 

follows: 
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DISTRIBUTION OF KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

. • Total 
Office or Col
lege of SNU 

President 

Agriculture 

Vet, Med, 

Engineering 

Medicine 

School of PA 

1 

45 

12 

64 

77 

19 

Secretariat of 
State Council, ROK 

NOTI 8 

No, 226 
TOTAL Percent 100 

Ret 9d 
to 

Korea 

1 

32 

4 

56 

56 

17 

8 

174 
77 

Now 
Studying 
in u. s. 

13 

8 

8 

21 

2 

52 
23 

Distribution by Approximate 

6.mo, 
or less 

1 

6 

1 

12 

9 

29 
13 

Length of Stay 

17 

6 

25 

41 

10 

8 

107 
47 

2 yrs .• 

18 

3 

18 

22 

9 

70 
31 

3 yrs. 

1 

1 

4 

3 

9 
4 

4 yrs, 

3 

1 

5 

2 

11 
5 

From the above table it will be noted that 174 (77 per cent) of the total 

of 226 participants to October 19, 1960 have returned to Korea. Fifty-two 

participants continue their advanced studies in the United States, 

On the basis of USOM-Korea's recommendation to ICA/~ashington relative to 

drastically reducing the scope of the present ICA/Minnesota contract, there 

would be no more participants in agriculture, engineering, and medicine from 

Seoul National University, This would be a regrettable development since, 

with the expenditure of a modest additional amount of money for participant 

education purposes a great deal more could be accomplished toward achieving 

the objective of developing Seoul National University into a thoroughly high 

quality institution in these fields, suitably equipped with both staff and 

facilities to provide full opportunities for learning at both the undergraduate 

and graduate levels, and with a faculty capable of and interested in adding 

to knowledge through research. This additional development and preparation 
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of Seoul National University staff in agriculture, engineering and medicine 

for successfUlly coping with this institution?s ever-increasing responsibilities 

in teaching, research and public service would receive great impetus and en

couragement through the provision of a modest 20 man-years of participant time 

per year for the next decade. A primary use of such time and money would be 

to provide means for making possible the further advanced training of younger 

staff members who have already been successful graduate students as participants 

and who have demonstrated high potential as teachers and research workers in 

their fields of specialization. 

It is also apparent that additional participant man-years for the School 

of Public Administration could pay substantial dividends in this relatively 

new and very important area of higher education in Korea. The same would be 

true regarding the further development of staff for in-service training re

sponsibilities at the National Officials Training Institute. 

The breadth and depth of this graduate training abroad is without question 

serving its purpose - the improvement of teaching, research and administration 

at Seoul National University and of in-service training at the National Of

ficials Training Institute. A continuing objective is to encourage and assist 

in making possible at these institutions the most effective use of this 

faculty improvement investment. 

In addition to the continued improvement of undergraduate instruction at 

Seoul National University, an increasing amount of attention is being given 

by the institution and its advisers to ways and means of extending to other 

institutions, agencies and individuals the benefits of the upgrading centered 

through the aid program on this major Korean national university. This logical 

development is a basic component of the original plan and purpose of assisting 

Seoul National University in depth in each of the contract fields. This 

broadening of educational activity is viewed with enthusiasm by many of Seoul 
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National University's faculty. The challenge, opportunity, and potential bene

fits to Korea from this undertaking are great; Seoul National University will 

develop accordingly. It is at this stage in the planning and developnent of 

this greatlY expanded sphere of responsibility and activity by Korea's major 

national university that the ver.y best in continuing advisor.y assistance should 

be made available to the institution. 

Minnesota Staff ]g Korea. The total number of Minnesota staff members 

who have served or are now serving in Korea under this project is 55 (2 of 

whom have served twice), excluding 6 administrative personnel who have been 

here for inspection tours or in connection with the planning of new projects. 

Coordinator Dr. Tracy F. Tyler spent the period June 20-JulY 6, 1960 in Korea 

on contract matters. (See Part I of this report for details.) 

As of October, 1960, the Minnesota starr in Korea consisted of 15 indi

viduals, including 3 secretaries. With wives (8) and children (15) the total 

Minnesota complement becomes 38. 

The main endeavor of Minnesota staff members during this report period 

has been, with full and appropriate consideration of the April revolution and 

its implications, to continue to assist Korean colleagues in all ways possible 

to improve their teaching, research and administration. This assistance involves 

curricula, courses, research, methods and techniques, attention to physical 

plant and equipment, and attention to organization, personnel, finance, ad

ministration, and professional and governmental relations~ps. 

In addition, since learning USOM-Korea's contract phase-out plans for 

agriculture, engineering and medicine, particular attention has been given to 

re-analyzing the status of advisory assistance in these fields, to a re-assess

ment of priorities, and to the planning of future activities accordingly. The 

details of advisory assistance given during the past six months and the nature 

of activities planned for the following report period follow. 

' 
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Sunnnaries m!S! Future Plans. 

Agriculture (Professor Roy o. Bridgford, Adviser). Minnesota has thus 

far (for details see Part I of this report) supplied advisers to the College 

of Agriculture in the fields of Agricultural Chemistr,y, Agricultural Engineering, 

Soils, Physics, Forestry, Plant Pathology, Entomology, Librar,y Science, Veterinary 

Medicine, Agronomy and Animal Husbandry. Under USOMVs present contract phase-

out plan, no more advisers would be recruited for Agriculture. 

During the 3! years which Professor Bridgford has spent at Suwon as overall 

adviser to the College of Agriculture, he has worked with the Dean and Depart

ment Heads on matters of college administration, departmental curricula, 

specific course content in the Department of Agriculture, and with the many 

details involved in completing and equipping the College's physical plant. 

He has been concerned with the selection of participants for study abroad, 

their processing for departure from Korea, and their encouragement and ef

fective use on return to the College. Professor Bridgford has given many 

demonstration lectures, including a complete series on crop improvement and 

problems involved in putting to sound use knowledge which has been gained in 

the field of plant genetics. In this regard Professor Bridgford initiated a 

combination teaching-research program in the Department of Agriculture. This 

program has as major objectives the improvement of both lecture and field labora

tor,y work, the combination of teaching and meaningful agricultural research, 

the encouragement of cooperation between the various departments at the College 

of Agriculture and with personnel of the adjacent Institute of Agriculture, 

and the specific improvement of upland crops - corn, winter wheat, barley, 

soybeans, potatoes, grasses and legumes. 

During the past six months, the growing season in Korea, the above teaching

research project (the details of which have been described in preceding re

ports) received a great deal of attention. Further yield and adaptation tests 
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were conducted on winter wheat, barley, corn, soybeans, potatoes, grasses and 

legumes during this report period. As in the past, field work was coordinated 

with lectures and field projects used as a laborator,r to give students a more 

realistic view of problems in agronomy and crop improvement and means of solving 

these problems. Specific research results have been reported separately. 

During the past growing season these research projects included (1) single 

row adaptation tests of 600 strains of winter barley, including 50 strains from 

Korea, and similar tests of 380 winter wheats, of which 55 were Korean; (2) a 

regular yield test of 20 winter wheat varieties, including 15 strains imported 

from Minnesota and 5 strains from Korea; (3) a study of the potential value of 

32 strains of winter barley and 19 winter wheats which were selected for superior 

qualities, and of a selection of 18 additional strains of winter wheat for use 

during the 1961 growing season; (4) a regular yield test of l4 strains of soy

beans, the original seed of which was obtained from Minnesota, and the growth 

in single row plots of 29 experimental strains for adaptation studies; (5) the 

testing of 14 varieties of potatoes for yield, using 2-row plots and 3 replica

tions; (6) continuation of corn improvement and adaptation tests with a few 

changes and additions, including yield studies of 5 double-cross hybrids with 

parental single crosses, and a growth of 8 lines for adaptation purposes; (7) 

making single crosses from 16 pure inbred lines of corn and attempting to 

produce Min-Hybrid 608 seed corn in an isolated crossing plot; (S) continuation 

of the grass and legume project using 12 legumes and 13 grasses, supervision 

of the installation of a new series of plots of the same size and varieties by 

students under the supervision of staff members, and starting for observation 

and class study plots of 10 imported legumes and 26 grasses; ( 9) planting a 

new vineyard using seedlings from stock obtained from California in 1958, this 

project being under the direction of Professor Lee, Tai Hyun. 
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All of these projects offered an excellent field laboratory for students 

in Agronomy, Soils, Horticulture, and Plant Pathology. Insofar as possible the 

work of land preparation .. planting, culture, securing field data, corn pollinating 

and harvesting was done by students. Official research reports are a part of 

each of these projects. 

It must be mentioned that the improvement of farm crops or the securing of 

superior strains well adapted to a country generally requires a considerable 

length of time. There are so many factors involved, such as soU conditions, 

variability of the weather, diseases and insect pests, time and rate of seeding, 

etc., that to attempt. definite conclusions within a period of 3 or 4 years would 

not be desirable. However, on the basis of observations and data accumulated 

thus tar, the following conclusions are indicated: (1) with proper soU con

ditions and culture it is possible to grow successfully in Korea strains of 

hybrid com yielding significantly higher than the native strains, that the 

climatic conditions of Korea are more conducive for growing late-maturing strains, 

and that hybrid seed corn can be produced successfully here. (2) of the 7 strains 

ot barley which have been grown in yield trials for 2 years at the College of 

Agriculture, the variety "Dayton" is outstanding in yield, plant character, 

disease resistance and standing ability. (3) of the 15 Minnesota winter wheat 

varieties tested, 10 again showed extreme resistance to stem rust, smut and 

other disease, and yielded well enough to be considered of potential value. 

(4) Kenland red clover continued to be the best yielding legume and Ldncoln 

smooth brome the best of the grasses, but further information on soils, culture, 

and fertilization is needed. (5) results with potatoes this year further 

emphasize the necessity of early planting for best results. Of 14 varieties 

grown, Pontiac, Antigo, Red Casoda, and Dazoc showed merit from the standpoint 

of yield, tuber size and quality • 
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As touched upon previously, in addition to valuable data already produced 

by these teaching-research projects, these undertakings have also been the 

means of correlating lectures with practical, meaningful field work; improving 

teaching methods in agronomy; stimulating both students and instructors; bringing 

about more cooperation between closely related deplrtments at the College; and 

inculcating in both staff members and students a better comprehension of the 

details involved in conducting sound research in agronomy, these details including 

the laying out of test blocks, soil preparation, replications, planting, the 

securing of field data, harvesting, and the evaluation of yield and other data. 

This type of project will be continued at the College. 

During the past six months the Adviser made special inquiry into the extent 

to which recommendations of previous advisers have been accepted and carried 

out by the Dean and his associates. His conclusion is that, with expected 

variation from department to department, definite progress is being made toward 

the adoption and carr.ying out of these suggestions and recommendations. So~e 

recommendations have been carried out fully, others carried out to the extent 

of funds and personnel available, and still others are under consideration. 

Departments in which considerable change has come about primarily as a result 

of the participant program and the recommendations of advisers are Plant Pathology, 

Entomology, and Agriculture. (It is worthy of note that in these areas, par

ticularly, additional participant man-years could be used to very good advantage 

and should be provided if at all possible.) The recommendations involving 

Agricultural Soils and Animal Science are varied and numerous and will be 

slower in effectuation since beyond acceptability are the very important factors 

of expense and in some cases needed legislative action. 

To the Adviser's view, during the past 3 years there has been a decided 

improvement in teaching standards, improved adherence to time schedules, in

creased use of visual and other teaching aids, a greater use of library 
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facilities and greater correlation of the theoretical and the practical - all 

of which is definitely reflected in student interest and attitude. 

The past 6 years have seen great changes in the physical plant and facili

ties at the College of Agriculture. The totally inadequate 3 old classroom

laboratory buildings of the College have been rehabilitated structurally and 

improved by the provision of terrazzo floors, and a. heating system; a third 

story was added to the first of these structures; modern plumbing is in the 

process of installation. The library was increased in size by about 50 per 

cent, thus providing more stack space and reading room area. A new cafeteria 

and 3 new dormitories (which house about half of the student bo~) were erected. 

A large, modem, additional classroom-laboratory building, a. new chemistry 

building and an auditorium of about 1,250 seating capacity have been provided. 

A variety of ancillary structures have been built - livestock buildings, silo, 

greenhouses, shops, etc. For the first time in its history the College has 

a complete water system. Security fencing has been provided; roads, sidewalks 

and drainage have been supplied in part and are to be completed soon. Stand

by generators have been provided. 

Construction and improvement projects which will receive further attention 

during the next 6 months include completion (insofar a.s winter weather permits) 

of road and sidewalk paving and drainage facilities, construction of an ad

ditional well to improve the water supply, erection of another greenhouse, and 

the oompletion of minor structures. 

Most of the laboratory-classroom and other equipment procured for the 

College under the contract is in use. Some further laboratory preparation 

work is required before other items may be installed and placed in use. 

Counterpart fund allocations for this purpose have been agreed upon, and 

this work will have high priority during the next six months. 
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Also of high priority for the immediate future will be assisting the Col

lege in the preparation of lists of additional equipment and supplies needed 

for teaching and research, with continued emphasis on requirements for under

graduate instruction, and with particular consideration at this time to needs 

of the relatively new Department of Home Economics. 

Veterinary Medicine (Dr. John P. Arnold, Adviser). Minnesota's first ad

viser to Seoul National University's College of Veterinary Medicine, Dr. Willard 

L, Boyd, served in that capacity from September to December, 1957. Dr. Boyd's 

mission was to learn enough about the College's organization, administration, 

faculty, courses, teaching methods and materials, physical plant and equipment 

so that, along with other first-hand information on Korea's livestock industry, 

veterinary medical problems and how they are being handled, and the character 

and extent of veterinary medicine education and practice in Korea in general, 

a sound program of assistance to this Seoul National University college could 

be worked out. Dr. Boyd9s recommendations concerning the College, which recom

mendations have been set forth in some detail in a previous report, have served 

as guides to both Seoul National University and the University of Minnesota in 

their cooperative endeavors in this area since December, 1957. They are also 

serving as a valuable reference for the present adviser to the College who ar

rived in late July, 1960. 

Veterinary Medicine is a four-year course at Seoul National University. 

Assistance to the College of Veterinary Medicine has centered on the post-DVM 

training of staff members at the University of Minnesota and the selection and 

purchase of library materials and laboratory and classroom equipment. The 

number of staff members selected for training abroad under this program, and 

their periods of graduate study or observation abroad have been summarized 

previously in this report. Laboratory equipment procured under the contract is 

largely in use and has made possible a great deal more of meaningful laboratory 
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experiments by students and lessened appreciably the number or experiments 

conducted solely as demonstrations by professors. This equipment has made pos

sible the performance or experiments which have great teaching value but which 

it was not possible to perform previously. 

Dr. Arnold, during the approximately 2! months he has been in Korea as 

adviser to the College or Veterinary Medicine, has had a number or consulta

tions with the Dean and has conferred with faculty members to learn from them 

their background, courses taught, the content of these courses, how laboratories 

(including the clinic) are conducted, equipment needs, and the extent to which 

these needs have been satisfied. Suggestions have been made by the adviser in 

each or these areas. When the second semester started in early Se~ember class 

visits were started. This will be continued during the fall and winter with 

particular attention to classes, courses, and laboratory work in the profes

sional curriculum, with due attention to teaching methods employed, the use or 

equipment on hand, and equipment needs. 

As a part of Dr. Arnold's endeavor to obtain necessary first-hand back• 

ground information on the livestock industry and the veterinary medicine problems 

in Korea, he, with a faculty member from the College, visited all but one of 

the departments of Veterinary Medicine in Colleges of Agriculture in South 

Korea. During these visits a great many discussions were held, teaching methods 

observed, and facilities inspected. 

During the short period Dr. Arnold has been in Korea he has spent a great 

deal of time analyzing the status or staff training and faculty needs for 

further graduate study. Although good progress has been made in the advanced 

training of staff members in some areas of the college, there are very evident 

unsatisfied needs in other areas. Dr. Arnold recommends that in the area of 

Medicine and Clinics, which includes physical diagnosis, medicine (internal), 

hospital clinic, ambulatory clinic, and, at Seoul National University also 
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obstetrics, the College should be assisted to send three men abroad for ad

vanced studies. The suggestion is that one of these staff members concentrate 

on medicine and hospital clinics, one on medicine and ambulatory clinic, and 

the other on physical diagnosis and obstetrics. Dr. Arnold has observed that 

at present the College has no course in neuro-anatomy and has no one qualified 

to teach such a course. He suggests that a man be sent abroad for training in 

this area, and that additional staff training be provided in the field of com

parative anatomy. 

Dr. Arnold recommends that a staff member be sent abroad to learn new 

techniques and trends in teach:ing in pharmacology. Dr. Arnold also strongly 

recommends that the College of Veterinary Medicine's radiologist be sent abroad 

for a period of at least six months for specific training concerning the hazards 

of radiation, and for experience in the reading of X-ray films of animals. 

In Dr. Arnold's view, the College of Veterinary Medicine should have the 

services of an American adviser for at least another year following the term 

of the present adviser. He suggests that this adviser be a person with broad 

clinical experience as this area requires a great amount of attention in the 

teaching and public service fields of the College. 

The adviser points out that the College, though it has one new laboratory

classroom building which was constructed primarily with national budget funds 

during the recent past, is badly in need of additional facilities such as new 

buildings for the hospital and for laboratories for anatomy and pathology. 

The old structures now used for these purposes are in such poor condition 

that it would be more economical to construct new buildings than to attempt 

to rehabilitate the old ones. In this connection Dr. Arnold also points out 

that little progress can be made in solving the major problems of the College 

of Veterinary Medicine, including the problems of physical Plant and facilities, 

until a firm decision is made and agreed to by all concerned relative to the 

permanent location of the College. 
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During the next six months the adviser to the College of Veterinary 

Medicine will continue to give detailed attention to the curriculum, courses, 

course content, teaching methods, the improvement of laboratory offerings, and 

the physical Plant facilities required to do this total job in a manner con

sonant with the needs of the country. The Library and its needs will also be 

given further analytical consideration during the next six months. 

Engineering (Professor Harold E. Babbitt, Adviser). Ten advisers (two of 

whom have served twice) have been supplied by Minnesota for Cooperative Project 

service at the College of Engineering. Through these advisers specialized area 

attention has been given to Architecture, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 

Engineering, Mining Engineering, Textile Engineering, Civil Engineering, Naval 

Architecture and Chemical Engineering. Four of these specialists also served 

as overall adviser at the College. One more adviser, Dr. James P. Hartnett, 

who arrived in Korea on October 17, 1960 has begun a two-week period of ad

visory service in the field or Nuclear Engineering. Professor Hartnett's 

period or service in Korea is being provided in connection with other activities 

which brought him to Tokyo, Japan, in late August, 1960. 

On June 20, 1960 Professor Harold E. Babbitt arrived in Korea for a one

year period of service as overall adviser to the College of Engineering. 

Since Professor Babbitt's arrival in Korea he has set about becoming 

thoroughly acquainted with the College of Engineering - its organization and 

administration, its faculties, its physical plant and facilities, its numerous 

problems and what is being done about them, its aspirations for the future, 

and how this technical assistance project may be or greatest continued as

sistance to the College. 

Of considerable assistance to Professor Babbitt during his early months 

in Korea have been the reports and recommendations of previous advisers in all 

or the fields above mentioned. In addition to the complexities of this 
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indoctrination period~ Professor Babbitt very quickly became involved in problems 

and questions concerned with the day-to-day operation of the College of Engineering 

and the role PLayed by this technical assistance project relative to such matters. 

B.y the end of this six-month period Professor Babbitt had assembled and was in 

the process of analyzing and drawing conclusions from a wealth of basic data 

concerning the College. This information will be of great assistance in the 

months ahead. 

Professor James w. McCarty continued to serve as adviser in Textile En

gineering until August 20, 1960. Professor McCarty's major activity during 

his period of service in Korea was to work with Korean colleagues in completing 

lists of equipment needed for this field and initiating procurement actions for 

approved items, planning the laboratories for the Textile Engineering Department, 

and studying its curriculum, courses and instructional methods as a basis for 

recommending improvements therein. As a result primarily of Professor McCarty's 

efforts and the close cooperation of the University of Minnesota in procuring 

needed equipment and having it shipped to Korea, the laboratories of the Textile 

Engineering Department are close to completion. This entailed a substantial 

amount of planning, supervision, and technical assistance from the adviser. 

Regarding this equipment, connections to utilities rerl!ain to be. completed be-

fore the machinery can be operated. However, with the expected early release 

of additional counterpart funds for this purpose the laboratories should soon 

be ready for operation. 

Professor McCarty's "Summary of Recommendations," as recorded in his final 

report, are quoted as follows: 

I. General Recommendations Pertaining to the Entire College Program: 

1. The central library is inadequately housed and does not have a suf
ficient number of books to take care of the needs of the students. It is recom
mended that the library be moved from Building No. 1 into more adequate quarters 
and that the number of books and periodicals be materially increased in the 
near future. 
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2. An adequate college catalog should be published and the curricula 
established so that the students would know in advance what courses they are 
expected to complete. Adequate procedures should be established so that the 
college rather than the department would control all curricula changes and 
such changes should be made as a part of the upgrading program rather than as 
a matter of convenience. 

3. In present day engineering education, each of the departments of an 
engineering college should be concerned and involved in the education of stu
dents in each of the other departments of speciality. It is recommended that 
each department should concentrate on the establishment of true service courses 
to be offered to the students of other departments and that the other depart
ments be required to include these courses in their curricula rather than of
fering similar or identical courses within their own departmental set-up. 

4. The various curricula of the College of Engineering contain entirely 
too many courses which meet for only a very few hours each week. This places 
a hardship on the student to have to prepare so many different types of subjects 
each week. It is recommended that the different curricula be rearranged so 
that fewer different courses be required of the student but each required course 
would meet more often during the week. 

5. ''The absence from the campus during the week of a large portion of the 
faculty because of the necessity for holding additional employment in order to 
gain an adequate living standard places a hardship on the student because of 
rearrangement of teaching schedules and lack of time for student conferences 
on the part of the faculty. It is recommended that the salary schedule be 
revised upward to an adequate level so that the full time presenee of the faculty 
on the campus can be expected and demanded. When this has been accomplished, 
it is recommended that a student-faculty adviser relationship be instituted so 
that each student will be assigned to a particular faculty member for guidance 
and counseling. 

II. Specific Recommendations Pertaining to the Textile Deartment: 

1. The supply of textile college graduates seems to be adequate to care 
for the needs of the present-sized textile industry. It is therefore recommended 
that the Textile Engineering· Department should concentrate at least for the 
next few years on the upgrading of curriculum rather than increasing the total 
enrollment and size of the graduating class. 

2. While the basic equipment which has been purchased and installed in 
the Textile Department laboratories is quite adequate to enable the department 
to do a creditable job of teaching the students, there are a number of ad
ditional pieces of equipment which should be added as time and finances allow. 
It is recommended that a systematic annual allotment for such additions be 
provided in the regular budget of the college. 

3. The field of Textiles embraces two quite different branches of learning, 
specifically Textile Engineering and Textile Chemistry. It is recommended that 
the Textile Department be authorized to offer two eeparate degree programs - one 
in Textile Engineering and one in Textile Chemistry. Complete curricula covering 
the two programs are offered in this report. 
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4. A number of books and periodicals pertaining to the general field of 
Textile Engineering have been purchased for the College library. The number is, 
however, inadequate to enable the students to prepare their assignments. It is 
recommended that more Textile books and periodicals be purchased and to aid the 
beginning of this suggested program a list of recommended purchases is appended 
to this report. 

5. As presently arranged, the facilities of the Textile Engineering De
partment are divided between two buildings - No. 1 and No. 4 - which are some 
distance removed. It is recommended that for smooth and adequate operation, 
the department should be completely removed to one building and Building No. 4 
is favored because the bulk of the heavy laboratory equipment is already in 
place in this building. 

During the past six months work continued on the improvement of and ad-

ditions to the College of Engineering's physical plant and facilities. Various 

laboratory preparation projects continued, as commented upon for Textile Engineer

ing and as mentioned below. The very important improvement in the water supply 

project received appropriate attention during the period and is expected to be 

completed as planned. Work on the dormitory complex continued, though inadequate 

allocations of counterpart funds slowed progress on this project greatly at 

times. On the basis of recent counterpart fund discussions with Korean and 

Americans concerned and responsible, it appears that this dormitory complex 

may be readied for use through allocations of local currency funding already 

included in USOM-BOK Government Project Agreements. The full and complete 

furnishing of the dormitories per present plans will have to await the further 

allocation of counterpart in the next USOM-ROK Project Agreement involving 

higher education. 

Major additional projects which Seoul National University authorities hope 

to have given favorable attention by Republic of Korea Government and u. s. 
funding authorities as soon as possible include additional security fencing, 

additional erosion control work, additional roads and sidewalks, a new library 

building, and an auditorium. 

During the recent past Professor Babbitt worked with the Dean of the 

College of Engineering and his staff on the preparation of an exhaustive 
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report which contains data and statements concerning the status of all Minnesota 

contract procured equipment in each laboratory, together with an estimate of 

funds required for the completion of all laboratories and other educational 

facilities as now planned. The preparation of this report has clarified in

formation on physical and other educational facilities and conditions at the 

College and has been the primary basis for the preparation of estimates and 

recommendations to USOM and Korean authorities concerning the allocation of 

additional counterpart funds for these facilities. When these funds are al

located, needed additional work for the completion of laboratories and the 

installation of equipment therein will get under way. Regarding the priority 

use of these funds, initial attention will be given especially to (1) completion 

of close-to-completed laboratories such as those of Textile Engineering, Chemical 

Engineering, and Mining Engineering, (2) the start of an hydraulic laboratory 

so that basic instruction in hydraulics can be presented in three dimensions 

and in a practical manner, (3) completion of the sub-sonic wind tunnel in the 

Department of Naval Architecture and Aeronautical Engineering, (4) completion 

of the towing tank in the same department, (5) the proper ventilation of chemical 

laboratories in Building No. 2, (6) repair of the roof of Building No. 1, (7) 

improvement of the model working equipment in the Department of Architecture, 

and (8) the further preparation and equipping of soils testing, highway, materials 

testing, and sanitary laboratories for Civil Engineering. 

An important development at the College during recent months was the de

cision to move three of the departments of the Korean Atomic Energy Commission 

from College of Engineering Building No. 4. The Commission will move into its 

own off campus quarters. This permits the Textile Engineering De·»artment to 

move entirely into Building No. 4, vacating its quarters in Building No. 1. 

The Electrical Engineering Department will vacate its quarters in Building 

No. 4 and will move into Building No. 1. A portion of the quarters now occupied 
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by the Electrical Engineering Department in Building No. 1 will be exchanged 

with the Electronics Department. This desirable four-way move is planned for 

the near future. 

The Library situation at the College of Engineering continues to be un

satisfactory. The Library is overcrowded, stacks are inadequate, and reading 

room space restricted. During the next six months further study will be made 

with college authorities to determine ways and means of improving this highly 

essential facility within the framework of available funds and facilities. 

Since April, 1960 a great change has taken place in the administrative 

offices of the College. A new Dean was appointed, and he, in turn, with faculty 

concurrence selected a new academic dean and dea~ of student affairs and new 

heads of seven of the twelve departments. 

During the next six months the adviser will concentrate on assisting the 

College of Engineering to put into effect additional advisers 9 recommendations 

which the College has accepted, to complete the physical projects above com• . 

mented upon, and to assist in the preparation and screening of lists of ad

ditional equipment and supplies needed for teaching and research - with primary 

attention again focused on needs for undergraduate instruction. He will con

tinue to serve as general adviser to the Dean, and will, to the extent possible, 

make analyses of and offer specific recommendations regarding teaching and 

research at the College in the field of Sanitary Engineering. 

Medicine (Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., Adviser). Eleven Minnesota advisers have 

served in the medical sciences at Seoul National University since the inception 

of this technical assistance project. Of this number, principal adviser Dr. 

N. L. Gault, Jr., and nursing adviser Professor Florence Julian served in Korea 

during the past report period and continue their contract affiliation for the 

period ahead. Medical and allied specialty areas served by Minnesota advisers 

include internal medicine, anesthesiology, nursing education, nursing administra

tion, surgery, hospital administration, physiology and pediatrics. 
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The accomplishments of this project from its inception in 1954 until the 

beginning of this report period have been well documented by previous semi

annual reports and in specific detail by reports rendered by individual advisers 

from the University of Minnesota. A review of these reports leaves the well

substantiated impression that remarkable changes have occurred in the College of 

Medicine, University Hospital, and School of Nursing at Seoul National University 

since the beginning of this project in late 1954. 

The Republic of Korea, with the support of Seoul National University's 

faculty, requested this assistance project expressing a desire for modernization 

of the educational system and physical facilities. Results thus far attest to 

the acimdrable cooperation of the faculty in accepting the inevitable changes 

required to upgrade the College. Many changes have not been easily made, 

however, and sometimes have not been followed by all faculty members. This 

is to be expected. The large core of the faculty trained abroad, both under 

this contract and through other means, will in due time effect changes necessary 

to continue the development of this College as the leading medical educational 

institution in Korea. 

In the first 5! years of this contract undertaking emphasis has been given 

(1) to participant training abroad to acquaint faculty members with the system 

of medical education in other countries and to up-date their knowledge in their 

own fields, (2) to rehabilitation and improvement of physical facilities, (3) 

to the procurement of teaching and research equipment, and (4) to on-the-spot 

assistance by technical advisers from the University of ¥Jblnesota College of 

Medical Sciences. Advisers have functioned primarily in their specialty areas 

but have supported the administrative organization and operation of the College 

by participating in regular college and hospital committee meetings and by 

serving on special committees for study of specific problems. Advisers have 

been careful not to displace the Korean staff by performing their duties but 
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have instead primarily advised and assisted the Korean staff in adopting an ac

ceptable approach to the development of a medical institution offering teaching, 

research, and patient care based on the scientific method. 

Some understanding and appreciation of progress made and of fUture needs 

of this College and of health care for the Korean people can be had by reviewing 

the following summary: 

Medical School 

Deanship and administration: Although the Faculty Meeting (professors, 
associate professors, and assistant professors) continues to be the main ad
ministrative committee to which the Dean reports, it appears that the Dean is 
now able to exercise more executive action with or without the faculty9s con
currence but most often after a matter has been discussed; the Faculty Meeting 
continues to elect by secret ballot the dean of the college for a four-year 
term; the Dean utilizes several consultative committees within the college to 
advise him; the deans of the eight medical schools in Korea meet four times a 
year to discuss common problems and report changes in their schools; the Dean 
is recognized by professional societies and governmental offices as one of the 
leaders in health sciences so is often asked to join these groups to discuss 
problems and their solutions; financial support has increased from 31.5 million 
hwan in 1954 to 88 million in 1960, but a substantial further increase is re
quired if this college is to pay adequate salaries, purchase necessary supplies 
and equipment, and maintain its equipment and buildings. 

Physical facilities: Rehabilitation of the medical school buildings has 
included new terrazo flooring, new roofing, renovation of student laboratories, 
electrical rewiring with installation of fluorescent lighting, construction of 
security bars for windows, and rehabilitation of the heating and water systems. 
Also, a central inter-departmental re3earch isotope laboratory has been developed 
where expensive equipment is shared by all departments. 

Facultx: When present participants complete their studies abroad and are 
appointed to faculty positions, 83 per cent of the staff will have had recent 
studies abroad. Of the 26 faculty members trained abroad under other than ICA 
sponsorship, 15 studied in the United States, 4 in Germany, 2 each in England, 
France, and Japan, and one in the Philippines. Fifty-three percent of promotion
eligible participants will have been so recognized upon the completion of 
graduate programs by those still abroad. This is encouraging as it demonstrates 
that the faculty, which approves all promotions, recognizes the added value of 
staff members who have studied abroad. 

During the past year a graduate of Taegu Medical College was elected to 

the faculty. This raises the number of faculty members who did not graduate 

from either Keijo Imperial University, Keijo Medical College, Kyung Sung Uni-

varsity, or Seoul National University to a total of 10. Four of these received 
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their medical education in Japan; the others in one of three other Korean 

medical schobls. 

Students: A joint faculty committee of this college and that of the 

College of Liberal Arts is currently studying the pre-medicine courses. Ad

mission procedures to the College of Medicine, preparation of the competitive 

entrance examination to Seoul National University, curriculum, and teaching 

staff are areas being studied. From this committee more satisfactory administra

tive procedures should result. 

Today's students in this college have considerable competence in English. 

The majority purchase and use textbooks written in English. Another important 

change is that the faculty senses more interest, individual inquisitiveness, 

and freedom among students to discuss questions with their teachers. 

During the student uprising in April, 1960, medical students reacted most 

responsibly. Upperlcassmen, recognizing their ethical obligations as physicians, 

engaged in the rescue of the injured, transporting them to hospitals after 

rendering first aid. 

Currently there is a move among upperclassmen to initiate an honor system 

to guide students' behavior while they are medical students. 

Students have recognized the inspirational, stimulating, and instructive 

teaching methods of some faculty members since their return from abroad. They 

reported to the Dean the names of those faculty members who have not improved 

or changed their teaching methods since they returned from study abroad. The 

students are eager and intelligent. 

Students are now receiving more time and opportunities for the examination 

of patients. They find this experience an improvement and previous graduates 

in the Armed Forces say that today's graduate is much better prepared than he 

himself was upon graduation. 
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The Student Defense Corps has been abolished and the students of this 

college have a duly elected self-governing group, 

Scholarship support has increased from 1,9SO,OOO hwan in 1954 to 5,110,000 

hwan this year, in addition to tuition scholarships awarded to 10 per cent of 

the students. 

Graduate Program: Currently 245 students are in the graduate program in 

health sciences. More advanced degrees are given in this field than in any other 

by Seoul National University. With its improved staff and facilities this col

lege is capable of offering graduate programs of the highest quality. The 

faculty is cognizant of the need to continually review this program to upgrade 

requirements. The program in the clinical fields continues to stress laborator,y 

research with too little emphasis given the candidate 9s training and proficiency 

in his area of specialization. 

Curriculum: During the past year a major change in the curriculum was 

adopted reducing the number of didactic lectures and increasing time for 

laboratory, clinic and bedside teaching. A faculty committee reviewed the entire 

curriculum by having each department submit a list of subjects covered and the 

responsible faculty member for each scheduled hour. Duplications and unwar

ranted repetition of subject material were eliminated. Twenty-six hours of 

elective subjeCts are offered the seniors. 

An inter-departmental lecture is scheduled weekly providing coverage of 

subjects over a two-year period so that junior and senior students may hear 

many topics discussed by the staff. This is an excellent demonstration of the 

application of basic medical science to clinical problems. It brings the staff 

together to discuss problems regarding which each discipline has interest and 

contributing infor.mation. 

Teaching methods have changed drastically in most departments. The use 

of slides has become popular; departments reproduce charts, graphs, clinical 
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pictures, and microscopic studies. Individual departmental slides for teaching 

vary from 250 to over 3,000 in a few departments. Departments are producing 

fewer lecture notes in Korean as the students are expected to use English text

books and the library. Both the main medical library and the hospital reading 

room are available for student use. 

Textbooks in English are available through regular bookstores at an ex

change rate of about 900 hwan to a dollar. Many pirated reproductions are 

available in Asia at very reasonable prices. 

Bedside teaching and rounds during the clerkship assignment are developing 

most satisfactorily. Six years ago it was possible for a student to graduate 

without ever examining an in-patient. With the affiliation with several other 

hospitals, the clinical material for teaching has increased, affording the 

students more experience. 

Course examinations which used to be subjective in nature are now pre

dominately objective, using true and false, multiple choice, and fill-in 

questions. Advisably, some departments continue to use subjective essay questions 

in part. 

It has been impossible to use a faculty adviser system and it does not 

appear feasible until the social gap between the student and faculty member is 

reduced, permitting free and easy personal and intellectual exchange of thoughts 

and feelings. 

Few Korean textbooks are available. The practice of translating recognized 

English textbooks into Korean and reproducing the cop,y by mimeograph is 

gradually disappearing as it is not necessar,y when students can read and 

comprehend English. It appears that it will be another twenty-five years 

before the medical profession will be ready to prepare their own texts in great 

numbers. 
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Research: The faculty is keenly interested in research; they are actively 

using project equipment that is applicable to methods of research. An examPle 

is the use of radio-isotopes b,y several departments. The final report of 

Doctor Berglund listed 189 recent publications and current research projects 

by the starr of this college. Financial support of research is slowly increasing; 

the exact amount available for research during this year is not available. The 

Office of Atomic Energy, ROK, awarqed the College of Medicine an institutional 

grant of 8 million hwan and several staff members received individual grants. 

Counterpart funds provided this college with 3.47 million hwan and the Minister 

of Education provided 1.1 million. One starr member was awarded a USPHS grant 

of $10,000 another received a Damon Runyon grant in the amount of $2,500. 

The staff has participated in several international scientific meetings and 

contributes generously to the twenty odd Korean medical publications. 

University Hospital 

Administration: A participant is currently studying hospital administra

tion in the United States. He will return in June 1961.. His position in the 

administration of this hospital and in the government service has not been 

clarified although it is being discussed. 

The superintendent is still appointed for a two-year term, and this ar

rangement may not be so objectionable provided the hospital administrator re

tains his position permanently. 

The Hospital Operating Committee, composed of the Superintendent, five 

professors, and the Chief of General Affairs, meets regularly to establish 

policies. Major policies are discussed at the monthly Chief of Services 

Meeting. In general the attitude and philosophy of these committees is pro

gressive. However the execution of changes and policies adopted is less well 

done. It is essential that the administrative staff exercise more leadership 

and administrative follow-through than they have assumed in the past. 
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Budget: ROK financial laws continue to prevent this hospital from operating 

more economically and from rendering better patient care. The pblicy of authoriz

ing an operating budget ceiling for the year with all income being returned to 

the Minister of Finance is at fault. Consequently, this year when the hospital 

census was consistently higher than before it was necessar,y to restrict the 

number of in-patients in order to stay within the budget. Although 472 beds 

could be operated, it has been necessar,y to limit the number to 327 in spite of 

the serious shortage of in-patients for teaching medical students, graduate 

students, and nurses. 

The administration vigorously supports a request for a budget increase each 

year. This has been realized to some extent as seen when one compares the 1954 

amount of 148,985,000 to 19609s 300,000,000. It is reported that the 1961 budget 

for 660,000,000 has approval of the State Council. 

The lack of an adequate budget prevents proper maintenance of facilities, 

the purchase of expendable supplies, coal for heating, and the operation of 

the hospital economically. 

Patients: The demand for medical care at this hospital is more than adequate 

to meet the institution's needs. However, being limited in ability to offer 

free services, the hospital must refuse care for many. This has an extremely 

bad effect upon the institution's public relations. However, until the govern

ment permits the care of more indigent patients it cannot be otherwise. 

There is currently recognition of the desirability of a "patient centered 

care" program rather than the customary "doctor centered" hospital. With im

proved nursing service and the changed philosophy of returned participants to

wards patients, the idea that the patient is the important person in the hospital 

will gradually prevail. 

Hospital regulations have restricted visitors to a maximum of three during 

specified hours. One family member may remain all day with the patient. There 

is no longer any cooking on the wards by family members. 
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Physical Plant: Hospital physical facilities have been remodeled and re

habilitated. Improvements include road paving and curbing, complete electrical 

rewiring, new terrazo flooring, new roofing, screening of windows, interior 

painting, nurses call system, new telephone switchboard, and rehabilitation of 

the water and heating systems. New construction was held to a minimum with 

enlargement of the x-ray department, a boiler room for pharmacy, and a new 

auxiliar.y generator building. A new kitchen and laundry building is planned 

for the fUture. 

Unfortunately the budget does not allow proper maintenance of facilities. 

In fact, it is not clearly demonstrated whether or not the general affairs sec

tion fully appreciates the importance of maintenance. 

Auto.psies: The importance of autopsies for the practice and teaching of 

scientific medicine has been strongly emphasized and a monetary reward offered 

to the intern or resident who obtained permission for an autopsy on a paying 

patient who had died. So far this year the total number of autopsies is small 

but it is a several hundred percent increase over previous recorda. Pathological 

examination of surgical specimens has been emphasized also but so far only one 

third of operated cases have tissues submitted for examination. 

General: A central laboratory has been operating for several years. Con

siderable rehabilitation of the area is needed if the trained clinical pa

thologists are to improve the services. 

A clinical research laboratory building has been remodeled in which the 

clinical departments have assigned laboratories for staff and graduate research 

projects. 

The nursing service is now responsible to the superintendent and is repre

sented by the chief nurse at various administrative meetings. Job descriptions 

are being prepared for the various nursing positions. In-service training has 

been initiated. Various non-nursing responsibilities have been rightfully 
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delegated to the general affairs section. A central supply room has been organi

zed and operated most successfully by the nursing service. With the imposed 

reduction of family members staying in with patients, the nursing service will 

find more opportunities to give better personalized care to the patients. This 

will require additional staff in time. 

The Nursing School 

The Nursing School was recognized as a collegiate program in January, 1959 

under the administrative control of the Dean of the college. Only one T.O. 

position currently exists for the Director who has been given the rank of as

sistant professor. other positions are being sought for the five participants 

being trained abroad. The national budget this year allocated only 12,000,000 

hwan to this school. A new school building has been occupied d~ing the past 

year; a dormitory building is being completed. The school is well equipped for 

teaching. Class size is limited to 50 students although the first two classes 

have been smaller. When staff members now abroad return and additional staff 

is recruited, the school should have full classes. 

The School of Public Health 

This school was newly established in January, 1959 without staff, physical 

facilities, or budget. Administratively it was in the College of Medicine so 

the Department of Preventive Medicine undertook to carr,y the responsibilities 

for staffing and curriculum. All students with a degree, regardless of field, 

were eligible to compete for admission by examination. The budget this year 

is only 8,000,000 hwan and two staff T.o. positions have been allocated to it. 

Four additional participants are being trained to join the faculty. Forty stu

dents a year is the maximum permitted but only seventeen were admitted last year. 

Of these, eleven presented acceptable theses and records warranting graduation. 

Some conflict between the mission of the National Institute for Public 

Health Training of the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs and that of this 

----<;~-, 
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school exists. This situation need not continue but can only be solved by 

coordinated planning of the two progr~s. 

Following the April, 1960 uprisings the State Council declared the School 

of Public Health an independent sChool of Seoul National University withdrawing 

it from the College of Medicine. Again, no provision for facilities, faculty, 

or budget were made when this change was made. It remains to be seen whether 

next year's national budget will give this school the support it needs. 

During the past six months this program has had three medical advisers in 

Korea: Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr. as overall adviser in medicine, Professor Florence 

Julian, adviser in nursing administration, and Dr. Eldon Berglund, adviser in 

pediatrics, who completed his tour on September 12, 1960. Five new participants 

left for study at the University of ~!innesota and extension of time for further 

study upon recommendation of their graduate school advisers was granted thirteen 

participants. Ten returned to Seoul National University having completed their 

studies. 

The advisers have served to give technical assistance to the school and 

to the departments of their specialties by attending regular meetings with the 

Dean, with the Hospital Operating Committee, the Chief of Service Meetings, and 

with individual staff members as needed. They attended weekly meetings at USOM's 

Division of Health and Sanitation. Dr. Berglund presented numerous lectures at 

pediatric staff meetings and society meetings. Dr. Gault presented a paper on 

American medical education at USIS. Advisers have given editorial assistance 

to faculty members preparing papers for publication and presentation at inter

national meetings. 

The Survey Report for Public Higher Education in the Republic of Korea as 

it pertained to the health sciences was reviewed with the college administrators. 

Dr. Berglund's final report was also discussed thoroughly. 
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The advisers have given supervisory attention within their ability to re

habilitation projects and have reviewed the future needs of the medical center 

to establish the priority of future projects within the funds being made available. 

Requests for teaching and research equipment utilizing FY 1959 funds have 

been screened to reduce duplications and insure that existing equipment is being 

used. The college request is being compiled for toTWarding to the University 

of Minnesota. 

Professor Julian, working with the acting chief nurse, has had the nursing 

staff preJ:are job descriptions. Regular head nurse in-service classes are being 

held. Nursing care conferences are being conducted by the nurses. Coordinating 

conferences between the Nursing Service and the School of Nursing are held to 

insure proper hospital assignments for student nurses as they practice nursing 

arts. The new visiting regulations were inspired by Professor Julian although 

the details and planning, well done and executed, were the work of the Nursing 

Service and the General Affairs Section. Professor Julian has concentrated her 

work in one hospital ward to assist with the improvement of ward administration. 

As an outgrowth of the well-baby clinic with an average of 500 children 

a week, the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology has established a Family 

Planning Clinic. 

Through recommendations from USOM, TC-HS, the Ministry of Health and Social 

Affairs allocated one photofluorentgenograph to this hospital for mass chest 

x-raying. This will be most useful in the out-patient clinic to screen new 

patients and aid in finding case studies of pulmonary tuberculosis. 

A major administrative change occurred on September 28 when Dean Rha, 

Sae Jin succeeded Dr. Myung, Choo Wan, who had been the dean for the past four 

years. Previous and present advisers had enjoyed excellent working relations 

with Dr. MYung and his assistants. The record of progress during his deanship 

attests to his progressive leadership and administrative ability. Dean Rha, 
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himself having spent a year at the University of Minnesota, assumes the deanship 

with great respect and support of the faculty and student body. He is an 

anatomist and a teacher with an appreciation for modern, up-to-date methods of 

teaching and research. 

Governmental Regulations Controlling Health Sciences Education and the 
Practice of Medicine 

The standards for education in the various health sciences continue to be 

established by both the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Health and 

Social Affairs for the institutions responsible to the~ The Medical Educational 

Advisory Council of the Ministr.y of Education established some years ago ap

parently no longer functions. The needed complementing regulations and enforce

ment of policies applicable to common problems of those two ministries have 

not materialized for the advantage of health sciences. 

Licensure of physicians and irregular practitioners continues to be regu

lated by a single government regulation. Licensu~e examination is open to those 

who are not graduates of a recognized school; the examination does not test the 

candidates' ability to practice medicine but covers only three fields of medicine. 

There is no basic science requirement. 

The Ministries have failed to approve of the establishment of paramedical 

personnel training programs. 

The sale of drugs without control continues through pharmacies. 

The financing of educational programs and hospitals has improved somewhat 

but continues to be much less than is considered minimal. Financial regula

tions, particularly as they apply to the operation of a hospital, are preventing 

the growth and development of this University Hospital, its teaching program, 

and its patient care services. 

Low salaries for medical staff without the privilege to care for private 

patients at the University Hospital forces them to carr.y on a practice outside 
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of the hospital. This takes the staff away from the University Hospital, thus 

reducing their effectiveness in teaching, research, and patient care. 

Past recommendations have suggested that solutions for these deficiencies 

be found, and the Dean, Hospital Superintendent, and .faculty have personally and 

through professional organizations tried to effect corrections. But as usual, 

changes in governmental policies and regulations come about slowly. Each year 

there is renewed hope among the staff that responsible Ministers will be able 

to successfully promote acceptance of recommendations with the National Assembly. 

Current Needs and Recommendations 

1. The Korean faculty should energetically support the University ad
ministrators in effecting changes in the governmental regulations which adversely 
affect the operation of this college and hospital and the practice of medicine. 
Organized support of professional societies such as the Korean Medical Associa
tion, the Korean Hospital Association, the medical college deans' association, 
the Korean Nurses Association, etc., should be obtained by the faculty. 

2. A review of the training of the faculty as shown reveals a few areas 
in which it would be desirable to extend the participant program. The Depart
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology should have one or two additional staff 
members trained abroad. The selection of participants should be made to pro
vide the department with additional young faculty, below the age of 35 years. 

The nursing service of the hospital will have had three members trained 
abroad and urgently needs an additional three so trained in the near future to 
assume supervisory positions. The collegiate nursing program cannot be success
ful if the hospital nursing service where they have practical training is not 
fUnctioning well and using up-to-date procedures and methods of patient care 
and ward administration. 

Provided a permanent government civil service position for a hospital ad
ministrator is established, the formal training of another hospital administrator 
is recommended. 

As competent young faculty members emerge 1 it seems advisable that provision 
for study abroad be made for the most talented and promising ones. A few par
ticipants who return to Seoul National University and contribute significantly 
to teaching and research should have opportunity to return to the United States 
to obtain advanced degrees in their fields. This is essential if the standards 
of the graduate program at Seoul National University are to continue to be 
raised. It is recommended that ICA funds be made available for one or two 
years after the return of a participant who has obtained an advanced degree 
abroad to enable him to immediately establish his laboratory and apply his 
newly learned techniques. 

3. In regard to the need for additional Minnesota staff advisers, it is 
recommended that at least an overall adviser be at Seoul National University 
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for several years to come. In addition, it seems essential the advisers in 
Nursing Education and Nursing Administration continue as the new collegiate 
program and the redirection of nursing services to a t:atient-cel'ltered program 
are just emerging as new concepts in .health care in Korea. To hold progress 
attained and continue development it is advisable to plan for this assistance. 

The School of Public Health, also in its infancy, will require the technical 
assistance of an adviser. After the return of three t:articit:ants in 1961, the 
staff of six could work beneficially with an adviser. 

An essential aspect of this medical education assistance project is the 
organization and administration of the central laborator,y of the hospital. It 
may be advisable in the future to recruit a technologist or a clinical pathologist 
to assist in developing this department. It is not yet clear whether or not 
such an adviser will be necessar.y. · 

4• The outstanding deficiency in this college which prevents the efficient 
use of equipment is the shortage of electricity. The recent installation of 
generators (260KV) at the hospital will meet emergency needs of the hospital 
and the basic science departments. However, an adequate and dependable electrical 
sup~ from commercial sources is needed. 

The college and hospital budgets do not provide maintenance funds for re
pairing equipment. Thus when equipnent is damaged, it is not repaired and p.1t 
back into use. Advisers are urging the administration to appreciate and adopt 
a sound maintenance program. 

Lack of accessories have prevented the use of some equipment. The purchase 
of these items is contemplated this year. 

The rehabilitation of physical facilities will continue per original plans. 
In the near future the basic science area requires completion of electrical re
wiring, renovation of an existing building for the School of Public Health and 
the purchase of furuis:;.i.::lgs for the school. Paving and curbing with improved 
drainage is needed. L1~;0rior painting and repair or replacement of windows, 
remodeling for an audiovisual section, and for seminar rooms should be undertaken. 

In the hospital area installation of the walk-in incubator, the incinerator, 
and the morgue refrigerators will be accomplished. A limited floor area on 
the second flQor of two buildings will be covered by linoleum. A water tank, 
providing pressure for the fire fighting system, will be constructed. Another 
order of mattresses and sheets will supply minimal requirements for the hospital 
beds. 

Further needs in this area include the construction of a new building for 
the kitchen and laundr,y and installation of equipment now on hand, completion 
of road paving and compound drainage, completion of the hot water supply and 
high pressure steam systems, remodeling of the central laboratoey area, re
modeling of the central operating rooms, and renovation of student lecture rooms. 

These needs do not include all requirements but are the most urgent ones. 
Funds expected to be available within the next few years will not permit comPle
tion of all of this work. Long-range Planning rteeds to be completed to take 
advantage of all plant improvement opportunities that become available. 
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Plans for the next six months. During the period ahead advisers will con

centrate on making as much progress as possible with their Korean colleagues 

toward further achievement of common objectives, discussed in detail above, 

concerning improved instruction, research and patient care, with appropriate 

continuing attention to physical facilities required therefor. 

Public Administration, Seoul National Un:j.versity (Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, 

Adviser). As of the end of this 6-month report period Minnesota had supplied 

8 advisers in Public Administration to Seoul National University - 2 generalists 

(1 of whom served initially as adviser in the broad area of organization, super

vision and management) as principal advisers, 2 advisers in research, 1 in 

personnel management, 1 in library science, 1 in accounting, and 1 ill public 

finance. Completing their periods of service in Korea and departing during the 

recent past were staff members Leigh w. Hunt, Jr. (Library Science), Dr. John 

A. Dettmann (Accounting), and Dr. Arthur M. Borak (Public Finance). Presently 

serving at the School of Public Administration are principal adviser Dr. Elwyn 

A. Mauck, research adviser Dr. Glenn D. Paige, and generalist Professor William 

F. Larsen. 

Activities Prior to April 1960 

The original contract between the United States Foreign Operations Ad
ministration (predecessor of the International Cooperation Administration) 
and the University of Minnesota, constituting an agreement involving several 
areas of technical assistance to be provided to Seoul National University, was 
signed and became operative on September 28, 1954. A subsequent survey and 
report, dated June 25, 1957, by Professor George A. Warp, resulted in an amend
ment to the contract to include the area of public administration. The amend
ment embraced a plan to create a graduate school of public administration within 
Seoul National University. 

Pursuant to the plan, the first Korean training participants arrived in 
Minneapolis early in August 1957; and eventually 19 graduate students were 
selected and sent to the University of Minnesota for training preparatory to 
becoming members of the teaching staff of the new school. By April, 1960, 14 
persons of this group had returned to Korea after having completed one to two 
years of training, and 5 remained in Minneapolis to pursue their studies. 

The first University of Minnesota public administration adviser to Seoul 
National University arrived in Korea in March, 1958. Eight advisers and a 
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secretary eventually were appointed and sent to Korea for terms varying from 
six months to two years. Two of these advisers had completed their assignments 
and had departed from Korea by April 4, 1960. (See Part I, this report, for 
detail on specialized fields of advisers and periods of service.) 

The presidential decree authorizing establishment of the School of Public 
Administration within Seoul National University was signed on January 19, 1959; 
a building was remodeled and equipped; a curriculum drafted; students admitted; 
and on April 1, 1959, the School began operations with an enrollment of 103 
students. One year later, a second class consisting of 100 students was ad
mitted, which raised the total enrollment in the School to the authorized size 
of 200 students. The course of study undertaken by them was a two-year program 
leading to the degree of Master of Public Administration. Approximately one
third of the students were enrolled in day classes and two-thirds were evening 
students, that is, they were government employees who were studying on a part
time basis. 

Organizationally, the newly-created School of Public Administration was 
affiliated with the College of Law of Seoul National University. The Dean of 
the Law College was named by the decree to serve ex officio as Dean of the 
School of Public Administration; and a special faculty committee of the College 
of Law was created to develop the program and policies of the School. In other 
respects, the School was established as a separate entity; and it operated inde
pendently, having its own faculty, budget, curriculum, student body and building. 

By April, 1960, the School had seen one year of life. 

Ma.ior Activities of Advisers During the Past Six Months: 

Improvement of Course Content. Despite the serious disruption caused 
throughout Korea by the "April Revolution," the major activity of most of the 
advisers to the School continued to be that of strengthening the courses being 
offered. This activity involved (a) participation in the preparation of cpurse 
outlines, reading lists and student assignments; (b) the presentation of demon
stration lectures; (c) conferences with instructors on the selection of course 
materials and improved methods of presentation; (d) attendance in class sessions 
to observe teaching methods and student reactions; (e) discussion of teaching 
problems in faculty meetings; and (f) informal conversations with students in 
which they disclosed information and voiced opinions regarding the courses 
they were taking. 

Stimulation of Research and Publication. All advisers continued to en
courage faculty members of the School to engage in research and to prepare pro
fessional material for publication. The candidates for advanced degrees from 
the University of Minnesota were assisted in every feasible manner, and a special 
committee of advisers, headed by Dr. John A. Dettmann, was created to stimulate 
them to renew their efforts. Dr. Glenn D. Paige drafted and published a detailed 
research plan to be coordinated through the School's Research Center. With the 
assistance of the advisers, several research, translation and informational 
publications were is~ued by the Center and given wide distribution. Many of 
the faculty members wrote articles for newspapers and magazines, including a 
series, following the April Revolution, on the need for administrative reform 
in government. Dr. Mauck started the publication of a public administration 
newsletter for the School. 
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Launching the Intern Program. The advisers had a major responsibility to 
aid the School in launching its intern program in April, 1960, a program that 
was entirely new and unknown in Korean experience. Scheduled to begin only 
short.lyr before the Revolution erupted, it was delayed and hampered by the suc
cession of governments in addition to the resistance that normallY was to be 
expected toward a new venture of this nature. Professor William F. Larsen had 
primary responsibility for advising and observing the progress of the intern 
program. 

Library Develgtment. The Library of the School continued to expand in 
regard to both western and oriental materials. The total number of volumes now 
in the Library is 3,731, of which 3,290 were received through the project. 
Volumes received through the project during the past six months number 392, 
and an additional 120 volumes are on order. All advisers participated in 
compiling lists of books for purchase, and aided instructors in identifying 
material needed for use in their courses. Until his departure on August 6, 
Professor Leigh W. Hunt, Jr. provided technical guidance to the Library on 
matters of procurement of library materials, their classification, and other 
matters of general library administration. 

Program Planning. Since the future of the School is heavilY dependent 
on an active desire of responsible ROK government officials to improve the 
quality of Korean public administration, efforts of the advisers could not be 
confined to the School alone. Consequently, they worked not onlY with the 
School's faculty members but also with staff members of the Public Administra
tion Division/USOM to ensure that the training and research efforts of the 
School were well adapted to both current and future needs of the ROK government. 
All advisers participated as members of various USOM committees appointed to 
analyze the major public administration problems in Korea and to anticipate 
some possible efforts toward their solution~ Also they attended many other 
USOM meetings in which the agency was attempting to chart its new course in the 
light of circumstances changed by the Revolution. Several "work papers" were 
prepared by the advisers as part of this activity. 

Development of Phzsical Facilities and Acguisition of Eguipment. Despite 
disruptions resulting from the political turmoil, the problem of improvement of 
the facilities needed by the School for effective operations was not neglected. 
Counterpart funds were obtained to const~uct a third-story addition to the 
building housing the School, other funds were requested to furnish it, calculat
ing machines were received for the statistics laboratory, and two electric 
generators are being obtained from u. s. Army surplus to provide auxiliary 
power for the School. The advisers devoted a considerable amount of time and 
attention to these secondary, but very important, matters. 

Current Needs of the School, with Recommendations 

Need for Program and Organizational Development. 

Through Definition of New Secondary Objectives: Although the primary 
objective of the School continues to be the training of future top administra
tors for the Korean government, there has been discussion regarding the ad
dition of several closely related objectives. In one area, it is proposed to 
transfer the undergraduate public administration program of the College of Law 
to the School. This proposal requires careful consideration of the objectives 
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of any undergraduate training that might be undertaken by the School. Would 
it constitute training for lower level government positions- preparatory 
training for entry into the graduate courses of the School# broad training 
in the responsibilities of citizenship, or would its purposes combine several 
of these objectives? 

A second proposal is to provide optional areas of more intense specializa
tion in the graduate program. Training specialization for top police administra
tors has been mentioned# as has the training of specialized government statis
ticians and specialized government accountants. Resolution of questions such 
as these is necessary to enable the School to develop in accordance with pre
determined plans uninterrupted by uncertainti~s arising from proposed changes. 

Through Determination ai External Relationshi~s: In July# 19601 the 
School was separated from the College of Law after one and one-half years of 
affiliation. The School became a separate unit within Seoul National University 
comparable to the University's other colleges and schools. A proposal has been 
made to transfer the School out of Seoul National University into the Prime 
Minister's office or under the cabinet secretariat of the ROK government. 
There appear to be persuasive reasons both to leave the School within the Uni
versity system and to move it, but the matter should be studied and a final 
decision made in order that this area of uncertainty may be removed. 

Through Strengthened I~r.nal Organization of Facultt and Administration: 
Because of newness of the School and recent changes in organization and per
sonnel, the structure of the machinery for top program coordination and super
vision has not been tully formulated. There is need to. define the responsi
bilities and duties of the offices of dean and assistant dean. The role of the 
General Affairs Section Chief requires clarification. The University's faculty 
rank system is unduly rigid for a new school introducing a new program of studies. 
Although uniformity in University standards is desirable, there should be a 
method providing greater flexibility in the School for the promotion of instruc
tors based on performance and demonstrated competence in this new field rather 
than on seniority status. No faculty committee system has yet been created, 
but the time now is opportune to create such committees for various aspects 
of the School's operations. 

Through Im~roved Practices in the Admission of Students. Much additional 
work is required in the area of admissions policies and practices. The entrance 
examinations are cumbersome, antiquated, time consuming, and not necessarily 
productive of the desired resultso They should be subjected to thorough re
view. The enrollment ceiling or 200 students, established by decree, should 
be re-examined. Careful consideration should be given to the policy question 
of having a student body fairly representing all major educational institutions, 
the several geographical areas and the various government agencies. A definite 
policy should be formulated in regard to the ratio between day and evening 
students to be admitted each year. 

Through Curriculum Revision: An activity that should be undertaken at 
once is that of reviewing the School's curriculum in the light of the two years 
of experience it now has obtained. The course titles and contents should be 
studied, the matter of required and optional courses examined, the need for 
new courses considered, the intern program evaluated, and the thesis require
ment studied in relation to the School's objectives. 
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Through an Integrated Program of Research and Publication: The program 
of the School in the area of research and publication also requires further 
study and development. A very satisfactory beginning in translation and re
search has been made, and some publications have resulted. An analysis should 
be made and an integrated program developed in regard to (1) publication of 
professional periodicals, (2) translation of material from other languages into 
Korean for course readings, (3) compilation of bibliographical materials to aid 
in study and research, and (4) administrative research on the government of Korea. 

Through Adoption of Effective Means for the Placement of Graduates: One 
of the most crucial and urgent needs of the School is discovery of a method by 
which its graduates will find satisfactory employment in the field for which 
they are being trained. This problem is a serious morale depressant at the 
present time, but much time and effort are being given by school officials, 
faculty, advisers and students in attempts to solve it. 

Through Planning of Extracurricular Activi~: The School should devise 
formal machinery and procedures in the extracurricular areas. Numerous special 
lectures have been given at the School by high government officials, but they 
have been invited by various persons, through various means, and usually with 
virtually no advance planning. The School has held a few special seminars, con
ferences and celebrations; but events such as these also should form a carefully 
planned pattern rather than being promoted spasmodically and almost upon impulse. 
Student organizations are beginning to be formed, an alumni association may 
develop after the first class graduates next March, and a professional society 
of public personnel administration recently has been organized through leader
ship of the School's faculty. All such activities are to be encouraged, but 
careful guidance is needed to direct their efforts into desirable channels. 

Financial Needs of the School 

Deficiencies in Sources and Amounts of Funds Available to the School: A 
second area of current needs is that of finance. The School has only limited 
financial resources, and much serious thought is being given to the problem of 
adequacy of its financial foundation. It receives some appropriations through 
the ROK government annual budget; student tuition and auxiliary fees constitute 
a large portion of its revenues; allocations from counterpart funds have been 
important in both capital construction and current expenditures; the Minnesota 
contract has provided the School with advisory services, faculty training in 
the United States, and commodities; and gifts from private individuals have 
supplied a few scholarships for needy students. The proposal to shift the 
Law College's undergraduate program into the School is advocated by some as 
essential to give the School the increased revenues it needs. The current 
effort by some of the University's larger colleges to retain their student 
fees instead of transmitting them to the University fund would harm the School's 
finances very seriously if successful. In the immediate future, the School 
must engage in careful planning of its financial resources, and it probably 
must find means to obtain substantial increases in its revenues. 

Expenditure Requirements: The School also requires a program of planned 
budgeting of its capital and current expenditures, and its finances should be
come a subject of public knowledge. Its expenditures include (l) salaries; 
(2) capital costs, such as for construction, furniture and equipment; (3) 
purchase of furnishings and supplies; and (4) the cost of contractual services. 
Now that the School has experienced two years of operations, it becomes entirely 
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feasible to develop both a current and a capital budget in anticipation of the 
School's needs, although "ear-marked" revenues continue to be a complicating 
factor. 

Needs in Regard to Staffing the School 

Deficiencjkes in Su~rvision and Administrative Services: An unsolved 
problem still is that of securing a full-time, highly competent dean for the 
School. Complicated by the turmoil of the Revolution the problem apparently 
could not be resolved up to the present time; but now it is hoped that, in a 
somewhat calmer atmosphere, progress can be made on this matter so vital to 
the success of the School. There also have been some recent changes of personnel 
in the general Affairs Section of the School which promise to strengthen that 
office. 

Strengthening the Teaching Faculty: It still is part of the basic plan 
that the 19 persons trained at the University of Minnesota are to become the 
primary part of the Schoo19s faculty; but many problems remain in regard to 
their specific assignments, appointments, promotions, and qualifications as 
demonstrated through performance. Student criticism has become a significant 
factor in the solutions being attempted. Some persons from outside the Minne
sota group have been given temporary teaching appointments to improve the 
general quality of teaching while the Minnesota pai'ticipants are advancing 
in experience, ability and prestige. A considerable number of the participants 
are candidates for advanced Minnesota degrees, and they should complete their 
theses and dissertations as soon as possible. 

Four former Minnesota participants have been appointed as full-time as
sistant professors, three as full-time instructors, and the remaining as part
time instructors, excepting the two persons still in Minneapolis. Two instruc
tors recently have been recommended for promotion to assistant professorships. 
There is need of policy determinations and the establishment of standards to 
determine in light of the limited number of vacancies, which persons are to 
receive the full-time appointments and the promotions. 

Development of the Research Staff: The composition of the staff of the 
Research Center is, of course, dependent on the kind of research program adopted, 
but only a limited number of appointments has been made to date. One of the 
Minnesota participants still at Minneapolis is considered to be a specialist 
in research; and after his return, final plans and decision should be made in 
regard to staffing this function. 

Improvement of the Library and Reference S~rvices: The Library staff ap
pears to be somewhat inadequate to cope with the problems of processing the 
materials in its possession; but to what extent the difficulty lies in training, 
in the Library procedures or in an inadequate supply of manpower is not obvious. 
It has been recommended for some time that a professionally trained assistant 
librarian be appointed. The problem should be studied and resolved as soon as 
possible. 

!he Need to Improve Physical Facilities 

Needed Expansion and Better Utilization of Space: The School has inadequate 
space for its current operations; but after completion of the third story on the 
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building occupied by the School, the space available should be fully adequate. 
As soon as possible, a faculty committee should be formed to plan space alloca
tion,· not only on the new third floor but throughout the building, in order 
that maximum utilization can be obtained ot floor space as allocated among 
classrooms, offices, Library, Research Center, administrative offices, etc .. 

utilities Reguirfi: The School has urgent need for several types of' 
public utility services, because their deficiencies seriously hamper the work 
being undertaken. The electric power supply is wholly inadequate; but the 
School is about to obtain two 15 kw. diesel engine-driven generators from u. s. 
Arm;y surplus 1 which will be utilized as an auxiliary source of power and which 
should constitute a satisfactory solution to the problem. The building is with
out a central heating system, and action should be taken as soon as possible to 
remedy this deficiency. A third need is that tor a water tank to provide a re
serve supply, inasmuch as the buUding is almost daily without water. 

The Need or itu d is in : The furniture and furnishin$8 
needs of the School include 1 classroom furniture for the third floor, (2) 
office furniture for the third floor, (3) venetian blinds tor some windows 
and blackout curtains for the audio-visual room &t'ld (4) blackboards. and bulletin 
boards for various roams. 

i:JuiJ.!J1C!DS: and §:!GY<U' Materials Need§d: The School's needs in regard to 
equipnent and study materials are in process ot being filled. Several projectors 
tor use in the audio-visual classroom have been ordered and are en route to 
Korea. Five calculators recently arrived for the statistics laboratory, and 
an additional five have been programmed. A duplicating machine also is to be 
received shortly, a tape recorder has been ordered, and several typewriters 
were also recently received. Books and periodicals tor the Library will con
tinue to be ordered in the future. 

N§ed tor Further Advisorr Services in the §choo;L ; 

Prob;Lem of Support tor Advisers: A serious handicap that limited the 
advisers in their work with the School was the lack of personal assistants to 
serve as interpreters, translators and contact men with Korean government of
ficials and others. This need is expected to be met in the near future by the 
assignment of an assistant to each of the three advisers to the School. A 
second need is that tor dictating equipment which could speed the process of 
preparing materials. 

Areas o.f Advisory Ntfflds in the Future: The School will continue to need 
advisers tor several more years it it is to attain its desired goals. A general 
public administration professor, probably serving as the principal public ad
ministration adviser, should serve at least until September, 1963; and an ad
viser in public administration research should continue for the same length of 
time. A public planning adviser should be appointed for one year beginning 
July, 1961, and a statistics adviser for a two-year period beginning approximately 
the same time. A government regulation and enterprise adviser should be ob
tained for one year beginning July, 1962. A secretary to the advisory group 
would be a continuing need until expiration of the project. 

Need for Further Training Abroad for the School's Staff 

Through the Return ot: Former MisneAS?ta P§rt icimnts to the U. S.: Train-
ing of the School's staff in the United States and other countries should continue 
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throughout the period of the project and beyond it to ensure that the School 
remains abreast of latest thinking in pUblic administration and related fields. 
Some of the former Minnesota participants who returned to Korea after only one 
year of training in order to open the School on schedule should be given high 
priority tor consideration to return to the United States tor one or more years 
to work tOlfa.rd their doctorate degrees. Six of the 19 will have finished their 
preliminary examinations for their doctorates b,y December, 1960, and it is reco~ 
mended that at least three of the fonner participants be returned for a minimum 
ot one year of additional study, Perhaps others from this group should follow 
after expiration of the project. 

Through Short; Observation Tours for Top Staff: As soon as a penna.nent 
tull-time dean and assistant dean of the School have been selected, plans should 
be initiated to send both to the United States and other appropriate countries 
tor observational tours to enable them to obtain a better understanding of all 
aspects of educational training for public administration. Possibly by mid-1961 
one of these two persons will be available tor such a tour. 

New St§tr Tr§!n!ng: As the School's needs change and as attrition may 
draw a number ot its staff to other universities that are establishing public 
administration programs, there will be a continuing need to train additional 
members of the School's staff for many years. Probably this need will not begin 
before expiration of the project, but it should be anticipated that as long as 
there is a public administration program in Korea sponsored by the United states 
government, a high priority should be given to training the faculty members or 
the School that is expected to supply the key administrative officials to the 
government or Korea. 

Plans· ror. the Next Six MQni;.hs: 

During the next 6-month period the Principal Adviser and staff at the School 
of Public Administration will assist the School's Dean and starr in satisf,ying 
needs as above defined and discussed and in carrying out jointly agreed upon 
recommendations for change and improvement. 

Public AcJministra~ion, N!!<ion§l. Officials Trawing Institute (Mr. Jack C. 

Kern, Adviser). Minnesota has thus far supplied 3 advisers for assistance in 

in-service training at the National Officials Training Institute, the Republic 

of Korea training agency attached organizationally to the Secretariat of the 

State Council. 

Minnesota's first NOT! Adviser, Dr. E. R. Dt1aheim, arrived in Korea on 

January 31 1958. He surveyed previous NOTI courses and presentation methods 

and recommended a program for improved in-service training, including executive 

development for Bureau Directors. Most ot 1958 was devoted to the process ot 

planning, gaining ROK approval and initiating action on these recommendations. 
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During this initial period Minnesota took preliminary steps to select and 

send to Korea library materials and audio-visual aids. Also early in this as

sistance undertaking essential steps were taken to plan for, request and secure 

counterpart funds to repair, improve and rehabilitate the National Officials 

Training Institute buildings and facilities, including the construction of a 

small, new, modem library. 

Eight participants (2 in 1957 and 6 in 1958) selected for preparation as 

instructors at the National Officials Training Institute were sent to the Uni

versity of Minnesota for graduate work in Public Administration. All retumed 

to Korea by late 1959 to enter various phases of administrative work in 2 

Ministries and the then Office of General Affairs. A limited number of this 

group have been used at NOTI as instructors. Effort will be made to improve 

this record. None of these participants has completed the thesis requirement 

for the Master's degree but continuing encouragement has been given them to 

complete this work. 

Mr. William Berg, who first served as assistant to Dr. Draheim and later 

as adviser, arrived in Korea on November 12, 1958. Dr. Draheim left Korea 

November 27, 1959 after having facilitated an excellent program of activities 

and physical plant improvement. Mr. Berg extended this progress materially 

before he left in l..fay, 1960, especially in helping to establish several Ministry 

training programs. One of Mr. Berg's major contributions was his work on 

"Dynamic In-Service Training," an excellent guide for organized training and 

self-improvement. 

Between October 1, 1959 and April 1, 1960, 25 Seminars in 9 general fields 

of management were conducted, with 611 government officials participating. 

Continuing encouragement and technical training assistance were also given 

the several Ministries and the Special City of Seoul. 
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During the past 6 months activity at the National Officials Training In

stitute slowed perceptibly as a result of the disruption and uncertainties 

following the April Revolution. However, 7 courses were given during this 

period in trainer training, statistics, middle management, intern orientation 

(to~ Seoul National University Public Administration graduate studsnts) and 

business accounting systems. The total number enrolled for these courses was 

During this period work also progressed on producing Korean narrations for 

all films and film strips obtained from the United States. However, in the fUture 

more attention will be given to the production of Korean films and film strips 

tor in-service training use. In this regard NOTI personnel are currently working 

on. a two-part film on Korean situations, by Koreans, titled ''The Supervisor as 

a Leader." As 2apidly as possible other subjects will be processed.in Korean, 

including: 

1. "The Supervisor as a Trainer'' and "Dynamic In-service Training" -
basic texts; manuscripts and translations are completed. 

2. "Suggested Planning Guides for Establishing and Strengthening 
Ministry, Province and Bureau Training Programs" - dratts completed 
for preliminary review by NOTI participants and others. 

3. "Five Steps to Good Training" also "Some Keys to Job Analysis" -
written guides and Vu-graph slides prepared. 

4. "Proposed Planning Guide for NOTI for CY's 1960 & 1961" -- translated 
for presentation to the Director, Secretariat of the State Council. 

5. "Proposed Republic ot Korea Employee Training Standards" for bureau 
directors, section chiefs and staff officers. Rough drafts completed 
for initial discussions. 

6. "Criteria for Training Program Appraisal" -- Designed to help analyze 
the quality of employee development and training programs in the 
Republic of Korea. 

Carefully selected additions tor the National Officials Training Institute 

library were also made during the past six months. Emphasis regarding such ma

terial was placed on writings 1 original or translations, in the Korean language. 
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Among the major activities of the past six months have been participation 

in many discussions with Korean and American personnel for the p1rpose of 

further identifying in-service training needs and the formulation of plans to 

satisfy them. As seen at this time, basic needs include: 1) A clear statement 

of national in-service training objectives and policies, strongly supported by 

the State Council, these objectives to include a Code of ROK Government Public 

Service. 2) National in-service training program coordination and direction 

through the National Officials Training Institute on the basis of identified 

national priority training needs. 3) Recognition that management has the basic 

responsibility to train; to give strong guidance and leadership to the planning 

and conduct of training programs. 4) Recognition that management needs technical 

staff assistance, i.e., that each major unit of government will need a qualified 

training director. 5) Emphasis upon on-the-job training, e.g., in each bureau, 

section and subsection within intensive Minist~; and other progr-ams. 6) Action 

on the basis that, for successful and prompt results the above requirements 

demand, initially, a national sense of urgency and then, continuously, a 

quality control system to insure an effective ROK Public Service and continuous 

improvement. 

At the National Officials Training Institute during this report period 

there was a continuing review of course content, methods, facilities and 

quality of leadership, and advisory action with Dean Kim to provide a better 

"Management Training Service" at the National Officials Training Institute. 

Specifically encouraged have been greater use or visual aids, actual Korean 

management situations and trainee participation for more effective results. 

Also during this period a start was made with USOM, Embassy, Military 

and ROK officials to achieve a better understanding of how existing training 

responsibilities and activities fit together. This involves an understanding 
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of how people with training responsibilities can help one another~ as by achieving 

more complete use of existing facilities. 

During recent months the adviser also served on three USOM committees, 

one concerned with the improvement of personnel administration within the Korean 

Govemment, one with the improvement of in-service training through more ef

fective use of all available resources, and one for.med for the purpose of 

helping to determine criteria and priorities in the preparation, translation 

and processing of training references. 

During the next six months advisory activities in in-service training at 

and through the National Officials Training Institute will concentrate on 1) 

Strengthening current courses by fUrther study of work objectives and specific 

trainee needs and the readiness of trainees, and by giving emphasis to high 

quality course leadership, good instructor lesson plans, effective methods 

and training aids. 2) Helping to develop new courses to meet priority needs. 

3) Developing more systematic studies of the extent and quality of Ministry 

and other training programs and of needed and available resources, including 

capable instructors, appropriate facilities and specialized assignments. 4) 

Striving to get established strong training programs and training officers in 

all the ministries and provinces. 5) Improving follow-up action to achieve the 

fUll use of learning acquired by trainees, and to evaluate and improve training 

results. 6) Seeking additional ways to assist returned participants to more 

fully utilize their specialized training and prepare continuing self-developnent 

plans. - In general, stimulating greater use of the National Officials Training 

Institute's resources. 

Survey 2I. National Higher Education in Korea (Mr. William T. Midcllebrook 

in charge tor the University of Minnesota). Group meetings to review findings 

and recommendations of specialists commenced April 4 and extended through 

April 26. On April 14 the survey group presented major recommendations to 

the Director of USOM and the Minister and Vice Minister of Education. 
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Dr. Easton returned to the United States on April 15 and Doctors Anderson, 

Campbell and Wood on April 27. 

About May 25 Messrs. Middlebrook and Lindeman completed the assembly~ 

editing and proofreading of the final report and delivered it to USOM for re

production. The first copies were delivered on June 15. On June 3 a typewritten 

cop,y was delivered to the Minister of Education and the major recommendations 

were explained to him. The Minister was requested and agreed to delay any final 

decisions on the report recommendations until copies in both English and Korean 

were available to the national universities and colleges and until Messrs. 

Middlebrook, Lindeman and Jarman (Dr. Bumice H. Jarman, Chief of Higher Educa

tion, Division of Education, USOM) had completed conferences of explanation and 

interpretation at all the institutions. 

During the last half of June and the first halt of July, the schedule and 

agenda. of the institutional visits were planned, the specialists' underlying 

reports were assembled and filed with USOM and in the Minnesota office, and 

the appendix to the Report was completed for reproduction. The Appendix (253 

pages) includes: (1) specialists' assignments, (2) basic data forms, (3) 

academic, business and physical plant summary tables, and, (4) notes on ad

ministration and organization of the universities. 

On July 5 the background and the major recommendations of the report were 

reviewed with the Director of USOM and his associates. On July 21 the Minister 

of Education convened a meeting of national university presidents and deans 

at Seoul National University for a discussion of the Report. The agenda in

cluded a general discussion of proposed administrative and organizational 

changes and sub-committee discussions and reports on subject matter fields. 

Messrs. Middlebrook, Lindeman and Jarman participated in the discussions. 

The program of explanation and interpretation to the national universities 

and colleges may be summarized as follows: 
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A. Institutions--all national universities, independent colleges and normal 
schools. 

B. General program of meetings: 

1. General meeting 

a. Particip!mts: President of University, Dean of Academic Affairs, 
Director of Business Affairs, Deans of Colleges, 
Dean of Teachers College (if any), Principal of 
Normal School (if any). 

b. Program: 

General Statement: Plans of survey, specialists' assignments, report 
prep:1ration, explanation program, broad summary of recommenda
tions. 

Administration and Organization: Changes recommended to promote a 
system of national higher education, to foster cooperation and 
coordination within universities, to strengthen institutional 
and college leadership, and to improve internal business pro
cedures of universities. 

General Academic Program: Recommended changes in entrance examina
tions, the academic calendar, teaching methods, faculty loads 
and promotions, library utilization, curricula, general education, 
and student activities, loads, transfers, counseling, and pro
bation. 

Physical Plant and Auxiliary Enterprises: Review of plant inventory 
and utilization data., recommended changes in maintenance a.nd 
operation procedures, building planning, campus planning, and 
operation of auxiliary enterprises including dormitories, food 
services, bookstores, barber shops, and the like. 

2. Dean of Academic Affairs, College Deans, Department Heads, Professors. 

Discussion of recommendations related to general university academic 
program--teaching loads, transfers, research, instruction, curricula. 

3. Director of Business Affairs, Section Chiefs, Assistants. 

Discussion of recommendations relating to business a.nd financial af
fairs--budgets, retention of income, accounting, auditing, non-academic 
staff, purchasing, stores, inventory. 

4. Dean, Department Heads, and staff ot each of the constituent colleges, 
teachers colleges (if any), and normal schools (if any). 

Program: 1. Review of survey methodology, report preJ;a.ra.tion, 
purpose of explanation program. 

2. Discussion of specific cost and non-cost recommendations 
relating to administration, staff curricula, teaching 
methods, libraries, equipment, and physical plant facili
ties. 
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c. Schedule of meetings: 

1. Chonnam National University, Kwangju Teachers College, Kwa.ngju Normal 
School - July 25 through 28. 

2. Chonpuk National University - August 1 through 4. 

3. Kyungpuk National University - August 16 through 19. 

4. Pusan National University - August 8 through 11. 

5. Seoul National University - July 19 and 22, August 5, 29, 30 and 31, 
September 2. 

6. Chungchon Agricultural College, Chunchon Normal School - August 25 and 26. 

7. Kongju Teachers College - September 6 and 7. 

D. Division of Responsibilities 

1. General Meeting 

a. General statement, administration and organization -- w. T. Middlebrook 

b. Academic Program -- Burnice H. Jarman 

c. Physical Plant and auxiliary enterprises - Richard H. Lindeman 

2. Academic Dean, College Deans, Department Heads, Professors -- Bumice 
H. Jarman 

3. Director of Business Affairs, Section Chiefs, Physical Plant Personnel -
William T. Middlebrook and Richard H. Lindeman 

4. Constituent Colleges (Deans, Department Heads, and Professors) 

a. Agricultural Sciences -- William T. Middlebrook 

b. Engineering -- Richard H. Lindeman 

c. Health Sciences -- William T. Middlebrook 

d. Humanities and Social Sciences -- Burnice H. Jarman 

e. Teacher Education -- Burnice H. Jarman 

f. Natut'al Sciences -- Richard R. L:indeman 

Durtng this same period a proposed program of implementation was developed. 

This program (106 pages) is comprised of (1) a sU!IIlllAry of recommendations in 

parallel columns headed "Non-Fund" (non-cost) and 91Fund" (cost), grouped by 

fields and within each field by types, (2) detailed cost intemizations for each 
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"fund" reconnnendation together with institutional and field priorities, and 

(3) a proposed program of accomplishment extending through fiscal year 196S. 

On September 15, at our suggestion and on call of the Minister of Educa

tion, the Deans of Agriculture of Chonnam, Chunpuk1 Chunchon, Kyungplk and Seoul 

met at Seoul National University under the chairmanship of Vice Minister Sub to 

discuss and express attitudes on survey report recommendations in the field of 

agricultural sciences. Messrs. Middlebrook, Lindeman and Jarman were present 

as resource people. This was the first formal meeting of its kind in Korea and 

if continued in this and other fields bodes well for the improved degree of 

cooperation so needed and desirable between the universities and colleges in 

the national system of higher education. 

During the remainder of their tour, which ends October 26, Messrs. Middlebrook 

and Lindeman plan further conferences of explanation and interpretation and 

the prep1ration of supplementary statements, charts and exhibits on the organiza

tion of the proposed Board of Regents and the Internal organization of the 

universities, on budgets, preparation and administration, and on certain other 

report recommendations which are both important and somewhat controversial in 

character, such as the proposed move of the Seoul National University College 

of Veterinary Medicine to Suwon. 

Qm!ra.tional Facilities. In previous sections of Part II of this report 

are comments on the status of physical plant rehabilitation and improvement, 

and on the installation of equipment procured under the Minnesota contract. 

The following table and statement summarize fUnd allocations for these purposes. 
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SUMMARY OF ICA~NNE~A CONTRACT OPERATIONAL FACILITIES DOLLAR TIJNDS ALLOCATED 
FOR FYS ~2 1 ~6 1 5Za 28 & ~2 

FOR SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY AND NATIONAL OffiCIALS TRAINING INSTITUTE REHABILITA, 
I! ON, IMPROVEMENT, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

FY 12.22 FY 1226 FY 1922 FY Ja28 FY 1229 Total 
Agricultyre 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement $422,300 $650,000 $159,000 $ 5,000 --- $1,236,300 

Equip. & Supplies 260,000 20,000 20 '000 $12.000 342.000 

Sub-total 422,300 910,000 209,000 25,000 12,000 1,578,300 

Engineering 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 65,200 100,000 676,000 

_..,_ 
52,000 B93,200 

Equip. & Supplies '730,000 200,000 134.000 18,000 1,382.000 

Sub-total 65,200 830,000 1,176,000 134,000 70,000 2,275,200 

Medicine 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 63,500 275,000 345,000 102,700 786,200 

Equip. & Supplies 420,000 70.000 171.300 50.000 Z41.300 

Sub-total 63,500 725,000 415,000 274,000 50,000 1,527,500 

L.A. & S.-Equipment 50,000 40,000 90,000 
Vet. Med.-Equipment 50,000 27,000 12,000 89,000 
SNU General-Equipment 32,000 --- 8.ooo i:k~ .coo 

1.35 ,ooo 67,000 20,000 222,000 

Public Administration - SNU 36,000 36,000 
Public Administration - NOTI 12,000 12,000 

Total Rehabilitation 551,000 1,025,000 1,180,000 107,700 52,000 2,915,700 
Total Equipment 1.575,000 6?0.000 322.300 148,000 2.Z35,300* 

TOTAL 551,000 2,600,000 1,800,000 500,000 200,000 5,651,000 

*Excludes $55,500 prr)vided in the first ICA/Minnesota contract 'a Amendment 10 
for Public Administration, Most of this has gone to SNU, but some to the 
National Officials Training Institute. 

In addition, local currency in the amount of Hw 3,76?,646,000 ($5,788,686 

at 650:1) has been approved for these purposes by the Combined Republic of 

Korea-u. s. Economic Board. Of this amount the board has approved for release 
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Hw 3,000,754,000 ($4,616,545) and Hw 761,892,000 has been proposed for release 

in CY (ROK FY) 1960. These figures include Hw 30,228,000 for the National Of-

ficials Training ILstitute. 

As of October 1, 1960, the invoice value of classroom and laboratory 

equipment, supplies and library materials purchased by Minnesota and received 

in Korea totalled $1,962,585.80. This amount is made up of the following sub-

totals: 

Seoul National University 
College of Agriculture 
College of Engineering 
College of Medicine 
College of V6terinary Medicine 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
School of Public Administration 

National Officials Training Institute 

General 

Most of this equipment is already in use. 

$ 274,783.68 
1,050,730.91 

459,552 .. 42 
53,859o09 
58,016~53 
23,370.85 

10,296.19 

31,976.13 

As mentioned above, some items 

must await preparation of additional laboratory facilities and provision of 

utilities prior to installation and use. All such needs are receiving attention. 

Status Summary Qf Contract Operations. Mim~esota advisers have left with 

Korean colleagues many recommendations for change during the past 6 years. Re-

lative to these recommendations the following comments are considered applicable 

and significant: 

1. By and large suggestions for change as a basis for improving instruc
tion and research in all areas are developed through close working relationships 
effeeted between Korean and American staff members concerned. Thus written re
ports, in most cases, simply make a matter of record conclusions and courses of 
action already subjects of much discussion and close agreement. 

2. Seoul National University's President and Deans concerned indicate 
great interest in changes proposed and, in the main, have given the impression 
of accepting them as desirable guides for action. The same is true of the Dean, 
National Officials TraL~ing Institute, with respect to recommendations relating 
to in-service training. This impression is given substance by the many forward
looking changes that have come about thus far in each area of contract concern 
and assistance. 
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3. Minnesota staff members respect the competence of their Korean col
leagues. Both Korean and American staff members recognize that the advanced 
study programs of ~ndividuals now participating in the Cooperative Project will 
further advance the level of faculty competence in specific technical areas 
concerned a.nd l'till .'.l.lso exert an increasingly important influence on organizations 
and adininbt:rative matters, a~1d attitudes toward public service. 

4. The physical elements (structures, facilities, libraries, equipment) 
needed for instruction at each of the colleges being assisted under the Minnesota 
contract and at the National Officials Training Institute have in large measure 
been supplied through the operational facilities portion of the Cooperative 
Project and in many areas are now exerting a beneficial effect on teaching and 
research. The allocation of additional counterpart funds as presently agreed 
upon for equipment installation and facilities for equipment use will permit 
the full preparation for use of all uninstalled equipment now on hand. 

5. The basic elements which make possible the effecting of instructional 
and research changes agreed upon as desirable have been supplied in substantial 
measure and more are to be provided. Seoul National University's need for long
term further assistance for additional improvement in faculty preparation, 
teaching, research, public service, organization and administration, physical 
plant and equipment is, however, apparent. 

6. Many of the changes desired by both Koreans and their American col
leagues will come about only through the dedicated efforts of Seoul National Uni
versity officials and faculty members, and Korean Government Officials, over 
a long period of time. Further technical assistance to Seoul National University 
and the National Officials Training Institute would without question enhance this 
development and rate of change. Many recommendations have already been placed 
in effect; some may be carried out at an early date with staff and facilities 
now available, others will require more time; many will require considerably 
improved Korean funding for both staff and facilities. The latter needs early 
and positive attention if investments already made are to be fully productive. 

7. At this stage of the Cooperative Project it appears that its improve
ment in depth objective is in the process of being solidly achieved. It is 
becoming more and more evident that as a result of the Cooperative Project 
significant changes have occurred and are occurring in the knowledge level, 
skills, outlook and attitude of staff members who have had study opportunities 
abroad under the program. Of corollary importance are considered to be the 
specialized area analyses, improvement recommendations, and other forms of 
assistance provided by Minnesota staff serving in Korea. 

8. Seoul National University has now reached a stage of development per
mitting not only the offering of substantial graduate programs in many specialized 
fields in agriculture, medicine, and engineering, as well as in public ad
ministration, but, with adequate funding, the undertaking of more and more 
ext ens ion-t:rpe progra..-ns (short-courses, seminars, continuation courses, work
shops) available for and geared to the needs of educations, other interested 
professional people, and the general public. There is every reason to expect 
that this nmultiplier effect" objective of the assistance-in-depth provided 
Seoul National University will be realized in substantial measure in the years 
ahead. This would be a high priority area for continued assistance to Seoul 
National University and the National Officials Training Institute by a few 
carefully selected American advisers. 
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Changes Effected !2z Pro.1ect,. In evaluat,ing the results of a technical 

assistance project of this nature the character, extent and importance of 

changes which have occurred as a result of the program are factors upon which 

determinations must largely rest. In this regard we are concerned not only 

with the views of advisers but with the more intimate knowledge of individual 

Korean deans, department heads and faculty members. To obtain the best possible 

appraisal of these factors the President of Seoul National University was again 

asked, as he has been prior to the preparation of preceding reports, for the 

University's view on this matter. It was requested that material be provided 

for each college concerned on the basis of the following outline: 

For each College and School, by departments, please: 

1, Tabulate the following information for each staff member who has 
been or is a participant under this project: 

Academic Rank 
When a 

Participant Now* 
Present Teaching Hours Per Week 
Lecture Laboratory 

*In any case where a participant is no longer a member of the faculty, 
please state when and why the separation occurred and what his 
present affiliation is. 

2. a) Summarize the major changes in teaching, research and administra
tion which have occurred primarily as a result of the aid program, 
and 

b) State what further changes are planned for the near future. 

3. Specify what major obstacles, if any, continue to prevent the intro
duction of desired changes in teaching, research and administration, 
and how it is planned to overcome them. 

4• State what building and facilities repair and improvement and new 
construction were undertaken during the past 6 months and the comple
tion status of each. 

5. State what building and facilities repair,and improvement and new 
construction projects are planned for the next 6-month period and 
give the expected completion date of each. 

6. List each item of Cooperative Project equipment on hand but not in 
use, state why it is not in use and what action is being taken to 
place it is use. 
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7. Identify any hwan financing problems affecting the accomplishment of 
Cooperative Project objectives and indicate what solutions are proposed. 

8. State whether or not all Cooperative Project procured library materials 
have been catalogued and made available for both student and staff use. 
If not, please state unsolved problems involved and what solutions are 
planned. 

9. 'tn.'hat special lectures, V9short courses ,n "refresher courses," post ... 
graduate technical seminars, or conferences of an extension or public 
service nature were offered during the past six months? What are 
planned for the next six months? 

10. Give the name, age, academic rank, field of concentration, and name 
of institution, of faculty members from other colleges and universities 
now enrolled in graduate programs at Seoul National University. 

Reports submitted in response to this request reflect support of conclusions 

above set forth, indicate further· changes in instruction and research stemming 

from graduate study opportunities afforded staff members, give more examples 

of how equipment and supplies provided under the project have contributed to 

teaching and research, and comment on the continuing problems above discussed 

which affect obtaining the fullest possible benefit from the training and 

facilities provided. The major continuing problem in each contract area con-

tinues to be inadequate hwan financing. 

Most encouraging is the strong current of change, up-grading, moderniza-

tion and improvement evident in contract-assisted areas. With rare exceptions, 

every participant is currently engaged in the area of his advanced study or 

observation. Notable also is the fact that at Seoul National University a 

very high percentage of participants now hold positions of higher rank than 

they held when selected for study abroad. Research endeavor has expanded. 

Throughout Seoul National University much thought and study have been gen-

erated regarding how to consolidate and further improve the institution, and, 

through this, the cause of higher public education in Korea in general, Further 

assistance to Seoul National University at this stage could be very productive 
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in the attainment of the high goals long ago established for this cooperative 

project in higher education in the Republic of Korea. 

Plans ~~~~Months. These plans are set forth in preceding 

sections for each contract area. 

The most pressing single contract matter to be resolved during the very 

near future is the nature and extent of a continuing program, if any, which 

might be desired by the Korean government and supported by USOM and ICA for 

consideration by the University of Minnesota to provide additional technical 

assistance to higher education in Korea. 
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I. OFFICE OF THE CAMPUS COORDINATOR 

Ih!rteenth Report. This document constitutes the Thirteenth Semi-Annual 

Progress Report covering the operations involving Seoul National University 

and the National Officials Training Institute, Republic of Korea, under a 

contract between the University of Minnesota and the u. s. International 

Cooperation Administration. 

The operations referred to above began on August 1, 1954 under a pre

liminary contract signed on July 15, 1954 which provided for the appointment, 

together with the necessary secretarial assistance, of an indiVidual designated 

as the Campus Coordinator whose responsibility would be to "serve as liaison 

officer between the field staff and home institution and as general coordina

tor of the services to be rendered •• •" As his initial assignment, the 

Coordinator was given the responsibility of coordinating the formulation of 

plans, the recruitment of staff members and consultants for service in Korea, 

arrangements for the training of participants to study and observe at the 

University of Minnesota, and the making of a study of equipment needs at 

Seoul National University. The initially-appointed Coordinator, Dr. Tracy F. 

Tyler, Professor of Education, has served continuously since that time. 

An amendment to the preliminary contract, dated August 31, 1954, authori

zed the appointment of a Chief Adviser in Korea. Dr. Arthur E. Schneider, 

Professor of Forestry, was appointed and began state-side service on September 

5, 1954 and has held that post continuously since his initial appointment. 

The Chief Adviser was appointed to serve as the representative in Korea of 

the University of Minnesota and, as such, to supervise the performance of all 

duties undertaken by Minnesota there and of all staff members and consultants 

employed in Korea under the contract. Shortly after notification of his 

clearance by ICAjW for that post (October 1, 1954), the Chief Adviser departed 

for Korea where he began his overseas service on October 19, 1954. 
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The basic contract, tailored to the situation in Korea, was signed on 

September 28, 1954. Subsequently, seventeen amendments were made to this docu

ment before it was replaced on December 22, 1959 by the current "Standard 

Contract." To this Standard Contract a letter of understanding, approved De

cember 24, 1959, and two amendments (April 1, 1960 and December 23, 1960) have 

been subsequently negotiated between the University of Minnesota and the Inter

national Cooperation Administration. 

~ Qt. ,KQr~ ProJect Scheduled. During the period covered by the present 

report, a contract amendment (No. 2) was signed (December 23, 1960) which calls 

for bringing the contract to a close on June 30, 1962. It also provides for a 

termination of activities in Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, Engineering, 

and Medicine (including Nursing) by June 30, 1961. 

Staff members now serving in Korea in the fields of Agriculture, Engineering, 

and Medicine will end their tours of duty on or before June 30, 1961. In the 

case of Veterinary Medicine, the official date is July 31, 1961. The June 30, 

1961 termination date also applies to the present Chief Adviser and his secre

tary. 

The project segment involving Public Administration is scheduled to con

tinue until June 30, 1962. This segment includes the continuance of assistance 

to the School of Public Administration, Seoul National University and to the 

National Officials Training Institute, the in-service training agency of the 

Republic of Korea. 

It has been agreed between the University of Minnesota, ICA, and the ap

propriate officials of Seoul National University and the ROK Government that 

Korean participants now studying in the United States will be permitted to 

complete the periods of study previously agreed upon even though this will 

mean continuance of their studies, in many instances, beyond June 30, 1961. 

Negotiations are presently in progress to secure ICA/W approval for further 
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extensions in the cases of participants whose graduate work has been out

standing and who need additional time to complete their planned-for educa

tional objectives. 

Extension ~ Expansion Needed. The immediately preceding report (Octo

ber 19, 1960) set forth in some detail (pages 3-5) certain fundamental needs 

in Seoul National University. It also pointed out that the Survey of National 

Higher Education in Korea carried on by the University of Minnesota at the 

request of the Korean Ministr,y of Education, the USOM to Korea, and ICA/ 

Washington had been completed and its findings widely publicized among the 

institutions concerned in Korea. Copies of the survey report had also been 

distributed to the appropriate staffs of USOM to Korea, ICA/Washington, and 

the University of Minnesota. Although the survey was undertaken so as to 

provide guidelines for future aid to higher education in Korea 1 there has 

been no evidence on the part of the Korean Ministr,y of Education that it 

either accepts or rejects the report's recommendations as guidelines for the 

administration of national higher education. One fact is clear: Though the 

survey report was submitted more than ten months ago, there has been no re

quest from the Ministry of Education for aid program assistance in the tm

plementation of recommendations made. Neither is there evidence thus far 

that the Ministr,y is interested in or attempting to place in effect survey 

team recommendations, the implementation of which would require no outside 

assistance. 

The University of Minnesota feels that operations under the existing 

contract are perhaps being brought to a close sooner than is desirable. This 

feeling is shared by the administration and faculty of the assisted colleges 

of Seoul National University. There is agreement that maximum benefit to 

the Republic of Korea can onlY be attained if attention is given to further 

extension and expansion of the contract for the following purposes: 
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1. To insure the maintenance of gains already made in the original con

tract areas and to serve as a stimulus to continuing gains, one overall ad

viser should be provided for each previously-assisted college. Among the 

important duties of this adviser would be to assist Korean colleagues in 

making effective use of the advanced training provided for selected staff 

members in the proper use and care of equipment and supplies, and in the 

implementation of such recommendations of advisers as it is desired to carry 

out. 

2. To the extent desired by the Ministry of Education, each adviser 

provided for in No. 1 should also be given the responsibility of visiting 

from time to time and working with the staff of the respective college of 

each of the other national universities. 

3. As a major aid in ultimately developing SNU into a full-fledged 

university, assistance needs to be given to its College of Liberal Arts and 

Sciences. Similar aid should be given to the corresponding undergraduate 

colleges in the other national universities. 

Project Administration. At the time the Korean Project began, the Presi

dent of the University of Minnesota assigned administrative responsibility for 

its operation to the Vice President, Academic Administration. In addition, 

the President appointed an 2S bQ£ committee to advise him, as circumstances 

require, on policy matters relating to contract operations. Individual 

members serve also as a source of advice and counsel on an informal basis to 

the Vice President, Academic Administration, and to the Campus Coordinator 

when perplexing operational problems arise from time to time. 

The committee presently consists of Dr. Malcolm M. Willey, Vice Presi

dent, Academic Administration, Chairman; Mr. Laurence R. Lunden, Vice Presi

dent, Business Administration; Dr. Harold Macy, Dean, Institute of Agriculture; 
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Dr. William T. s. Thorp, Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine; Dr. A. F. 

Spilhaus, Dean, Institute of Technology; Dr. Robert B. Howard, Dean, College 

of Medical Sciences; Mr. Clinton T. Johnson, Assistant Vice President, Business 

Administration; Dr. Gaylord w. Anderson, Director, School of Public Health; 

Professor John c. Kidneigh, Director, School of Social Work; Dr. Lloyd M. 

Short, Chairman, Department of Political Science and Director, Public Ad

ministration Center; and Dr. Tracy F. Tyler, Professor of Education and 

Campus Coordinator 1 Secretary. 

The Committee held one meeting during the period covered by the present 

report (October 24, 1960)~ It was called to permit the Coordinator to 

present an oral report covering his inspection trip to Korea during the 

summer of 1960. President o. Meredith Wilson was present on that occasion 

at the invitation of the Committee. 

Dean Harold Macy and the Coordinator also briefed the Committee on the 

meeting they attended in Washington on October 21, 1960 with the USOM to 

Korea Director and staff members of ICAjW. The Committee was informed that 

the following understandings relative to the proposed early phase-out were 

reached at the meeting: 

1. Participants would be allowed to complete the periods of study agreed 
to for them, even though this might involve contract support beyond June 30, 
1961. 

2. Minnesota staff members serving in Korea would be allowed to complete 
the periods of service which had been previously agreed upon. 

3. The proposal by an ICA/W staff member that the relationship between 
the two universities might profitably be continued through the provision of 
modest annual sums, to cover the costs of travel and per diem for brief trips 
by Minnesota representatives or Korean participants where specific needs arose 
or other relevant assistance seemed indicated, encountered no opposition from 
those present • 

4. The following six Minnesota staff members would depart from Korea by 
June 30, 1961: Dr. Arthur E. Schneider, Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., Professor 
Harold E. Babbitt, Professor Roy 0. Bridgford, Professor Florence Julian, and 
Miss Gertrude Koll. Dr. John P. Arnold would depart from Korea by July 31, 
1961. 
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5. Budgetary provision for service in Korea would be made for the fol
lowing Minnesota staff members through June 30, 1962: One overall adviser to 
Seoul National University, three advisers for the School of Public Administra
tion, two advisers for the National Officials Training Institute, and one 
secretary. 

6. No additional participants, except three proposed in Public Administra
tion, would be approvedo 

1. There would be no additional allocations for the procurement of equip
ment and supplies under the contract. Unexpended balances for the purchase of 
equipment should be obligated by June 30, 1961. 

Comments by members of the Committee indicated general satisfaction with 

contract progress to date, tempered with concern that a too-abrupt termination 

of assistance might result in the loss of a great deal of the benefit pro-

vided through the contract. 

There was further comment that there were still departmental gaps in the 

contract-aided colleges that needed to be filled through the training of ad

ditional promising young men and the further tra1~ing to the highest level of 

a few highly-qualified junior staff members who had returned to Korea before 

completing their advanced studies. Hope was expressed that some provision 

might be found for supporting the further training referred to above. 

College-Level Advisers. Three college-level advisers continued to pro

vide service during the period covered by the present report. Professor 

Clarence E. Lund serves Korean participants enrolled in Engineering and 

coordinates engineering procurement activities; Dr. Clyde H. Bailey, Dean 

and Professor Emeritus, Institute of Agriculture, continues to serve Korean 

participants in Agriculture and in Veterinary Medicine and coordinates pro-

curement activities for those two colleges; and Professor George A. Warp, 

Professor of Political Science and Associate Director, Public Administration 

Center, continues his responsibilities in the area of planning for the Publie 

Administration segment of our contract, including the supervision of procure-

ment for the two P. A. libraries in Korea. 
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Dr. Gaylord w. Anderson, Mayo Professor of Public Health and Director 

of the School of Public Health, College of Medical Sciences, continues to 

provide advisory services to Korean participants in Medicine, including the 

handling of medical procurement, at no cost to the contract. 

Advisers in Agriculture. Roy o. Bridgford, associate professor emeritus 

of Agronomy, continues his service in Korea, which began on March 19, 1957, 

as overall adviser in Agriculture and, in addition, as special adviser in 

Agronomy. 

The Chief Adviser, a professional forester, continues his availability 

as a consultant in his specialty as he finds time from his many other duties. 

Since USOM to Korea has decided to terminate activities in Agriculture 

on June 30, 1961, no further advisers in Agriculture are being recruited. It 

might be noted in this connection that faculty members in the Institute of 

Agriculture, University of Minnesota, especially those who have served pre

viously in Korea, have indicated a willingness to provide further service 

in Korea should the University of Minnesota be requested to continue opera

tions there. 

Veterinary Medigal Adv!WJ!• Dr. John P. Arnold, Professor and Head, 

Division of Veterinary Surger,r and Radiology, College of Veterinary Medicine, 

continues his service in Korea which began on July 30, 1960. Dr. Arnold is 

serving as overall adviser to the College of Veterinary Medicine and, in ad

dition, he provides specialst services in his chosen fields. 

Plans had been made to provide a second adviser for 1961-62. This indi

vidual would serve as overall adviser and, in addition, provide assistance in 

one or both of the veterinary specialties, Internal Medicine and Pathology. 

Since USOM to Korea has decided to end assistance to the College of Veterinary 

Medicine on or before July 31, 1961, no effort has been made to recruit such 

an individual. The University of Minnesota stands ready to provide any ad

ditional assistance in this field that may be requested in the future. 
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Engineering A,.dvisers. Pro~essor Harold E. Babbitt, who began his service 

in Korea on June 20, 1960, conti."lued his service during the entire period 

covered by the present report. His one-year tour of duty ends on June 20, 

1961 and he and Mrs. Babbitt plan to leave Korea at that time. 

Dr. James P. H~rtnett, professor of mechanical engineering, University of 

Minnesota, provided advisory service in the field of Nuclear Engineering for 

approximately two weeks during the present period (October 17-291 1960). He 

provided his services at no cost to the contract except for round trip air 

fare between Tokyo and Seoul and the normal per diem applicable to Korea. 

Dr. Hartnett's recommendations appear in Part II of this report. 

Advisers in Medicine. Two Minnesota staff members served as advisers in 

medical fields in Korea during the period covered by the present report. 

They are Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., and Miss Florence Julian. 

Dr. Gault, who began his service in Korea on October 5, 19591 serves as 

overall adviser. He expects to complete his service in Korea on June 30, 1961, 

in accordance with our present contract. In addition to his administrative 

duties, Dr. Gault provides specialst assistance in internal medicine, with 

clinical interest in the field of rheumatism. 

Miss Julian, professor and director of nursing services, University of 

Minnesota Hospitals, provides assistance as adviser to the School of Nursing, 

Seoul National University in the area of Nursing Administration. She arrived 

in Korea on April 27, 1960 and ended her tour of duty and left Korea on 

April 141 1961. 

Unless the present contract is extended, no further advisers will be sent 

to assist the SNU College of Medicine. 

Public Administration Advisers. Four American staff members and one 

secretary served in Korea during the entire period covered by the present 
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report. They were Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, Jack c. Kern, William F. Larsen, Dr. 

Glenn D. Paige, and Mrs. Elsie G. Hagelee. 

Mrs. Hagelee, during the current period, availed herself of the Home 

Leave privilege. She lett Korea on February 10, 1961 and returned to her 

post on March 25, 1961. 

The present contract calls for the services of five staff members in

cluding two advisers to the National Officials Training Institute and three 

specialists for the School of Public Administration, SNU. It also calls for 

the services of a secretary. However, the Koreans have decided that the ad

ditional adviser for NOT! provided for in the contract will not be needed. 

Recruitment, however, is proceeding to fill the places which will become 

vacant when Professor Larsen and Dr. Paige complete their present tours of 

duty, June 22, 1961 and September 5, 1961, respectively. Also to be recruited 

is a replacement for Mr. Kern, whose tour of duty ends on October 15, 1961. 

Dr. Mauck has agreed to serve an additional two-year tour in Korea or to the 

end of the contract, whichever comes first, provided his application for home 

leave is approved by ICA/W. 

Agricultural Programs. During the current period, thirteen members of 

the Agricultural College faculty of Seoul National University have been engaged 

in advanced studies at the Institute of Agriculture, University of Minnesota. 

Of these, two returned to Korea before the end of the period: Mr. Wang, In 

Keun, majoring in Agricultural Extension, who lett Minnesota in December, 1960; 

and Mrs. Lee, Yaing Hoo, majoring in Home Economics (Textiles) 1 who left 

Minnesota in March, 1961. The eleven others represent a considerable range 

of subject-matter interests: plant pathology (2) 1 agricultural economics, 

agricultural engineering, agronomy (4), economic zoology (fisheries), agri

cultural biochemistry, and animal husbandry. 
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Since this project began, forty-five members of the Agricultural College 

taculty of Seoul National University have engaged in advanced studies in the 

United States, chiefly at Minnesota. They represented every department of 

the SNU college except Basic Studies. Of the other nineteen members from that 

College, four were provided with advanced study privileges in the u. s. fi

nanced by other agencies during the period covered by this project. Thus al

most 77 per cent of the present technical faculty of the Agricultural College 

of SNU have studied in the u. s. since the fall of 1954. 

In consequence of all these advanced studies, the agricultural group~has 

earned twenty master of science degrees from the University of Minnesota and 

two other U, s. universities, and four doctor of philosophy degrees from the 

University of Minnesota. 

The interests and services of Professor Roy o. Bridgford, overall adviser 

in agriculture in Korea since February 1 1957, have covered a relatively wide 

range, particularly in the plant sciences. In consequence ot his extended 

period of service of more than four years, it has proved possible for him, 

in collaboration with his Minnesota colleagues, to provide agronomic and horti

cultural planting material and to supervise its initial propagation in Korea. 

Notable among such materials have been seed of corn (maize), barley, and soy 

beans, seed potatoes, and scions or propagative cuttings of fruit trees, 

particularly apples. S~ch material will doubtlessly prove useful, not alone 

for propagating and testing the adaptability of the species and varietie$ 

involved to Korean agricultural practices, but even more particularly in 

utilizing them to improve teaching in genetic practices designed to produce 

new varieties by hybridization and other manipulations and to stimulate 

meaningful research. Such practices have been advantageously applied in the 

United States and may well be followed in Korea during the years ahead. 
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During the current period, extensive lists of items requested for purchase 

were transmitted by the faculty of the SNU College of Agriculture. They in

cluded laboratory equipment, shop implements, chemical reagents, books, and 

other facilities designed to improve instru.ctional practices in various subject

matter fields. As heretofore, these lists were carefully scrutinized by 

specialists of the Institute of Agriculture faculty and appropriate revisions 

made in har.mony with current knowledge and practices. Orders are being placed 

for the purchase and deliver.y of the many items to the appropriate departments 

at SUwon. 

As the time approaches for the formal termination of the present project 

in Agriculture, it is clearly evident that much has been accomplished during 

the past six and one-half years in the acquainting of the Korean faculty, with 

whom we have collaborated, with contemporary knowledge and teaching practices 

and in providing improved classroom, laborator,y, and shop facilities for in

struction in Korea at the college level. It must be recognized, however, that 

all such processes and practices are subject to progressive evolution, and 

that further and substantial progress may occur in the period just ahead. 

Accordingly, the Institute of Agriculture believes that it would be un

fortunate to discontinue completely the close relations between SNU and the 

University of Minnesota as of June 30, 1961. As a minimum, it would be de

sirable to continue the advisorship in the broad field of agriculture. This 

advisor could route inquiries origi11ating with the Korean faculty members to 

appropriate specialists at the University of Minnesota or elsewhere, and con

versely could channel information, including publications, from u. s. research 

centers and colleges to the departments at SNU that would be interested and 

concerned. 

Consider.ation also should be given to the possibility of assigning ad

ditional junior members of the SNU rae ulty, who join that staff in the next 
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few years, to advanced study in the United states and ot providing means tor 

detailing certain members ot the University ot Minnesota faculty to short-ter.m 

advisory or consultative assignments in Korea. The maintenance of such coopera

tive relationships as would thus become possible should greatly facilitate and 

extend the general level ot progress in agricultural education in Korea which, 

in turn, can be expected to elevate progressively the economic level and 

general standards of living of the Korean people. 

Veterinary Medical ptograms• The eight faculty members from the College 

of Veterinary Medicine, SNU, referred to in the immediately preceding report, 

continued their studies at Minnesota during the entire period covered by the 

present report. 

Since the contract involving Veterinary Medicine will end when Dr. John 

P. Arnold completes his one-year period of service in Korea in late July, 1961, 

no further participants will be processed under our present contract. It is 

hoped that these participants for whom advanced degrees have been planned at 

Minnesota will complete the degree requirements within their presently-authorized 

periods of study. 

The College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota, feels it 

would be unfortunate to discontinue completely the program now being carried 

out. The difficulty in securing the first adviser to serve in Korea gave 

the program a slow start. Although progress has been slow with the College 

of Veterinary Medicine, SNU, some staff assistance is essential and should 

be continued tor a time on a modest basis~ 

It is our opinion, also, that the faculty of the College of Veterinary 

Medicine, SNU, could use' considerably more additional training at the Uni

versity of Minnesota, especially in the case of the younger staff members. 

An over-all advisor, with the occasional visit of someone from Minnesota 
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would 1 at least 1 continue contact and be ot much use and aid to SNU. There 

needs to be same fUrther development of this College at SNU to adequately 

serve such animal and poultry industry as presently exists in Korea. 

Engineet!ns Progrgmn. During the entire period covered by the present 

report eight faculty members from the College of Engineering have continued 

their studies in the United States; seven at the University of Minnesota and 

one at Lowell Technological Institute. One of the seven whose studies have 

been carried on at the University of Minnesota has been carrying on his re

search in Nuclear Engineering at the Argonne National Laboratory since March 

181 1960. He expects to complete all the requirements for his Ph.D. degree 6 

including his dissertation, during the summer of 1961. 

Procurement lists totalling approximately $40,000 were recently submitted 

to the Purchasing Department. These cover each of the departments of the 

College of Enginsering and include mainly small items required for the various 

laboratories. The Towing Tank instrumentation items (all custom buUt) have 

been placed on order; many have been completed and shipped to Korea. The 

assistance of our Hydromechanics Department was enlisted in the securing of 

this highly specialized equipment. Expenditures for engineering equipment 

through March 31, 1961 totalled $1,243,869.88, of which $89,205.71 (7.2 per 

cent) was for transportation. Encumbrances totalled $45,603.65 and the un

encumbered balance was $461920.47. This latter sum should be sufficient to 

procure and ship to Korea the lists most recently sent to the Purchasing De-

partment. 

A total of 64 Korean faculty members in E~eering ha1estudied in the 

United States to date. Eighteen of them ( 28.1 per cent) have eamed a total 

of 23 advanced degrees. Five eamed both M.. s. and Ph.D. degrees and 13 

eamed M. s. degrees only. The 18 faculty members who eamed advanced degrees 
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used approximately one-half (50.7 per cent) of the total man-years (l,llS.S) 

used to date by Engineering participants; the Dean and department heads who 

came primarily for observation and consultation used an additional 6~7 per 

cent; and those presently studying in the u. s., together with those who re

turned to Korea without earning degrees used 42.6 per cent. 

In spite of the substantial amount of advanced study in the u. s. which 

has been provided under our ICA contract, the SNU College of Engineering has 

a considerable distance to go in attaining the status of a truly first-class 

technical institution. Because of this, the Institute of Technology of the Uni

versity of Minnesota recommends that the Korean Project in Engineering be ex

tended for a minimum of one year on a modest basis to assist in completing the 

program as presently planned. This would involve further staff exchange. 

Medical Progrgms. Participants in Medicine and Nursing studying at Minne

sota totalled 19 at the close of the present report period, 15 in Medicine and 

4 in Nursing. Two of the 21 participants reported at the close of the immediately 

preceding report period returned following the close of the 1961 winter quarter. 

Both were participants in Nursing. 

During the six years of this contract we have had in the College of Medi

cal Sciences 78 members of the Korean faculty. Of these 64 have been from the 

Medical School, 10 from the School of NUrsing, and 4 from the newly created 

School of Public Health. Obviously these constitute a large fraction of the 

present teaching faculty. All but one has studied at the University of Minne

sota, the one exception being Dr. Rho, Yong Myun in legal medicine who has been 

placed for two years with the medical examiner of the City of New York and 

registered in the New York University post-graduate School of Medicine. During 

this same period a few of the medical faculty have, under different auspices, 

studied in other universities. Thus while the Minnesota influence will be 

~ 
1 
I 
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quite dominant there will also be some expression of the influence of other 

schools of medicine, a highly desirable situation. 

Reviewing the experiences of the last six years reveals the inevitable 

mixture of successes and failures of hopes realized and disappointments. In 

general the successes predominate. The true measure of the program, however, 

will be realized only in future years and will best be measured by the degree 

to which the teaching progrwm is modified from the traditional authoritarian 

character of the Orient to the more practical, clinical pattern of the West. 

It would be asking too much of human nature to expect a rapid change or to 

anticipate that certain senior faculty brought up in the tradition of the wisdom 

and prestige of the professor should change overnight to a pattern of thinking 

in which the junior faculty member may surpass the senior in knowledge and 

the student be entitled to challenge the beliefs of his instructor. Yet the 

ultimate success of the program must inevitably be measured by the extent to 

which the junior faculty who have studied here are per.mitted to influence the 

teaching program of the future. If they are supressed, the program will have 

been in vain. If they influence the pedagogical method and thinking and ulti

mately convert the program into one of sharing of intellectual and clinical 

experience between student and teacher the program will have been a success. 

During the six years we have had a number of extremely promising scholars 

who if given an opportunity will not only contribute significantly to medical 

education in Korea but will make important contributions in the field of 

medical research. All that they need is to be given adequate encouragement 

and support upon their return. Some of these have been rated by their Minne

sota advisors as among the most promising students they have seen during their 

service at the University. These same advisors have been eager to retain these 

students for the maximum period of training, and have even been ready to seek 

and obtain outside support for this purpose. 
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There have been others of the Korean faculty who insofar as we could de

termine have gained but little. Undoubtedly much of this was due to language 

limitations, for there have been students who were so limited in their knowledge 

of English that they probably should not have been brought to this country until 

their English had improved. Yet even some of these who we thought were gaining 

but little have on their return turned out to be among the most influential 

supporters of a modification and modernization of the medical curriculum. Thus 

showing that they gained far more from their experience here than had been 

realized. There have, of course, been others whose technical background and 

apparent intellectual capacity have constituted serious handicaps. It is 

inevitable that among the number of persons who have studied under this con

tract there should be great variation in intellectual and professional quality. 

The number that could be placed in this category of p~bable failures has for

tunately been small. 

One or the principal obstacles to the progr.am has been the limitation of 

time that some of the students could spend, either because or budgetary limita

tions or because or the impossibility of sparing them longer from their duties 

in Seoul. I believe that it could be stated as essentially axiomatic that what 

the student learns in the second year of a program is many times that which he 

can learn in the first. During the first year he is surrounded by foreign 

customs, is in a strange environment and handicapped by language limitations. 

Although he may work hard and diligently his progress for the first six months 

is slow if not almost negligible. In the second six months he begins to profit 

from his opportunities. In the second-year and even more in the third year 

he really "blossoms out" if he has the intellectual potential. One might 

almost say that the first year does little more than prepare the man to profit 

from the second and third. It has been unfortunate that some of the students 
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have been compelled to return just at the time when they seem ready to profit 

most. Were another program of this character being planned, there should be 

greater opportunities for extensions even though it might mean that fewer 

individuals could share in the program. To do a good job with a small number 

of persons is probably more productive than to do a mediocre job with a much 

larger number. 

As the contract comes to an end it is essential, therefore, that provision 

be made for a limited number of the Korean staff to stay for second, third, 

or in a few instances fourth years. In this way we can really reap the harvest 

of the seeds that have sprouted and begun to blossom. To stop, would be to 

attempt to harvest the crop before it had ripened. In a few instances it will 

be possible to obtain support from other sources, but in many cases continued 

support of such persons will be possible only through extension of the contract 

program for selected individuals. It would be extremely unfortunate, and 

even short-sighted, if this cannot be done. 

~1blic Administration Programs. The present contract with ICA calls for 

an end to assistance in Public Administration on June 30, 1962. The Public 

Administration Center at the University of Minnesota believes that assistance 

should be extended beyond that date. The accomplishments at the new School 

of Public Administration and at the National Officials Training Institute are 

impressive. However, the gains will be jeopardized if the assistance is termi

nated too soon. The School is a new institution with a young faculty and with 

a product that is new to Korea. It needs continued support beyond the present 

June 30, 1962 deadline. 

The plan to transfer the selection of books to Korea has still not 

materialized. All but a few of the book selections during the report period 
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have been made at the University of Minnesota. It may be desirable to send 

Miss Myrtle Eklund, Librarian, Public Administration Center, University of 

Minnesota, who has been devoting one-fifth of her time to the selection of 

books for the Project, to Korea in the summer of 1961 on a short-time assign

ment to review library practices and make appropriate recommendations. 

It is urgent that procurement for Public Administration be extended beyond 

the present terminal date of June 30, 1961. Actually, procurement assistance 

for the libraries at the School and at NOTI should continue as long as American 

staff members serve at these institutions. ICA/W has been asked to extend 

procurement activities in Public Administration to June 30, 1962. 

The two remaining participants in Public Adtrl.nistration returned to Korea 

during the present report period. One former participant, Professor Bark, 

Dong Sub, who completed his studies and returned to Korea on September 1, 

1959, was the recipient of a United States Congressional Internship... He was 

granted leave from his post in the School and is presently serving in Washington, 

D. C. He plans to return to his post in Korea during the summer of 1961. 

Another former participant, Kim, Tae Choon, is also studying in the u. s. 
under non-contract auspices. 

Most of the participants who received advanced degrees moved into im

portant positions when they returned to Korea. For example, of the eleven 

who received the degree of Master of Arts in Public Administration (M.A.P.A.) 

from March, 1959 through December, 1960, two have advanced from teaching as

sistffi1t to instructor, one from teaching assistmtt to assistant professor to 

acting dean, one from lecturer to instructor, two from lecturer to assistant 

professor, one from instructor to assistant professor, one from instructor 

to assistant professor to assistant dean, and one instructor continues to 

serve part-time at Seoul National University while serving full-time as 

professor and chairman of the Political Science Department at Tong Gook 
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University. The two most recent returnees are in the process of being as

signed to new positions. These returned participants constitute the core 

of the faculty of the new School of Public Administration. 

A new dean took office at· the, School of Public Administration, SNU, on 

April 3, 1961. He is Lee, Yong Hee. Dean Lee spent four months in the United 

States some years ago and while here attended a Harvard University Seminar of 

two months' duration. 

Service in Korea. Previous reports have provided tabulations of all of 

the staff members who had served in Korea under our ICA contract previous to 

the date of the issuance of the report. The accompanying table brings these 

data up to date. It reveals that as of April 19, 1961, 56 staff members 

have served or are serving in Korea. Their total service to date adds up to 

800! man-months or 66~ man-years. These 56 individuals represented 41 dif

ferent academic fields. Of this total, 2 individuals served 150 man-months 

or 12! man-years in project administration; 10 individuals served 95i man-months 

or 7~ man-years in Agriculture; 12 individuals served 106i man-months or 8~ 
5 man-years in Engineering; 11 individuals served 154 man-months or 120 man-years 

in Medicine; 2 individuals served 12! man-months or 1/z;, man-years in Veterinary 

Medicine; 12 individuals served 230i man-months or 19~ man-years in Public 

Administration; and 7 individuals served 5li man-months or 4lr;_ man-.years on 

the Survey of National Higher Education in the Republic of Korea. These 56 

individuals who served in Korea were for the most part senior faculty members, 

many with national and international reputations. A tabulation reveals that 

16 or approximately 29 per cent of the individuals serving in Korea had ad-

ministrative as well as academic titles. There were one vice president emeritus, 

5 deans or deans emeritus, 2 assistant deans, 3 department heads, 4 directors, 

and 1 assistant director. In terms of their academic titles, 32 were professors, 
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7 associate professors, 11 assistant professors, 1 lecturer, 2 non-academic, 

and 3 secretarial. 

TOTAL SERVICE OF STAFF MEMBERS SENT TO KOREA 
September 5, 1954 to April 191 1961 

Date Last 
Service Day Man Man Prof. 

Name Be gap. Served Months Years Field Rank 

Project Administration 
Arthur E. Schneider 9- 5-54 791 Chief Adviser Prof • 
N. Gertrude Koll 5-31-55 ..zQI Secretarial Adm. Secy. 

TOTALS 150 12! 

Agriculture 
Arthur L. Anderson 8- 1-59 2-24-60 7 Animal Hus. Prof. 
Clyde H. Bailey 9- 3-55 12-17-55 3! Ag. Biochem. Prof. & 

Dean Emer. 
Roy o. Bridgford 2-25-57 50 Overall Ag. Assoc. Prof. 
Paul M. Burson 6- 1-56 12-14-56 6i Soils Prof. 
Andrew Hustrulid 8- 1-56 1- 5-57 5 Ag. Eng. Prof. 
Frank H. Kaufert 8-13-56 11-28-56 3t Forestry Prof. & Head 
Thomas H~ King 3-29-57 9-13-57 5;a Pl. Path. Prof. 
Philip w. Manson 9- 3-55 2- 2-56 5 Ag. Eng. Prof. 
Clarence E. Mickel 3-29-57 9-26-57 6 Entomology Prof. & Head 
Harald Ostvold 6- 1-56 9-18-56 

9;; 
Librarz Asst. Prof. 

TOTALS 7~ 9 fields 

Engineering 
Paul Andersen 7-31-56 12-31-56 4i Civil Eng. Prof. 

6-17-59 12-19-59 6 Overall & Civil 
Harold E. Babbitt 6-15-60 10 Overall & Civil Prof. 
J. Harvey Evans 4- 1-57 7-12-57 .3! Naval Arch. Prof. 
Carl Graffunder 9- 9-55 12-12-55 3 Architecture Lecturer 
Chapin A. Harris 6- 4-56 9- 1-56 3i Text. Eng. Prof. & Dir. 
James P. Hartnett 10-17-60 10-29-60 Mech. Eng. Prof. 
Sidney C. Larson 9-16-55 12-19-55 3 Elect. Eng. Assoc. Prof. 
Clarence E. Lund 9-26-55 12-23-55 3 Mech. Eng. Prof. 

~ 

4- 1-58 .3-16-59 lli Overall & Mech. 
J. W. McCarty 9-10-59 9-21-60 12;a Text. Eng. Assoc. Prof., 
Clarence E. Schwartz 8- 7-58 9- 3-59 13 Chem. Eng. Assoc. Prof. 
William W. Staley 6-16-56 9-27-57 15.! Overall & Min. Prof. 
William R. Weems 2- 1-55 7-16-56 ~ 87 

Overall & Aero. Prof. 
TOTALS 9 fields 1 2 8 

Medicine 
Eldon Berglund 9- 2-59 9-29-60 13 Pediatrics Asst. Prof. 
E. B. Brown, Jr. 7-25-58 2-12-59 6! Physiology Prof. 
Edmund B. Flink 8- 1-57 2-18-58 1~ Int. Med. Prof. 
N. L. Gault, Jr. 8-.30-59 Overall & Med. Assoc. Prof. 

) & Asst. Dean 
Florence J. Julian 4-24-60 12 Nursing Prof. & Dh. 
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Date Last 
Service Day Man Man Prof. 

Name Began Served Months Years Field Rank 

Margery s. Low 1- 1-57 2-10-59 25£ Nursing Asst. Prof. 
William F,. Maloney 3-24-56 7-11-56 32 Overall & Med. Asst. Prof,. 

& Asst. Dean 
James H. Matthews 5- 2-57 12- 6-58 19 Overall & Anes. Asst. Prof. 
Glenn R. Mitchell 5- 2-57 12-10-58 19 Hosp. Adm. Asst. Dir. 

16i 
Univ. Hosp. 

George Schimert 7- 6-58 11-13-59 OVerall & Surg. Asst. Prof. 
D. Joan Williams 12-15-58 1-12-60 _ll 

12g 
Nursing Asst. Prof. 

TOTALS 154 7 fields 

Veterinar! Medicine 
John P. Arnold 7-27-60 9 Overall & Surg. Prof. & Head 
Willard L. Boyd 9- 4-57 12-24-57 .....:il 

1~ 
Overall & Med 1 Prof. & Dean 

TOTALS 122 2 fields Emer. 

Public Administration 
William B. Berg 10-12-58 6-23-60 20! Pers. Trng. Asst. Prof. 
Arthur M. Borak 9- 6-59 10- 5-60 13 Fin. Adm. Assoc. Prof. 
John A •. Dettmann 7-26-59 9-24-60 14 Gvt. Acctg. Prof. 
E. R. Draheim 12-19-57 12-30-59 24! Overall & Trng. Prof. 
William o. Farber 7-31-58 1-29-59 6 Research Prof. 
Elsie G .• Hagelee 2- 6-59 26i Secretarial Prin. Secy. 
Leigh w. Hunt, Jr. 7- 1-58 9-23-60 27 Library Asst. Prof. 
Jack Co Kern 4-12-60 12! Overall & Trng. Assoc. Prof. 
William F. Larsen 6-17-59 22 Pers. Adm. Prof. 
Stuart A,. MacCorkle 3-16-58 4-18-60 25 Overall & Govt. Prof. & Dir. 
Elwy11. A. Mauck 8-14-59 20 Overall & PA Prof. 
Glenn D. Paige 8-31-59 ..1:2! 

19~ 
Research Asst. Prof. 

TOTALS 230i 8 fields 

SNU Survey 
Mason H. Campbell 1-25-60 5- 7-60 3i Agric. Sci. Prof. & Dean 

Emer. 
J. A. Curran 1- 4-60 4- 6-60 3 Med. Sci. Prof. & Dean 

Emer. 
Elmer c. Easton 2-24-60 4-20-60 2 Eng. Sci. Prof. & Dean 
Richard H. Lindeman 9-22-59 11-29-60 141. Inst. Res. Asst. Prof. t W. T. Middle brook 9-23-59 12- 4-59 22 Bus. Adm. VP Emer. 

2- 1-60 11-24-60 91. 
Margaret Wipperman 12- 1-59 12-15-60 12! Secretarial Adm. Secy. 
Chester w. Wood 1- 1-60 5- 6-60 ___A 

4~ 
Soc. Sci. Prof. & Dir. 

TOTALS 51! 6 fields 

GRAND TOTALS 800! 66¥1 2 41 fields 

Korean Faculty Participants. The accompanying table reveals that of the 
j 

52 Korean faculty members studying in the United States at the time of the 
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previous report, 6 have completed their studies and returned to Korea. Two 

of these were from Agriculture, 2 from Medicine, and 2 from Public Administra

tion, Thus, as of the date of this report, a total of 226 participants have 

been supported for study in the U, s. under this ICA contract, One hundred 

eighty of these have completed their studies and/or observations and returned 

to Korea and 46 are presently studying in the United States, 

Of these 46 Korean faculty members, 43 are studying at the University of 

Minnesota, 1 is at New York University Post-Graduate Medical School, 1 at 

Lowell Technological Institute, and 1 is carrying on research for his Ph.D~ 

thesis at the Argonne National Laboratory, near Chicago, 

The 46 Korean faculty members presently studying in the United States 

are divided as follows: Agriculture, 19 (including 8 from Veterinary Medicine); 

Engineering, 8; and Medicine, 19, 

SEMI-ANNUAL STATISTICAL DATA BY COLLEGES FOR KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

Total No. of Particip, 
Arrivals Ag, Eng. Med, Pub,Ad, 

lst 7 2 4 1 o 
Report 

2nd 
Report 44 11 19 21 

3rd 6 Repprt 7 1 20 22 
4th 44 25 46 31 

Reno¢ 
5th 1 25 47 

Reoort 

a!~~rt 32 32 54 

31 

36 

Re~rt 22 36 55 40 

9th 6 Report .. 2 3 55 41 

lOth 46 47 62 69 
Report 
11th 

Report 7 50 62 73 
12th 

Report 14 57 64 78 
13th 0 57 64 78 Report 

TOTALS 226 57 64 78 

0 

0 

0 

0 

13 

13 

26 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

still Participating 
DepArtures Ag, Eng. ~d. Pub.Ad, 

0 2 4 1 0 

3 9 19 20 0 

5 13 17 20 0 

26 16 31 21 0 

6 15 29 19 0 

36 19 17 10 13 

7 13 17 9 13 

26 9 15 7 17 

4 8 13 7 18 

25 16 12 30 9 

19 16 7 27 5 

17 21 8 21 2 

6 19 8 19 0 

180 19 8 19 0 

Total 

7 

48 

50 

68 

63 

59 

52 

48 

46 

67 

55 

52 

46 

46 
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Participant Man-Months ~ ~-1~· A second table concerning partici

pants provides data, separately by college and ROK Government Agency involved, 

on the cumulative man-months and man-years of observation, consultation~ and 

graduate study provided Korean participants (not including the President) under 

the ICA contract. The data reveal that, between January 1, 1955 (the first 

quarter during which there were Korean participants stuqying in the United 

States under the ICA contract) and March 31, 1961, the 226 Korean participants 

were supported for a total of 3,732! man~onths or 311~ man-years. 

Of these 3112i man-years, 65~ (21.2 per cent) were in Agriculture; 16~ 

(5.3 per cent) were in Veterinary Medicine; 92ij (29.8 per cent) were in 

Engineering; 98f2 (31.6 per cent) were in Medicine; 28~ (9.3 per cent) were 

in Public Administration, SNU; and 8g (2.8 per cent) were in the National 

Officials Training Institute. 

CUMULATIVE MAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS 
FOR KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

JANUARY 1, 1955 THROUGH MARCH 31, 1961 
(President not included) 

Ag. V.Ma Eng. Me d. P.A. NOTI TOTAL 

Months 790! 199 1,112! 1,181 245! 104 3,732! 

Years 65'1 7 92~ 5 2~ ~ 31121 8 16!2 9812 

Per Cent 21.2 5.3 29.8 31.6 9.3 2.8 100.0 
of Total 

~ Concerning Returned Koreans. A third table shows the man-months and 

man-years for the 179 Korean participants (not including the President) Who 

have completed their tours in the United States and returned to Korea. The 

table shows for each college and the ROK Government Agency involved the number 

of individual participants, the total man-months and man-years. It will be 

seen from the table that the 179 Korean participants who have returned to their 
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duties in Korea have been supported under the ICA contract for a total of 

2,973 man-months or 247l man-years. 

No. of 
individuals 

Man-Months 

Man-Years 

MAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS OF 179 RETURNED KOREANS 
(President not, included) 

Vet. Public Adm. 
A g. Me d. Ene;. Med 11 SNU NOT! 

34 4 56 58 19 8 

632 44 958 889i 345i 104 

52g 
3 

3~ 
3 79~ 74b 2~-t ~ 

Total 

179 

2,973 

24~ 

Academic Achievement 2! ~ Koreans. The present report continues the 

tabulations for presenting academic achievement which were initiated with the 

sixth report. Members of the SNU faculty and administration and NOT! brought 

to the United States are again divided into groups: those who came only for 

observation and consultation; those who either audited all courses or registered 

for a program of less than 9 quarter credits; and those who enrolled for graduate 

study programs and received marks in courses totalling 9 or more quarter credits. 

No attempt was made to prepare a separate distribution for each Project seg-

ment since it appears that such a distribution would serve no useful purpose. 

There has now been a total of 226 Korean participants who have been sup-

ported under Minnesota's ICA program. They may be accounted fo·r as follows: 

President and Deans of Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, 
Engineering, and Medicine (2); and Superintendent of 
the University Hospital who came only for observation 
and consultation 7 

Participants who either audited all courses or 
registered for less than 9 credits. All but 
three have returned to Korea 49 

Participant who enrolled for no course work but 
earned a Doctor's degree solely through research 
at Pasteur Institute in Paris 1 

Participants who registered for 9 or more credits 
Completed studies and returned to Korea 126 
Still studying in the u. s. ..Jil 169 

Total number of Koreans receiving contract support 226 
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The marks earned by the 169 members of the group who had registered for 

9 or more credits were secured. This resulted in the accompanying tabulation. 
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VJlRKS EARNED BY 169 KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS REGISTERED FOR 9 OR MORE CREDITS 

-- 55 Koreans 11 Koreans 
126 Koreans 43 Koreans Who Earned Who Earned 

All 169 Completing Still Studying Master's Doctors 
Koreans Studies in u .. s. Degnws Degrees l __ .. ,....._,...,....... 

No. of Qtr, No. of Qtr. No. of Qtr. No. of Qtr. No. of Qtr. 
Gl'tidA Cz:e Hrs. Cr. Hrs. Cr. Hrs. Crs Hrs. Cr. Hrs .. 

A 2,S42 2,22ai 621} 1,45S 522~ 

B 3,156t 2A21-l 735~ 1,511 425 

S* 1,177! S6S~ 309 356 122 

c 1.051 76S 283 42Si 132 
TOTAL OF 

S,227.Jt 6,27S! 1,949 3,753} 1,201! ABOVE 

Audit 2,183 1,913 270 S34 257 

Fail 59~ 33! 26 23~ 0 

Other (D, In-
complete, 

26~ zoO! Dropped, etc. ) 26g -121!: ~2 

SUB-TOTAL 3,211 2,647 564 1,051} 302 

GRAND TOTAL 5,43S! S,925.Jt 2,513 4,S05 1,503} 
) 

No. of indi-
vi duals 169 126 43 55 11 

No. of quarters 
of individual 
registration 1,001 77S 223 457} 171} 

Average No. of 
quarters per 
individual 5.92 6.17 5.19 B.32 15.59 

*Used to denote grade of "B" or above. 
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The following significant conclusions may be drawn from the preceding 

table: 

1. The average number of graduate credits earned per quarter: 
8.22 a. All 169 Koreans 

b. 126 Koreans completing studies 
c. 43 Koreans still studying 
do 55 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 

8,07 
8 .. 74 
8.20 
7.01 

2. The average number of credits per quarter taken 
a. All 169 Koreans 

on an audit basis: 
2 .. 18 

b. 126 Koreans completing studies 
c • 43 Koreans still studying 
d. 55 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 

2o46 
1.21 
L,82 
1.50 

3. The average number of credits per quarter resulting in failure: 
a. All 159 Koreans 0.06 
b. 126 Koreans completing studies 0.04 
c. 43 Koreans still studying 0.12 
d,. 55 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 0.05 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 0.00 

4. The average number of credits per quarter resulting in grades 
of D, Incomplete, Dropped, etc.: 

ao All 169 Koreans 0.97 
b. 126 Koreans completing studies 0 .. 90 
c. 43 Koreans still studying 1.20 
d. 55 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 0.42 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 0#26 

A further table provides comparisons on a percentage basis between the 

four categories of grades acceptable for credit in the Graduate School. 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE 

126 Koreans 43 Koreans 55 Koreans 11 Koreans 
All 169 Completing Still Who Earned Who Earned 

~e Koreans Studies Study}pg Haster's Degrees Ph.D. Degrees 

A 34.55 35.37 31.89 38 .. 84 43.49 

B 38 .. 37 38.57 37.74 40.26 35.37 

s 14.31 13.83 15.85 9.48 10.15 

c 12.77 12:t2,2 14 .. 52 11..42 10e99 

TOTALS 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Attention should be drawn again to the fact that the percentages of 

"A" grades are similar to those found in the immediately preceding report. 

Again, the highest percentage (43.49) was recorded by those who earned Ph.D. 

degrees; the next highest {3$.84) by those who earned Master's degrees; 

the third highest (35.37) by the 126 Koreans who had completed their studies 

and returned to Korea; and the lowest (31.89) by the 43 Koreans still studying 

in the u. s. 

The present report is the eighth in which the grade-distribution per

centages were presented. How little variation has taken place in the per

centages of "A" grades is revealed by comparing the percentage of "A" grades 

for all 169 Koreans in the present report (34.55) with those of the sixth 

through twelfth reports which were respectively 34.3, 33.5, 34.4, 33.15, 

34.30, 34.73, and 35.19. 

The unusual achievement indicated by the preceding data cannot be stressed 

too often. Although all of our studies have revealed the high level of com

petence of the average Korean participant who has been privileged to study 

under the program, it still seems remarkable that, on the average, each has 

maintained such a high level of academic achievement in a new and unfamiliar 

environment and compelled, as he is, to receive instruction in a completely 

different language from that to which he has been accustomed from birth. 

Ph.D<) pegre,n .Qgnf~. During the period covered by the present report, 

there were no additional Ph.D. degrees conferred. As mentioned in the previous 

report, the total number of Ph.D. degrees conferred upon faculty members of 

Seoul National University totals eleven. Five of these Ph.D. degrees were to 

faculty members from the College of Engineering, four from the College of 

Agriculture, and two from the College of Medicine. 

Following are the names, dates degrees were conferred, college, academic 

rank at the time the degree was conferred, and field of specialization for 

each of the eleven participants. 
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ELEVEN KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING PH .D. DEGREES 
December, 1958 through l1arch, 1961 

Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

l\l'ame A"t-rarded College Part:j.cipant S£eciali.zation _,._ .. __ .........,.,........,.. . ..,..,.._...,_ 

CHO, Chai Moo 7-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 

CHOI, Jong Wan 12-58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 

HAHN, Tae Hee 8-59 Engineering Instructor Chemical Engineering 

KANG, Woong Ki 6-60 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 

KU1, Jae Nam 6-59 Medicine Teach. Asst. Anatomy 

LEE, Chul Choo 3-60 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

LEE, Ho Wang 12-59 Medicine Teach. Asst .. Bacteriology 

LEE, Socker 12-58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 

PARK, Won Hee 6-60 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 

PYO, Hyun Koo 3-59 Agriculture Instructor Horticulture 

RYU, Han Yeol 8-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

Master's Degrees Conferred. The accompanying table provides an alpha-

betical listing of the 55 Korean participants who have earned Master9s degrees 

since contract operations began. Also indicated are the date of the award 

of each degree, the college, the academic rank of the recipient at the time 

the degree was conferred, and his field of specialization. 

The table reveals that Master's degrees have been received by Korean par-

ticipants from 32 different fields. Distribution among the colleges and schools 

is as follows: Agriculture 19; Veterinary Medicine 2; Engineering 18; Medicine 

5; Public Administration 11. The breakdown by ranks held by participants at 

the time the degree was conferred is as follows: Teaching Assistant 27; 

Lecturer 7; Instructor 11; Assistant Professor 7; Associate Professor 3. It 

should be emphasized, however, that moat of the participants recej.ved promotions 

in faculty rank upon their return to Seoul National University. 
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To this list of 55 individuals should be added the name of Dr. Lee, Ki 

Young who, in Januar,y, 1956 received the degree, Doctorat de l'Universite de 

Paris and that of Dr. Kim, Chu Wan who, in September, 1957, passed his examina

tion before the American Board of Diagnostic Roentgenology. This brings to 

6S the number of advanced degrees earned by Korean participants, counting 

certification in Diagnostic Roentgenology as equivalent to a graduate degree. 

FIFTY-FIVE KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING MASTER'S DEGREES 
December, 1955 through March, 1961 

Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded College Particimnt S~cialization 

BARK, Dong Sub S-59 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
CHO, Byung Ryul 12-59 Vet .. Med. Lecturer Veterinary Ar.a.tomy 
CHO, Chai Moo 6-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 
CHO, Kun Chan 6-57 Eneineering Lecturer Electrical Engineering 
CHO, Suk Choon 6-60 Law Lecturer Public Administration 
CHOI 1 Jong Wan 3-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil En~.neering 
CHOI, Keh Kun 12-59 Engineering Asst. Prof. Electrical Engineering 
CHOI, Kwang Pil 7-60 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administrat:lc::l 
CHOI, Ung 7-60 Engineering Asst. Prof. Chemical Engineering 
CHUNG, Hoo Sup 12-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Plant Pathology 
CHUNG, :tl.yung Sik 3-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineer:lng 
HAHN, Mansop 7-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Aeronautical Engineering 
HAHN, Tae Hee 6-57 Engineerlng Instructor Chemical Engineering 
HUH, Jong 6-60 Medicine Teach. Asst. Public Health 
HYUN, J ai Sun 6-60 Agriculture Instructor Entomology 
IM, Hyong Bin S-58 Agriculture Instructor Plant Pathology 
JEON, Yun Seong 12-59 Vet., Med. Instructor Vet. Microbiology 
JOHN 1 Yong Won 6-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mining Engineering 
KANG 1 Pyung Ktin 6-60 Law Lecturer Public Administration 
KANG, Woong Ki 6-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 
KIM, Hae Dong 8-59 Law Instructor Public Administratio~ 
KIM, In Kwon 12-56 Agriculture Assoc. Prot. Agronomy & Plant Gen.ot.ics 
KIM, Tae Choon 12-59 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
KII-4:, Woon Tai 8-59 Law Instructor Public Administration 
KIM, Yeun Shik 12-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Metallurgy 
LEE, Chul Choo 6-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 
LEE, Chung Han 6-57 Engineering Asst. Prof. Electrical Engineering 
LEE, Ho Wang 12-57 Medicine Teach. Asst. Bacteriology 
LEE, Socker 12-56 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 
LEE, Su Rae 8-58 Agriculture Teach .. Asst .. Agricultural Biochemistry 
LEE, Tai Hyun 6-56 Agriculture Asst. Prof. Horticulture 
LEE, Woo Hyun 8-60 Law Asst. Profo Public Administration 
LEE, Yong Bin 12-55 Agriculture Assoc. Prof. Animal Husbandr,y 
LIM, Jung Kyoo 3-58 Medicine Teach. Asst. Pharmacology 
MIN, Kwang Shik 12-59 Engineering Instructor Physics 
MO, Sumi 6-60 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Home Economics 
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Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded Co ;!lege Particinant ~12ecial~zation 

OHH, Bong Kug 12•57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Poultry Husbandry 
PAIK, Woon Hah 8-56 Agriculture Assoc. Prof. Entomology 
PARK, Hong Nai 12-58 Agriculture Lecturer Agricultural Economics 
PARK 1 Jong Han 12-60 Law Lecturer Public Administration 
PARK 1 Sung Woo 12-58 Agriculture Asst. Prot. Agricultural Engineering 
PARK 1 Won Hee 8-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engit'leering 
PARK, Zin Hwan 7-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Economics 
RHEE, Jin Woo 6-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Textile Chemistr,y 
RHEE, Sang Don 12-57 Medicine Teach. Asst. Physiology 
RYU 1 Han Yeol 3-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 
SIM, Bo Sung 12-57 Medicine Instructor Surgery 
SUH, Chai Chin 7-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 
SUH, Won Woo 8-59 Law Instructor Public Administration 
WANG, In Keun 8-60 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Extension Education 
WIE, Sang Kyoo 6-58 Engineering Lecturer Aeronautical Engineering 
WOO, Jae Lin 6-58 Engineering Instructor Textile Technology 
YIM, Kyong Bin 8-58 Agriculture Instructor Forestry 
YOO, Hoon 3-59 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
YUK, Chong Yung 8-58 Agriculture Asst. Prot. Dairy Husbandr,y 

Bachelor's Degree Conferred. During the period covered by the present re

port, Miss Hong, Yeo Shin, lecturer in nursing arts, School of Nursing, Seoul 

National University, completed the curricular requirements in nursing education 

and received the degree, bachelor of science with distinction. Miss Hong 

earned her degree after ten quarters of study at the University of Minnesota. 

Equipment Procurement. Procurement of equipment, supplies, books, and 

periodicals continues. It seems hardly necessary to again call attention to 

the difficulties experienced because of u. s. government requirements, coupled 

with additional essential paper work involved. Lists prepared in Korea by 

the Korean staff, with the assistance of Minnesota staff serving there, are 

sent to the University of Minnesota for screening by the appropriate depart

ments. When deletions and additions are made to these lists they are then 

returned to Korea for further study before being transmitted for procurement 

action to the University of Minnesota. The approved, screened lists (including 

such specifications as are required) are then used in the preparation of 
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requisitions. These requisitions are then sent out for bids, purchase orders 

then being issued to the successful bidders. 

Vendors usually are instructed to ship equipment and supplies to Chicago 

where the forwarding agent assembles and ships periodically to San Francisco 

all items on hand on a schedule fitting into the regular sailings of vessels 

or the Pacific Far East Line. Invoices are paid on receipt or copies of the 

on-board bill of lading. Periodical subscriptions go by International mail6 

payment being made upon notice by the Chief Adviser that the initial cop,y has 

been received in Korea. Small book orders are sent by parcel post, payment 

to the vendor being made on the basis of a postal receipt. 

The fUnds made available by ICA for procurement are designated for the 

specific college or other contract segment. Major allocations have been made 

for the colleges of Agriculture, Engineering, and Medicine. A considerably 

smaller allocation was made for the Public Administration segment of the 

project. In addition, still smaller allotments have been made for Veterinary 

Medicine; for science equipment and supplies for the College of Liberal Arts 

and Sciences; and for duplicating and printing facilities for the centr-al ad

ministration of SNU. The total of all of these allotments made to the date of 

this report is $2,790,900. Of this total $103,500 was allocated to Public 

Administration. 

Actual expenditures through March 31, 1961 in all present contract areas 

totalled $2,452,770.;6. Outstanding obligations totalled $175,S70.S7 for 

the same period. Thus there was at that time an unencumbered balance of 

$162,159.57 available for procurement of books, periodicals, equipment and 

supplies for the various contract segments. 

Reports from the Chief Adviser in Korea indicate that the unofficial un

adjusted invoice value of books, periodicals, equipment, and supplies received 
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in Korea through April 1, 1961 totalled $2,027,917.32. These totals, it must 

be kept in mind, do not include increases in costs due to invoice adjustments 

or the costs of such services as export packing, transportation, insurance, 

the preparation of required documents, procurement costs, or other legitimate 

charges paid to the forwarding agents. These additional items add an estimated 

13 per cent to the actual cost of the books 1 periodicals 1 equipment, and sup

plies. 

Presidential Coffee Hoyr. President and Mrs. o. Meredith Wilson hosted 

a coffee hour in the Campus Club on November 2, 1960. Honored on this occasion 

were the 49 faculty members of Seoul National University of Korea who were then 

studying at the University of Minnesota under Minnesota's ICA contract. Others 

invited to the affair were members of the Korean Advisor.y Committee, the Dean 

of the Graduate School, the President's Assistant, and the college-level adv!sers~ 

~inator Gives Talks sm. Korea. The Coordinator discussed the situation 

in Korea as he saw it during the summer of 1960 before several groups during 

the period covered by the present report. His initial talk, on November 1, 

1960, was before freshmen in the College of Science, Literature and the Arts 

who ranked in the upper two per cent of their class in ability. Talks, il

lustrated with colored slides, were given at a dinner meeting on October 271 

1960 of the Minnesota Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma., an honorary society con

sisting of outstanding women in the education profession; and to a St. Paul 

PEO Chapter at an afternoon meeting on November 2S, 1960. The Coordinator 

was interviewed concerning his trip to Korea in the final program of a series 

on Station KTCA-TV on December 30, 1960. Each of the thirteen programs in 

the series had presented a faculty member from the University of Minnesota who 

had travelled overseas during the preceding summer. 

Koreang Guestsr .2!, Coordiljator. The Coordinator and Mrs. Tyler gave a tea 

in their home on December 11, 1960 in honor of the 49 faculty members from 
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Seoul National University studying at that tim.e at the University of' Minnesota 

under our ICA contract. Other invited guests included the members of' the 

Korean Advisory Committee and their wives, the deans of' the Graduate School 

and the College of' Education and their wives, the President's Assistant and 

his wife, the college-level advisers and their wives, Professor and Mrs. Harold 

B. Allen, and Mr. Adner I. Heggerston. 

~ Indonesian Participants Visit Minnesota. Two ICA participants from 

the University of' Indonesia, who were spending a period of' observation and con

sultation in the United States, visited the University of' Minnesota December 

13-16, 1960. They were Dean Sunardi of' Engineering and Professor Soeroso of' 

Geology. Their programs were arranged through the cooperation of' Professor 

Clarence E. Lund, college-level adviser in Engineering, Korean Project. 

Gifts. An important bi-product of' the Korean Project has been the securing 

of gifts for SNU colleges from University of' Minnesota departments, staff' 

members, Korean participants, and interested laymen. Most of' these gifts aro 

items not procurable in Korea and, consequently, are of' considerable assistance 

in strengthening the teaching, research, and service in our sister university. 

The following gifts, among others, have been made during the period cover~d 

by the present report: 

The College of' Veterinary Medicine, SNU, has been the recipient of' three 

shipments of' professional books and journals. Dr. Jang, Du Hwan, a Korean 

participant, collected from various staff members and students in the College 

of' Veterinary V...edicine 1 books and journals filling six cartons which were sent 

to Korea on January 4, 1961. Dr. Donald H. Clifford, Assistant Professor of' 

Veterinary Surgery and Chairman, Library Committee, College of' Veterinary 

Medicine, gathered together at the request of' Dr. John P. Arnold, a collection 

of old journals and veterinary books filling seven cartons. These were shipped 
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to Korea on February 1, 1961. Later, on March 2S, 1961, Dr. Clifford sent 

two additional cartons of books and journals. The cost for shipping and in

surance on these fifteen cartons came to $79.77, a small cost indeed for such 

a sizeable addition to the SNU veterinary library. 

On January 24, 1961, Dr. David Long, Fellow, Department of Surgery and 

Physiology, College of Medical Sciences, provided two cartons of equipment and 

supplies for use in the cardio-vascular section, Department of Surgery, SNU 

College of Medicine. The material, provided by manufacturing concerns that 

develop cooperatively with Minnesota staff members new materials and new 

techniques in extracorporeal circulation and heart surgery~ was mostly new 

and could be used in human surgery. Transportation and insurance costs totalled 

$1S.S2. 

On April 17, 1961, sixteen cartons, containing 303 nurses' uniforms, were 

shipped to Korea via APO insured parcel post for use in the School of Nursing, 

Seoul National University. These used uniforms were donated by the graduatll1g 

student nurses of the March, 1961 class. Responsibility for arranging the 

collection, boxing, and wrapping for shipment of these uniforms was taken 

·" care of by Miss Arline D. Gustafson, a member of the School of Nursing class 

ot '62. 

The Department of Anatomy was sent two student examination manuals, a 

gift to the University of Minnesota fo.r its sister institution from Dr. Seoung, 

Key June, presently a contract participant at the University of Minnesota. 

Dr. Seoung also provided the transportation costs. 

The SNU College of Agriculture was the beneficiary of two shipments of 

planting materials and one shipnent of glassware from the Institute of Agri

culture during the period covered by the present report. Dr. Ernest H. Rinke, 

Professor of Agronomy and Plant Genetics authorized the shipment from his 
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department on January 4, 1961 of selected corn seed for experimental plantings 

in Korea. The shipment consisted of 200 kernels each of 14 double crosses and 

6 single crosses and 100 kernels each of 6 inbreds, together with small amounts 

of various other corn seed. Included also in the shipment were 250 silk bags 

and 250 tassel bags. Postage and insurance on the shipment totalled $4.66. 

Dr. Leon c. Snyder, Professor and Head, Department of Horticulture, shipped 

via air parcel post on March 9, 1961 a box containing four or five tubers each 

of 14 varieties of seed potatoes and a supply of apple cuttings. Transporta

tion and insurance came to $20.20. The shipment reached Korea on March 13, 

1961. The carton of pyrex glassware was sent to the College of Agrimllture on 

March 21, 1961. It was secured by Mrs. Lee, Yaing Hoo and presented to the 

University of Minnesota as a gift to the SNU Department of Home Economics. 

Shipping costs totalled $2.54. 

The College of Engineering, Seoul National University, received on April 

20, 1961 two boxes of books on mining, metallurgy, and related fields. The 

gift was from the Idaho Bureau of Mines and was made through the efforts of 

Professor William w. Staley of the University of Idaho, who served as overall 

adviser in engineering to Seoul National University in 1956-57. 
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II. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ADVISER IN KOREA 

General Comments. This thirteenth six-month report on the ICA/University 

of Minnesota contract involving technical assistance to Seoul National Uni

versity in specified fields and to the National Officials Training Institute, 

Republic of Korea, sounds the knell of major Minnesota contract activity in 

agriculture, veterinary medicine, engineering and medicine. Though this 

termination action is not considered the wisest course that might have been 

taken by Korean and American agencies responsible for defining aid program 

policy on technical assistance to higher education in Korea, to some extent 

it can be viewed philosophically. Assistance provided Seoul National Uni

versity in these fields has been substantial; it is an accepted fact that no 

entirely complete job can ever be done in education. The important thing is 

that those assisted be provided the means of shaping their institutions to 

meet ~ country's needs within the framework of its culture and resource 

capabilities. To a significant degree this has been done in the specified 

terminating contract fields. 

Educators will understand, however - based on the summarized participant 

data which appear below - that graduate study programs provided have in many 

cases lacked the depth needed for the substantial faculty up-grading desired. 

This is to a very considerable degree attributable to aid program total period

of-assistance unknowns which have become "knowns" too late to permit the re

shaping of graduate programs planned on a project length basis different from 

that finally decided upon. 

It will be understood that the nature and extent of assistance provided 

and changes effected dO not mean that recipient institutions are now, in these 

fields, replicas of the western institutions at which participant faculty mem

bers studied and from which Minnesota advisers were drawn. It is a fact of 
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central importance, however, that through this program many far-reaching changes 

of a modernizing, upgrading nature have resulted from the well-disciplined ad-

vanced studies abroad of Seoul National University faculty members; through 

the efforts of Minnesota faculty members and administrative personnel both in 

Korea and at the University; through the physical plant rehabilitation and im-

provement program undertaken and in large measure completed; and through the 

use of library materials, laboratory and classroom equipment and supplies pro-

vided. 

The ultimate test of the worthwhileness of an assistance program such as 

this is the degree to which the quality of graduates is increased because of 

teaching and research improvements stemming from such program and the extent 

to which this quality improvement is reflected in ever better, greater, satis

faction of Korea's basic needs and desires. In this regard it is obvious that 

a major result of this aid effort has been teaching and research improvements 

of various kinds and degrees of importance; it is equally obvious that the 

composite effect of these changes in any given field defies exact measurement. 

Regarding nature and rate of change in educatlonal fields, it is well for 

Americans concerned with technical assistance to education in foreign lands 

to keep in mind a basic fact well known in our own country - that ef~ecting 

changes in schools is slow and hard work; that changes which make a real difference 

must occur in people; that to date no one has found any technique which pro-

duces basic changes rapidly. 

Perhaps the fundamental article of faith subscribed to by any agency or 

individual in becoming a party to an undertaking such as this is that a society 

advances only to the extent that it produces leaders capable of guiding and 

inspiring progress and that such leaders can be developed only where standards 

of education are geared to excellence. Assistance to Seoul National University 
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and the National Officials Training Institute in the attainment of excellence 

in teaching and research has been a constant purpose of this program. 

During this thirteenth semi-annual report period for the ICA-University 

of Minnesota contract technical assistance project involving Seoul National 

University in the broad areas of agriculture, engineering, medicine and public 

administration, and the Republic of Korea's National Officials Training Institute, 

the central purpose has continued to be to assist in better preparing Korean 

faculty members for teaching, research and administration, and to be instrumental 

in helning to obtain for the institutions involved the physical plant, libraries 

and equipment making possible the effective carrying out of these functions. 

Throughout the contract period the former has been undertaken through staff ex

change - present and potential Korean faculty members being selected for study 

and observation opportunities abroad in the field of their major academic in

terest or responsibility, and American advisers coming to Korea to assist their 

colleagues at the institutions served; the latter through the combined planning 

and accomplishment efforts of Seoul National University and National Officials 

Training Institute personnel and their American advisers, the support of Korean 

officials responsible for these institutions, and the interest, understanding 

and substantial financial and other assistance of the ICA and the United States 

Operations Mission - Korea. 

One advantage of long association with an endeavor of this kind (for the 

writer, from the project's inception in Korea to the end of this thirteenth 

report period - 6! years) is to have been able to observe how 1 through persistent 

and consistent adherence to central objectives, desired direction and momentum 

can be maintained despite many changes in personnel involved and peripheral 

projects and activities tending to distract and compete. In this regard it may 

be of some interest to mention that during this 6!-year period there have been 
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five Ministers of Education, with accompanying changes in vice-ministerships 

and bureau chief positions; two presidents and four academic deans of Seoul 

National University; three deans of engineering; four deans of medicine; four 

hospital superintendents; three deans of veterinar.y medicine (one of whom has 

served twice); and three deans (one an interim "acting" dean) of the very re

cently established graduate School of Public Administration. All of these 

changes, of course, have been accompanied by shifts of personnel in other ad

ministrative, including department head, posts. The one point of administrative 

stability during this long period has been the College of Agriculture which has 

been headed by the same dean for the entire period of this project. However, 

a new dean has very recently been named to that post also. 

On the American side, heading the United States aid mission to Korea during 

these 6i years have been three different directors and their deputies, and 

Mission internal personnel changes in this contract's fields during this period 

have been too numerous to mention. 

Since this project's major endeavor is faculty improvement and development, 

a most basic fact regarding the program is that project participants resume 

their affiliation with their sponsoring agency upon completion of advanced 

studies abroad. Were this not the case much of the money and effort expended 

in the endeavor to assist in improving Korea9s major national university in 

both breadth and depth in the selected fields would have been dissipated. 

Faculty data set forth in some detail in other sections of this report provide 

specific information on this matter and comment upon such attrition as has 

occurred. Summarized participant data follow: 
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DISTRIBUTION OF KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

Ret'd Now 
Distribution by Approximate 

Length of Stay 
to Studying 6 mo. 

T~al Ko~a in u .. s~ ex: Jess J yr. 2 ,-rs· .3 ~n:s. ~ YJ=S· 
Office or Col-
lege of SNU 

President 1 1 1 

Agriculture 45 34 11 6 17 18 1 3 

Vet. Med. 12 4 8 1 6 3 1 1 

Engineering 64 56 8 12 25 18 4 5 

Medicine 77 58 19 9 41 22 3 2 

School of PA 19 19 10 9 

Secretariat of 
State Counci1 1 ROK 

NOTI 8 8 8 

TOTAL Noo 226 180 /;}..6 29 107 '10 2 11 
Percent 100 Z2 21 1~ 9-.Z ~1 9: 2 

From the above table it will be noted that 180 (79 per cent) of the total 

of 226 participants to April 19, 1961 have returned to Korea., Forty-six partici-

pants continue their advanced studies in the United States. 

Some measure of the quality of these participants and their potentiality 

for academic careers may be gained from scholastic data set forth in Part I of 

this report,. Part I's table of "Semi-Annual Statistical Data by College for 

Korean Participants" provides a summary view of the long period of time re-

quired for the Academic progres.s gained,. 

It will be understood by educators reading this report that not until a 

substantial number of faculty participants had returned to their teaching as

signments in Korea, and until physical plant and equipment phases of the pro

gram were well along, could really basic upgrading of course content and in

structional methods be achieved. With approximately a fifth of all participants 
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still pursuing advanced studies abroad, and with considerable laboratory equip

ment yet to be installed and placed in use (counterpart fund allocations and 

releases for laboratory preparation, including the providing of utilities, have 

not kept pace with need) considerable additional improvement in instruction in 

contract-aided fields are, per present plans, expected to occur in the year ahead. 

To the writer's view, the breadth and points of depth of this graduate 

training abroad are without question serving their purpose - the improvement of 

teaching, research and administration at Seoul National University and of in

service training at the National Officials Training Institute. A continuing 

objective is to encourage and assist in making possible at these institutions 

the most effective use of this faculty investment. 

In addition to the continued improvement of undergraduate and graduate 

instruction at Seoul National University, an increasing amount of attention is 

being given by the institution and its advisers to ways and means of extending 

to other institutions, agencies and individuals the benefits of the upgrading 

centered through the aid program on this major national university. This 

logical development is a basic component of the original plan and purpose of 

assisting Seoul National University substantially in each contract field. 

Specifically in this regard, with USOM as well as Minnesota encouragement and 

assistance, and with a counterpart fund authorization of Hw 50,000,000 for the 

school year beginning April 1, 1961, the Republic of Korea is establishing at 

Seoul National University a "Professorial Institute of Advanced Study." Through 

this graduate-level institute Seoul National University will be enabled to 

extend to other Korean institutions of higher learning some of the benefits 

of its improved status and greater capability in teaching and research. To 

the extent that this endeavor is successful the dependence of the Republic of 

Korea on foreign institutions for advanced education for its faculties will 
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be reduced and the national capability and stature enhanced. It is planned that 

during its first year the Professorial Institute portion of Seoul National Uni

versity's Graduate School will accept up to 30 carefUlly selected staff members 

from other Korean institutions of higher learning. 

It is at this stage in the planning and development of Korea's major 

national university that continuing specialized advisor,y assistance could be 

used to very good advantage4 Instead, however, all specialized advisory as

sistance in agriculture, engineering, veterinar,y medicine and medicine is being 

terminated, an action which later may very well be considered short-sighted and 

regrettable. 

Minnesota Staff 12 Korea. The total namber of Minnesota staff members who 

have served or are now serving in Korea under this project is 56 (2 of whom 

have served twice), including 3 secretaries but excluding 6 administrative per

sonnel who have been here (2 twice) for inspection tours or in connection with 

the planning of new projects. 

As of April 19, 1961, the Minnesota staff in Korea consisted of 11 indi

viduals, including 2 secretaries. Wj_th wives (7) and children (14) the total 

Minnesota complement numbers 32. 

The main endeavor of Minnesota staff members during this report period has 

been to continue to assist Korean colleagues in all ways possible to improve 

their teaching, research and administration. This assistance involves curricula, 

courses, research, methods and techniques, and attention to physical plant, 

libraries, equipment, organization, personnel, finance, administration, and 

professional and governmental relationships. 

In addition, during the past 6 months contract phase-out plans for the 

areas of agriculture, veterinar,y medicine, engineering and medicine, have been 

given particular attention, along with continuation plans for the field of public 
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administration. The latter included a thorough inquiry into operations to date 

of the School of Public Administration and the National Officials Training 

Institute within the context of Korea's needs and desires, an evaluation of 

the results of this inquiry, a careful review of past advisory assistance in 

these contract areas, a reappraisal of priorities, and the re-planning of 

future activities accordingly. 

Summaries ~ Future Plans. 

A£riculture (Professor Roy o. Bridgford, Adviser). Minnesota has thus far 

(for details see Part I of this report) supplied advisers to the College of 

Agriculture in the fields of Agricultural Chemistry, Agricultural Engineering, 

Soils, Physics, Forestry, Plant Pathology, Entomology, Library Science, Veterinary 

Medicine, Agronomy and Animal Husbandry. Under the present contract phase-out 

plan, no more advisers would be recruited for Agriculture. 

During Professor Bridgford's tenure as adviser at the College of Agriculture 

he has attempted to ascertain the primary needs of the College and its depart

ments, given consideration to changes or additions that might be made for improve

ment, and then worked towards achieving, insofar as possible, the objectives 

for upgrading the teaching and research program. Regarding these matters he 

has worked and counseled with the Dean and department heads on matters of ad

ministration, curricula, specific course content in the Department of Agronomy 

and Horticulture, physical plant and equipment. He has also consulted concerning 

the selection of participants for study abroad, aided in their processing, and 

in some cases given help toward improving their knowledge of English. He has 

also lectured from time to time on crop improvement and the problems involved in 

utilizing knowledge in that field. 

A major facet of Professor Bridgford's advisory work with the College of 

Agriculture has been to encourage and assist the Department of Agronomy and 
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Horticulture to undertake practical research as a part of their training. 

Through these efforts a combination teaching-research program having as its 

main objective the improvement of lectures and field laboratory work has been 

started and is progressing at the College. Under this program a corn breeding 

program was instituted, necessary seed stocks and supplies therefore obtained, 

and staff and students instructed in the technique of corn improvement by con

trolled pollination methods. The interest and cooperation of personnel in Animal 

Science and Plant Pathology with Agrono~ faculty members was encouraged in an 

endeavor to obtain the greatest possible instruction and research benefits from 

all of these projects. In all cases the field work was coordinated with lectures 

and the field projects used as a laboratory to better acquaint students with 

crop improvement problems and methods of solving them. Detailed statements of 

all projects and descriptions of specific research results have been reported 

separately. 

During this period, as well as for the past year, the Department of Agrono~ 

and Horticulture has been short of personnel. This has been due primarily to 

the absence of Professors Lee, Eun Woong and Hahn, Sang Ki, both studying at 

Minnesota, and the resignation of Professor Chi, Young Lin as head of the 

department. Following the appointment of Professor Yu, Tal Young to succeed 

Professor Chi, Mr. Huh, Moon Hue, who had been employed by the Central Experi

ment Station, was engaged to take over on October 1, 1960, some of the teaching 

and research in agrono~ and to handle some of the student matters formerly a 

responsibility of Professor Chi. Mr. Huh is a graduate of the College of Agri

culture and had recently returned from a year's graduate study at Texas A & M 

under ICA auspices. 

Since Mr. Huh was new and unacquainted with projects of the nature above 

described Professor Bridgford spent considerable time explaining them to him, 

discussing the objectives, the technical aspects of conducting the work and 
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giving particular emphasis to their use in conjunction with classroom teaching. 

Also stressed was the necessity of preparing a specific outline and statement 

of each project, and preparing at the end of the year a project report giving 

work done, accomplishments, if any, and project plans for the coming year. 

Winter wheat and barley planting season in mid-October necessitated the 

preparation of planting plans for teaching and research work involving these 

grains. Assistance was given Mr. Huh in getting these plans prepared, seed 

packaged, land prepared, laying out the plots, seeding and labelling. 

Specifically these trials included: 1) Twenty strains of winter wheat in 

a regular yield trial using 2-row plots each 18 feet long and three replicates 

( 15 improved Minnesota varieties and 5 Korean strains); 2) Seven improved 

strains of winter barley in a regular yield trial consisting of 5 standard u. s. 
varieties selected on the basis of their merit in preliminary trials and 2 

superior Korean strains; 3) Growing 600 strains of winter barley in 8-foot 

rows, the tests consisting of 550 strains from the World Collection that were 

improved in 1957 and 50 improved Korean strains, and growing 400 strains of 

winter wheat, 375 of which were from the World Collection, and 25 of which were 

improved Korean strains; 4) Conducting a preliminary test (second year) of 

selected strains from the World Collection, the grains tested consisting of 

26 superior strains of winter barley, 19 of wheat, and 14 of wheat (New Sel.); 

5) Sowing small increase plots of the varieties Dayton, Ward, Ky. #1, Mo. B-400 

and Mo. B-475. 

In addition to the above, the adviser assisted in securing field data on 

13 varieties of soybeans from a regular yield trial as well as from 25 strains 

grown in one-row plots for a preliminary study. As usual, considerable time 

and work were involved in getting data together, preparing annual project re

ports, and in further familiarizing Korean personnel with these matters. 
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As in past years, the adviser again collected a large number of rust 

samples and forwarded them to the United States Department of Agriculture as 

part of the program for determining the physiological species of stem rust that 

exist in Korea. 

Since investigational work in crop production and improvement necessitates 

the continuous growing and testing of many varieties of corn, grains, grasses, 

soybeans, potatoes, etc., the work initiated at the College in 1957 and 1958 

was increased to some extent in 1959 and 1960 with such changes, additions or 

deletions as seemed advisable from data already secured. As mentioned in pre

vious reports, all of these projects have been made a part of, and coordinated 

with, courses taught in Agronomy and Horticulture as well as Plant Pathology, 

thus giving students an opportunity to become familiar with varieties, agronomic 

characters, disease reaction, and ways and means by which superior strains are 

developed. We have attempted to do the things that could result in practical 

benefit rather than trying to engage in basic research, leaving the latter for 

graduate students and to the professors themselves. 

It is believed that these experimental projects have added immeasurably to .. /" 
-~-

___ .--, 
the quality of courses taught in agronomy, plant genetics, and plant path<)logy 

and have been of great value by arousing student interest in the practical side 

of their coursework. These projects should by all means be continued. 

In view of the continuing great importance of these projects and taking 

appropriate cognizance of this adviser's termination of contract service on 

June .30 of this year, conferences were held with Department of Agronomy and 

Horticulture Head, Professor Yu, Tal Young, at various times on the practical 

aspects of the work, acquainting him insofar as possible with the type of 

projects, objectives, principles involved, land usage, fertilization, help 

needed, project statements and annual reports. His whole-hearted support has 

been most gratifying. 
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During this period the adviser also 1) Conferred with Dean Cho at various 

times on matters pertaining to physical plant maintenance and other problems 

having a bearing on the welfare of the institution. (Dean Cho 1 having completed 

four 4-year terms in this office, did not choose to seek another term and will 

be succeeded by Professor Yun, Sang Won, present head of the Department of 

Animal Science.) 2) Gave a series of one-hour lectures to a class of sophomores 

on crop improvement methods, with particular emphasis on corn and soybeans. J) 

Assisted the Agricultural Engineering Department by arranging for Mr. William 

Johnson (agricultural engineer, USOM Division of Agriculture) to meet with and 

advise them in regard to setting up equipment in the metal and wood working 

shops. Plans and specifications are now being drawn for installing this equip

ment and are expected to be ready by April 15. 4) Assisted in the preparation 

of the list of supplies and equipment needed for the Home Economics Department, 

and also obtained the help of Mrs. L. MacLeod (home economist with USOM Division 

of Agriculture) for expert advice thereon. 5) Edited and assisted in the. 

preparation of scientific papers for publication by various Korean colleagues 

in agriculture. 6) Consulted department heads at the University of Minnesota 

and arranged to obtain for the College of Agriculture seed corn and other 

supplies for continuing the corn breeding project in 1961; seed potatoes for 

an adaptation and yield test in 1961; and scions of some improved varieties 

of apples and apricots to be used for the fruit improvement program. 

The following table summarizes pertinent data regarding the College of 

Agriculture faculty. 
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College of AgriQYllnre Facultx as of April, 1961 

Denartment 

~~ .~ 
(J) 

~~ ~ f1l ~ 
~ J.r .~ 

...., 
(J) ...., 1>.. (J) r-1 

0() ~8 ~ 0.0 ...., (I) a ~ S::::•.-1 0 f1l .. ~ () 
O.P ~.~ s r-1 f • s::: ·r-1 
J.r J.r J1 0 ~~ J.r 0 J.r 
~~ s::: () •rt & OJ)() (J) 

~.tr.l 0 I:Q <llr:J <llr:J CfJ 

T.O.("Regular'') staff 

Total 6 7 9 ~0 7 8 9 6 

Foreign study total 6 6 9 9 6 5 5 2 

Minn. contract 5 6 8 8 2 5 5 2 

Other 1 la la 1 4 la 
1 

By academic rank 
€ av. ag 

Prof. 51 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 2 

Assoc. Prof. 43 2 2 2 1 1 1 

Asst. Prof. 37 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 

Instructor 34 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 

Assistant 29 4 1 3 1 

Advanced degrees 

Master's lb 
4d 

4b 
4d 3d ld 

2b 
ld 2c lc 

ld 3d 

Ph.D. ld 2d lb d 
ld 

2 

~In addition to being a particl.. pant under this contract 
Degree from Korean institution 

CDegree from Japanese institution 
dDegree from Western institution 

f1l 

~ ms 
~,g 

3 

2 

2 

la 

1 

1 

1 

ld 

'(Jfll 
1-t~ r;J ~; ...., 
~g 0 

~ 

3 68 

50 

43 

7 
3a 

1 18 

9 

1 16 

1 15 

10 

lb 
8b 
3c 

18d 

lb 
6d 

In addition to the above full-time faculty (12 of whom are currently en-

gaged in graduate studies abroad,' all but 1 due back in Korea during the summer 

and fall of 1961) the College of Agriculture now has 23 part-time staff members -

18 in professional subjects and 5 in general areas such as languages, history, 
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mathematics, etc. Of the 68 full-time staff members 50 (74 per cent) either 

have had or are now pursuing graduate studies abroad. or the latter total 43 

(84 per cent) have: had their graduate study opportunity under ICA/University 

of Minnesota contract auspices. 

From the above table it will be noted that 43 of the present staff members 

of the College of Agriculture have had the opportunity of studying abroad under 

auspices of the University of Minnesota contract with !CA. (Two additional 

College of Agriculture staff members who were participants under this project 

are no longer with the College. One is now dean of a college of agriculture; 

the other a division head in the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.) Thirty

one of these participants (including the two no longer with the College) have 

returned and resumed their teaching duties. Fifteen earned an M. s. degree 

through this advanced study; 4 the Ph.D. Two of these participants, still on 

the College staff, are currently abroad under other auspices, for further ad

vanced study. 

With one exception everyone on the College of Agriculture staff who could 

qualify has been able to do graduate work in America, ranging in time rram one 

to four years. - And according to present plans, this one staff member of the 

Agricultural Economics Department is expected to leave soon for study in the 

United States under a grant from the Council on Economic and Cultural Affairs. 

With the early return to duty of the twelve participants still in the 

United States the College of Agriculture will possess an outstanding faculty. 

Ever,y department will have a number of well trained men, all capable of doing 

a high quality of work in their respective fields. 

With the phasing out of the agriculture portion of the Minnesota contract 

on June 30 of this year the participant portion of the program will end except 

for the possibility, still under discussion, that some extensions of graduate 

study periods for some individuals now abroad may be worked out. Regarding 
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this most important aspect of the Cooperative Project, the original and primar.y 

objective of the program was to assist Seoul National University to upgrade 

and improve teaching and research. Thus it would now seem reasonable to assume 

1) that Seoul National University and the College of Agriculture will take all 

administrative steps necessary and possible to retain and use fully and efficiently 

all faculty members, with particular attention paid those selected for advanced 

studies abroad; 2) that if and when further participant training becomes possible, 

consideration should be given to faculty members of proven quality who have 

earned the master's degree and have taught successfully for 3 or 4 yeam fol

lowing their initial studies abroad; upgrading of the graduate program could 

be greatly enhanced by having some of these men return to America and pursue 

courses leading to the Ph.D.; and 3) that the time now seems propitious to 

place emphasis on encouraging a few well qualified men from other Korean uni

versities to come to the College of Agriculture at Suwon for graduate study. 

With a nucleus of 43 staff members who have had training abroad, many of whom 

have earned advanced degrees, this development is now possible. 

Equipment and Supnlies. Discussions were held with the Dean and each de

partment head concerning the current status of equipment and supplies for 

teaching and research. The results are summarized as follows: 

Department of AgronomY and Horticulture: Number of undergraduate students 

16S; number of graduate ~tudents 4; number of laboratories 4. 

The four laboratories have been made available in the aid project provided 

new classroom building and at present are being utilized as follows: A small 

room used primarily by faculty as a preparation laboratory; a crops breeding 

laboratory; one for plant physiology; and one for the general use of graduate 

students a 

This department's major equipment, consisting of such items as compound 

microscopes, chemical balances, sterilizer, germinator, refrigerator, low 
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temperature incubator, grain separator divider, barley huller, distillation 

apparatus and pH meter are quite adequate at present and ever,y piece has been 

and continues to be used. The same may be said for other large items used for 

both horticulture and agronomy such as spraying and pruning equipment and some 

modern farm machinery including tractor (not aid program procured), disc harrow, 

gang plow, spring tooth harrow, fertilizer spreader, and wheel barrows. A 

generous amount of smaller supplies, chemicals, glassware, etc., are on hand 

to adequately take care of needs for some time to come. 

Two additional items of equipment were mentioned by the department as 

needed - a duplicating machine and a small projector, both of which will be 

considered in a later general statement. 

Department of Animal Sci~nc~; NUmber of undergraduate students 131; graduate 

students 5; number of laboratories 4 (used by 8 class sections a total of 16 

times weekly). 

These laboratories are located in the new classroom building and are equipped 

and designated according to the use for which intended, namely: animal breeding 

and physiology, animal nutrition, dair,y and poultry husbandry. 

This department's major equipnent, such as microscopes, refrigerators, 

autoclaves, distillation apparatus, incubator, calorimeter, milk separator, 

egg grader, metabolism and sterilizingapparatus, chemical balances, as well 

as miscellaneous supplies, are quite adequate, according to the department 

head. All of the larger equipment items are in use, although the unsteady and 

erratic electric service at times handicaps the use of the large autoclave as 

well as distillation and metabolism apparatus and refrigerators. The stand-by 

generator could relieve this difficulty if it were operating automatically. 

It is well to mention that the animal science department has, in addition 

to the above mentioned laboratories, a modern dairy barn, silo, hog house, 
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poultr,y house and judging pavilion to offer training in the practical phases 

of animal husbandry. 

Of several additional items mentioned as needed the ones deserving the 

most consideration, in the opinion of the adviser, are equipment and apparatus 

for sterilizing, cooling and bottling the milk produced on the far.m and making 

same available as a part of the diet of those eating in the College cafeteria. 

The estimated cost of this equipment is from $1,000 to $2,500 depending on size 

and amount. 

Department of.~gricultural Chemistty: Number of undergraduate students 

118; graduate students 5; number of laboratories 11. Of the latter, 4 are 

used for undergraduate instruction, 1 for graduate students, and 6 (small) by 

the faculty. 

The mewi1 erected chemistry building, together with the old laboratory, 

provides an adequate number of good facilities for this department, both for 

teaching and research. Each student laboratory is utilized approximately 24 

hours weekly. 

Major equipment as well as supplies are quite adequate, and all equipment 

is in use except for that to be used for canning. The canning laboratory room 

is expected to be available and the equipment installed ready for use early 

in the fall of this year. 

Additional needs of this department are for: 1) A direct line from the 

two wells adjacent to the building to assure a constant supply of water at all 

times. This would involve the installation of an electric pump at an estimated 

cost of 600,000 hwan. 2) As recommended by Professor Paul Burson, a Sharples 

laboratory super centrifuge deep layer clarifier roter, at an estimated eost 

of $965.00. This equipment is highly desirable for research in soils and micro

biology~ 
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Department of Biology: Number of undergraduate students 96, graduate stu

dents 2, laboratories S - 4 in the new classroom building, 4 in the old building. 

Two of the 4 laboratories in the new building are being used for instruction 

in Plant Pathology and Entomology; two are used by the faculty. The student 

laboratories are in use about 22 hours weekly. Miscellaneous supplies are 

adequate and a reasonable amount of major equipment such as microscopies, incu

bator, autoclave, refrigerator, ovens, and projector have been procured. In 

the opinion of the adviser there is enough equipment to meet requirements for 

a good teaching program and some research. However, the staff considers itself 

somewhat handicapped by the present number of microscopes, incubators and 

sterilizers. All of this equipment is being used. 

In old building No. 2, there are two large rooms being used as laboratories 

for Botany and Plant Physiology, both having an adequate amount of equipment 

and supplies. Upon the return of Mr. Kang, Soo Won from Minnesota the plan is 

for him to use one laboratory on the second nc.or of building No. 3 for Zoology, 

another for Animal Ecology and Physiology. 

If and when additional funds should become available for equipment the 

following items appear justified for procurement: 

2 ovens for sterilization 
2 small refrigerators 
2 incubators 
2 good compound microscopes with 

magnification of 1000 
(One each for Plant Pathology 
and En·tomology) 

Estimated cost 
$200 
300 
250 

1,500 

Q!ma.rtment of Fore~t;r:.y:: Number of undergraduate students 123; graduate 

students 3; laboratories S. 

This department is utilizing 6 rooms for laboratories in the new building 

and two in the department's separate tree-breeding laboratory. Each of these 

laboratories has adequate equipment and supplies for conducting a good teaching 
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and research program. Student sections average about 30 per class and during 

the regular term utilize the laboratories 20 hours weekly. 

With few exceptions all of this department's major equipment is in use. 

One exception is a new piece of equipment recently received through a grant 

from the Rockefeller Foundation. It is expected to be ready for use soon. 

Another is the dry kiln which, per present plans 1 is to be installed at an early 

date. Counterpart funds for the latter purpose have been approved but not 

released as yet. 

In this department, as has been mentioned for others, one major reason 

for some equipment being idle is the erratic or insufficient electricity. 

As for additional needs, the department head gives top priority to the 

speedy erection of the third greenhouse which has been designated for his use. 

Counterpart funds have been approved for this, but have not yet been released. 

One problem regarding this greenhouse is that no boiler or heating equipment 

was included in this BOK Office of Supply procurement. Heating facilities 

must be supplied. 

Department of Agricultural Engineering: Number of undergraduate students 

136; graduate students 3; laboratories 2; mechanical drawing and drafting 

room 1; wood working shop 1 and metal working shop 1. 

This department has 5 rooms that can be classified as laboratories 2 of 

which are being used for concrete-soil mechanics and hydraulics; one large 

drafting or mechanical drawing room, and two improved quonsets, one of which 

will be used as a shop for wood working, the other for metal working. In ad

dition, another room is being used for exhibiting various types of farm ma

chinery, and it is hoped to eventually secure working models of gas engines 

and tractors. 

It is the opinion of the adviser that an adequate amount of equipment 

and supplies are now available for the staff of this department to do a very 
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satisfactory job of teaching the type of agricultural engineering suitable for 

Korean students. Course offerings will be broadened somewhat when the two 

shops are comPleted and placed in use. Equipment for these shops is scheduled 

to be installed starting April 15. 
\ 

One piece of this department's equipment, a •rvemco Drafting Machine" is 

unusable at this time because of a missing part. Steps are being taken to 

obtain this part. 

~rtment of Agricul~ural Economics: NUmber of undergraduate students 

152, graduate students 4, one laboratory. 

This department, located on the third floor of the old Administration 

Building, maintains only one laboratory - for instruction in statistics. 

Principal major equipment in this laboratory consists of 3 calculators -

1 manually operated, 1 operable by hand or electricity, 1 electric machine. 

This department considers that it needs more calculators for the course 

in statistics. The justification for this additional equipment is not clear 

at this point. 

Department of Sericulture: Number of undergraduate students 77, graduate 

students 2, laboratories 3. 

In addition to these 3 laboratories in the new classroom building the 

department also makes use of the vocational training and research laboratory 

of the Institute of Agriculture. Another important phase of this department's 

practical work, the rearing of silk worms, is conducted in an old building 

which was remodeled for this purpose. For the most part these laboratories 

are used by junior, senior and graduate students. With the establishment of 

the home economics department, another sericulture laboratory section is to be 

scheduled for girls majoring in textiles. Regular sections average 20 students. 

At the present time major equipment belonging to the Experiment Station 

has been made available for use by the College and is considered very adequate. 

Continued cooperation of this nature is expected. 
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This adviser is of the opinion that equipment presently available to or on 

order for the Sericulture Depart.ment will be adeq11ate for its teaching and re

search. Among additional needs mentioned by the department were a cool storage 

house for mulberry leaves, and equipment for controlling temperature in the 

real1.ng house. These would require minor construction and could very well be 

taken care of with local help and at nominal expense. 

Department of Home Economics: NUmber of undergraduate students 31, graduate 

students none, labora·~ories 3. One of the latter is for meal planning, prepara

tion and serving; one for clothing, sewing and design, and one for chemistry 

of textiles, care of clothing, laundry and dyeing. 

Since this is the newest department of the College and still in the forma

tive stage, none of the laboratories is now in satisfactory shape or adequately 

equipped for the most desirable teaching procedures. Sufficient equipment and 

supplies are on order, however, which for all practical purposes will remedy 

this transitory situation. At present a sufficient number of good tables, a 

half dozen Japanese made sewing machines and 3 built-in ironing boards have 

been provided. 

A Korean style cooking laborator,y designed by the department head and 

constructed on the first floor of old Building No. 2 has enabled the department 

to conduct this phase of its work quite satisfactorily despite limited supplies. 

The clothing laboratory is adequate as to size, but according to the de

partment head needs more wall space for shelving, mirrors, pictures, etc., 

and a replacement of electrical outlets, which at present are not handily 

located. These adjustments may be made by the College as funds permit. 

When additional equipment is procured the department gives top priority 

to a hand weaving machine, a highly desirable and important piece of equip

ment in Korea. Plans call for including weaving in their crafts courses as 

soon as possible. The estimated cost of this item is $600. 
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General All Departments: The following general statements are applicable 

to all departments: 

1. Classrooms - A sufficient number of good classrooms is now available 
for all classes. These rooms are equipped w:tth ne11 chairs (with arm for writing 
or book), adequate blackboard S?ace, and instructors desk. 

2. Laboratories - All student laboratories are sufficiently equipped and 
have good work tables and stools. Also adequate utilities such as water, 
electricity, sinks, lavatories and electric outlets have been supplied. Some 
difficulties have been caused by water shortage at times and erratic electric: 
current. Appropriate use of the generator and completion of the other well now 
planned would eliminate much of this trouble. 

3. Storage -

(a) A very generous number of substantial cabinets has been constructed 
and supplied to each laboratory for the safe-keeping and storage 
of chemicals, glassware, other expendable materials and larger 
items of aquiptnent. Meta:J, sates with looks· are also prw.ided 
for the safekeeping of all high priced items such as microscopes, 
chemical balances, calculators, pH meters, etc. 

(b) Specially made drawer cabinets have been constructed and a 
plentiful supply made available to each department. They are 
very desirable for the storage and safekeeping of such items as 
insect and disease specimens, herbariums, weed mounts and wood 
samples. 

4. Visual Aids - At present there are three projectors on the campus, ona 
in the general pool and kept in the Dean's office; another in the hands of the 
Agricultural Engi11eering Department, and the third in Biology.. For the general 
good of all concerned, and for efficient usage, it would seem advisable to have 
all three projectors in the general pool, available for any department's use. 
This has been recommended. 

5e Duplicating Machines - The College's supply appears adequate. Also, 
printing equipment is now being installed at the main Seoul National University 
campus and will presumably take care of most of the University's regular 
printing jobs. 

The PhysicAl Plant. With few exceptions the major portion of rehabilitation 

and remodeling of old buildings and new construction at the College had been 

completed prior to this six-month period. Major jobs remaining tnclude the 

completion of paving (roads and sidewalks) around the campus, construction of 

another well, erection of a third greenhouse, construction of some shelving 

and benches in greenhouse No. 2., and the making of some minor changes in the 
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Fig. 1. The College of Agriculture at Suwon, Korea, before major aid-program 
improvements were made. (Year: 1954; view toward the west.) 
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The College of Agriculture at Suwon, Korea, after major aid-program 
improvements had been made. (Year: 1961; view toward the north.) 
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Fig. 3. Guide to structures shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4. Livestock Buildings, College of Agriculture, Suwon, Korea (1961) 

Silo, dairy barn, and improved quonset used 
for livestock judging pavilion and storage. 

Poultry House 

Swine barn. 

Interior of dairy barn. 

Livestock judging pavilion. 
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two shop buildings to facilitate proper placement of equipment and supplies. 

Counterpart fund allocations for this work have been agreed upon, and work is 

expected to proceed upon release of these funds. The major physical plant work 

done during the period consisted of moving the stand-by generator to the space 

provided adjacent to the heating plant, making provisions for supplying water 

to the wood- and metal-l"lorki."lg shops, and completion of some minor finishing 

jobs in old buildings l and 2. 

Before further new physical plant needs are considered by the College the 

completion of all present projects for which funds have been allotted must be 

assured, and particularly those having a direct bearing on the efficiency of 

teaching and research. In this cateeory are: l) Completion of the additional 

well as soon as possible to aid in providing an adequate supply of water for 

laboratories, building maintenance, sanitation in the do~tories and cafeteria, 

etc. 2) Provision of a sure supplementary supply of electricity through com

mercial means augmented b,y more efficient use of the stand-by generator. The 

present erratic and unsteady supply of electricity is a serious handicap to 

same departments and starr members whose laboratory work requires the use of 

ovens, ger.minators, autoclaves, refrigerators, incubators and other electrical 

equipment. In fact, without a steady supply of proper voltage current some of 

this work cannot be undertaken. 3) Delay in getting the greenhouses finished 

has seriously handicapped research work in the departments of biology, agronomy 

and forestry. These three items have been recommended to the Dean for urgent 

consideration. 

Teaching. Regarding teaching, the writer feels that during the last 

couple of years there has been a decided improvement in instruction at the 

College. There is less reliance on the lecture method, more on the practical; 

there is a tendency toward promptness, fewer missed classes, more student 

counseling and greater use of visual aids. Much of this is doubtless attributable 
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to the staff exchange portion or the project; but an important part may well be 

the result or provision of improved facilities in laboratories and classrooms. 

Further stress of the practical would be possible by including more laboratory 

work, field and other, in course offerings. This would give students opportunity 

to apply lecture learning in practice. 

Among other matters worthy or consideration regarding the improvement or 

instruction at the College or Agriculture are the following: 

Definite assignments tor all laboratory courses would strengthen them and 

make for more efficient use of laboratories. 

It would be advantageous to develop and otter more 3- and 4-credit courses, 

thus permitting greater concentration of subject matter and fewer courses for 

the required credits. Some changes or this nature have already been made at 

the College. 

With the return of all faculty members from abroad more consideration 

should be given to ways of making greater use of their services for the graduate 

level training of young staff members from other universities who have been 

unable to undertake foreign study. The recently established Professorial In

stitute of Seoul National University is an important step in this direction. 

More whole-hearted cooperation between departments at the College is 

highly essential for the welfare of all concerned and a factor of importance 

regarding both instruction and research. This is particularly true among 

closely related departments. 

There is a continuing great need for more textbooks in the Korean language. 

Where possible, faculty with the ability should be encouraged to either write 

or translate needed material. 

An examination of the faculty data sheet indicates that when all staff 

members now studying abroad retum to take up their duties at the College each 

department will be staffed with well-trained men capable of doing a high, grade 
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job of teaching at the college ·level 1 as well as having ability for the conduct 

of research. Many will be competent to guide graduate training at the Master's 

degree level; some at the Ph.D. level where supporting departments have adequate 

strength. As a whole, it will be the best trained and qualified agricultural 

faculty in Korea. Thus both its opportunities and responsibilities are great -

to educate and train to the limit of its capabilities a high]~ selected group 

of students who will one day guide Korean agriculture. 

Re§earch. Regarding this important area or faculty responsibility the 

following comments are made: 

1) Most projects in research would be enhanced a great deal if there were 
more cooperation between the College and the Experiment Station. This 
would be particularly true in the case of extension, the source by 
which valuable information is gotten out to farmers and others who 
could benefit from it. It would also be very helpfUl in the release 
and distribution of a superior grain or soybean variety. Progress is 
being made, however, as Professors Paik, Woon Hah and Chung, Hoo Sup 
are again conducting a short course in the fundamentals of entomology 
and plant pathology for extension workers of the Experiment Station. 

2) In general, more consideration should be given to simpler research pro
jects that could be or material benefit within the foreseeable tuture. 
Large, complicated projects involving the expenditure of considerable 
sums or money are in t.he adviser's opinion not desirable now except 
for the kind of well-supported (through the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry) project such as the one in tree genetics under the direction 
of the Head, Department of Forestry of the College. 

3) It should be imperative that any new research project to be attempted 
be given much consideration by the department head and those who are 
to be the leaders. As much information as possible should be obtained 
concerning its objective, cost, time required for completion, practical 
application, methods, etc., and before putting it into operation a 
definite project statement should be written up, giving it a number 
and incorporating the details mentioned above. Copies of same should 
be in the hands of the department head, the leader, and dean or the 
College. 

4) An annual research project report is also necessary indicating the work 
done during the year, accomplishments if any, and plans for the coming 
year. These reports supply a historical record of everything pertaining 
to the project and keep the department as well as the administration 
informed as to progress. They also enable the leader to have easily 
available the facts for any publications he may wish to prepare. 

Additional Advisotr A~si§tan~. With regard to further advisory assistance, 

provided funds for this purpose become available in the tuture, in the adviser's 

·~ 
1 
i 
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opinion two areas should be given paramount consideration not only for the good 

of the College but for the welfare of the country. These areas are soils and 

plant pathology, both of which are of most fUndamental importance to crop pro

duction. Next in priority would be assistance in fUrther improving instruction 

and research in practical agricultural engineering. 

Conclusion. The College of Agriculture of Seoul National University has 

a well-educated faculty and now possesses a fine, substantial and adequate 

physical plant. New modern structures have been erected, well equipped, and 

are now in use; old ones have been rehabilitated and modernized. Student housing 

and eating facilities have been provided; the library has been expanded and 

improved. The 1,250 seat auditorium is ample in size and facilities to care 

for all student affairs as well as public gatherings. Plenty of good classrooms 

and laboratories, adequately equipped, are available for all departments. An 

athletic field, tennis and volleyball courts, as well as a modest, improved

quonset student union building, provide basic facilities for a wide range of 

recreation and athletics. The farm and livestock areas have also taken on a 

new look with the addition of new buildings and facilities. 

Only a few unfinished physical plant items remain to be completed and 

this action is expected at an early date. The full and efficient use of all 

these facilities by the College's well qualified staff will without question 

greatly improve the quality of agricultural education in the Republic of Korea. 

Vetermarv Medicine (Dr. John P. Arnold, Adviser). The University of 

Minnesota has supplied two advisers to the College of Veterinary Medicine, 

Seoul National University. Dr. Willard L. Boyd served for 3i months in 1957 

as special adviser in the area of Medicine and as overall adviser to the College. 

Dr. John P. Arnold at the present time has served for S months as overall ad

viser and as special adviser in the clinical areas with emphasis on surger,y 

and radiology. 
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Dr. Boyd made a study of Korean veterinary education and veterinary 

problems and a survey of the livestock industry, and made predictions as to the 

future of the livestock industry and veterinarians in the Republic of Korea. 

Dr. Boyd made certain recommendations in his final report; which were based on 

conclusions reached in his study and survey. This report has served as a guide 

to both Seoul National University and the University of Minnesota in their coopera

tive effort to improve the College. 

The interval between the time Dr. Boyd served as adviser and the arrival of 

Dr. Arnold was spent on the selection and purchase of laboratory and classroam 

equipment and the training of College of Veterinary Medicine staff members at 

the University of Minnesota. The equipment procured has enabled the staff to 

improve teaching methods such as having more student participation in the labora

tories and increasing the number of fUndamental experiments perfor.med. The 

clinical equipment which has been received has made it possible to improve 

teaching in the clinical areas. Some of the equipment used for teaching also 

has been used to carry out small research projects by staff members~ 

The four staff members who have returned from periods of observation 

abroad and training at the University of Minnesota have.: brought back teaching 

methods used in the United States. They have used them as fully as possible 

under conditions in the College of Veterinary Medicine. Their teaching methods 

have stimulated other staff members to modernize som~ of their practices. In

formation on the number of staff members trained, the areas in which they were 

trained, and the period of training or observation, together with similar informa

tion on those presently at the University of Minnesota, is presented later in 

this report. 

Dr. Arnold spent the first 2i months of his stay in Korea trying to learn 

as much as possible about the College of Veterinary Medicine and the role of 
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Veterinary Medicine in Korea. Numerous conferences were held with the Dean of 

the College to discuss its administration and problems. Conferences were also 

held with all of the regular staff members. During these meetings the background 

of the staff members and the courses taught were discussed. At this time the 

facilities and equipment available were inspected. When classes began in the 

second semester (September, 1960) the adviser started visiting classes and 

laboratories while they were in session. Any suggestion made regarding the 

courses and use of equipment was received with courtesy and the adviser believes 

was followed as far as the equipment and budget would allow. It was gratifying 

to see the care given and use made of equipment purchased with ICA ~tnds. 

In an effort to learn about the role of Veterinary Medicine in Korea several 

practitioners were visited. Their problems were discussed and equipment, in

cluding drugs, was inspected. Livestock farms and a cattle breeding farm were 

al~o visited to learn more of the problems confronting the veterinarian. 

Visits with ~ represen~ative of the Dean were made to all but one of the 

Departments of Veterinary Medicine in the Republic of Korea which gr~t the 

D.V.M. degree. Conferences were held with staff members of these departments 

and they showed their facilities and equipment. This gave the adviser a chance 

to learn more about veterinary education in Korea. 

During the past 6 months the adviser has continued to hold conferences 

with the Dean and to visit classes and laboratories. Based on discussions with 

staff members, requests prepared by them, and the adviser's observations a 

list of additional equipment needed was prepared for purchase with the last al

lotment of funds received under the ICA program. This list was forwarded to 

the University of Minnesota for processing. The additional equipment needed 

is commented upon later in this report. 

The study of the role of the veterinarian and veterinary medicine in the 

Republic of Korea was continued during this report period. More practicing 
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veterinarians were visited and the adviser participated in two workshops for 

veterinarians to learn more of their problems. Federal and local establish

ments which employ veterinarians were visited to learn of their work. These 

included Livestock Experiment Stations, the Chejudo Ranch, the National Research 

Institute of Preventive Medicine, abbatoirs, a milk plant, and livestock farms. 

Visits were also made to the Armed Forces to see the use made of veterinarians. 

The adviser visited the Department of Veterinary Medicine in the Chejudo 

Agricultural College and discussed veterinary education with staff members of 

that institution. Facilities and equipment were also inspected. As of now 

Dr. Arnold has visited all of the Departments of Veterinary Medicine in the 

Republic of Korea which grant the D.V.M. degree. The Dean or a representative 

of the Dean accompanied the adviser on all of these visits. 

When school has been in session during this 6-month period weekly meetings 

have been held with the Dean and senior staff members. Problems confronting 

the college and the various areas are discussed at these meetings. Weekly 

meetings are also held with the Director of Clinics. At times the other clinic 

staff members attend these meetings and then part of the discussion involves a 

specific disease or surgical condition. These discussions have progressed to 

where there is active participation and opinions are freely voiced~ 

The adviser has spent part of each day in the clinic working with the 

younger staff members. He also has accompanied staff members on calls to see 

sick animals on livestock farms. The adviser has demonstrated some of the 

techniques used in America in diagnosis, medical treatment, and surger,y. In 

surgery the demonstrations have included the preparation of the patient for 

surgery, open reduction of fractures, and caesarean section in cattle. He also 

has made himself available for consultation on clinical cases which are presented 

when he is not in the clinic. Arrangements were made to enable clinic staff 
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members to visit the 8th u. s. Army Veterinary Hospital to see their facilities 

and drugs. Veterinarians from the Bth u. s. Army also visited the College. 

During this period the clinical staff has prepared a new case record form 

for use in recording the findings on patients. This form is of greater value 

in teaching than that previously used. 

The adviser taught part or a course in his specialty and conducted part 

of the laboratory in this course. A staff member in that area acted as inter

preter for the lectures and assisted in the laboratory. Thus a staff member 

was not replaced and the interpreter as well as other staff members who oc

casionally visited the class were able to observe the teaching methods used. 

A committee has been appointed to study the curriculum of the College of 

Veterinary Medicine. The adviser is an ex-officio member of this committee. 

It was learned that an equivalent of one school year of the 4-year course in 

veterinary medicine is spent on non-professional courses. Many of these courses 

are required by national law and most of them are necessary prerequisites to 

professional courses. Thus the students receive .3 years of profess~.onal training 

instead of the 4 years required by veterinary colleges in other parts of the 

world. The committee as the result of this finding recommended that one year 

of preprofessional training at college level be added to the veterinary cur

riculum. This was approved by the faculty of the College. At present the 

recommendation has been tabled by the University Administration because a 

pre-professional curriculum to serve the Colleges ot Law, Dentistry, Veterinary 

Medicine, and perhaps Medicine is currently being studied. 

The curriculum is also being studied by the committee with the idea of 

equalizing the ratio between credit given and credit earned in courses. Study 

of individual courses and curriculum content is being undertaken but specific 

recommendations on many of these depend on whether a year of preprofessional 

training is approved. 
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During this period the librar.y of the College of Veterinary Medicine re

ceived a second shipment of professional periodicals from the library of the 

College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota. The Library Committee 

of Minnesota's College of Veterinary Medicine, with Dr. D. H. Clifford as 

chairman, collected and donated these journals to the Veterinary Library at 

Seoul National University. Another shipment received by the Veterinary Library 

consisted of periodicals and books given by staff members of the College of 

Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota. These were assembled by Dr. 

Jang, Du Hwan, a staff member of the College of Veterinary Medicine, Seoul 

National University, who is receiving advanced training at the University of 

Minnesota. The periodicals received made it possible to complete 59 volumes 

of professional journals. Twenty-five volumes of professional books were in

cluded in the collection donated by Minnesota staff members. 

The library has 17 complete volumes or periodicals which were subscribed 

to with ICA funds or were given to the College. This makes a total of 76 

complete volumes of professional periodicals in the Veterinary Library. A 

total of 32 additional reference books have been ordered to supplement the 

books now in the librar.y. 

Faculty. The following table provides a summarized view of the faculty 

of the College of Veterinary Medicine. 
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COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE FACULTY AS OF APRIL, 1961 

T.o. ("Regular") Staff 

Total 

Foreign study total 

Minn. contract 

Other 

By academic rank 
av. age 

Prof. 49 

Assoc. Prof.. 39 

Asst. Prof. 34 
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In addition to the above full-time faculty, the College of Veterinary Medicine 

has 21 part-time faculty members - 13 in veterinar,y medicine professional subjects, 

and S in general areas such as languages, mathematics, history, the national con

stitution, statistics and physical education. 
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Ot the 26 full-time staff members 14 (54 per cent) either have had or are 

now pursuing graduate studies abroad. Of the latter total 12 (S6 per cent) 

have had their foreign graduate study opportunity under ICA/University of 

Minnesota contract auspices. 

Good use has been made of the participants who have returned from their 

training at the University of Minnesota. All have remained as members of the 

staff of the College of Veterinary Medicine and hold responsible positions. 

The return of the S staff members who are now receiving advanced training at 

Minnesota will greatly strengthen the teaching program. These men will add 

experience and depth to some areas where teaching assistants are now bearing 

the brunt of arranging and teaching in laboratories. This has been unavoidable 

because of the small number of staff members. 

As of now no staff member in Medicine or Biochemistry has received ad

vanced training. To correct this deficiency the adviser recommends that a man 

from the area of Medicine be sent abroad for a training period of at least 2 

years. One year would not be long enough to do more than build a good founda

tion for the more advanced study. In Biochemistry training could be obtained 

in other parts of the University. However, veterinarians have more control 

over food inspection and processing in Korea than in America and it would be 

advisable for someone with a background in chemistry to study food processing 

and food testing. This would aid in the teaching of food inspection. 

The list of staff members also shows that only half of the sta:f'f have so

called "T.O." positions, classifying them as regular staff members. The sup

port for other staff members depends on PTA (a required payment in addition to 

tuition) funds. The amount of FTA :f'unds depends on enrollment and could easily 

be diverted. At least S of the staff members on PTA funds fill responsible 

teaching assignments. The College is in real need of more regular staff posi

tions to maintain and improve quality of teaching. 
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Equipment. Since the inauguration of the technical assistance contract 

involving Seoul National University and the University of Minnesota $896 000 

has been provided for laboratory equipment. Much of the laboratory equipment 

selected for purchase has been for use in more than one teaching area, thus 

avoiding unnecessar.y duplication of equipment and making it possible to purchase 

a greater selection with the same amount of money. This has also encouraged 

cooperation among staff members. Some examples of equipment to be used by more 

than one area is the photographic equipment for preparing visual aids, micro

scopes for use by several areas, and a respirator for small animal~ in critical 

laborator,y experiments and for surgery. During the past 6 months more of this 

type of equipment has been ordered, as have parts and accessories which will 

enable full use of equipment on hand in the teaching program. 

Instruction. More specific information as to the current status of each 

teaching and research area is given below. 

Anatomv. The teaching of gross anatomy in Korea poses a difficult problem 

because of the difficulty in obtaining animals for dissection. Not on}y is 

the available budget small but the price of any animal, whether dead or alive, 

is high in Korea. Thus visual aids are especially important in the teaching 

of gross anatomy. A stereographic camera and a stereo projector have been 

ordered so that three-dimension pictures can be shown to the students. This 

will help compensate for the lack of specimens for dissection. Equipment which 

will improve the quality of embalming of large. animals has been ordered. Dis

section instruments and models have also been purchased for the teaching of 

gross anatomy. When the equipment recently ordered arrives the area of gross 

anatomy will be equipped to handle ~he animals available for dissection and 

to produce the Visual aids necessary. 

In the area of microscopic anatomy or histology and embryology, when the 

oil immersion lenses arrive for the new microscopes these instruments will be 
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similar to those used in most colleges teaching microscopic anatomy. The 

laboratory has been supplied with equipment for fixing, imbedding, sectioning, 

and staining tissues for microscopic examination. The area needs more teaching 

aids in embryology but this is a question of more personnel rather than lack 

of equipment. 

For research, a polarizing microscope and accessories would make it pos

sible to study some of the finer structures in cytology.. Such equipment would 

cost an estimated $2,750 or 3,575,000 hwan. 

Organic Chemistty and. Biochemistti• This laboratory needs glassware and 

equipment to hold the glassware while performing experiments. The College 

will try to raise funds to purchase these items in Korea. They need some 

equipment to supplement what they have and will try to purchase it in order to 

do a better job of teaching and to be able to perform some research. This 

equipment includes an organic atom kit, bunsen burners, a shaker and sieves, 

a barometer, and accessory equipment, the cost of which is estimated to be 

$1~500 or 1,950,000 hwan. 

Pathology and Parasitologv., Pathology has the equipment needed to pre

pare slides for teaching. Instruments for post morten examination and a re

frigerator large enough to keep autopsied small animals fresh so that they 

can be used for several classes have been purchased. Equipment on order for 

Parasitology will facilitate the cultivation of some specimens for class use. 

Other equipment ordered consists of charts and equipment for making drawings 

for class instruction. The areas of Pathology and Parasitology will have the 

equipment necessary to prepare slides and specimens for student instruction. 

PhiSiology and Pharmacology. It is more expensive to provide proper 

laboratory equipment for teaching in these areas than in any other. It is 

helpful that physiology and pharmacology laboratories can both use many of 

the same instruments. When the last of the equipment ordered arrives to 
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supplement that on hand six teams of students will be able to perform experiments 

and record results during a single laboratory period. This does not equal stu

dent participation in laboratories in America but it is as much as facilities 

and budget will allow at S~~'s College of Veterinary Medicine. Additional 

equipment for the demonstration or the physiology or the heart would be a vise

scope. A blood gas apparatus would improve the understanding of the content or 

gases in the blood and the changes it undergoes. These two instruments would 

cost an estimated $1,700 or approximately 2,210,000 hwan. 

Much of the research in physiology now is done with isotopes. Modest 

scaling and counting equipment would cost about $2.,300 or 3,0001000 hwan. In 

pharmacology a melting point apparatus and titration equipment plus accessories 

would cost $900 or 1,170,000 hwan. This would enable more research to be done 

on drugs in native plants. 

Medicine, Obstetrics, Surgery, Rad;lology and Clinical Laboratory. Medicine 

has been provided with basic instruments for the examination and treatment of 

medical diseases. Surgery has been provided with surgical instruments and equip

ment for sterilization. The College does not have sufficient instruments for 

laboratory participation by students to the degree that is followed in Americao 

However, there are enough instruments for the number or experimental animals 

that can be secured for laboratories. Equipment has been ordered to provide 

more adequate protection for staff and students against irradiation when x-rays 

are taken. More x-ray equipment has been ordered which will make the area of 

radiology adequate for present needs. Instruments which have been given to the 

area of Obstetrics by the Division of Obstetrics, University of Minnesota Col

lege or Veterinary Medicine and by the adviser to supply basic instruments for 

manipulative obstetrics. Equipment is needed for the examination of bulls for 

fertility and the teaching of artificial insemination. The cost or this 
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eqLtipment is estimated at $1,200 or 1,560,000 hwan. Basic equipment has been 

ordered so that a clinical laboratory can be established. 

Phys.i£al Plan~. Contractors are now wiring and installing plumbing in 

the new building which houses most of the preclinical teaching areas, the 

lecture rooms for the College of Veterinary Medicine, and administration of

fices. The first two fl!i)ors of this building were constructed with Korean funds 

while the third floor was built with ICA funds. However, the wiring and plumbing 

was not completed at the time of construction. A 220-volt electric power line 

is being installed so that the autoclaves on hand which require 220 volts of 

electricity can be used. Curtains will be provided in the lecture room to 

facilitate the use of visual aids. 

The most pressing need of the College of Veterinary Medicine in its physical 

plant is a stable source of electric power. In the fall of the past school 

year there was no electricity during class hours two days a week and during the 

winter months no electricity at all during class hours. This means that electri

cal equipment in the laboratories and refrigerators cannot be used during many 

of the regular school-hours. Some staff members come back at night to use equip

ment but unfortunately this cannot be done for student instruction. No improve

ment in the electrical supply can be foreseen in the near future and the only 

solution appears to be to obtain an electric generator and motor as an auxiliary 

supply of electricity. Engineers at USOM have estimated the peak electric need 

of the College at 44 KW. The estj~ted cost of such a generator and motor is 

$7,800 or 10,140,000 hwan. 

Laboratory Facilt!~· Each class has been divided into two sections 

for more efficient use of laboratories.. This reduces the amount of equipment 

needed, the size of the laboratory, and increases laboratory use. There are 

6 laboratories in the College of Veterinary Medicine. These laboratories are 
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Fig. 5. College of Veterinary Medicine, Seoul National University, April 1961. 
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used to store equipment as well as for student instruction. One of these 

laboratories is used twice a week and the other three times a week. This is 

because it is impossible to remove the equipment and specimens so that these 

laboratories can be used for other classes. The other 4 laboratories are used 

an average of 4 half-days a week. This is about as efficient use as can be 

made of laboratories in veterinary colleges. When the hours given to profes

sional subjects can be increased more use will be made of these laboratories. 

At present tables and drains are being installed in the chemistry labora

tory. Counterpart funds for FY 1959 are being used for this purpose. 

Two laboratories which are used for microscopic work need wiring to 

tables in the room so that microscope lamps can be used. The estimated cost 

of this wiring is 1501 000 hwan ($115) per room or a total of 300,000 hwan 

($230) for the two rooms~ 

In the laboratory used for physiology and pharmacology new experimental 

tables with sinks and drains are needed. These are estimated to cost about 

2,000,000 hwan or $1,540 with installation. 

The Veterinary Library will soon be too small to house the books and 

periodicals and allow student and staff use of the facilities. A room in one 

of the old buildings could be rehabilitated for library use at an estimated 

cost of $462 or 600,000 hwans 

Buildings. In the new building is an unfinished amphitheater which could 

be used both for teaching classes and for extension courseso This room needs 

seats or chairs before it can be used. The estimated cost of these seats with 

their installation is $2,310 or 3,000,000 hwan. 

Considerable rehabilitation is needed in the buildings that house gross 

anatomy, pathology and the veterinary clinic to make them suitable for teaching 

purposes. These are old buildings which were used by the armies of both sides 

during the Communist invasion. Since that time they have had little more than 
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superficial repair. The rehabilitation of these buildings is estimated at 

$50,693 or 66,290,000 hwan. This broken down would be $23,000 or 30,290,000 

hwan for the veterinary clinic, $18,462 or 24,000,000 hwan for the building 

which houses pathology and has offices, and $9,231 or 12,000,000 hwan for the 

building which houses gross anatomy. 

Advisory Assist~ce. The College of Veterinary Medicine should have the 

services of an adviser for another year. He should be a man with clinical 

experience as that area still needs considerable help and he should also be 

able to serve as overall adviser. Besides giving help in the clinical areas 

this adviser is needed to give moral support to the 8 returning participants 

being trained at the University of Minnesota and to help them fit the new 

ideas and methods of teaching into conditions existing in Korea. 

Location of the ColleRe of Veterinary Medicine. Since 1947 when the former 

Department of Veterinary ~Iedicine of SNU's College of Agriculture, situated at 

Suwon, was moved to Seoul and elevated to college status there has been much 

discussion about where this College should be located to best fulfill its 

teaching and research responsibilities. Though the consensus of American per

sonnel (University of Minnesota and USOM-K) who have been concerned with this 

matter since the start of Minnesota Contract activity in Korea in the fall of 

1954 has been that the preferable site for the College is at Suwon, in close 

proximity to both the College of Agriculture and the Institute of Agriculture 

(the latter charged with responsibility for research and extension), Dr. 

Arnold - after careful inquiry into and a great deal of thought on the matter -

suggests that there are substantial reasons for supporting the continuation 

of the College at its present location in Seoul. Among these reasons appear 

the following of particular significance: 1) The livestock population in and 

about the City of Seoul is considerably larger than that in the vicinity of 

Suwon, and it appears this will continue to be the case for years to come. 
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2) There is an understandably considerable amount of cooperation between the 

College of Veterinary l-fedicine and the adjacent College of Medicine, and this 

should be encouraged. 3) There are more and better abbatoirs in and about 

Seoul than there are in and about Suwon. 4) Whether at Suwon or at Seoul, 

students of the College of Veterinary Medicine must generally, for effective 

instruction, be taken to large animal patients rather than having the patients 

brought to the College. 5) The College of Veterinary Medicine has been established 

in its present location at great cost; its abandonment in Seoul and reconstruction 

at another site at a considerably greater cost could hardly be justified even 

if the economics of such a move were of small concern, which is not the case. 

Based on these facts Dr. Arnold recommends that the College of Veterinary 

Medicine remain at its present location. 

Progress at the College of Veterinar;y Medicipe. The College of Veterinary 

Medicine has made great strides since Dr. Boyd was at Seoul National University 

as an adviser. This is readily evident from reading his final report with sug

gestions for the future and from personal information received from Dr. Boyd. 

With the exception of the items mentioned above, laboratory equipment will be 

sufficient for the budget and facilities of the College. Teaching methods have 

improved both as to course content and increased student participation in labora

tories. However, there still is need for improvement in lectures and laboratory 

teaching. When the eight participants now at the University of Minnesota return 

there will be further improvement in teaching methods and in course content. 

Included in this group of participants are the first men to received advanced 

training in the clinical areas. 

There should be a man trained abroad in the area of Medicine to help br~.ng 

the clinical area up to the level being attained in other areas. 

All areas need to increase the number of teaching aids. This can come 

only with concerted staff effort. 
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There have been some changes in curriculum and more changes undoubtedly 

will follow to allow more time for clinical training. These changes depend to 

a large extent on the establishment of a year of preveterinary college level 

coursework. 

There is a real need for research equipment and more research money for 

staff members. Not only is research necessary for the advancement of veterinary 

medicine and in turn the livestock industry in Korea, but it is necessary for 

the development and retention of good staff members as teachers. Some funds 

should be available to use on small research projects for the returning partici

pants~ Research funds which are available go to those with the rank of assistant 

professor and above. Thus most of the returning participants will not be eligible 

for these funds. It is desirable for them to have a small research project to 

maintain their enthusiasm and their interest 1 to fully utilize the training which 

they have received, and to stimulate other staff members. 

Staff salaries need to be raised so that full-time staff members actually 

are full-time. Now 1 because of low salaries, they are forced to spend part of 

their time on other jobs in order to support their families. 

The number of patients treated in the veterinary hospital needs to be in

creased and an ambulatory clinic established. An ambulatory clinic means that 

the veterinarian goes to livestock farms to see sick animals rather than have 

the sick animals brought to him. This is the usual way in which large animal 

diseases are diagnosed and treated. To establish a veterinary clinic would re

quire funds to purchase a vehicle and to operate it. The operation of a 

vehicle involves buying a license 1 gasoline 1 oil, and maintenance. A change 

in the National Law is needed if the number of hospital patients is to be in

creased and an ambulatory clinic established. Now the College receives funds 

from the National Treasury to run the Veterinary Hospital. In return for these 

funds all fees collected for treating animals must be turned over to the 

1 
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National Treasury. A certain amount :rrru.st be turned in to get the funds allotted. 

The result is that the more animals that are treated the more drugs the College 

of Veterinary Medicine must purchase. This results in the purchase of obsolete 

drugs because they are cheaper and more drugs can be purchased with the small 

budget. The law needs to be changed to allow the Veterinary Clinic to keep 

the fees collected to pay for drugs and the replacement of instruments and 

equipment. The Veterinary Hospital is a. teaching laboratory and as such can be 

expected to do no more than pay for drugs and maintain instruments and equip

ment on the fees collected. Many in America cannot even do that and must have 

support from other funds. 

Conclusion. The College of Veterinary Medicine has grown in stature since 

it was organized in 1947 and then had to start anew in 1950 after the Communist 

invasion had destroyed equipment and wrecked facilities. The growth has been 

accomplished through hard work by staff members of Seoul National University 

with the assistance of staff members of the University of Minnesota. under the 

ICA program. Through this assistance staff members have been trained, equip

ment has been obtained, and facilities improved. As a result the eollege of 

Veterinary Medicine of Seoul National University is nearing the standard in 

other countries. To attain this standard means more hard work and more teamwork 

by staff members of the College. Attainment of the desired standard would be 

made quicker and more certain by assistance and changes in the areas mentioned 

in this report. 

Engineering (Professor Harold E. Babbitt, Adviser). Eleven advisers (two 

of whom have served twice) have been supplied by Minnesota. for Cooperative 

Project service at the College of Engineering. Through these advisers speciali

zed area attention has been given to Architecture, Electti~al Engineering, 

Mechanical Engineering, Mining Engineering, Textile Engineering, Civil Engineering, 
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Naval Architecture, Chemical Engineering and Nuclear Engineering. Four of these 

specialists also served as overall adviser at the College. 

During this report period the adviser had frequent but irregular conferences 

with the Dean, College of Engineering. Major consideration in these conferences 

have included matters pertaining to the Minnesota contract, physical improve

ments about the campus, counterpart and dollar funds and the receipt and utiliza-

tion of equipment. 

Conferences did not include, to any major degree, contributions to research, 

teaching, or administration or what might be called academic affairs. The ad

viser feels that his presence had little influence on such matters. However, 

interviews have been held by the adviser with members of the faculty concerning 

research work, course descriptions, and course numbering. Although results of 

these conferences may be constructive, he considers immediate effects as not 

noticeable. 

From October 17 to 29 Professor James P. Hartnett provided contract ad-

visory services in the field of Nuclear Engineering. Professor Hartnett, who 

was in Japan under other auspices during the autumn of 1960, was sufficientlY 

interested in helping to solve one of the engineering education problems which 

had arisen and required expert attention that he made himself available for the 

mentioned period. His analysis and recommendations regarding the College's 

Department of Nuclear Engineering have been most helpful. 

Dr. Hartnett's recommendations follow: 

Major Recommendations 

1. Retain the Nuclear Engineering Department in name but change its 
content so that in fact it is an Applied Physics Department. New faculty ap
pointments should be research-oriented physicists. 

2. Add the present Professor of Physics in the Department of Basic In
struction to the Nuclear Engineering Department. The Basic Physics Laboratory 
would then be under the jurisdiction of the Nuclear Engineering Department and 
duplication of laboratory equipment will be avoided. 
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3. Establish in writing a working arrangement between Seoul National Uni
versity and the Atomic Energy Research Institute along the lines of the programs 
of Brookhaven National Laboratory or Argonne National Laboratory. 

4. If a need for "nuclear engineers" develops in the future, offer 
specialized courses in Nuclear Eng:i.neering at the graduate level to qualified 
students who have bachelor's degrees in Mechanical or Chemical Engineering. 
The graduates of such a program would receive a Master of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering or in Chemical Engineering with a Nuclear Engineering Option. The 
progr.run would cut across existing departmental lines. 

Auxiliary Recommendations 

1. Inform present students in Nuclear Engineering of the change in emphasis 
in the curriculum. Allow those desiring to shift to other departments to do so. 

2. In the future do not assign College of Engineering students to individual 
departments until they have completed the first year. 

3. Eliminate entrance examinations for admission into graduate school, 
substituting the undergraduate performance record as a measure of ability to 
accomplish satisfactory graduate work. Allow students to shift major fields 
as they shift from undergraduate to graduate study. 

4. Encourage competent graduates with M. s. and Ph.D. degrees to seek 
faculty positions at other National Universities throughout Korea. 

5. Re-evaluate and consolidate the present alignment of engineering de
partments keeping in mind the technological needs of Korea and the budget 
limitations on staff and laboratory equipmento 

6. Initiate plans for a Physics Laboratory including space and equipment 
(in addition to the present Physics Laboratories in the Department of Basic In
struction) • The Laboratory Experiments entitled "Nuclear Physics Laboratories'' 
and "Atomic Physics Laboratories" outlined in Appendix A, following, appear ap
propriate for such a laboratory. 

Equipment and its Installation. The report for the preceding period com-

mented upon the detailed contract-procured equipment use status presentation 

upon which the adviser had worked with the Dean, College of Engineering, and 

members of his staff. This presentation contains detailed data and statements 

concerning the use status of all contract-procured equipment for laboratories 

and other educational facilities of the College as now planned~ The facts and 

figures in this presentation have been invaluable in preparing and carrying out 

plans for the further readying of the physical facilities of the College for 

improved teaching and research. Further work with the dean and his associates 
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on this major matter~ along with the giving of detailed attention to the prep

aration of lists of needed additional equipment and supplies, has taken a major 

portion of the adviser's time during the past six months. The net result is 

considered good. Not only has an important portion of the remaining laborator.y 

preparation and equipment installation work been accomplished during the period, 

but that which remains to be done is now well defined and counterpart funding 

needs soundly estimated. 

Furthermore and most important, funding authorities have agreed to the 

counterpart allocations required to complete laboratory preparatory work and 

equipment installations as planned. It these allocations are made as now ap

proved and released as requested, the late autumn of 1961 should see the College 

of Engineering with all laboratories and ancillary facilities fully prepared 

and operable. 

During this report period, in the opinion of the adviser, commendable 

progress was made in laborator.y preparation through the expenditure of about 

Hw 23 1 000,000 and the letting of contracts amounting to Hw 84 1 576,400 for work 

in this category. All of this work is scheduled for completion in April, 1961. 

The adviser has noted in detail (and this information will appear in his 

June, 1961 term-end report) changes which have come to his attention and actions 

leading to improvement in teaching, research and general-service facilities. 

Commented upon is that some departments are showing good progress, that library 

facilities have become further restricted as a result of space allocation 

changes 1 and that better librar.y facilities are a high priority need. 

Also noted by the adviser is that classrooms and laboratories are equipped 

sufficiently for the conduct of classes, but that further improvements are 

necessary for the most effective use of both. Among required improvements are 

included better illumination in classrooms and laboratories, better utilities 

(heating, ventilation, water supplies, gas, compressed air), and tile or 
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dustless floors in the laboratories. Much contract-procured laborator,y equip-

ment is in place and in use. Some remains unused because of lack of funds 

necessar,y for installation. 

Dr. Hartnett has recommended procurement of equipment for specified 

laborator,y experiments in nuclear engineering as follows: 

Nuclear Physics Lab. I (for 20 students) 

Absorption of ga.m.ma-rays; Compton scattering; Diffusion cloud chamber; 
Positious annihilBtion and coincidence counting; BF3 counter explorations of 
a neutron distribution; Determination of decay constants; Identifications of 
nuclear reactions by means of nuclear emulsion. 

Nuclear Physics Lab. II (for 20 students) 

Geiger-muller and proportional counter behavior; Factors affecting beta 
coun·t.ing, beta absorption a.Y!d range-energy relationship; Statistics applied 
to radio active measurements; The Scientillation well counter, gamna-ray 
spectroscopy; Absolute counting including the use of micro-pipets; Character
istics of radius muclides; Activation analysis. 

Atomic Physics Lab. (for 20 students) 

Determination of e/m of electrons: magnetic deflection method; Measure
ment of the electronic charge by the oil-drop method; Determination of e/m 
of Beta rays with relativistic calculation; Experiments on electron diffraction; 
determination of catho&ray wave length; Determination of h/e of photoelectron; 
Experiment on the sodium spectrum (optical); Experiment on excitation potentials 
of atom; Vacuum technique.-" 

The estimated total cost of this equipment, including procurement and 

transportation costs, is $46,000. 

Additional equipment needs of the College of Engineering will be de

tailed insofar as possible in the June, 1961 term-end report of the adviser. 

Physical Plant. A major part of the College of Engineering campus is 

depicted in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. College of Engineering, Seoul National University, April, 1961. 

In Fig. 6 the two main College of Engineering buildings appear in the upper 

right-hand area. The group of structures in the foreground, all badly damaged 

during the Korean war, have been repaired and improved and now house a variety 

of laboratories. The light-colored group of buildings in the central background 

make up the recently constructed dormitory comPlex. The latter structures 

are shown in more detail in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 7. Dormitory complex, Seoul National University College of Engineering, 
April, 1961. 
(Student union building on left, cafeteria center foreground, heating 
plant LCnly stack visibl~ behind dormitory building on left. These 
dormitories will accommodate 600 students.) 

All of the old structures and most of the pre-war facilities have been re

paired (some extensively) and many improved; a considerable amount of the latter 

work remains to be done in some laboratories, provision of adequate utilities 

being an important component of such improvement. 
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Regarding utilities, the adviser states that the power situation at the 

College is not good, that the transmission line from Seoul is not functioning 

and the College generators are unreliable. Enough power is now being generated 

by the College generators to provide, at times, less than minimum needs. Power 

for full demands is not available. Although the water supply is adequate, lack 

of electric power provides insufficient water on an intermittent basis. Il

lumination is also subminimal at times due to the power shortage. A plan is 

now being formulated for the college to obtain power from a new high-tension 

line presently being completed to serve the Atomic Energy Commission and the 

Korea Military Academy. 

Heating of the buildings is L~adequate. One result is inability to use 

some laboratories during freezing weather a!ld the slowing down of work in most 

laboratories when too cold for effective use. Research work involving labora

tory activity is, therefore, retarded. 

Sanitary conditions in lavatories are unsatisfactory when there is no 

water supply and the water in plumbing-fixture traps is frozen. A safety 

factor is introduced to balance this health hazard by the reduction, in the 

coldest weather, of the number of potential users of the facilities. 

Continuing physical plant improvements of immediate importance include 

completion and furnishing of the dormitory complex, the provision of adequate 

ventilation in chemistry laboratories, the tiling of laboratory floors for 

abrasive dust reduction, laboratory bench improvement, the paving of campus 

roads, provision of needed drainage facilities and completion of security fences. 

Major physical plant additions for which it is hoped fUnding can be ob

tained in the relatively near future are an adequate, modern library and an 

auditorium. 

Faculty. The following table summarized faculty data for the College of 

Engineering as of April, 1961: 
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Faculty Data, College of Engineering 

-Fti.ll-tiae Staff 

Total 11 6 9a 7 8 5 7 6 4 7 4 6 80 

Foreign Study Since 1946b I 

Total 6 5 8 7 7 4 7 6 4 6 4 5 69 

Minnesota Contract 

Other 

Av. agJ By academic rank 

Prof. 49 

Assoc. Prof. 

Asst. Prof. 

5 2 6 

1 3 2 

5 2 3 2 2 

3 6 

1 1 

1 3 

3 

3 

2 

4 

1 

2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 

2 1 2 3 1 2 2 

5 2 

1 2 

1 

1 

5 

3 

52 

17 

25 

16 

3 3 2 21 

Instructor 

39 

35 

33 4 1 1 2 1 1 

2 

2 3 1 16 

Lecturer 28 2 

Advanced degrees 

Master's 

Ph.D. 

D. Sc. 

arncludes 2 returned participants (now lecturers) not yet on the T.O. (regular) 
faculty. 

bTwenty-five members of the full-time staff attended educational institutions 
in Japan, mostly at the undergraduate level, prior to 1946. 

0 Degree from Korean institution. 
doegree from Japanese institution. 
eoegree from Western institution. 
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In addition to the above ·full-time faculty (6 of whom are currently en

gaged in graduate studies abroad but due back in Korea during the summer and 

fall of 1961) the College of Engineering now has 69 part-time staff members -

46 in professional subjects and 23 in general basic courses such as languages, 

humanities, history, etc. 

It will be noted that 69 ( S6 per cent) of the full-time staff of 00 have 

had foreign advanced study and observation opportunities since the formation 

of Seoul National University in 1946. Of this total of 69, S2:.'('(5·, per cent) 

have been participants under the ICA/University of Minnesota contract. Twelve 

additional College of Engineering pers.:> nnel have also had study or observation 

tours to the United States under the Minnesota contract, All of these parti

pants are or will be (S are still abroad) on the staff of the College of Engineer

ing except Mr. Park, Hee Sun (metallurgy) who spent a year at Minnesota in 

1956-57, Mr. Song, Tae Yoon (mining) who is on sick leave, and Dr. Choi, Jong 

Wan (civil) who was a participant for three years and returned to Korea in 

December, 195S. Dr. Choi has accepted the position of Chief of the Water 

Works Bureau, Special City of Seoul. 

Relative to faculty, the adviser recommends continuation of the partici

pant prog~, those selected for advanced study to come primarily from the 

ranks of younger men on the regular ("T.O.") staff, 

Future Plans. During the remaining short period of time until completion 

of his contract period of service in Korea (June 20, 1961) Professor Babbitt 

will continue to work with the Dean, College of Engineering, and colleagues in 

all ways feasible to leave this portion of Minnesota's overall contract endeavor 

with Seoul National University in the best possj.ble shape for the future. 

Medicine (Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., Adviser). Technical advisory services 

to the health sciences at Seoul National University have been uninterrupted 
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since May 2, 1957. The first adviser, Dr. William F. Maloney, made the initial 

study of the College of Medicine, Attached Hospital, Technical High School of 

Nursing, and School of Public Health in early 1956. Progress in achieving the 

recommendations made in his report was described in detail in the Twelfth Semi

annual Report. Subsequent to Dr. Maloney's tour ten advisers have contributed 

a total of l2i man-years in residence in Seoul assisting the College administra

tion and faculty in implementing their long-range plans for rehabilitation of 

the College. Medical and allied specialty areas served by Minnesota advisers 

include intemal medicine, anesthesiology, nursing education, nursing administra

tion, surgery, hospital administration, physiology and pediatrics. 

Major organizational changes occurred in January, 1959. At this time the 

School of Public Health was reorganized as a part of the College of Medicine. 

However, in July of 1960 the School was separated from the College and made ad

ministratively responsible to the President of the University. The School of 

Nursing, a collegiate program, was established within the College of Medicine 

in January, 1959; the Technical High School of Nursing which it replaced was 

phased out with the last class graduating in March, 1961. 

The basic philosophy of this program, to advise Korean colleagues in up

grading health sciences education at Seoul National University, has been ad

hered to carefully. Minnesota advisers have consistently been available to 

assist the College in solving its problems but at no time have they displaced 

a Korean member of the faculty by doing his job for him. Thus the advisers 

have done relatively little direct teaching of medical and nursing students. 

They have taught areas of scientific fields in which they have had particular 

competence and in which no Korean member of the faculty is specializing. The 

impact from the advisory services of technicians in discussing principles of 

administration as applied to an institution of higher education such as this 
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College and to a modern hospital, and in discussing the objectives of health 

sciences education, including various means of accomplishing these objectives, 

has been gratifying. The administrators and faculty have made the decisions; 

the advisers9 recommendations have been considered and applied when possible 

within the framework of the Korean situation and culture. Because of this pattern 

or operation, the results or this program during the past 6i years reflect 

progress achieved by the Koreans themselves. 

Through individual conferences with faculty members, attendance at various 

advisory committee meetings, and particularly through regular weekly meetings 

with the Dean, the Hospital Superintendent, the Director of the School of 

Nursing, and the Chief NUrse, advisers have enjoyed the confidence or the 

Kore.ans in discussing problems and changes. 

Discussion and planning with Korean colleagues as the question merited 

has characterized the work or advisers in carrying out the participant training 

program, the technical advisory services, the ordering or teaching, service, 

and research equipment, and the rehabilitation or physical facilities. 

Throughout this thirteenth semi-annual report period, Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., 

medical adviser, and Professor Florence Julian, nursing adviser, continued in 

their duties. Twenty-one participants were studying abroad at the beginning 

or the period; 19 at the end. No new participants were processed. Near the 

end or this period, two participants in Nursing returned to Seoul, one of 

whom was graduated with distinction at the University or MUu1esota. 

Professor Julian left Seoul on April 14, 1961 having completed a most:'.auc

cesstul year working with the Nursing Service of the Seoul National University 

hospital. Her final report factually describes the status of nursing services 

in this hospital at the time of her departure. The present leadership in the 

Nursing Service is most encouraging tor the continued upgrading of the role of 

the nurse in Korean medicine. 

-- ~ 
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During this period Dr. Gault presented lectures to senior medical students 

on the Diseases of Connective Tissues. In addition he continued to review 

patient workups with senior medical students in the Internal Medicine Outpatient 

Clinic. Dr. Sarah Gault presented three lectures on Rehabilitation as half ot 

the senior class elective lecture time allotted to the subject of Physical Medi

cine and Rehabilitation. 

With Professor Julian's advice, the functions of 29 different jobs within 

the Nursing Section were written by the nurses. An evaluation system has been 

discussed and the Section is preparing the forms to be used. A committee has 

written existing policies and procedures for review, discussion, and implementa

tion. A formal reporting system between day, evening, and night nursing staff' 

has been instituted. Responsibility for the laundr,y and collection of nurse 

aide fees tram patients has been transferred to the Finance Section. Visiting 

regulations written by the nursing service were adopted by the administrator; 

a noticeable reduction in noise and improvement in cleanliness are apparent. 

Cooking on the wards has been eliminated to a great extent. Professor Julian 

has assisted the Chief Nurse and Supervisors in conducting SUpervisor-Head 

Nurse classes, Supervisor classes, and Nursing Care conferences. 

Both advisers worked on equipment lists to be procured with FY '59 fUnds. 

A carefUl review of all items requested established the ne$d for them and brought 

out any inadvisable duplications before the lists were forwarded to the Uni

versity of Minnesota for further screening and procurement. Equipnent items 

requested in FY ~57 and FY '58 lists which had not been received in Seoul were 

re-evaluated to insure their need at this time, and as a result Minnesota was 

advised to reinstitute procurement. 

The advisers have not participated directly in research projects. However, 

Dr. Gault assisted the faculty by editing the English copy or abstract of many 

l 
I 
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scientific theses and papers being submitted for publication. He also continued 

to provide editorials regarding medical education and the practice of medicine 

tor PJ,blication in the Korean Medical Association Journal. 

This report period represents the first in which the advisers have worked 

with new Dean Saejin Rha, Assistant Dean Sung Heun Lee, and Hospital Superintendent 

Sung Hwan Kim. Mutual confidence was quickly developed and the advisers believe 

working relationships with these administrators have been conducive to continued 

progress in attaining the objectives of this contract program. 

FACULTY 

The faculties of the College of Medicine, the School of Public Health, and 

the participants from the Attached Hospital are described in the accompanying 

chart. The College of Medicine is authorized 30 professors, 19 associate pro

fessors, 18 assistant professors, 22 instructors, 13 assistants, and 3 general 

affairs employees; the School of Nursing's .. autborized.positions of 1 associate 

professor, 1 assistant professor, 1 instructor, and 1 general affairs employee 

are included in the College authorized strength. 

The chart indicates the College has 101 academic positions filled. However 

3 faculty members are paid by borrowed position .funds from the School of Public 

Health and 1 is paid by special funds. Currently filled academic positions in 

the College are 27 professors~ 21 associate professors, 17 assistant professors, 

27 instructors, and 9 assistants. Thus promotions can be given raising 3 to 

full professorships, 1 to associate professor, 2 to assistant professor, and 

4 to assistant. Instructorships are overfilled by 4, which includes the 3 

instructors not paid with College budget .funds. The Dean proposes to ask the 

Faculty Meeting to make these promotions soon. 

The School of Public Health has only two of its positions filled. One 

participant has not been given a regular appointment since his return in the 
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.MedicaJ. Sciences Faculty as of April 19, 1961 

Colle~e of Medicine Other 
- I I I I I I I I @ c8 <IJ ~ tf.l l.l 

o 1=14 r--1 ~ }I :>:. 
J.i 
-!-) ~ ~ ~ ~ <IJ 

lc8 
:>. 

T.o. Staff: TotaJ. 
Foreign Study: TotaJ. 

Mlnn. Contract 
Other 

By Academic Rank 
Prof. 
Assoc. Prof. 
Asst. Prof. 
Instructor 
Assistant 

av.age 
50-3 
43-5 
40.2 
34.8 
33-1 

Advanced Degrees 
American Institutions 

~ 
-!-) 
m 

~·~ 

5 
5 
5 

2 
1 

2 

~ 

~ 
'd 
""* UJ 

~ 
p.. 

5 
5 
3 
2 

2 
1 
1 
1 

UJ 

·g 
.8 
() 

0 

iS 
4 
4 
4 

1 
1 

,1 
1 

'd 
() 

~ 
~ 
4 
3 
3 

1 

1 
1 
1 

Master's I I 1 I I 1 
Ph.D. 1 

Korean Institutions 
Master's I 2 
Ph,;D. 2 I 2 I 1 I 1 

Third Country Institution 
Master's 
M.D. I 1 
Ph.D. I I 1 

Non T/0 Staff: TotaJ. 
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fall of 1960. When the College releases the positions to the School appoint

ments can be made. 

Of the 19 pa~icipants continuing studies abroad 4 hold T/0 positions. 

The Dean has requested an increase in faculty positions to permit him to ap

point these participants to positions upon their return. 

Of the College T/0 and non-T/0 faculty 68 members (60 per cent) have 

studied abroad under auspices of the Minnesota contract; 22 members (19 per c~nt 

have studied abroad under other sponsorships; thus 90 (79 per cent) of the Col

lege faculty have had training abroad. In the School of Nursing all full time 

faculty members will have had training abroad - the 3 members of the T/0 faculty 

and 3 participants now at Minnesota who will return this year. 

The School of Public Health will have 4 faculty members trained by this 

contract in addition to 2 others trained abroad under other sponsorship. 

The Attached Hospital has had 3 nurses, 1 hospital administrator, and 1 

dietitian trained at Minnesota under this contract. One nurse after having 

returned for 6 months resigned her position to be married. 

The utilization of clinical faculty members by the Medical School provides 

many well trained instructors whom the College does not have to pay. However, 

the School of Nursing and the School of Public Health do pay lecturers from 

outside this College a minimal sum for each hour of teaching. The analysis 

of training of these auxillary faculty members clearly shows their importance 

in supplementing this faculty: 

Medical School 

School of Nursing 

School of Public Health 

Number 

83 

24 

32 

Number Who Have Studied Abroad 

50 

14 

29 
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A continuing problem is the low salary scale for faculty members; funds col

lected from the students by the Parent Teachers Association is used to supple-

ment salaries: 

Professor 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Assistant 
Residents and Interns 

(One dollar is 

Total Salary 
1.."1 Hwan ---
112,500 
103,050 
95,296 
88,148 
73,904 

Component Sources 
Budget PTA 

62,500 
58,050 
55,960 
53,548 
47,404 
10,000 

50,000 
45,000 
39,700 
34,600 
26,500 

currently equivalent to 1300 hwan) 

A serious administrative problem has threatened this college in 1961 as 

some colleges of the University have supported a change in University policy 

regarding the distribution of PTA funds. Under the proposed change each college 

would collect and utilize its own PTA funds. If this proposal is approved, 

this college, with limited enrollment, will have a deficit of funds needed to 

pay the faculty salary supplements or will have to raise the PTA fee. 

As mentioned, 19 participants are studying abroad as this report period 

ends. Recommendation that 5 of these participants be granted an extension of 

time to continue their studies into 1962 has been made. However, since the 

medical portion of the contract is to be terminated June 30, 1961, the possi

bility of approval of this recommendation is not known. 

A review of the activities and the approach to education and research in 

the College by participants and other faculty members who have studied abroad, 

supports, without a doubt, the recommendation that whenever possible participants 

be permitted to continue their studies abroad so as to earn an advanced degree. 

Since it is difficult to accomplish much in only one year with American graduate 

students, it is obviously even more essential to provide longer periods of 

study for foreign students. 
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~Any well trained Korean physicians and nurses have returned from abroad 

and we recommend that they be effectively utilized by the medical schools and 

teaching hospitals. Exceptionally promising young Korean faculty members who 

have proven their value to the College should have opportunities to study abroad 

if the graduate faculty in this College cannot provide the recommended training. 

However, because of the large number of faculty already trained abroad, the need 

for additional participant training in this College would be minimal. 

One area in the hospital, Nursing Service, is particularly short of peri4 

sonnel who have been trained abroad. There is need to have three additional 

supervisors train abroad to learn how patient cente~ed care is given. Because 

of the lack of qualified English speaking candidates, it was impossible to in-

elude more nurses in the participant program of this contract. However, better 

qualified nurses are now graduating and will be available in the future. 

Three faculty members sponsored by other means than ICA returned during 

this period from studies abroad. Also one professor who was a participant in 

1956 privately financed a return trip to America for an additional four months 

of study. 

EQUIPMENT 

Under this contract a total of $741,300 has been provided by ICA for the 

procurement of teaching and research equipment in the medical sciences. The 

Dean's tabulation of dollar values and types of equipment purchased serves to 

substantiate the planned adequacy of equipment and supplies provided each depart-

ment. All equipment is being used and this tabulation serves as information to 

departments regarding where special equipment is located for cooperative use. 

In the future, funds for additional special equipment and for replacement of 

equipment will be required; if this is not provided for in the budget of the 

College, aid funds will be required if instruction is to be maintained at or 

raised above present standards. 

~ 
I 
I 
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STU~NTS 

Again this year the number of applicants (630) for entrance to the pre

medicine course provided the College an adequate number from which to select 

high ~bility students. The Pre-medicine Course Committee, consisting of 5 

members of the College of Liberal Arts and 5 members of the College of Medicine 

faculties, assisted in preparing the entrance e~tion and in interviewing 

all applicants. The second highest score attained by over 14,000 students 

wanting admission to Seoul National University was 603 out of a possible 700 

points; this applicant was admitted to the College of Medicine. The lowest 

score accepted for entrance to the pre-medicine course was 496. A total of 128 

students was admitted. 

Almost all students admitted to Seoul National University, 2,721, were 

given a physical examination in a mass examination clinic well organized and 

conducted by members of this College. Chest x-rays were not included; however, 

a survey is to be conducted later in the year. The last survey conducted in 

December 1960 x-rayed 6,270 students, about 50 per cent of the Seoul National 

University student body. In this group 4.8 per cent were found to have active 

tuberculosis. Only two-thirds of the medical students reported for x-rays 

among whom 15 active cases were discovered. The lack of cooperation of the 

students and lack of administration in enforcing the university policy reflects 

the need for greater personal and public health education among all coll~ge 

students, and firmer adherence to university policies. The large number of 

medical students who did not report for x-rays is especially damning to the 

effectiveness of health education in the College of Medicine. 

A rather large number (35) of this year's seniors have applied to take 

the qualifying examination (ECFMG) for studying medicine in the United States. 

The results of this examination should serve as a basis for evaluating the 

standard of education of this College. 
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The senior class (133)graduated on March 28. A large number (238) of all 

medical graduates in Korea this year will be inducted into the armed forces, but 

how many of this College's graduates will be deferred by the so-called "Kim 

Plan" is unknown. One hundred and thirty will be deferred this year for 

graduate training in basic sciences and medical specialties. 

Dr. Gault, having become more acquainted with the Medical students, is 

favorably impressed with their excellent intellectual abilities. He is conscious 

of the students' increasing recognition of Western methods of medical education 

which offer them more participation in prescribed exercises, and more encourage

ment in the development of a critical mind. Students expect the faculty who have 

studied abroad to practice new teaching methods. The student now feels freer 

to question the faculty about what they teach and to ask for explanations when 

conflicting "facts" are presented. The use of texts and journals in English 

is necessary at the College and proficiency in English among students is im

proving. 

A threefold increase of applicants for nursing education occurred this 

spring, and a full class of fifty students was accepted. A total of 48 students 

applied for admission to the graduate course in public health; 43 were accepted. 

The Ministry of Education has approved the establishment of courses in 

medical technology and x-ray technology in this College. The College must 

present its plan for these courses to the Ministry for approval before 50 stu

dents can be admitted to each course. The advisers appreciated the need for 

these courses but urged the administration not to initiate this instruction 

unless a budget for teaching equipment, supplies, and faculty is provided. 

Also brought out was that a maximum class size of 20 is the largest that can 

be accommodated in the facilities of the hospital. 
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FINANCE 

Since this institution is financed by the government, the National Assembly 

approves the final budget with the Ministr.y of Education being responsible for 

all representations of needs. To this adviser's knowledge the Koreaa faculty 

does not believe it proper in their culture to make representations to assembly-

men in behalf of the institution. Advisers have suggested that this College's 

accomplishments and activities need to be introduced to the people, various 

groups interested in health and education, and to assemblymen. During the 

past six months three specific_affairs have been held to do this: 

a) the alumni honored alumni members of the N~tional Assembly at a 

reception in the SeoUl National University Faculty Glub, 

b) the Principals of girls' high schools in the Seoul area were invited 

to lunch at the Faculty Club after which the Dean and the Director of the 

School of Nursing explained the collegiate nursing program and showed the 

school facilities to the group, and 

c) the members of the ROK Atomic Energy Commission were invited to visit 

the laboratories using radio-isotopic techniques in hopes they would be impressed 

that the College could effectively use the research funds it was requesttng 

from AEC. 

Budgetary problems have plagued this program from the beginning but a 

most encouraging developn.ent has come about during this report period. The. 

National Assembly has approved the following CY 1961 budgets with the hospital 

receiving a budget amounting to an increase of 100 per cent: 
1060 1961 

College of Medicine 88,277,200 99,524,100 

Attached Hospital .331,568,200 660,588,500 

School of Public Health 8,790,100 9,273,000 

Technical High School of Nursing 12,680,000 4,193,300* 

*Phase out budget for period of January 1 to March 31, 1961. 
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The Technical High School of Nursing was discontinued on March 31, 1961 

and the collegiate program in nursing is budgeted f;or within the figure shown 

for the College of Medicine. No intercollege budgeting by departments is prac

ticed, therefore it is difficult to evaluate the adequacy of support to the 

various departments. Since there will be no further monetary assistance from 

this aid program, next year's budget for the educational programs should be 

increased. 

COOPERATION WITH THE NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 

The Education Committee of the National Medical Center expressed interest 

in expanding its role in medical education and discussed the possibilities with 

Dr. Gault on several occasions. The College of Medicine regularly invites a 

number of the Scandinavian staff as clinical professors to lecture to classes. 

Medical students continue to be assigned to various clinical services at the 

NMC as part of prescribed clerkships. The advisers have encouraged the College 

administrators to take advantage of the interest known to exist at the NMC and 

to work out more permanent plans for continuing and enlarging this affiliation. 

It is mutually beneficial to both institutions, it seems, and helps answer the 

greatest deficit in this CollegeYs program, that of shortage of clinical ma

terial. As previously described, the Korean administrators of both institu

tions are the ones who must consummate working plans regarding this affiliation 

and have done this thus far. Advisers have acted only to stimulate the working 

out of an acceptable program. 

GENERAL 

The College continues to be administered by the Dean with Faculty Meeting 

approval of all major policies and functions. The Dean also has the following 

standing committees to advise him: Rehabilitation, Library, Pre-medicine 

Course, Curriculum, Radio-isotope, Editorial, and Medical Museum. 
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The College has published two issues of its journal, the Seoul Medical 

Journal. All articles have abstracts in English. 

The China Medical Board presented a ten-year (1950-59) collection of 64 

different scientific journals to this college. These have been bound and arrang~ 

menta are being made to continue the subscription to these and other journals. 

The library, through various sources, now receives 226 journals; it is the best, 

most up-to-date medical library in Korea. Unfortunately, the College has not 

seen its way clear to hire a trained librarian to organize and supervise the 

library. 

The College has obtained 20 adult cadavers for the entering class; this is 

an improvement over past years. 

Research funds for the college are difficult to tabulate as various total 

funds are available in limited amounts and no central record is maintained. 

Known funds are the ICA counterpart fund, 3,470,500 hwan; the ROK general re

search budget to Seoul National University; the ROK Atomic Energy Commission 

institutional and individual grants to this College; the Damon Runyon Cancer 

research grant to Professor Byong Ho Chin of Surgery; and the National Institutes 

of Health, USPHS, grant to Instructor Jae Nam Kim of Anatomy. 

An example of this Collegevs ability to accomplish improvements on their 

own without foreign aid is the new clinical radio-isotope clinic. Extensive 

laboratory improvement has been carried out with local funds. A cooperative 

agreement with other Korean governmental agencies has provided the clinic with 

expensive equipment on a loan basis. The International Atomie Energy Commission 

has approved the purchase of a medical isotope equipment unit for this clinic 

with the requirement that the ROK AEC provide transportation, tax, and insurance 

charges. Funds should be available this year to bring this $15,000 unit to Korea. 

Copies of the Review of Modern Medicine have been donated for each ~unior 

and senior student beginning class this month. It is hoped this publication 
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will stimulate the students to refer to current literature in the library. 

Scholarship support has improved with several contributions from private 

citizens. At present 3,400,000 hwan is the total of the scholarship endowment 

fund; the college dean is solely responsible for its investment. Donations 

this year for the first time include four 300,000 hwan scholarships, four full 

scholarships, and one 100,000 hwan scholarship~ A total of 46 scholarships will 

be given by this college in addition to those given by the university headquarters 

and the Minister of Education. 

The services of the hospital increased in 1960 to handle 114,441 outpatient 

visits (average 359 patients/day) at an average charge of 1,550 hwan per visit. 

Inpatient days numbered 110,497 (average 302 patients/day) at an average daily 

charge of 2,966 hwan. Figures for early 1961 continue to reflect an increasing 

service load. Twenty per cent of services were free to indigent patients. 

In 1961 mandatory provisions of the government provide for the faculty in 

the clinical departments to dispose of private clinics and hospitals in Seoul 

and admit their private patients to the attached hospital~ This will accomplish 

major changes; the faculty will spend more time at this teaching institution, 

their income from the university will increase, private patients will demand 

better hospital care, and the clinical material for teaching will increase. 

Regulations governing the administration of this new system are being approved 

by the government. Other medical school hospitals in Seoul have or are initiating 

similar practices. 

The hospital administration under Superintendent Sung Hwan Kim is faced 

with an opportunity to make much progress in improving the hospital and its 

services during 1961. The advisers are impressed with an improved approach to 

administering hospital business. There are many problems. Lack of adequate 

budget again forced the operation of only half of the hospital beds this 

winter as only half of the hospital could be heated. 
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The municipal supply of electricity was poor during this period. Auxiliary 

generators at the hospital have been operated 10 to 16 hours a day through the 

l"rlnter months. These utilities are essential and constitute a major item in 

the inadequate budget of the hospital. 

The faculty voted to establish a Department of Clini.cal Pathology and Dr. 

Sang In Kim was named Director. Establishment of this department should make it 

possible to improve laboratory services. Rehabilitation of the physical facilities 

of the laboratory is necessary but will have to come at a later date. 

Within the new budget the hospital administrator approved paying temporary 

nurses 25,.000 hwan a month plus room and board, uniforms, and laundry. Pre

viously they received only 7,500 hwan per month plus the other benefits mentioned 

although they were doing the same work as nurses occupying regular positions. 

Through Unitarian Church Council support, a full-time social worker was 

assigned to the hospital. She has been very effective in her work and the ad

visers believe this will contribute greatly to improving the attitude of per

sonnel toward patients in this hospital. 

Another patient oriented program was initiated in this period. Several 

scheduled evenings a week the Korean Christian Audiovisual Service shows USIS 

films to the patients. This is the first of any patient recreation service in 

this hospital. The Seoul National University Women's Auxiliary raised money 

through "white elephant" sales and purchased an organ for the psychiatric ward; 

the group is interested in improving the pediatric ward playroom as its next 

project. 

During this report period the hospital received several items of equipnent 

from USOM other than through the contract: 4,000 sterile injection needles, 

a 1957 Ford station wagon (plus $1,000 worth of spare parts) to be used as an 

ambulance, a Picker photofluorograph for routine chest x-rays plus a continuing 

film supply, and a surplus telephone switchboard. 
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The hospital superintendent named seven ·.standing committees to advise him: 

Chiefs of Services Meeting, Medical Care, Nutrition, Hospital Infections, Tissue, 

Intern and Resident, and Hospital Operating. 

The site plan of the Medical Center at Seoul National University provides a 

picturesof the magnitude of the physical facilities. New construction has been 

held to a minimum; only bulidings #29 (pharmacy boiler room), #30 (x-ray depart

ment expansion), #20 (generator building), #26 (School of Nursing), #25 (nurses' 

dormitory), #4 (library), and #18 (maintenance shop) have been newly constructed 

or enlarged. Rehabilitation of existing facilities has consisted of new flooring 

and roofing for most buildings, new water storage and distribution systems in

cluding fire fighting lines, repair of old boilers and addition of new ones 

with steam lines and radiators to a portion of the hospital"and to the medical 

science buildings, electrical rewiring, i.'lstallation of fluorescent lighting, 

and auxiliary generators, installation of new plumbing and toilet facilities, 

screening of hospital windows, installation of hospital elevators, improvement 

of a fourth of the center's roads and compound drainage, painting the interior 

of the hospital, remodeling of the center~s auditorium and student laboratories. 

A new telephone switchboard and rewiring of communication lines, remodeling of 

one operating room and a recovery room, replacement of doors and windows, and 

many other small but essential projects have improved these facilities to a 

more acceptable level for the operation of a modern medical center. Several 

important projects have been planned for the future and are described below. 

Counterpart releases in this period provided for the continued construction 

of the dormitory for the School of N11rsing; this building will be completed 

this summer. 

In the hospital new work has begun on constructing water tanks to provide 

water pressure necessary to get water to the second floors and to permit use of 
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Fig. 9. 
Nurses Dormitory, Seoul 
National University College 
of Medical Sciences 
(Bldg. #25 on plat) 
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Fig. 8. 
School of Nursing, Seoul 
National University College 
of Medical Sciences (Bldg. 
#26 on plat) 

Fig. 10. 
Radio-Isotope Clinic, Seoul 
National University Attached 
Hospital 
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Fig. 11. Basic science buildings, Seoul National University 
College of Medicine (Bldgs. #1 and #2 on plat) 

Fig. 12. Original main building (#28 on plat) of Seoul 
National University Attached Hospital. 
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the fire fighting system. Linoleum is being laid on the second floor of the 

Outpatient Clinic, the Hospital Clinical Laborator,y, and in a few other offices. 

Installation of the incinerators, gas generators, remodeling of a hospital area 

for an autopsy room with refrigerated morgue boxes, and manufacture: ·of mattresses 

and sheets have been started. 

In the College, electrical rehabilitation of the basic science buildings 

and an emergency line from one of the hospital generators have been almost 

completed. The annex building is now being renovated to provide the School of 

Public Health office, laboratory, and classroom facilities. 

Work will be begun on FY '59 projects with counterpart to be released in 

CY '61 to provide furniture for the School of Public Health, miscellaneous re

habilitation at the basic seience buildings, paving and curbing the road west 

of the hospital to the School of Nursing, and to install lights outside the 

nurses' dormitory. 

Counterpart funds for FY '60 to be released in CY '61 include allocations 

for furniture for the nurses 9 dormitory and for construction of a new kitchen 

and laundry for the hospital. The release of these funds is urgently needed as 

a budget for the Technical High School of Nursing no longer exists and the 

budget for the new School of Nursing does not provide for dining and laundry 

services, therefore the hospital must provide these. Present kitchen and 

laundry facilities cannot provide any additional services. The increased 

patient load in itself has taxed these services beyond their limits; the new 

facilities must be provided soon. 

Plans for FY '61 counterpart funds to be requested are made. However, no 

final agreement has been reached as to how much additional counterpart, if any, 

is to be made available. At least 200,000,000 hwan is needed for completing 

the heating and hot water systems in the hospital, rehabilitating the bath and 
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toilet facilities of the wards, repairing the central operating rooms, remodeling 

amphitheaters, building furniture for patient rooms, screening the dormitory, 

developing an audio-visual section, remodeling the radioisotope laboratory, 

and for installation of a fire fighting system at the medical school. 

Visitors to this college during the past sjx months include Dr. Jean A. 

Curran, former national higher education survey team member who returned to Korea 

as consultant to the Yonsei Medical Center; Mr. w. H. Pennington, Far East 

Scientific Representative, Atomic Energy Commission of the United States; Dr. 

R. Sansonnens, World Health Organization representative; Dr. Mo Carpenter, Uni

versity of California at Los Angeles; and Dr. Victor McKusick, Johns Hopkins 

University. Lectures by some of the visitors were stimulating to the faculty 

and students. Many visitors from the u. s. Army Medical Corps stationed in 

Korea were oriented by the advisers as to the objectives and accomplishments 

of this program. 

Current Status of Teaching and Research in the Health Sciences at SNU 

In the Medical School teaching methods have improved greatly since this 

program began~ Students have commented on this as have alumni who find recent 

graduates much better prepared than they themselves were. Younger faculty mem

bers who were trained abroad are making the greatest contribution. There is, 

however, in certain departments, disinterest in teaching as compared with re

search; contact with students is relegated to the junior staff and graduate stu

dents. Some departments restrict the use of equipment to professors, thus 

failing to gain the maximum benefit this equipment could provide in the teaching 

of undergraduate and graduate students. The limited operating budget restricts 

laboratory exercises, departments generally having insufficient funds for the 

purchase of expendable supplies and animals. The necessity of earning additional 

income to supplement the meager university salary requires the teacher to ac

cept other teaching or research responsibilities outside the College of Medicine. 
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This factor alone is of the greatest importance as the student does not have 

desirable access to the teacher. 

In the clinical areas the students are enjoying much more patient contact, 

but there remains a serious deficit when compared with the clinical experience 

offered in America. Patient attendance at this hospital is not being wis·1ly 

used for teaching; organizational changes are necessary to effect a greater 

clinical experience for the student. If the faculty would give tull time to 

teaching and restructure the schedule for clinical clerks, then no student need 

graduate without having heard heart rurmurs or pulmonary rales. Cultural pg,t

terns and the mores of Koreans make necessary changes more difficult but cer

tainly do not warrant an attitude of hopelessness. Quality is recognized by 

the Koreans and if the quality of medicine offered at the center were as high 

as its faculty and facilities are capable of giving, then more and more people 

would seek care at this center. 

Basic, non-expensive, sound, indisputable scientific practices such as 

autopsies, isolation technique, and pathological examination of all tissues 

removed at surgery must be adhered to by the faculty. Only when the staff by 

itself is willing to abide and enforce the administrative policies of the col

lege and hospital can the level of medical care be improved. Acquisition of 

the latest scientific equipment does not in itself mean that medical care is 

improved; the activities of the faculty determine the quality level of care 

given. Only by precept can this be taught; lectures with disregard for applica

tion of principles taught when the student is assigned to the ward of clinic 

is not good teaching. 

The School of Nursing with only three T/0 faculty positions is grossly 

understaffed. Even with the expectation that an additional three positions 

will be approved for participants now in America, the faculty will be too small 

to offer a collegiate level course of study. Additional faculty members must 
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be prepared here in Korea and appointed to the School. In the inter~, nursing 

service personnel assist the school faculty; several meetings between these 

groups have planned for the clinical experiences of the students. 

Continued participation of the nurses in the workshop conducted as a part 

or the Indiana University contract program will assist them in improving both 

nursing education and service. 

The curriculum of the course as developed three years ago, now requires 

revision to give students better experience with patients. Since many of the 

courses are taught by visiting lecturers, both in subjects in liberal arts and 

in medicine, it is essential that some member of the School's T/0 faculty visit 

each lecture to determine what is being taught. Principles taught must be 

practiced on the wards and in the clinics with supervision by the nursing faculty. 

The School or Public Health has graduated two classes and has commendably 

held quality of class work and theses to be most important. During both years 

of the School's existence a few students have failed to meet standards and have 

not been graduated. Although understaffed, the faculty with the help of many 

well-trained visiting lecturers from the varied fields of public health have 

worked with greater:· cooperation then expected. To establish and organize a 

school requires several years; Dr. Gault is impressed with the School's progress 

to date. With completion of rehabilitation of an annex building for the 

School and return of participants now in America, he recommends that an adviser 

in public health be assigned to work with the faculty. 

How can these objectives in teaching be accomplished? During the contract 

years technical advisers have assisted the faculty in establishing objectives 

and achieving them. As in any traditional society, change comes about slowly 

and painfully. The important observation is that change has occurred. But 

continuing change is necessary. The present advisers strongly recommend that 
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continued advisory services be provided this College. Specifically advisers 

in nursing education, nursing service, public health, and in clinical pathology 

are needed, all for not less than one year tours. These services might well 

be provided by ICA, WHO, the Fulbright Commission, or private foundations. The 

faculty in the College is well prepared, moderately well motivated to change, 

but requires the stimulus and support of additional competent advisers if 

progress is to be accelerated. 

Public Administration, Seoul National, Un~versit,.y (Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, 

Adviser). As of the end of this 6-month report period Minnesota had supplied 

8 advisers in Public Administration to Seoul National University - 2 generalists 

(1 of whom served initially as adviser in the broad area of organization, super

vision and management) as principal advisers 1 2 advisers in research~ 1 in 

personnel management, 1 in library science, 1 in accounting, and 1 in public 

finance. Presently serving at the School of Public Administration are principal 

adviser, Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, research adviser Dr. Glenn D. Paige, and generalist 

Professor William F. Larsen. 

Activities Prior to October 1960. The contract between the United States 

Foreign Operations Administration (predecessor of the International Cooperation 

Administration) and the University of Minnesota, which was originally signed 

September 28, 1954, and under which technical assistance was to be furnished to 

Seoul National University, was amended in 1957 to include assistance in creating 

a graduate school of public administration. Pursuant to this new agreement, 

the first Korean training participants went to Minneapolis early in August, 

1957, and eventually 19 such participants were sent to the University of Minne

sota for training preparatory to their becoming teaching staff members of the 

new school. By September 30, 1960, 17 persons of this group of 19 had returned 

to Korea a.rter having completed from 1 to 2i years of training, and only 2 

remained in Minneapolis to pursue their studies. 
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Eight public administration advisers and a secretary have been appointed 

by the University of Minnesota and sent to assist Seoul National University 

for terms varying from 6 months to 2 years. The first of them arrived in March, 

1958, and by October 1960 tive advisers had completed their assignments and 

had departed from Korea. The principal adviser, the personnel administration 

adviser, the research adviser, and the secretary continued their services into 

the period covered by this report. 

The Korean government presidential decree that formally authorized establish

ment of the School of Public Administration in accordance with the intent of 

the Korea-United States cooperative project was issued on January 19, 1959; 

a two-story building on the Seoul National University campus was remodeled and 

equipped with new furniture as needed by the School; a curriculum of graduate 

studies was drafted and adopted; 103 students were admitted after examination; 

and on April 1, 1959, the newly established School was formally opened and 

began operations. 

In April, 1960, the School's second class was admitted, which raised its 

total enrollment approximately to the authorized maximum number of 200 students. 

Also in April, 1960, the second-year day students began their work as interns 

in the various government ministries and agencies. 

The course of study adopted by the School was a two-year graduate program 

leading to the degree of Master of Public Administration. The first year con

sisted of a program or 24 semester credit hours of lecture courses and seminars 

on public administration and related subjects, and during the second year the 

students wrote their theses. The day students, however, had an additional re

quirement of a six- to eight-month internship period in government to be served 

immediately before preparation or their theses. Since the day students were 

to be recent college graduates and the evening students were to be incumbent 
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government officials, the intern program was inapplicable to the latter group. 

Approximately one-third of the students accepted each year were enrolled in 

day classes, and two-thirds were enrolled as evening students. 

Originally, the newly-created School of Public Administration was formallY 

affiliated with the College of Law of Seoul National University. Under this 

arrangement, the Dean of the Law College was also ex officio Dean of the School 

of Public Administration, and a special faculty committee of the College of Law 

had been appointed to develop the program and policies of the School. In other 

respects, the School operated independently, having its own faculty, budget, 

curriculum, student body and building. In July, 1960, however, a new decree 

separated the School completely from the College of Law, and it has been a 

distinct unit in the University system since that time. 

Recommendations of Previous Advisers to the School. Each post adviser, at 

the conclusion of his period or service in Korea, has prepared a final report 

including recommendations aimed at fUrther assisting in developing the School 

into the outstanding institution desired. The principal adviser maintains a 

complete list of these recommendations for reference and periodic evaluation 

in the light of the current status of the School. A great many of these recom

mendations are non-controversial in nature and have been carried out; others 

are of a nature requiring perpetual attention by the administrator of an edu

cational institution. Progress is considered to have been good in areas where 

action is not controlled primarily by the budget; in some areas the relatively 

modest scope of the latter has exerted an appreciable limiting effect on the 

carrying out of sound recommendations concerning the fullest possible effective 

use of both Korean staff.·tnembers and American advisers. Counterpart fUnds in 

support of this portion of the ICA/University of Minnesota contract are expected 

to be allocated shortly. When this is done much that has been hopeful talk 

and planning in the past may come to fruition. This is discussed further below. 
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Major Activities, October 1, 1260 through March 31, 1261 

Improvem~nt of Course Q.ontent and Classroom Teaching. With the departure 

of three Minnesota advisers from Korea during the immediately preceding 6~onth 

period, the heavy emphasis on improvement of course content was necessarily 

lessened during the period covered by this report. Since the organization and 

management course was being offered by,_a newly returned participant, however, 

Dr. Mauck devoted considerable time and attention to aiding in the development 

of this course. Professor Larsen and Dr. Paige also continued to assist in 

the preparation of course outlines, to give demonstration lectures, to help in 

classroom use of audio-visual equipment, and in other ways to aid in the improve

ment of course content and classroom teaching. 

Stimulation of Research and Publication. Research and publication activitit'>S 

increased substantially during the past six months. Dr. Mauck continued to 

devote considerable time and effort to the publication of the School's bi

monthly newsletter, Korean Public Administration, which wa.s begun a year ago. 

Professor Larsen and Dr. Paige each wrote several articles for publication, and 

Dr. Paige gave numerous speeches in which he consistently urged the need for 

greater efforts in social science research. Professor Larsen also prepared a 

set of guidelines to be used by students in the writing of their theses. The 

Research Center participated in several extensive research projects in the 

field of public opinion, the results of which were given much favorable publicity 

in the daily press. 

Student Develonment. The intern program for the day students, which had 

been initiated in April, 1960 as an entirely novel experiment in Korea, was con

cluded in October and November. Dr. Mauck took a sample of intern opinion re

garding the effectiveness of the program, and most of the respondents replied 

that their experiences as interns were very instructive for them. 
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In the latter months of 1960 and early 1961, the students in both the 

day and evening programs prepared their theses; and all three advisers worked 

directly with some students who sought their assistance. 

In late November, 1960 and again in early February, 1961, the students 

sponsored public debates and forums on public issues. These two-day meetings 

proved to be quite successful and received much favorable publicity in the daily 

press. The attendance at most sessions approximately filled the 1,000-seat 

MUnicipal Theater. A number of cabinet ministers and other top government of

ficials also visited the School and lectured to the students on various occasions4 

At the University commencement exercises which were held on March 28, 1961, 

eighty of the original class of 103 students received their degrees. Some of 

the remaining 23 students may complete the requirements and receive their degrees 

at a later date. A new class of 100 was admitted during the final days of 

March, 1961, selected from 330 applicants. All the graduates of the School 

who were found to be eligible were offered employment in the ROK Government. 

(As a result of a recent ROK government decision, a person's completion of his 

compulsory military service now is a prerequisite for appointment to a govern

ment position. Consequently, most of the day-class graduates are ineligible.) 

Library Develo9nent. The Library of the School continued to expand. Its 

total number of volumes now is 4,444, of which 3,910 were received through the 

project. There were 620 volumes acquired through the project during the past 

six months. A revision of the catalogue system has put all cards into a single 

dictionary type of arrangement, similar to that used in major university li

braries in the United States. The appointment of a professional assistant 

librarian, who began his work at the Library February 1, 1961, greatly improved 

the quality of Library operations. Late in March, 1961, a recent graduate 

of a library school began two months of volunteer work in the Library to gain 
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experience prior to her departure to the United States for advanced training 

in this field. 

Development of PhYsical Facilities and Acquisition of Eguipmeni• Construc

tion of the third-story addition on the building housing the School was well 

advanced toward completion at the end of March, 1961. Funds were still being 

sought, however, for the purchase of needed furniture and furnishings, a.s well 

a.s for the installation or other needed building improvements. 

An auxiliary generator acquired through u. s. Army surplus was repaired, 

placed in operation, and was used a.Jmost daily because of the continuing problem 

of power shortages. Typewriters, a mimeograph machine, and audio-visual equip

ment were received from the United States through the University of Minnesota. 

contract, but a few items are still in the process of delivery. 

Starr Development. The advisers continued to work with facult.y members 

on course r~tters, research activities, preparation of the University of ML~e

sota theses and dissertations, and other matters of a similar nature. Dro ~~uck 

accompanied Professor Hoon Yu on a one-month observation training tour to 

participate in a conference of the Eastern Regional Organization for Public 

Administration held in Manila and also to visit the schools of public a.dminis·l.ira-

tion in Saigon and Bangkok. 

The return to Korea of the final two of the School's 19 training participants 

during the last days of December, 1960 marked the end of a. stage in project ac

tivities. Currently, these for.mer participants fall into the following categories: 

Permanent staff members of the School (9): Hae Kyun Ahn, Assistant Professor 

and Director of Library*; Dong Sub Bark, Assistant Professor**; Suk Choon Cho, 

Assistant Professor*; Chong Ki Choi, Instructor*; Hae Dong Kim, Assistant Pro

fessor and Research Directorlf-; Tae Choon Kim, Instructor**; Yung Hee Rho 1 

Assistant Professor; Won Woo Suh, Assistant Professor and Assistant Dean*; 

and Hoon Yu, Assistant Professor. 
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THE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Fig. 14 
The School's home after comple
tion of the initial task of 
building rehabilitation 

Fig. 13 
Building at time of its transfer 
for use by the School of Public 
Administration, Summer 1958 

Fig. 15 
School of Public Administra
tion building with third floor 
under construction, April 1961 
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Part-time instructors in the School (8): Kwang Pil Choi; Woon Tai Kim; 

Joung Sik Lee; Sang Jyo Lee; Woong Keun Lee; Jong Han ParkJ Hai Won Rhee; Bong 

Chan Sub. 

Unassigned recent returnees (2): Pyung Kun Kang; Woo Hyun Lee. (Mr. 

Pyung Kun Kang and Mr. vloo Hyun Lee arrived in late December, 1960 during the 

period or winter vacation and completion of the 1960-61 academic year. It is 

planned to utilize them beginning with the new academic year starting April, 

1961.) 

*Appointed or promoted during the past six months. 
**In the United States for further study. 

In regard to the holding of advanced degrees in public administration, 

the status is as follows: 

Holders of doctor of philosophy degrees: None. 

Candidates for Ph .. D. degree (only dissertation to be completed) (5): Dong 

Suh Bark, Suk Choon Cho, Pyung Kun Kang, Won Woo Suh, and Hoon Yu. 

Candidate for Ph.,D. degree (preliminaries to be completed) (1): Tae Choon 

Kim. 

Holders of Master of Arts degrees (5): Kwang Pil Choi, Hae Dong Kim, Woon 

Tai Kim, Woo Hyun Lee, and Jong Han Park. 

Candidates for M., A. degrees (only thesis to be completed) (8): Hae Kyun 

Ahn, Chong Ki Choi, Joung Sik Lee, Sang Jyo Lee; Woong Keun Lee, Hai Won Rhee, 

Yung Hee Rho, and Bong Chan Sub. 

Currertt Needs of tJl!l Schog_l, with Re~e.ndations 

Neec:'LK9.r Program and Organizational Develom.ent. Organizational develop-

ment made only limited progress during the past six months, which was primarily 

the result of absence of a full-time Dean.. Upon recommendation of the advisers, 

several fa~ulty committees were appointed; but their initial performance indi-

cated the need for additional guidance and assistance before they will function 
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satisfactorily. It is anticipated that the newly appointed Dean, through super

vising the committees more closely, will utilize them more effectively in solu

tion or the School's problems. Probably the responsibilities of these committees, 

as well as of the Dean, Assistant Dean, General Affairs Section Chief, and 

others will be defined more clearly in the near future as the personality of 

the first full-time head of the School makes its impact on the institution. 

Program areas in need of review and revision include admissions practices, 

the curriculum, classroom teaching methods and practices, use of the library, 

research and publications, student conduct and study habits, placement of 

graduates, and extracurricular activities. 

Financial Needs of the School. The financial resources available to the 

School have been quite inadequate. Its position is relatively worse than that 

of many units of the University because or its relatively small income resulting 

fro;~ the few students in proportion to the Schooits need for faculty, physical 

facilities and other services. 

A small part of the capital costs in the original renovation of the build

ing was paid from counterpart funds, and all the costs involved in the current 

third-floor construction are being financed from this source. It is planned to 

pay for some special current costs also from such funds. These items include 

salaries for assistants to the advisers, translation costs, printing, and re

search professorships. 

The School's other financial resources are dependent, in large part, on 

the result of current discussions within the University regarding the apportion

ment of its "PTA" revenues among its several colleges. As long as financial 

stability is not achieved by the University as a whole, the School will neces

sarily continue to have its own financial problems. 

If the School were to establish a. four-year undergraduate program in ad

dition to its present program, if the number of students were increased, or 
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if it admitted non-degree class auditors in considerable numbers, a substantial 

amount of additional tuition revenue could be obtained. Increased appropriations 

through the ROK government budget could also alleviate the problem in the future. 

Agreement has been reached with the Dean-elect that, in the future, the 

financial resources of the School will be made known to the extent that the 

School's program can be planned jointly by the School officials and the advisers 

on the basis of total financial resources available to it. 

School Staff Ne~ds for the Future. The former participants selected during 

the early days of' the project are now able to fill the teaching staff positions 

in the School, except that some specialized instructors may be recruited from 

time to time to meet temporary needs. Except for the position of' Dean, there 

is no apparent need to recruit outside the participant group to fill the per

ma~lent teaching positions in the School. Most of' the part-time assignments 

also will continue to be made to the former participants. 

Some of' these staff members, however, require additional formal academic 

training if the School is to reach the high standards to which it aspires. From 

the outset of the project, it was anticipated that the most promising of the 

former participants might be selected to receive such additional training. It 

is now proposed to return two former participants to the United States next 

August to permit them to start work toward doctor's degrees, and it is further 

proposed that the School's new Dean be given an observation tour of schools of 

public administration in the United States and Southeast Asia within the next 

year. 

Several of the other former participants should be returned to the United 

States for further training after another year or two of experience in the 

School, if a review of their perfor.mance indicates that such action is warranted. 

Needs for Advisoty Services. There is a continuing need for advisory 

services in the School, at least over the next four years. During the two-year 
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period immediately ahead, three advisers should be provided: one in School 

operations, another in academic instruction, and a third in research develop

ment. Short-term advisers serving for periods of a year or less should be 

made available as the need arises. 

In a final two-year phase o;f the project ending June .30, 1965, a single 

adviser could assist during a phase-out period and Korean assumption of full 

responsibility; but several short-term advisers might also be made available 

during this period. An American secretary should be provided for the duration 

of the project. 

Symma.ry and Conclusions. This report of activities during the past six 

months, with recommendations for the period ahead, can best be visualized through 

an outline presenting a concept of the project in its entirety. The major 

features of the four-phase project can be indicated as follows: 

~e One: Planning and Preparing the Pro.1ect. (March 1957 to March 

1959; 24 months): Warp visit to Korea and his report, March to June 1957; de

parture of first participants (11), August 1957; arrival of principal adviser, 

March 1958; one in research and one in library development, August 1958; ar

rival of first books for Library, June 1958r departure of second group of 

participants (8), July, 1958; renovation of building and acquisition of furniture 

for the School, 1958-59; return of first participants (7) to become School's 

staff, August 1958; curriculum, course preparation, research and Library develop

ment--minimal to open School, 1958-59; issuance of presidential decree establish

ing the School, January 1959; admission of students, March 1959. 

Phase Two; Establishing the School (April 1959 to March 1961; 24 months): 

Opening of the School and beginning of classes, April 1959; arrival of ad

ditional advisers--personnel, o. & M., accounting, financial administration, 

June to September 1959; continuing aid on courses and research, 1959-61; 
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continuing aid on Library development, 1959-61; initiation of publications pro

gram embracing research results 1 teaching materials 1 informational material, 

1959 and 1960; first intern training program, April to November 1960; start 

o:f' second-stage building improvement, September 1960; beginning o:f' student 

extracurricular activities, November 1960; preparation o:f' first master's theses, 

November 1960 to February 1961; return of last o:f' the original 19 participants, 

December 1960; graduation o:f' :f'irst class, March 1961. 

Rhase Three: Revision and Upgrading the Program (April 1961 to June 1963; 

27 months): Initial employment o:f' the School's graduates, April 1961; first 

organization o:f' School alumni activities, April 1961; first teaching assign

ments to last returning partici~nts, April 1961; departure of second--stage 

training partici~nts, August 1961 to August 1962 (newly appointed Dean., two 

mouths; Assistant Dean, two months; Research, two years; Local Adm1nistration, 

two years; International and Comparative Administration, two years; Accounting, 

two years; Planning, two years); advisory assistance staff', April 1961 to June 

1963: School Operations, 27 months, Academic Instruction, 27 months, Research 

Development, 27 months, three short-term advisers on special areas, three weeks 

to 12 months; continuing aid on Library development, 1961-63; beginning o:f' 

workshops and faculty seminars, May 1961; study and revision o:f' curriculum based 

on teaching experience, student reactions, opinions o:f' employers of graduates, 

their on-the-job per:f'or.mance, civil service examination requirements, etc., 

July 1961; completion o:f' second-stage building improvement, August 1961; in

stallation o:f' classroom equipment and teaching aids, September 1961; continuation 

o:f' research development, 1961-63. 

Phase Four: Solidi:f'~ring ~he Program and Korean Take-Over (July 1963 to 

June 1965; 24 months): Advisory sta:f':f' assistance , July 1963 to June 1965: 

School Operations, 2 years, and three short-term advisers on special areas, three 

weeks to 12 months; continuing advisory assistance in all phases, July 1963 to 
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June 1965; continuing workshops and seminars; re-evaluation of School 9s goals, 

methods, successes, failures, July 1963; return of final group of School's 

staff, July 1954; teaching assignments to last of returned faculty members, 

September 1964; end of term of first full-time Dean1 selection of successor, 

March 1965; short training tour of new Dean, April 1965; termination of direct 

u. s. assistance on the project, June 1965. 

FACULTY DATA FOR THE SCHOOL OF PUB!,IC ADMINISTRATION 
As of Beginning of April, 1961 

T.o. ~Regular) Part-time 

Total 

Foreign Study Total 
Minnesota Contract 
Other 

Number, by Academic Rank 
Professor av. age 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 33 
Instructor 33 
Lecturer 

Master's Degrees 
Korean institution 
Western institution 

Staff 

9 

9 
9 
0 

7 
2 

14 
'7 
7 

Staff 

17 

13 
10 
3 

17 

19 
13 
6 

Total 

26 

22 
19 
3 

Public Ad'Ilinistration, NaM_c:nJ~J Offici~ Trainj.JJ.g Institute (Associate 

Professor Jack c. Kern, Adviser). J)Einnesota has thus far supplied 3 advisers 

for assistance in in-service training at the National Officials Training In

stitute, the Republic of Korea training agency attached organizationallY to 

the Ministry for State Council Administration. 

To date S National Officials Training Institute-sponsored participants 

have completed resident graduate studies in public administration at the Uni

versity of Minnesota and returned to Korea to occupy important Republic of 

Korea civil service positions in public administration. They have also served, 
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to a limited degree, as reserve staff instructor - seminar leaders at the 

National Officials Training Institute. 

Advisers have served at the National Officials Training Institute as fol• 

lows: Dr. E. R. Draheim, January 3, 195S - November 27, 1959; William B. Berg, 

November 12, 195S - May 14, 1960; and Jack c. Kem,··April 15, 1960 to the 

present. These advisers have helped to formulate long-range in-service training 

programs and detailed plans for putting these programs into effect, have as

sisted in rehabilitating and improving the Institute's physical plant (see 

photos), have advised on the procurement and use of training equipment, pro

vided liaison with USOM-Korea and the School of Public Administration, and 

have given continuous encouragement, counsel, and technical assistance to the 

Republic of Korea Government officials charged with training responsibilities.·· 

To the beginning of this report period 33 courses and seminars had been 

conducted at the National Officials Training Institute for 770 participants. 

The courses included specialized management skills or operations subjects such 

as national census plans and enumeration, budgeting and accounting, and pre

service orientation. Six executive development seminars were also conducted 

for bureau directors and 7 seminars tor the middle management group, i.e., 

section leaders. These 13 groups averaged about 22 members each. 

Training aids and references developed prior to this report period included 

placing explanatory Korean sound tracks on selected American movies and film 

strips 1 preparing Vu-graph slides, designing charts and reproducing or preparing 

books or booklets of the following titles: ~§.gement Skills, ~ SimplUica

tion, Planning !r.n9, Organization, fu21:! :.Yl! Fornign A~d Program Work§ and Administra

tive Management. NOT! officials and the advisers also cooperated with the Korean 

Association for Public Administration in the preparation and publishing of 

fub*ig Agministtatiqn Terms and fh~ses, a helpfUl lexicon for individual study. 
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The National Officials Training Institute, April 1961 

Fig. 17 
Interior view of part of the 
National Officials Training 
Institute Library. 

Fig. 16 
Library (low, flat-roofed 
building), seminar room 
building immediately behind, 
and two-story administration 
building to right. 

Fig. lg 
National Officials Training 
Institute Library (left) and 
seminar room building. 
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NOTI officials and the advisers have also advised with and assisted in the 

development of training programs and capabilities at several ROK Government 

agencies. Key examples are the Ministry of Transportation and the National In

stitute for Public Health Training. 

The report for the preceding 6-month period included these adviser recam• 

mendations: provide adequate NOTI staffing; add a second American adviser; 

develop Korean case studies; prepare Korean narration for all films and film-

strips on hand; and develop additional training aids. Due to the April revolu

tion and the resulting changes in ROK Government organization and policy there 

have been some adjustments in emphasis upon the above recommendations4 These 

adjustments and current emphasis include: 

1. Continuing encouragement for an adequate NOTI staff. Written recom
mendations and much discussion time have been furnished the NDTI Dean, a) to 
make greater use of the NOTI participants, and b) to secure the transfer of at 
least two qualified full-time seminar leader positions to meet priority needs. 

Three Minnesota participants have been used to advantage in recent courses 
and a fourth will be used in the next middle management seminar. Recently 
transferred to NOTI was Mr. Kim, Tae Kuk, who was an ICA participant in Office 
Management. He will serve as a NOTI instructor. 

2. Regarding advisers, current ROK Government reluctance or inability to 
make a firm decision on long-range NOTI programming and related needs temporarily 
retards further action on this item. 

3. No current action is underway on the development of Korean case studies. 
This item will be considered further. 

4. Progress continues on narrating selected films and filmstrips in KOrea. 

5. Additional ~terials Erepared include: 

Need 

A broad analysis of steps leading 
up to the planning and direction 
of training p~ograms --

T~rgets or goals which could be 
used to help define :.nd:lvtsh.:~l 
training needs of supervisors or 
potential supervisors --

~oint Action with the Dean, NOT! 

Prepared "Suggested Planning 
Guides for Establishing and 
Strengthening Ministry, Bureau 
and Province Training Programs." 

Prepared "Suggested Work 
Standards for Training and 
Rating Supervisors." 
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Definition of possible steps 
in the training of training 
leaders on methods of p1anning 
S!:,.nd conducting inst~tion sessions 

A Korean fi±m on Korean su~rvision 
activities 

Prepared a work book for 
Training Leaders on "Some 
Ideas on Training Methods." 

The Office of Public Information 
is producing a 2-part film on 
"The Supervisor as a Leader." 
NOTI reviews and advises on the 
script and overall plans. 

Major activities during this report period include: 

1. Charting of NOTI's 1961 Objectives was worked out with Dean Kim. These 
objectives are intended to motivate and guide NOT! into aggressive action toward 
its many opportunities and responsibilities for leadership and service. 

2. Courses. The early part of this period saw a continued lull in NOT! 
activity occasioned by political instability; then followed, at the turn of 
the year, a renewed training interest including the first move on the part of 
the Minister for State Council Administration toward long-range NOT! planning. 

Six courses or seminars for ap!Jroximately 150 participants were completed 
during the period. Included l1fa.s the 7th Executive Development seminar which 
started January 25, 1961o The Prime ~JUnister~ the Minister for State Council 
Administration and the USOM Directo~ gave opening addresses. 

The Sth middle management course started on March 15, and 8th Executive 
Development seminar on March 27, and a Performance BudgGting Conference in early 
April. 

3. A successful 4-countPl visit was made during December 1960, by Dean 
Kim, SNU's Professor Hoon Yu and Dr. Elwyn Mauck and Mr. Jack Kern to Japan, the 
Philippines, Vietnam and Thailand. The opportunities which these visits afforded 
are being continuously reviewed for follow-up action by all concerned. 

4. The National Construction Service came into being in early March. 
This vast, couu~try-wide program, is to heip alleviate widespread unemployment, 
develop natural resources, and provide land treatment and community development 
projects. Approximately 2,000 college graduates who will serve as local working 
leaders were tested, selected and given a lecture type of orientation·training 
under the auspices of the Ministry of Recor.struction. NOT! had no definite 
part in the planning of the Se:rvice and only a very limited part in planning 
and executing the initial training efforts. Ho"t<raver, the NOT! Dean and the 
USOM liaison officer were furnished with a rather complete set of suggested 
planning guides for trajning activities with emphasis upon basic supervision 
and project leadership skills. 

5. Two Manage~t SkilJ_§....~!J·,-i_;~g Studi.es have beon initiated: 

Study_l consisted of a 7-:r,:.oin:. questionnaire to the 20 junior (grade 4) 
administrators during the last quarter of their two-mol'".:.th pre-service training. 
Analysis of questionnaire replies sLo\l:s: 
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A. A keen interest in management training .. 
B. A keen respect for, and an expectation of good qualities of leader

ship in their supervisors-to-be. Specific desirable traits were 
identified. 

c. A hazy idea of training as a management or supervisory responsibility. 
D. A clear idea of personal responsibilities for self-development. 

Results of this study will be used for follow-up, including discussions 
in NOTI seminar groups. 

Study 2 was worked on in late March. It is aimed at getting the views 
of the current Executive Development group on presence, understanding and 
quality of work toward Bureau objectives, critical responsibilities of a Bureau 
director including personnel development, and ways in which NOTI can best assist 
with Bureau training programs. 

6. NOTI Staff, which currently totals 12, saw several changes and a decrease 
of one during the period. Two members, Mr. Park, Yong Hee, visual aids man, 
and Mr. Sin, Choong Sun, Office Administrator, were promoted to management 
functions in the Personnel Administration Bureau in the Ministry for State 
Council Administration. Mr. Sin, Hang Kyun, senior administrator, was trans
ferred without change of grade to the same Bureau. Miss Paek, Kyong Bin, 
librarian, resigned to accept a librarian's position at Ewha University. 

Mr. Kim, Tae Kuk, administrator replacement for Mr. Sin, has had previo,ls 
NOTI experience, is an ICA participant in Office Management and is currently 
publishing a book on the subjecte He will assist Dean Kim in actual instruc
tion work. Efforts will continue toward strengthening the staff. 

NOTI Participants. Following are the current positions of the 8 NOTI
sponsored men who participated in graduate study toward their Master's degrees 
in Public Administration at the University of Minnesota• 

Liu 1 Yung Sang 

Kim, Kee Mook 

Moon, Kee Youl 

Park, Tae Sup 

Date 
Returned 
to Korea 

S-4-58 

12-30-59 

8-1-58 

8-3-59 

Present 
Position and Grage 

Min. for State Council 
Adm.. - Chief Secretary 
for the Minister (3-B) 

Min. for State Council 
Adm. - Examination 
Section - Adm. Asst. (4) 

Min. for State Council 
Adm. - General Affairs 
Section - Adm. Asst. (4) 

Min. for State Council 
Adm. - Annuity Fund 
Section - Adm. Asst. (4) 

Major 
Field of Study 
,At Minnesota 

Office Mgt. 

Gene ra.l Adm. 

Personnel Adm.. 

Examination 
System 
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Lee, Hong Soo 11-30-59 Min. for State Council 
Adm. - Motion Picture 
Section - Adm. (3-A) 

Park, Chang Keun 8-3-59 Min. for State Council 
Adm. - Press Section 
Adm. (3-B) 

Park, Dong Hee 11-30-59 Ministr,y of Finance 
Foreign Exchange 
Section (3-B) 

Suk, Jae Duk 8-3-59 Min. of Commerce and 
Ind. - Materials 
Section (3-A) 

Public Adm. 

Public Adm. 

Finance Adm. 

Small Ind. 
Management 

Of these 8 men, 6 have been associated directly with NOTI seminars and 
courses as follows: 

Mr. Liu was employed at the NOTI on a full time basis during parts of 
1958 and 1959; then he was assigned back to the old Procedures Section, Office 
of General Affairs (Secretariat to the State Council). He now supervises the 
work of 4 other secretaries to the Minister and has an extremely intensive 
work program. Due to these heavy responsibilities and the constant "on-call" 
nature of his work he has been unable to assist at the NOTI. 

Mr. Kim, Kee Mook served as discussion leader in Work Simplification in 
the 8th Middle Management Course which started March 16. 

Mr. Park, Chang Keun and Mr. Park, Dong Hee instructed in the Pre-service 
training course for young administrators in the subjects of financial management 
and public relations, respectively. 

Mr. Moon, Kee Youl has assisted with ver,y specific criticisms and construc
tive suggestions on the translations of two booklets which NOTI has prepared 
as training aids. 

Continuing encouragement will be given to use these men in NOTI activities 
in leadership capacities. Dean Kim definitely plans to use Messrs. Suk, Jae 
Duk and Lee, Hong Soo as leaders in the participant refresher training planned. 

It is also encouraging to note that Mr. Kim, Tae Kuk, a former ICA partici
pant in Office Management, has recently been assigned to the NOTI staff on a 
full time basis. He will assist in the planning of courses and seminars and 
lead discussions on office management. He hopes to publish a book on this 
subject. 

Mr. Suk, Jae Duk is the first aJd only one of these 8 men to have submitted 
the first draft of his Master9s thesis. 

7. 1t~ was accomplished with most USOM division chiefs, several tech
nicians, contract advisers and several Korean ministry representatives during 
the period. Encouragement to plan for and extend training progress and results 
have been all too slow and meager. 
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The USOM periodical "Cooperation" printed in Hangul and with a circulation 
of approximately 2,500, now includes two pages of NOT! news, book reviews and 
ideas on training. It is hoped that this publication can be carried forward, 
eventually, by the Koreans as an integral part of a continuing participant 
refresher training program. 

StlJlli!!.S.J7--2.f Opportunities Ahead Which Will Recei·ve Attention During the Next 
Six ~Ionths 

1. LJpm.ediate.- The 4-point program for 1961 includes, a) management improve
ment through NOT! seminars and courses, b) development of leadership by encourage
ment and assistance with Ministry, Bureau and Province training programs, c) 
stiL,ulation and production of effective teaching aids, and d) providing a manage
ment library service. 

These are challenging goals for close ROK and US effort. 

There is need to increase the effectiveness of planting and assisting with 
the development of ideas that will work for Korea. Also needed is clear exposi
tion and explanation of the salient facts and choices of action so as to help 
Korean colleagues to make wise decisions concerning training efforts. 

Program planning, organization, coordination, delegation of authority and 
training skills, woven into a pbilooo:t:hY of public service and management improve
ment are specific areas that require real emphasis. 

2. l!Qng-Rangeo On February 6, Dean Kim and the USOM-PA Division were 
furnished ideas on "Recommended Long-Range Training Program Requirements -
Republic of Korea 1961 - 1965." It is hoped that in late 1961 and during 
1962 Advanced Management skills can be programmed, including subjects such as 
staff team training, automation, public relations and safety program administm
tion. 

3. Critical Needs to move both Actions 1 and 2 above: 

a. A dynamic and competent staff at the NOT! in the crucial days ahead. 

b. Willingness and readiness of the ROK executive group .. to accept a 
philosophy of intensive management training within the concept of a 
merit civil service system backed up, ultimately, by a decree or a law. 

c. A growing awareness within all government and an enlightened public 
that will require and support management improvement. 

d. Training officers in each Ministry, Province and other appropriate 
office with whom NOT! can cooperate, coordinate and exert leadership 
in the use of professional training principles and practices. At 
least 9 such positions currently exist. 

e. A National organization of training leaders to develop, coordinate and 
interchange professior!al kno-w-ledge, skills and facilities - which can 
result in national pe~sonnel development policy and program formulation 
on a sound scientific basis. 

f. Increased assistance from all USOM advisers in emphasizing and support
ing management training within their respective functions. 
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Operational Facilities. The status of physical plant rehabilitation and 

improvement, and of installation and use of equi'pnent procured under the Mime-

sota contract are commented upon in previous sections of Part II of this report. 

The following table and statement summarize fund allocations for these purposes. 

SUMMARY OF rca/MINNESOTA CONTRACT OPERATIONAL FACILITIES DOLLAR FUNDS AU.OCATED 
FOR FYS 52, 56. 27 a. 28 & ;.59 

FOR SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY AND NATIONAL OFFICIALS TRAINING INSTITUTE REHABILITA-
l'JON, IMPROVEI!ffi:N'f 1 EQUIPMENTAND SUPPLIES .. 

Agriculture 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 

Equip. & Supplies 

Sub-total 

Engineering 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 

Equip. & Supplies 

Sub-total 

Medicine 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 

Equip. & Supplies 

Sub-total 

L.A. & s.-Equipnent 
Vet. Med.-Equipment 
SNU General-Equipment 

FY 1955 

$422,300 

422,300 

65,200 

65,200 

63,500 

F'Y 1956 

$650,000 
260,000 

910,000 

100,000 
730,000 

FY 1957 FY 1958 FY 1959 

$159,000 $ 5,000 ---
50,000 20,000 $12,000 

209,000 25,000 12,000 

676,000 52,000 
500,000 134.000 18.000 

830,000 1,176,000 134,000 70,000 

275,000 
450,000 

725,000 

50,000 
50,000 
32.000 

135,000 

345,000 102,700 
70,000 171 1300 50,000 

415,000 274,000 50,000 

40,000 
27,000 12,000 

8,000 
67,000 20,000 

Public Administration - SNU 36,000 
Public Administration - NOTI 12,000 

Total Rehabilitation 551,000 1,025,000 1,180,000 107,700 52,000 
Total Equipment -- 1,575,000 620,000 392,300 148,000 

TOTAL 551,ooo 2,6oo,ooo 1,soo,ooo 50o,ooo 20o,ooo 

$1,236,300 
342.000 

1,578,300 

893,200 
1.382.000 

2,275,200 

786,200 
741.300 

.:J.,527,500 

90,000 
89,000 
43.000 

222,000 

36,000* 
12,000* 

2,915,700 
2.732,300* 

5,651,00() 

*Excludes $55,500 provided in the first ICA/Minnesota contract's Amendment 10 for 
Public Administration. Most of this has gone to SNU, but some to the National 
Officials Training Institute. 
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In addition, local currency in the amount of Ww 3,SOS,646,ooo ($6,869,765) 

has been approved for these purposes by the Combined Republic of Korea-U. s. 

Economic Board. Of this amount the board has approved for release RW 3,252,885,000 

($6,813,754) and Mw 597,760,900 has been proposed and tentatively agreed to for 

release in CY (ROK FY) 1961. These figures include Hw 30,228,000 for the National 

Officials Train1~g Institute. 

As of April 1, 1961, the invoice value of classroom and laboratory equip-

ment, supplies and library materials purchased by Minnesota and received in 

Korea totalled $2,027,917.32. This amount is made up of the following sub-totals: 

Seoul National University 
College of Agriculture 
·college of Engineering 
College of Medicine 
College of Veterinary Medicine 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
School of Public Administration 

National Officials Training Institute 

General 

Most of this equipnent is already in use. 

$ 278,213.59 
1,102,575.52 

462,050.,29 
54,373.69 
60,155.12 
28,092.S3 

10,480.15 

31,976.13 

As mentioned above, some items 

must await preparation of additional laboratory facilities and provision of 

utilities prior to installation and use. All such needs are receiving attention. 

Changes Effected :gz Pro.iect. In evaluating the results of a technical as-

sistance project of this nature the character, extent and importance of changes 

which have occurred as a result of the program are factors upon which determina-

tiona must largely rest. In this regard we are concerned not only with the 

views of advisers but with the more intimate knowledge of individual Korean 

colleagues - the president of the institution, deans, department heads and 

faculty members. To obtain the best possible appraisal of these factors the 

President of Seoul National University was again contacted with the following 

letter request: 
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"This of.fice is gathering material for the thirteenth contract-required 
report of actions taken~ progress, continuing needs and plans under the Seoul 
National University Cooperative Project. Since under present plans this project 
will terminate as of June 30, 1961 in agriculture, veterinary medicine, engineer
ing and medicine except with respect to the study programs of some categories 
of participants n~~ abroad in these fields, it is desirable that the content of 
this next report be made as complete as possible for these areas. It is hoped 
that the SNU material prepared for this report will present the institution's 
view of the current status of each of these colleges and the School of Public 
Administration for teaching, research and public service as well as commenting 
on actions or facilities still required as a basis for reaching desired levels 
in each of these areas of educational responsibility. 

"Regarding the latter please identify any major obstacles which prevent 
introduction of desired changes in teaching, research, public service and ad
ministration and state how it is planned to overcome these obstacles. 

ttit is requested that specific comment be made on SNU's use of returned 
participants. In any case where a participant is no longer a member of the 
faculty please advise as to when and why the separation occurred and what his 
present affiliation is. 

"As with past reports of this nature it is requested that information be 
provided on 1) the status of cataloguing and use of project-procured library 
materials, 2) the building and facilities repair and improvement, and new con
struction)} undertaken during the past six months and the completion status of 
each, 3) laboratory preparation and equipment installation actions during the 
same period and the completion status of each. Please be specific regarding 
uninstalled equtpment and provide estimates of when these items will be ready 
for use. 

"Information is also needed concerning the nature and number of special 
lectures, short or refresher courses, post-graduate technical seminars and 
conferences of an extension or public service nature which were offered during 
the past six months and those planned for the six-month period ahead. 

ttif there are faculty members from other colleges or universities now 
enrolled in graduate programs at SNU, please give their name, age, academic 
rank, field of concentration and parent institution. 

ttit would also be appreciated if you would let me have for this report 
a statement of what in your opinion are recent significant changes at Seoul 
National University outside of Cooperative Project areaso It is hoped through 
this information to provide for those interested some idea of the overall 
progress being made by the University. 

"For your convenience copies of this letter are enclosed for the Academic 
Dean and the Deans of the Colleges of Agriculture, Engineering, Medicine, 
Veterinary Medicine and Public Administration. • •" 

The two reports (for Veterinary Medicine and Engineering) submitted in 

response to this request by this report's due date reflect support of conclusions 
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set forth under the next side-heading below, indicate further changes in in

struction and research stemming from graduate study opportunities afforded staff 

members, give more examples of how equipment and supplies provided under the 

project have contributed to teaching and research, and comment on the continuing 

problems (also commented upon below) which affect obtaining the fullest pos

sible benefit from the training and facilities provided. A major continuing 

problem in each contract area continues to be inadequate hwan financing. 

The current of change, up-grading, modernization and improvement evident 

in most contract-assisted areas is substantial and encouraging though not 

spectacular. With rare exceptions as noted above, every participant is currently 

engaged in the area of his advanced study or observation. Notable also is the 

fact that at Seoul National University a very high percentage of participants now 

hold positions of higher rank than they held when selected for study abroad. 

Further assistance to Seoul National University at this stage could be 

very productive in the attainment of the high goals long ago established for 

this cooperative project in higher education in the Republic of Korea. However, 

the SUPRll'ing of an:z additional foreign faculty members for advisory service at 

Seoul National University should, in the opinion of this adviser, be on the basis 

of very carefulLy worked out and completely understood prior plans. Responsibili

ties and obligations of both parties should be set forth completely in advance 

in both Korean and English and programs conducted accordingly. Also mandatory 

to the view of this adviser is that all funds (local currency and dollars) re

quired in connection with such pro.iects be "in hand" before the foreign staff 

member arrives in Korea. This kind of planning would entail a bit more trans

Pacific travel, but this would be a small price to pay for assurance that a 

project would be implemented fully and effectively insofar as could be assured. 

Status Summary 2! Contract O~rations. The large number of contract par

ticipants and others who have studied or had observation tours abroad and are 
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back at their posts in Korea have brought with them a great fund of current 

knowledge in specialized areas, along with ideas on how to use this knowledge 

effectively in teaching and research. Added to this major result of the Coopera

tive Project are the many recommendations of an up-grading, modernizing character 

which Minnesota advisers have left with Korean colleagues. Through these two 

major facets of the ICA/University of Minnesota contract program in Korea, sup

ported substantially by the essential ph~~ical things needed for fundamental 

instruction and research, a great many forward-looking changes have come about 

during recent years in contract-assisted areas. 

It is apparent and understandable that many of the changes desired by both 

Koreans and their American colleam,es will come about only through the dedicated 

eff'orts of Seoul National University offici~ls and faculty members, and Korean 

~rnment officia~ov~a long period of time. Further technical assistance 

to Seoul National University and the National Officials Training Institute would 

without question enha11ce this development and rate of change. Many recommenda

tions made to these institutions have already been placed in effect; some may 

be carried out at an early date with staff and facilities now available, others 

will require more time; many will require considerably improved Korean funding 

for both staff and facilities. The latter needs early and positive attention 

if investments already made are to be fully productive. It is completely un

realistic, for example, to decry the fact that many staff members spend a bare 

minimum of time at their institution when salary levels are such that they ~ 

augment income by outside activity. This is a fact of paramount importance to 

Korea if it is truly concerned with the development and growth of outstanding 

institutions of higher learning. 

At this concluding stage of the major portion of the Cooperative Project 

it appears that its teaching and research improvement objective is in the process 
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of being solidly achieved. It is becoming more and more evident that as a result 

of the Cooperative Project significant changes have occurred and are occurring in 

the knowledge level, skills, outlook and attitude of staff members who have had 

study opportunities abroad under the program. Of corollary importance are con-

sidered to be the specialized area analyses, improvement recommendations, and 

other forms of assistance provided by Minnesota staff serving in Korea. 

The basic elements which make possible the effecting of instructional and 

research changes agreed upon as desirable have been supplied in substantial 

measure and more are to be provided. Seoul National University's need for 

long-term further assistance for additional improvement in faculty preparation, 

teaching, research, public service, organization and administration, physical 

plant and equipment is, however, apparent. 

The physical elements (structures, facilities, libraries, equipment) 

needed for instruction at each of the colleges being assisted under the Minne-

sota contract and at the National Officials Training Institute have in large 

measure been supplied through the operational facilities portion of the Coopera-

tive Project and in many areas are now exerting a beneficial effect on teaching 

and research. The allocation of additional counterpart funds as presently 

agreed upon for equipment installation and facilities for equipment use will 

P§rmit the full preparation for use of all uninstalled equirment now on hand. 

~her Korean nor American authorities having responsibility in this matter 

can permit themselves to forget or ignore the fact that, without this additional 

local currency funding, there will be no way to use the uninstalled equipment 

here involved. 

It is likewise clear, but worthy of constant stress, that if the faculties 

of these institutions are to maintain and go beyond such level in teaching and 

research as they have attained, they must have for their use and the use of 
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their students libraries which will gualify as first-class. Librar; budgets 

must be adequate to this end or there will be absolutely no way for faculties 

to stay abreast and advance as necessary in their fields, and to educate students 

as they should be educated to compete in the world of today. 

Ccncerning libraries, it is encouraging to note that each year sees a sub

stantial additional number of translated and original works in the Korean language. 

The need far exceeds production of such materials to date, however. 

Also indicative of the continuing growth and maturity of Seoul National 

University is the expanding variety and complexity of research projects in process. 

Of considerable potential importance to Korea is that Seoul National Uni

versity has now reached a stage of development permitting not only the offering 

of substantial graduate programs in many specialized fields in agriculture, 

medicine, and engineering, as well as in public administration, but with adequate 

funding, the undertaking of more and more extension-type programs (short-courses, 

seminars, continuation courses, workshops) available for and geared to the needs 

of educators, other interested professional people, and the general public. 

There is every reason to expect that this "multiplier effect" objective of the 

assistance provided Seoul National University may, if the necessary financial 

support is provided, be realized in substantial measure in the years ahead. 

(Establishment of the "Professorial Institute" at Seoul National University, as 

commented upon earlier, is considered to be a major initial step in this direc

tion.) This general area would be of high priority for continued assistance 

to Seoul National University and the National Officials Training Institute by 

a few carefully selected American advisers. 

In concluding this thirteenth 6-month report, the hope is expressed that 

the Korean Government and USOM-Korea will continue their interest in and support 

of this major technical assistance project in education in all ways possible. 

Though much has been accomplished under the ICA/University of Minnesota contract 
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thus far, much remains to be done. Continued investment of moderate amounts 

of time and money by USOM-Korea in the institutions aided could pay handsome 

dividends in the years ahead. 

A prime concern of the Republic of Korea for the future should be, in the 

opinion of this adviser, to take such positive steps as will assure that Seoul 

National University, the nation's major public institution of higher learning, 

continues to develop in ability to serve well the people of this land. Since 

the heart of any institution is its faculty, a continuing major problem will 

be now to retain, further develop, constantly encourage and more effectively 

utilize the ablest of the staff members now on Seoul National University's rolls. 

A fundamental factor for success in this regard is and will be a vastly improved 

budgetar.y position for the University. A first-class institution cannot be 

developed or maintained on an inadequate financial base. 

Plans ~ ~ Next ~ Months. These plans are set forth in preceding 

sections for each contract area. 

Dr. Chester w. Wood, the incoming Chief of Party (who will serve as general 

adviser to Seoul National University) will begin his period of service in Korea 

on or slightly prior to July 1, 1961. 
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I. OFFICE OF THE CAMPUS COORDINATOR 

Fourteenth Report. This document constitutes the Fourteenth Semi-Annual 

Progress Report covering the operations involving Seoul National University 

and the Central Officials Training Institute, Republic of Korea, under a 

contract between the University of Minnesota and the u. s. International 

Cooperation Administration. 

The operations referred to above began on August 1# 1954 under a pre

liminary contract signed on July 15, 1954 which provided for the appointment, 

together with the necessary secretarial assistance, of an individual designated 

as the Campus Coordinator whose responsibility would be to "serve as liaison 

officer between the field staff and home institution and as general coordina

tor of the services to be rendered ... •" As his initial assignment, the 

Coordinator was given the responsibility of coordinating the formulation of 

plans, the recruitment of staff members and consultants for service in Korea, 

arrangements for the training of participants to study and observe at the 

University of Minnesota, and the making of a study of equipment needs at 

Seoul National University. The initially-appointed Coordinator, Dr. Tracy 

F. Tyler, Professor of Education, has served continuously since that t:ime. 

An amendment to the preliminary contract, dated August .31, 1954, authori

zed the appointment of a Chief Adviser in Korea. Dr. Arthur E. Schneider, 

Professor of Forest:ry, was appointed and began state-side service on September 

5, 1954 and his service in Korea on October 19, 1954. He held the post con

tinuously until June 30, 1961 when his functions were assumed by Dr. Chester 

W. Wood, Professor and Director, Student Personnel Services, University of 

Minnesota - Duluth. Dr. Wood had reached Korea on June 26, 1961 and had 

been selected primarily to serve as General Adviser to Seoul National Uni

versity. 
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The basic contract, tailored to the situation in Korea, was signed on 

S'eptember 28, 1954. SUbsequently, seventeen amendments were made to this 

document before it was replaced on December 22, 1959 by the current "Standard 

Contract." To this Standard Contract a letter of' understanding, approved 

December 24, 1959, and two amendments (April 1, 1960 and December 23, 1960) 

have been subsequently negotiated between the University of' Minnesota and 

the International Cooperation Administration. 

End of' Korean Pro te<a, Scheduled. Activities under the Korean Project 

have substantially diminished during the period covered by the present re

port. Advisory services in Korea terminated in Agriculture on June 30, 1961; 

in Veterinary Medicine on July 31, 1961; in Engineering on June 20, 1961; 

and in Medicine on June 30, 1961. The two contract segments in Public Ad

ministration are scheduled for termination on June 30, 1962. One segment 

involves assistance to the newly-established School of' Public Administration, 

Seoul National University, which opened under contract auspices on April 1, 

1959. The other involves cooperation with the Central Officials Training 

Institute (formerly the National Officials Training Institute) which has 

been assisted under the contract since the arrival in Korea of' its first 

Minnesota adviser on January 3, 1958. 

In spite of' the fact that Minnesota advisory assistance in Korea has 

now ended in all fields except Public Administration, extensions were agreed 

to during the period covered by the present report for some of the partici

pants in fields other than Public Administration so that study programs 

could be completed before the individuals returned to their posts in Seoul 

National University. Twelve participants, as a consequence, were continuing 

their studies in the u. s. under Minnesota's ICA contract at the completion 

of' the present report period. 
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Termination .ru: Extension? The question as to whether or not the Minne

sota contract should be allowed to come to a close on June 30, 1962 has been 

under discussion for many months. Minnesota advisers in their final reports 

have pointed out without exception that substantial progress has been made 

to date in all contract fields but that further assistance is desperately 

needed if the gains which have been made under the contract are to be con

solidated. This point of view seems to be shared by the officials of Seoul 

National University. 

The attitude of the present Republic of Korea Government, apparently 

shared by USOM to Korea and ICA/Washington, is that Korea presently is in 

desperate need of substantial economic assistance and that assistance to 

higher education should, therefore, either be terminated or postponed to 

some subsequent time when Korea's economic house has been put in better order. 

The immediately preceding report pointed out that the University of 

Minnesota had been asked to undertake a survey of higher education in Korea. 

The report of this survey, together with its supporting documents, sets 

forth in specific detail the steps that need to be taken in strengthening 

higher education in Korea. 

In spite of the urgency revealed by the Survey, it appears now that 

few, if any, of its recommendations are to be implemented in the foreseeable 

future. Korea presently has substantial unemployment. Construction projects 

and other types of economic aid might assist in relieving this situation to 

some extent. However, Korea lacks an adequate supply of individuals trained 

to the professional level in the critical areas of Agriculture, Engineering, 

Medicine, and Public Administration. The University of Minnesota is con

vinced that only through further assistance to higher education (in Seoul 

National University and in the other national universities) can this de

ficiency be overcome. 
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In discussing this topic in the preceding report, it was pointed out 

that an extension and expansion of the Minnesota contract would have these 

objectives: 

1. Maintain gains already made and serve as a stimulus to continuing 
gains, 

2. Extend assistance to the other national universities, and 

3. Strengthen the undergraduate curriculum in the sciences in all 
the national universities to provide a strong base of pre
professional study. 

It is hoped that those concerned, Korean and American, will give careful 

consideration to all of the factors involved before any irrevocable decision 

has been reached with respect to contract termination. 

Proiect Administration. At the time the Korean Project began, the 

President of the University of Minnesota assigned administrative responsibility 

for its operation to the Vice President, Academic Administration. In ad

dition, the President appointed an ill! h.2£. committee to advise him, as cir

cumstances require, on policy matters relating to contract operations. 

Individual members serve also as a source of advice and counsel on an in-

formal basis to the Vice President, Academic Administration, and to the 

Campus Coordinator when perplexing operational problems arise from time 

to time. 

The committee presently consiSts of Dr. Malcolm M. Willey, Vice Presi-

dent, Academic Administration, Chairman; Mr. Laurence R. Lunden, Vice Presi

dent, Business Administration; Dr. Harold Macy, Dean, Institute of Agriculture; 

Dr. William T. s. Thorp, Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine; Dr. Frank 

Verbrugge, Acting Dean, Institute of Technology; Dr. Robert B. Howard, Dean, 

College of Medical Sciences; Mr. Clinton T. Johnson, Assistant Vice Presi

dent, Business Administration; Dr. Gaylord w. Anderson, Director, School 

of Public Health; Professor John c. Kidneigh, Director, School of Social 
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Work; Professor George A •. Warp, Director, Public Administration Center; and 

Dr. Tracy F. Tyler, Professor of Education and Cam:rns Coordinator, Secretaey .. 

Since no specific questions of policy had arisen during the period 

covered by the present report, no meetings were held, but many info:nnal con

ferences and exchanges or memoranda and letters were carried on. 

ColJ.ege-Level Advisers. Phasing out of contract operations, by the 

elimination of advisory service in Korea and the reduction of the number of 

participants, has made possible a substantial reduction in on-campus service 

of college-level advisers. 

Dr. Clyde H.. Bailey, Dean and Professor Emeritus, Institute of Agri

culture, who served the areas of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, ended 

his half-time service on September 30, 1961. He has agreed to continue, 

at no cost to the contract, such services as may be necessary until June 30, 

1962. 

Professor Clarence E. Lund, who served the field of Engineering on a 

half-time basis, was off the payroll entirely for the period July 16 through 

August 31, 1961. He was returned to the payroll for half time for the 

period, September 1 through 15, 1961. Since that time he has agreed to 

continue, at no cost to the contract, such service as may be required to 

complete Engineering procurement. 

Professor George A. Warp, Director, Public Administration Center, who 

had served on a half-time basis through March 15, 1961, was on a one-third

time basis from March 16 through June 15, on a half-time basis from June 16 

through September 15, and returned to a one-third-time basis on September 

16, 1961. 

Dr. Gaylord w. Anderson, Mayo Professor of Public Health and Director 

of the School of Public Health, College of Medical Sciences, has continued 
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from the beginning of the contract to provide advisory services to Korean 

participants in Medicine at no cost to the contract. 

Advisem in, Agriculture. Roy o. Bridgford, Associate Professor Emeritus 

of Agronomy, ended his tour of duty in Korea on June 30, 1961. His service 

as an overall adviser in Agriculture and, in addition, as special adviser in 

Agronomy, began on March 191 1957. 

Dr. Arthur E. Sclmeider, Professor of Forestry 1 completed his service 

in Korea on June 30, 1961. Although his major assignment was as Chief Ad

viser 1 he was available as a consultant in his specialty whenever the pressure 

of other duties permitted. 

Veterinary Medical Advisers. Dr. John P. Arnold, Professor and Head, 

Division of Veterinary Surgery and Radiology, College of Veterinary Medicine 1 

completed his service in Korea on July 31, 1961. His one-year service as 

an overall adviser to the College of Veterinary Medicine began on July 30, 

1960. He served also, as time permitted, as adviser in the specialties of 

his competence. 

Engineering Advisers. Harold E. Babbitt, Professor Emeritus of Civil 

Engineering, University of Illinois, completed his service in Korea on 

June 20, 1961. He and Mrs. Babbitt reached Korea and he began his tour of 

duty as overall adviser in Engineering on June 20, 1960. 

Advisers in Medicine. Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., Assistant Dean and Associate 

Professor, College of Medical Sciences, completed his tour of duty in Korea 

on June 30, 1961. Dr. and Mrs. Gault and their three children had reached 

Korea on October 5, 1959 and he had served continuously since that time as 

overall adviser to the College of Medicine. He also provided specialist 

assistance in the area of Internal Medicine, with clinical interest in the 

field of rheumatism. 

--~, 
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Public Admipiptr§.t;ton ~dy;tser.s. At the beginning of the present report 

period there were four Public Administration advisers serving in Korea. Three 

of these, Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, Principal Adviser in Public Administration, 

Professor William F. Larsen, and Dr. Glenn D. Paige, were assisting the 

School of Public Administration, Seoul National University. The fourth, 

Mr. Jack c. Kern, was serving as overall adviser to the National Officials 

Training Institute {now the Central Officials Training Institute). 

During the period covered by the present report, three new Public Ad

ministration advisers began service in Korea. Dr. Lloyd M. Short, Professor 

and Chairman, Department of Political Science, began contract service on 

July 28, 1961. He is serving as an adviser to the School of Public Administra

tion. Mr. Clifford E. Jurgensen, began service as overall adviser and Mr. 

James Fritze as an adviser, both assisting the Central Officials Training 

Institute. Service in both cases began on September 28, 1961. 

Three Public Administration advisers completed their tours of duty in 

Korea during the period covered by the present report. Professor William F. 

Larsen left Korea on June 29, 1961; Dr. Glenn D. Paige left Korea on September 

4, 1961; and Mr. Jack c. Kern left Korea on October 19, 1961. 

Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck availed himself of the "Home Leave" privilege during 

the present report period. He and Mrs. Mauck left Korea to take leave in 

the United States on August 24, 1961. While in this country, Dr. Mauck at

tended the meetings of the American Political Science Association in st. Louis, 

September 6-9, 1961. The Maucks were back in Korea on September 27, 1961. 

Unless the contract is extended, and that seems unlikely at this time, 

all four advisers in Public Administration presently serving in Korea will 

complete their tours of duty in Korea on June 30, 1962. 

Agricultural Programs. At the beginning of the current report period 

(April 19, 1961) there were eleven members of Seoul National University 
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Agricultural College faculty engaged in advanced studies at the Institute of 

Agriculture of the University of Minnesota. They represented a wide range 

of subject-matter interest, including plant pathology, agricultural economics, 

agricultural engineering, agronomy, economic zoology, agricultural biochend.stry 1 

and animal husbandry (meat technology). The field of agronomy was represented 

with the largest number of specialists, four in all. The specialist in 

economic zoology devoted his principal attention to fisheries, and in that 

connection he spent over two months at the Minnesota Department of Conserva

tion fish hatchery at Brainerd, Minnesota. 

Of these eleven Koreans, four were privileged to study here for a period 

of one year, six for two years, and one has had his assignment extended to 

June 30, 1962 to cover a total of two years and ten months. It should also 

be noted that one of the six allotted a two-year assignment will likewise 

remain until June 30, 1962 to complete a period of study of one year and eleven 

months. Thus there will be two Koreans here through the current academic 

year, one majoring in plant pathology, and the other in agronom,y. 

Accordingly, as of October 19, 1961, all but two of the eleven who were 

studying in the Institute of Agriculture during the current period have de

parted for Korea at the conclusion of the one- or two-year period of their 

respective assignments. 

Since the ICA contract expired during the current period insofar as pro

viding for advanced study here by members of SNU Agricultural College faculty 

is concerned, it followed that no new assignments for such studies were made 

in 1961. Consequently there were no new arrivals from Korea in the fall of 

1961. In contrast, there had been four new partj_cipants in agriculture who 

began studies in the fall or 1960. 

In general, it would appear from the reports and comments made by their 

Minnesota faculty advisers that the Koreans studying here in the Institute 
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of Agriculture during the current period were somewhat less well prepared 

in the English language than was true of their colleagues who came here for 

study earlier in the period of the ICA contract. This has presented some 

problems in programming studies and in counseling1 and presumably has con

tributed to the fact that few of the eleven currently involved have become 

candidates for a graduate degree before departure, even after a total of two 

years of graduate study. 

In spite of language difficulties it is generally agreed by their faculty 

advisers that the SNU faculty members who studied in the Institute of Agri

culture recently have profited from that privilege, and have returned to Korea 

better qualified to carry on teaching, research, and service in their re

spective fields of specialization and doubtless in various other capacities 

as well. They have been earnest, energetic students who made a sincere effort 

to understand and assimilate the factual material presented here, and, in 

several instances, to engage in productive researches. 

VeterinarY Medical Programs. Six of the faculty members in Veterinary 

Medicine who were carrying on graduate studies at the University of Minne

sota at the time of the immediately preceding report have now completed their 

studies and returned to Korea. The other two are still studying at Minne

sota. One expects to complete the requirements for the Ph.D •. degree and 

return to Korea in late December, 1961. The other will continue his studies 

and return to Korea prior to June 30, 1962. 

Since the contract involving Veterinary Medicine ended in late July, 

1961, when Dr. John P. Arnold completed his service in Korea as overall ad

viser, there were no additional participants sent to Uinnesota in the fall 

of 1961. 

The tennination of assistance to the SNU College of Veterinary Medicine 

was unfortunate in the judgment of Minnesota authorities. FUrther staff 
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assistance and graduate training of additional faculty members are both badly 

needed if the College of Veterinary Medicine is to serve adequately such animal 

and poultry industry as presently exists in Korea. 

Engineering Programs. Since the immediately preceding report all but 

three of tbe eight faculty members in Engineering have completed their studies 

and returned to Korea. One of these, who completed the requirements :for 

the Ph.D. degree in Nuclear Engineering in late summer 1 was able to secure 

approval of the ROK Government to continue his research for an additional six 

months at the Argonne National Laboratories without cost to the contract. A 

seeond participant, who, with others not having completed military service 1 

had been discharged from his post in the College of Engineering, SNU 1 and was 

denied an extension of his period of study 1 although such an extension had 

been recommended by his Minnesota advisers, is continuing his study of Chemical 

Engineering at Minnesota by means of private funds. The third participant 

(the only one presently supported from contract funds) will continue his 

graduate studies in Electrical Engineering through the spring quarter 1 1962, 

and return to Korea in late June of that year. 

The University of Minnesota feels constrained to call attention again 

to the fact that the SNU College of Engineering has a considerable distance 

to go in attaining the status of a truly first-class technical institution. 

One further year, on a modest basis, as a minimum would make an important 

contribution in completing the program. This would involve further staff 

exchange. 

Medical Program§• Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., Assistant Dean, College of 

Medical Sciences, delivered the Minnesota Medical Foundation Day Address in 

Mayo Auditorium, University of Minnesota, on September 25 1 1961. His topic 

was, "Korea--A New Venture in International Medical Education." His talk 
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was based upon his observations and experiences during his two-year tour of 

duty in Korea as Overall Adviser in Medicine to Seoul National University 

under the Minnesota ICA contract. The text of his address appears in the 

University of Minnesota Medical Bulletin 1 November, 1961 (pages 73-85). 

The concluding five paragraphs of his article set forth clearly what the 

assistance rendered to the SNU College of Medicine by the University of Minne-

sota has meant to our sister institution. Here are Dr. Gault's observations: 

''The faculty in Korea traditionally has stressed research as a major 
responsibility of the scholar. The facilities and financial support available 
have limited the research output. But now, thanks to a newly remodeled Clinical 
Research Laboratory, the faculty and graduate students have opportunities to 
apply in their research the newest techniques--such as the use of radioisotopes. 
As a result, several investigators have had papers accepted for publications 
in American and British scientific journals. The faculty, of course, contributes 
a major portion of the articles published in Korean medical journals. 

"Today the college of Medicine at Seoul National University is a different 
institution from what it was seven years ago. Its faculty members, returned 
from studies abroad, have worked diligently to improve the quality of medical 
education, medical care, and research. The accomplishments have been theirs; 
our services have merely been supportive. The record made by the graduating 
class of Seoul National University on the qualifying examination in medicine 
given by the Educational Council for Foreign Medical Graduates illustrates 
more vividly than my descriptions the real progress our Korean colleagues have 
made in upgrading medical education. The certification of more than 90 per 
cent of the graduates who took this examination is a truly outstanding ac
complishment. 

"An administrative decision by the United States Overseas Mission in 
Korea terminated our official contract relationship with the College of Medicine 
on June 30, 1961. Advisers in the health sciences recommended continuation 
of the contract on the grounds that the rehabilitation of the physical fa
cilities, re-equipment for teaching, research, and patient care functions, 
and the return of the faculty fram studies abroad had set the stage for more 
effective technical assistance. I believe continued technical assistance 
would insure our investment in the college and would support the Korean staff 
in their detennination to develop a center offering modern, scientific medical 
education and care. Perhaps the International Cooperation Administration will 
recognize the advantages that continued assistance can offer and will negotiate 
for turther assistance to the college. 

"lam sure I speak for this faculty when I express our sincere apprecia
tion for the opportunity to work cooperatively with the Korean faculty in 
this project. Our Korean colleagues have made outstanding progress, and we 
are proud to tell of their achievements. Our faculty in turn has had its 
interests and knowledge widened by the exchange of faculty members. 
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"In conclusion, then, both our own college and our Korean sister college 
have benefited greatly from this new venture in medical education. The 
cooperative relationship between our colleges should continue through the 
personal friendships and common scientific interests shared by our faculties. 
The importance of our relationshin to our nation's international affairs is 
certainly evident. The global struggle of nations to advance their standards 
of living calls upon our government for the assistance that American uni
versities are peculiarly able to render." 

Public Administration Prpgrams. The Director of the Korean Program in 

Public Administration, Professor George A. Warp, continued to maintain close 

contact with the principal advisers at the School of Public Administration, 

Seoul National University 1 and at the National Officials Training Institute 

(now Central Officials Training Institute) in the Korean Government. 

The annual meeting of the American Political Science Association, which 

was held in st. Louis, Missouri, September 6-9, provided an opportunity for 

Professor Elwyn A. Mauck, the Principal Adviser at the School of Public Ad-

ministration, and Professor Warp to review the developments in the program 

and to discuss its many aspects. 

Assistant Professor Dong Sub Bark (Public Administration participant 

1957-59) spent several days in Minneapolis on his return trip from Washington, 

D. c. to Seoul. Professor Bark has completed the draft of his Ph.D. dis-

sertation. The title of his dissertation is "Public Personnel Administration 

in Korea: A Mixed Heritage in Contemporary Practice." The draft is being 

read presently by members of his committee. 

Mr. Jai Duck Suck's (Public Administration participant 1958-59) M.A.P.A. 

thesis on "The Foreign Trade Law of the Republic of Korea: Case Study and 

Recommendations," which he prepared in Korea, also was received recently and 

is being read by members of his committee • 

Instructor Tae Choon Kim (Public Administration participant 1957-59) 

enrolled in the School of Business Administration, University of Minnesota, 

in September, 1961 to continue his studies towards a doctorate. He holds 

an appointment as Teaching Assistant in Statistics. 
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Current deadlines for completing the requisitioning and ordering of 

equipnent and books for shipment to Korea have been set for December 31 and 

February 28, respectively. Priority equipment lists have been requested from 

both the School of Public Administration and the Central Officials Training 

Institute. During the report period, books selected in Seoul and in Minneapolis 

were requisitioned and placed on order, A substantial backlog of book selec

tions is currently being processed, Library of Congress cards are ordered 

for all titles. 

Summer vacationsand a termination and vacancy in the Public Administration 

secretarial position resulted in a serious slow-down in the processing of 

book requisitions and orders. By mid-October, the processing had returned 

to normal. 

Service in Kor:§a• Previous reports have provided tabulations of all of 

the staff members who had served in Korea under our ICA contract previous to 

the date of the issuance of the report. The accompanying table brings these 

data up to date. It reveals that as of October 19, 1961, 59 staff members 

have served or are serving in Korea. Their total service to date adds up to 

258 man-months or 71! man-years. These 59 individuals represented 43 dif

ferent academic fields, Of this total, 3 individuals served 162 man-months 

or 13! man-years in project administration; 10 individuals served 9Si man~onths 

or 8~ man-years in Agriculture; 12 individuals served 109i man-months or 9~ 

man-years in Engineering; 11 individuals served 158-l man-months or 13~ man

years in Medicine; 2 individuals served 16! man-months or li man-years in 

Veterinary Medicine; 15 individuals served 26li man-months or 21~ man-years 

in Public Administration; and 7 individuals served 5li man-months or 4l4 

man-years on the Survey of National Higher Education in the Republic of Korea. 

These 59 individuals who served in Korea were for the most part senior faculty 
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members 1 many with national and international reputations. A tabulation re

veals that 16 or approximately 27 per cent of the individuals serving in 

Korea had administrative as well as academic titles. There were one vice 

president emeritus, 5 deans or deans emeritus, 2 assistant deans, 3 department 

heads, 4 directors, and 1 assistant director. In terms of their academic 

titles 1 34 were professors, 7 associate professors 1 12 assistant professors 1 

1 lecturer, 2 non-academic, and 3 secretarial. 

TOTAL SERVICE OF STAFF MEMBERS SENT TO KOREA 
September 51 1954 to October 191 1961 

Date Last 
Service Day Man Man Prof. 

Name Began Served Months Years Field Rank 

Project Administration 
Arthur E. Schneider 9- 5-54 10-12-61 85t Chief Adviser Prof. 
N. Gertrude Koll 5-31-55 7-21-61 73-;z Secretarial Adm. Secy. 
Chester W. Wood 6-16-61 _l Chief Adviser Prof. & Dir. 

TOTALS 162 13! 

Agriculture 
Arthur L. Anderson 8- 1-59 2-24-60 7 Animal Hus. Prof. 
Clyde Ho Bailey 9- 3-55 12-17-55 3! Ag. Biochem. Prof. & 

Dean Emer. 
Roy o. Bridg.ford 2-25-57 7-26-61 53 Overall Ag. Assoc. Prof. 
Paul M. Burson 6- 1-56 12-14-56 6! Soils Prof. 
Andrew Hustrulid 8- 1-56 1- 5-57 5 Ag. Eng. Prof. 
Frank H. Kau.fert 8-13-56 11-28-56 3.! Forestry Prof. & Head 
Thomas H. King 3-29-57 9-13-57 sl Pl. Path. Prof. 
Philip W. Manson 9- 3-55 2- 2-56 5 Ag. Eng. Prof. 
Clarence E. !t1ickel 3-29-57 9-26-57 6 Entomology Prof. & Head 
Harald Ostvold 6- 1-56 9-18-56 __)1 1i-~rarz Asst. Prof. 

TOTALS 98 8~ 9 fields 

Engineering 
Paul Andersen 7-31-56 12-31-56 4! Civil Eng. Prof. 

6-17-59 12-19-59 6 Overall & Civil 
Harold E. Babbitt 6-15-60 7-21-61 13 Overall & Civil Prof. 
J. Harvey Evans 4- 1-57 7-12-57 3! Naval Arch. Prof. 
Carl Gra.ffunder 9- 9-55 12-12-55 3 Architecture Lecturer 
Chapin A. Harris 6- 4-56 9- 1-56 3 Text. Eng. Prof. & Dir. 
James P. Hartnett 10-17-60 10-29-60 ! Mech. Eng. Prof. 
Sidney C. Larson 9-16-55 12-19-55 3 Elect. Eng. Assoc. Prof. 
Clarence E. Lund 9-26-55 12-23-55 3 Mech. Eng. Prof. 

4- 1-58 3-16-59 ~I Overall & Mech. 
J. w. McCarty 9-10-59 9-21-60 Text. Eng. Assoc. Prot. 
Clarence E. Schwartz 8- 7-58 9- 3-59 13 Chem. Eng. Assoc. Prof. 
William W. Staley 6-16-56 9-27-57 15.! Overall & Min. Prof. 
William R. Weems 2- 1-55 7-16-56 ..llf 9~ 

Overall & Aero. Prof. 
TOTALS 109-;z 9 .fields 
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Medicine 
Eldon Berglund 
E. B. Brown, Jr, 
Edmund B, Flink 
N. L. Gault, Jr. 

Florence J, Julian 
Margery s. Low 
William F. Maloney 

James H. Matthews 
Glenn R. Mitchell 

George Schimert 
D. Joan Williams 

TOTALS 

Veterinary Medicine 
John P. Arnold 
Willard L. Boyd 

TOTALS 

Public Administration 
William B. Berg 
Arthur M. Borak 
John A. Dettmann 
E. R. Draheim 
William 0, Farber 
James Fritze 
Elsie G. Hagelee 
Leigh w. Hunt, Jr. 
c. E, Jurgensen 
Jack c. Kern 
William F. Larsen 
Stua.l't A. MacCorkle 
Elwyn A, Mauck 
Glenn D, Paige 
Lloyd M, Short 

TOTALS 

SNU Survey 
Mason H. Campbell 

J. A. Curran 

Elmer C, Easton 
Richard H. Lindeman 
W. T. Middlebrook 
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Date Last 
Service Day 

Began Served 

9- 2-59 9-29-60 
7-25-58 2-12-59 
8- 1-57 2-18-58 
8-30-59 8-19-61 

4-24-60 5- 2-61 
1- 1-57 2-10-59 
3-24-56 7-11-56 

5- 2-57 12- 6-58 
5- 2-57 12-10-58 

7- 6-58 11-13-59 
12-15-58 1-12-60 

7-27.-.60 8-30-61 
9- 4-57 12-24-57 

10-12-58 6-23-60 
9- 6-59 lQ- 5-60 
7-26-59 9-24-60 

12-19-57 12-30-59 
7-31-58 1-29-59 
9-28-61 
2- 6-59 
7- 1-58 9-23-60 
9-28-61 
4-12-60 
6-17-59 7-24-61 
3-16-58 4-18-60 
8-14-59 
8-31-59 9-21-61 
7-28-61 

1-25-60 5- 7-60 

1- 4-60 4- 6-60 

2-24-60 4-20-60 
9-22-S9 11-29-60 
9-23-59 12- 4-59 
2- 1-60 11-24-60 

Man Man Prof, 
Field Ivionths Years Rank 

13 

2a 

1! 25 

19 
19 

16i 
..ll 
158! 

13 

-iii 
~o! 
13 
14 
24! 
6 
1 

32! 
27 
1 
18~ 
25 
25 
26 

261 
3! 

3 

2 
14! 
2f 
92 

Pediatrics 
Physiology 
Int. Med. 
Overall & Med. 

Nursing 
Nursing 
Overall & I>fed. 

Asst. Prof. 
Prof. 
Prof. 
Assoc. Prof. 
& Asst. Dean 
Prof. & Dir. 
Asst. Prof. 
Asst, Prof, 
& Asst. Dean 

Overall & Anes. Asst. Prof. 
Hosp. Adm. Asst. Dir. 

Univ. Hosp. 
Overall & Surg. Asst. Prof. 

5 
Nursing Asst. Prof. 

13~ 7 fields 

Overall & Surg. Prof. & Head 

13 Overg.ll & Med. Prof. & Dean . 
8 2 fields Emer. 

Pers. Trng. Asst. Prof. 
Fin. Adm. Assoc. Prof. 
Govt. Acetg. Prof. 
Overall & Tmg. Prof. 
Research Prof. 
Pers. Adm. Asst. Prof. 
Secretarial Prin. Seey. 
Library Asst. Prof. 
Pers. Adm. Prof. 
Overall & Tmg. Assoc. Prof. 
Pers. Adm. Prof. 
Overall & Govt. Prof. & Dir. 
Overall & PA Prof. 
Research Asst. Prof. 

19 Pol, Sci. Prof. 
2124 9 fields 

Agric. Sci. 

Med. Sci. 

Eng. Sci. 
Inst. Res. 
Bus. Adm. 

Prof. & Dean 
Emer, 
Prof. & Dean 
Emer. 
Prof. & Dean 
Asst. Prof. 
VP Emer. 



Name 

Margaret Wipperman 
Chester W • Wood 

TOTALS 

GRAND TOTALS 
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Date Last 
Service Day 
Began Served 

12- 1-59 12-15-60 
1- 1-60 5- 6-60 

Man 
Months 

12! 
J 
5li 

858 

Man ·Prof. 
Years Field Rank 

Secretarial Adm. Secy. 
~ Soc 1 Sci. Prof. & Dir. 

4
24 

6 fields 

71! 43 fields 

Korean Faculty Participants. The accompanying table reveals that of the 

46 Korean faculty members studying in the United States at the time of the 

previous report, 34 have completed their studies. Nine of these were from 

Agriculture, 6 from Veterinary Medicine, 7 from Engineering, and 10 from 

Medicine. Thus, as of the date of this report, a total of 226 participants 

has been suppot'ted for study in the u. s. under this ICA contract. Two hundred 

fourteen of these have completed their studies and/or observations and 12 

are presently studying in the United States at contract expense. 

Of these 12 Korean faculty members 1 11 are studying at the University 

of Minnesota and 1 is at the New York University Post-Graduate Medical School. 

The 12 Korean faculty members presentlY studying in the United States 

are divided as follows: Agriculture, 2; Veterinary Medicine, 2; Engineering, 

1; and Medicine, 7. 
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SE~U-ANNUAL STATISTICAL DATA BY COLlEGES 
FOR KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

Total N9. of Particin. §llil Pa:r-ticipating 
ls!ITiv;als Ag. Eng. Med., Pub,Ad, Departures Ag, Eng, Med, Pub,Ad, 

Report 7 2 4 1 0 0 2 4 1 0 
2nd 

Report 44 11 19 21 
3rd 7 16 20 22 

Reporl 
4th 

Rewrt 44 25 46 31 
5th 

Report 1 25 47 31 
6th 

Reporl 32 32 54 36 
7th 

Report 0 32 54 36 
8th 

Report 22 36 55 40 
9th 

Report 2 36 55 41 
lOth 
Report 46 47 62 69 
llth 7 50 62 73 
Report 
12th 14 57 64 78 Report 
13th 
Report 0 57 64 78 
14th 
Report 0 57 64 78 

TOTALS 226 57 64 78 

0 3 

0 5 

0 26 

0 6 

13 36 

13 7 

26 

27 4 

27 25 

27 19 

27 17 

27 6 

27 34 

27 214 

9 19 20 0 

l3 17 0 

16 31 21 0 

15 29 19 0 

19 17 10 13 

13 17 9 13 

9 15 7 17 

8 13 7 18 

16 12 30 9 

16 7 27 5 

21 8 21 2 

19 s 19 0 

4 1 7 0 

4 1 7 0 

Total 

7 

48 

50 

68 

59 

52 

48 

46 

67 

55 

52 

46 

12 

12 

Participant Min-Months and Pfun-Years, A second table concerning partici

pants provides data, separately by college and ROK Government Agency involved, 

on the cumulative man-months and man-years of observation, consultation, and 

graduate study provided Korean participants (not including the President) under 

the ICA contract, The data reveal that, between January 1, 1955 (the first 

quarter during which there were Korean participants studying in the United 

States under the ICA contract) and September 30, 1961, the 226 Korean par

~icipants were supported for a total of 3,950 man-months or 329g man-years, 

Of these 329g man-years, 70 (21.3 per cent) were in Agriculture; 19~ 

(6,0 per cent) were in Veterinary Medicine; 95~ (29,0 per cent) were in 
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Engineering; 106i (32.3 per cent) were in Medicine; 2~ ( s.s per cent) were 

in Public Administration, SNU; and S~ (2.6 per cent) were in the Central Of

ficials Training Institute. 

Ac.e 

Months 840 

Years 70 

Per Cent 
21.3 of 'i'otal 

CUMULATIVE MAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS 
FOR KOREAN PAffriCIPANTS 

JANUARY 1, 1955 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 301 1961 
(President not included) 

VsMs Eng. l-l:ed. P;eA4 NOTI 

236i 114Si 1275! 345i 104 

19~ 95~ 106 7 
24 2~1 82 

3 

6.0 29.0 32.3 8.8 2.6 

TOTAL 

3950 

329~ 

100.0 

Data Concerning R.eturned Koreans. A third table shows the man-months 

and man-years for the 213 Korean :rarticipants (not including the President) 

who have completed their tours in the United States and returned to Korea. 

The table shows for each college and the ROK Government Agency involved the 

number of individual participants and the total man-months and man-years. 

It will be seen from the table that the 213 Korean participants who have 

completed their studies have been supported under the ICA contract for a 

total of 3,688! man-months or 3cni man-years. 

MAN-MONTHS AND MAN-YEARS OF 213 KOREANS COMP.r.:ETING STUDIES 
(President not included) 

Vet. Public Adm, 
A g. Me d. Jl!ng. Med, SNU NOTI 

No. of 
individuals 43 10 6.3 70 19 8 

Man-Months 804 17.3 1134~ ll27~ .345~ 104 

Man-Years 67 1~ 94!2 2.3 28~ 82 
24 9.324 .3 

Total 

21.3 

368Si 

307~ 
8 

Academic Achievemen~ Q! ~ Kore?ns. The present report continues the 

tabulations for presenting academic achievement which were initiated with the 
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sixth report. Members of the SNU faculty and administration and NOT! brought 

to the United States are again divided into groups: those who came only for 

observation and consultation; those who either audited all courses or registered 

for a program of less than 9 quarter credits; and those who enrolled for 

graduate study programs and received marks in courses totalling 9 or more 

quarter credits. No attempt was made to prepare a separate distribution for 

each Project segment since it appears that such a distribution would serve 

no useful purpose. 

There has now been a total o£ 226 Korean participants who have been 

supported under Minnesota's IGA program. They may be accounted for as fol

lows: 

President and Deans of Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, 
Engineering, and ~1edicine (2); and Superintendent of 
the University Hospital who came only for observation 
and consultation 7 

Participants who either audited all courses or 
registered for less than 9 credits. All but 
one have returned to Korea 49 

Participant who enrolled for no course work but 
earned a Doctor's degree solely through 
research at Pasteur Institute in Paris 1 

Participants who registered for 9 or more credits 
Completed studies and returned to Korea 15S 
Still studying in the u. s. 11 J.22 

Total number of Koreans receiving contract support 226 

The marks earned by the 169 members of the group who had registered for 

9 or more credits were secured. This resulted in the accompanying tabula-

tion. 
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MARKS EARNED BY 169 KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS REGISTERED FOR 9 OR MORE CREDITS 

60 Koreans 11 Koreans 
158 Koreans 11 Koreans Who Eamed Who Eamed 

All 169 Completing Still Studying Master's Doctors 
l ·~ ~ • . Koreans Studi,Els _!n.jJ, s. Degrees D,gre§S 

No. of Qtr. No, of Qtr .. No, of Qtr, No, of Qtr. No., of Qtr. 
Gz:ade c:r;:, H:r::s. Cr, Hrs, Cr, Hrs, Cr. Hrs, Cr. HI:§. 

A 3,039 2,824 215 1,537 522! 

B 3,371 3,19sZ 179 1,680! 425 
4 

S* 1,302! 1,075i 227 358 122 

c 1.137 1,061 76 {;.87 13? 
TOTAL OF 

8,856t 8,159t 697 4,062i 1,20li ·'AB~· 

Audit ?,355i 2,262i 93 909i 257 

Fail 56! 46i 10 23! 0 

other (D, In-
complete, 
Dropped, etc,) 992 938 54 197 42 

SUB-TOTAL 3,404 3,247 157 1,130 302 

GRAND TOTAL 12,260 11,406t 854 5,192! 1,503i 

No, of indi-
vidua1s 169 158 11 60 11 

No, of quarters 
of individual 
registration 1,077 1,000 77 491! 171i 

Average No, of 
quarters per 
individual 6.37 6.33 7.0 8.19 15.59 

*Used to denote grade of "B" or above, 
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The following significant conclusions may be drawn from the preceding 

table: 

1. The average number of graduate credits earned per quarter: 
a. All 169 Koreans 8.22 
b. 158 Koreans completing studies 8.16 
c. 11 Koreans still studying 9.05 
d. 60 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 8.27 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph,D. degrees 7.01 

2, The average number of credits per quarter taken on an audit basis: 
a. All 169 Koreans 2.19 
b. 158 Koreans completing studies 2.26 
c. 11 Koreans still studying 1.20 
d. 60 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 1.85 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 1.50 

3. The average number of credits per quarter resulting in failure: 

a. All 169 Koreans 0.05 
b. 158 Koreans completing studies 0.04 
c. 11 Koreans still studying 0.13 
d. 60 Koreans who earned ¥laster's degrees 0.05 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees o.oo 

4. The average number of credits per quarter resulting in grades 
of D, Incomplete, Dropped, etc.: 

a. All 169 Koreans 0.92 
b. 158 Koreans completing studies 0.94 
c. 11 Koreans stU1 studying 0.70 
d. 60 Koreans who earned Master's degrees 0.40 
e. 11 Koreans who earned Ph.D. degrees 0.26 

A further table pro~tides comparisons on a percentage basis between the 

four categories of grades acceptable for credit in the Graduate School. 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE 

158 Koreans 11 Koreans 60 Koreans 11 Koreans 
A11169 Completing Still Who Earned Who Earned 

Grade Koreans Studies Studying Master's Degrees Ph.D, Degrees 

A 34.31 34.61 30.85 37.83 43.49 

B 38.14 39.21 25.68 41.37 35.37 

s 14.71 13.18 32.57 8,81 10.15 

·c 12.84 13100 10.90 ll.99 10.99 

TOTALS 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Attention should be drawn again ;·to the fact that the percentages of "A" 

grades are similar to those found in the immediately preceding report. Again, 

the highest percentage (43.49) was recorded by those who earned Ph.D. degrees; 

the next highest (37.83) by those who earned Master's degrees; the third 

highest (34.61) by the 158 Koreans who had completed their studies and re

turned to Korea; and the lowest (30.85) by the 11 Koreans still studying in 

the u. s. (and having been registered for 9 or more credits). 

The present report is the ninth in which the grade-distribution per

centages have been presented. How little variation has taken place in the 

percentages of "A" grades is revealed by comparing the percentage of "A" grades 

for all 169 Koreans in the present report (34.31) with those of the sixth 

through thirteenth reports which were respectively 34.3, 33.5, 34.4, 33.15, 

34.30, 34.73, 35.19, and 34.55. 

The unusual achievement indicated by the preceding data cannot be stressed 

too often. Although all of our st~dies have revealed the high level of com

petence of the average Korean participant who has been privileged to study 

under the program, it still seems remarkable that, on the average, each has 

maintained such a high level of academic achievement in a new and unfamiliar 

environment and compelled, as he is, to receive instruction in a completely 

different language from that to which he has been accustomed from birth. 

Ph.D. Degrees Conferred. During the period covered by the present report, 

there were no additional Ph_.D. degrees conferred. Two participants completed 

the requirements for the Ph.D. degree and returned to Korea. Their degrees 

wUl be conferred at the December, 1961, cormnencement. A third participant 

expects to complete the requirements for the Ph.D. degree during the fall 

quarter, 1961. 

As mentioned in the previous report, the total number of Ph.D. degrees 

conferred upon faculty members of Seoul National University studying under 
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our ICA contract totals eleven. Five of these Ph.D. degrees were earned by 

faculty members from the College of Engineering, four from the College of 

Agriculture, and two from the College of Medicine. 

Following are the names, dates degrees were conferred, college, academic 

rank at the time the degree was conferred, and field of specialization for 

each of the eleven participants. 

ElEVEN KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING PH.D. DEGREES 
December, 1958 through August, 1961 

Date 
Degree SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded College Par..t.Js~tc.<?Jlt Specialization 

CHO, Chai Moo 7-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 

CHOI, Jong Wan 12~58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 

HAHN, Tae Hee 8-59 Engineering Instructor Chemical Engineering 

KANG, Woong Ki 6-60 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 

KIM, Jae Nam 6-59 Medicine Teach. Asst. Anatomy 

IEE, Chul Choo 3-60 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

LEE, Ho Wang 12-59 Medicine Teach. Asst. Bacteriology 

LEE, Socker 12-58 Engineering Teach. Asst. Mechanical Engineering 

PARK, Won Hee 6-60 Engineering Teach. Asst. Chemical Engineering 

PYO, Hyun Koo 3-59 Agriculture Instructor Horticulture 

RYU, Han Yeol 8-59 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Agricultural Engineering 

Master's Degrees Conferred. The accompanying table provides an alphabetical 

listing of the 60 Korean participants who have earned Master's degrees since 

contract operations began. Also indicated are the date of the award of each 

degree, the college, the academic rank of the recipient at the time the degree 

was conferred, and his field of specialization. 

The table reveals that Master's degrees have been received by Korean par

ti.ci.P9!'lt.~ from '36 different fields. Distribution among the colleges and schools 
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is as follows: Agriculture 19; Veterinary Medicine .3; Engineering 19; Medicine 

8; Public Administration 11. The breakdown by ranks held by participants at 

the time the degree was conferred is as fellows: Teaching Assistant 30; 

Lecturer 7; Instructor 12; Assistant Professor 7; Associate Professor .3; 

Civil Service employee 1. It should be emphasized, however, that most of the 

participants received promotions in faculty rank upon their return to Seoul 

National University. 

To this list of 60 individuals should be added the name of Dr. Lee, Ki 

Young who, in January, 1956 received the degree, Doctorat de 1 'Universite de 

Paris and that of Dr. Kim, Chu Wan who, in September, 1957 passed his examina-

tion before the American Board of Diagnostic Roentgenology. This brings to 

73 the number of advanced degrees earned by Korean participants, counting 

certification in Diagnostic Roentgenology as equivalent to a graduate degree. 

SIXTY KOREAN FACULTY MEMBERS EARNING MASTER'S DEGREES 
December, 1955 through August, 1961 

Date 
Degzoee SNU SNU Rank as Field of 

Name Awarded Colleue Participant Specialization 

BARK, Dong Suh 8-59 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
CHA, Kyoung Mo 6-61 Engineering Teach. Asst. Textile Engineering 
CHO, Byung Ryul 12-59 Vet. :Med. Lecturer Veterinary Anatomy 
CHO, Chai Moo 6-57 Agriculture Teach. Asst. Soils 
CHO, Kun Chan 6-57 Engineering Lecturer Electrical Engineering 
CHO, Suk Choon 6-60 Law Lecturer Public Administration 
CHOI 1 Jong Wan 3-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 
CHOI, Keh Kun 12-59 Engineering Asst. Prof. Electrical Engineering 
CHOI, Kwang Pil 7-60 Law Teach. Asst. Public Administration 
CHOI, Nung \'Jon 6-61 Medicine Teach. Asst. Public Health 
CHOI, Ung 7-60 Engineering Asst. Prof. Chemical Engineering 
CHUNG, Hoo Sup 12-57 Agriculture Teach • Asst. Plant Pathology 

· CHUNG, Myung Sik 3-59 Engineering Teach. Asst. Civil Engineering 
HAHN, Mansop 7-57 Engineering Teach. Asst. Aeronautical Engineering 
HAHN, Tae Hee 6-57 Engineering Instructor ·· Chemical Engineering 
HUH, Jong 6-60 Medicine Teach. Asst. Public Health 
HYUN, Jai Sun 6-60 Agriculture Instructor Entomology 
IM, Hyong Bin 8-58 Agriculture Instructor Plant Pathology 
JANG, Du Hwan S-61 Vet., Med .. Instructor Veterinar,y Parasitology 



Name 

JEON 1 Yun Seong 
JOHN 1 Yong Won 
KANG1 Pyung Kun 
KANG, Woong Ki 
KIM, Hae Dong 
KIM, In Kwon 
KIM, Sang Chan 
KIM, Tae Choon 
KIM, Woon Tai 
KIM, Yeun Shik 
LEE, Chul Choo 
LEE, Chung Han 
LEE, Ho Wang 
LEE, Socker 
LEE, Su Rae 
LEE, Sung Hak 
LEE, Tai Hyun 
LEE, Woo Hyun 
LEE, Yong Bin 
LIM, Jung Kyoo 
MIN, Kwang Shik 
MO, Sumi 
OHH, Bong Kug 
PAIK 1 Woon Hah 
PARK, Hong Nai 
PARK, Jong Han 
PARK, Sung Woo 
PARK, Won Hee 
PARK, Zin Hwan 
RHEE, Jin Woo 
RHEE, Sang Don 
RYU 1 Han Yeol 
SIM, Bo Sung 
SUH 1 Chai Chin 
SUH1 Won Woo 
WANG, In k:eun 
WIE.,: Sang Kyoo 
WOO, Jae Lin 
YIM, Kyong Bin 
YOO, Hoon 
YUK, Chong Yung 

Date 
Degree 

Awarded 

12-59 
6-59 
6-60 
6-57 
8-59 

12-56 
6-61 

12-59 
8-59 

12-59 
6-57 
6-57 

12-57 
12-56 
8-58 
8-61 
6-56 
8-60 

12-55 
3-58 

12-59 
6-60 

12-57 
8-56 

12-58 
12-60 
12-58 
8-57 
7-57 
6-59 

12-57 
3-57 

12-57 
7-57 
8-59 
8-60 
6-58 
6-58 
8-58 
3-59 
8-58 
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SNU 
College 

Vet. Med. 
Engineering 
Law 
Engineering 
Law 
Agriculture 
Medicine 
Law 
Law 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Medicine 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Medicine 
Agriculture 
Law 
Agriculture 
Medicine 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Agriculture 
Law 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Medicine 
Agriculture 
Medicine 
Engineering 
Law 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Law 
Agriculture 

SNU Rank as 
Participant 

Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Lecturer 
Teach. Asst. 
Instructor 
Assoc. Prof. 
Civil Serv. 
Teach. Asst. 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Asst. Prof. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Asst. Prof. 
Asst. Prof. 
Assoc. Prof .. 
Teach. Asst. 
Instructor 
Teach. A sst • 
Teach. Asst. 
Assoc. Prof. 
Lecturer 
Lecturer 
Asst. Prof. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Teach. Asst. 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Lecturer 
Instructor 
Instructor 
Teach. Asst. 
Asst. Prof. 

Field of 
Specialization 

Vet. Microbiology 
Mining Engineering 
Public Administration 
Chemi.cal Engineering 
Public Administratiam 
Agronomy & Plant Genetics 
Hospital Administration 
Public Administration 
Public Administration 
Metallurgy 
Agricultural Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Bacteriology 
Mechanical Engineering 
Agricultural Biochemistry 
NUrsing Administration 
Horticulture 
Public Administration 
Animal Husbandry 
Pharmacology 
Physics 
Home Economics 
Poultry Husbandry 
Entomology 
Agricultural Economics 
Public Administration 
Agricultural Engineering 
Chemical Engineering 
Agricultural Economics 
Textile Chemistry 
Phymology 
Agricultural Engineering 
Surgery 
Mechanical Engineering 
Public Administration 
Extension Education 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Textile Technology 
Forestry 
Public Administration 
Dairy Husbandry 

Eguiament Procurement.. Procurement of equipment, supplies, books, and 

periodicals continues. It seems hardly necessary to again call attention to 

the difficulties experienced because of u. s. government requirements, coupled 

with additional essential paper work involved. Lists prepared in Korea by 

the Korean staff, with the assistance of Minnesota staff serving there, are 
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sent to the University of Minnesota for screening by the appropriate depart

ments. When deletions and additions are made to these lists they are then 

retumed to Korea for further study before being transmitted for procurement 

action to the University of Minnesota. The approved, screened lists {including 

such specifications as are required) are then used in the preparation of 

requisitions. These requisitions are then sent out for bids, purchase orders 

then being issued to the successful bidders. 

Vendors usually are instructed to ship equipment and supplies to Chicago 

where the forwarding agent assembles and ships periodically to San Francisco 

all items on hand on a schedule fitting into the regular sailings of vessels 

of the Pacific Far East Line. Invoices are paid on receipt of copies of the 

on-board bill of lading. Periodical subscriptions go by International mail, 

payment being made upon notice by the Chief Adviser that the initial copy has 

been received in Korea. Small book orders are sent by parcel post, payment 

to the vendor being made on the basis of a postal receipt. 

The funds made available b,y ICA for procurement are designated for the 

specific college or other contract segment. ¥~jor allocations have been made 

for the colleges of Agriculture, Engineering, and Medicine. A considerably 

smaller allocation was made for the Public Administration segment of the 

project. In addition, still smaller allotments have been made for Veterinary 

Medicine; for science equipment and supplies for the College of Liberal Arts 

and Sciences; and for duplicating and printing facilities for the central ad

ministration of SNU. The total of all of these allotments made to the date of 

this report is $2,790,900. or this total $103,500 was allocated to Public 

Administration. 

Actual expenditures through September 30, 1961 in all present contract 

areas totalled $2,592,376.52. Outstanding obligations totalled $163,561.63 

for the same period. Thus there was at that time an unencumbered balance of 
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$29,861•85 available for procurement of books, periodicals, equipment and 

supplies tor the various contract segments. 

Reports from the Chief Adviser in Korea indicate that the unofficial un

adjusted value of books, periodicals 1 equipment, and supplies received in 

Korea through September 30,. 1961 totalled $2,191,415.12. These totals it 

must be kept in mind, do not include increases in costs due to invoice adjust

ments or the costs of such servicee as export packing, transportation, insurance, 

the preparation of required documents, procurement costs, or other legitimate 

charges paid to the forwarding agents. These additional items add an estimated 

14 per cent to the actual cost of the books, periodicals, equipment, and sup

plies. 

President-Emeritus Yun Honored hi Minnesota Regents~ President Yun, Il 

Sun of Seoul National University retired from his post on October 5, 1961. 

Dr. Yun had served as President since June, 1956. On July 13, 1956, the Uni

versity of Minnesota had authorized the presentation to President Yun of a 

certificate congratulating him upon his elevation to the presidency. The 

presentation by Vice Presidents Malcolm M. Willey and William T. Middlebrook 

took place in the President's Office in Seoul on August 10, 1956. Later, 

during an official visit of three weeks by President Yun to the University 

of Minnesota, the Board of Regents presented him on January 28, 1959 with 

an official citation in commemoration of his visit. 

Upon receiving word from Korea of President Yun's impending retirement, 

the Board of Regents, at a meeting held on October 7, 1961, and upon the 

recommendation of the Vice President, Academic Administration, and the Presi

dent, adopted the following resolution commending Dr. Yun, Il Sun for his 

years of service as President and for the role he had played in the coopera

tive undertaking involving the University of Minnesota and Seoul National 

University: 
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THE REGENTS OF 

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

to 

DR. IL SUN YUN 

PRESIDENT EMERITUS 
SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 

GREETINGS 

WHEREAS., On the twenty-eighth day of September, 1954., the University of 
Minnesota entered into a contract with the Foreign Operations 
Administration (now the International Cooperation Administration) 
designed to assist in strengthening and developing the educational 
and research programs of Seoul National University; and 

WHEREAS, During this period of more than seven years, Dr. Il Sun Yun 
has served as Vice President, Acting President, and since June, 
1956, as President of Seoul National University; and 

WHEREAS, Previously Dr. Yun had served successively as Head of the 
Department of Pathology., Dean of the College or Medicine, and 
Dean of the Graduate School; and 

WHEREAS, During the entire period since the establishment of the 
cooperative relationship between Seoul National University and 
the University of Minnesota., Dr. Yun has labored tirelessly to 
build his university into an effective instrument for teaching, 
research, and service to the Republic of Korea; and 

WHEREAS, Dr. Yun retired from the Presidency on October 5, 1961; 

THEFIEFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Regents of the University of 
Minnesota do hereby express to Dr. Yun their grateful admiration 
for his years of service and for the important part he has 
played in strengthening Seoul National University and., since 
1954, in cementing into an enduring union the sister relation
ship between these two institutions, and express their deep 
regret that he has now concluded to relinquish the presidential 
office. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this action be spread upon the minutes 
or the Board of Regents as a permanent record to mark the close 
of a distinguished and memorable career in higher education-a 
career devoted to the promotion of international understanding 
through education. 

Schneider Deceives Honoraty Degret from Seoul National Universitx. Dr. 

Arthur E. Schneider who served with distinction as Chief Adviser in Korea 

of operations under the contract between the University of Minnesota and 
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the U, s. International Cooperation Administration from October 19, 1954 through 

June 30, 1961, was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws by Seoul Na

tional University following completion of his tour of duty. The special con

vocation was assembled for this occasion in Seoul on July 8, 1961. Dr. 

Schneider was presented for the degree by Dr. Kim, Dong Ik, Dean of the 

Graduate School who, after citing the usual biographical data concerning 

the candidate, closed his remarks with this tribute: 

"In recognition of our profound gratitude for his efforts for the de
velopment of the Seoul National University, especiallY' in the fields 
of Agriculture, Engineering and Medicine, and of our high esteem for 
his contribution to the promotion of international culture through 
education, it has been decided by the Committee of the Graduate 
School of Seoul National UniversitY' to confer the Honorary Degree 
of Doctor of Laws upon Dr. Arthur E. Schneider." 

In conferring the degree, Dr. Yun, Il Sun, President of Seoul National 

University, read the following citation: 

For meritorious contributions to the development 

of human culture and the advancement of world peace, 

we, the undersigned, hereby confer 

The Honourary Degree of Doctor of Laws 

upon 

Arthur E. Schneider 

Citizen of 

The United States of America, 

in accordance with the regulations of the University 

thereof on the Eighth Day of July in the Year 

of Our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Sixty-one 

Scribed by: 

Dean: Dong-Ik Kim, M.D., Ph.D., 
The Graduate School s. N. u. 

Il-Sun Yun, M.D., Ph.D. 
President 
Seoul National University, 
Seoul, Korea 
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Pro.1ect Promotion. During the more than seven years since the Korean 

Project began, staff members concerned have publicized contract activities 

in published articles, newspaper stories, talks before various groups, in 

private conversation, and in other ways. To attempt to catalog all of these 

numerous ways in which contract activities were drawn to attention in each 

report would be virtually impossible. 

The Coordinator accepted an invitation to discuss the Korean Project with 

members of the International Affairs Section of the Faculty Women's Club, 

University of Minnesota. The meeting was held on October 13, 1961. The mem

bers and their guests learned much concerning Korea and about the many ways 

in which Minnesota had assisted in the strengthening of Seoul Nat:~nal Uni

versity and the National Officials Training Institute. They also were made 

to realize the contrast between what Seoul National University had been when 

the contr~ct began in 1954 and the situation today after more than seven years 

of effort. in advisory service in Korea, in further training of faculty in the 

United States, and in the provision of equipment, supplies, books, and magazines 

for libraries and laboratories. 

An article, "Academic Achievement in an Alien Land," written by the 

Coordinator appeared in the November, 1961 issue of the Minnesota Journal Qi 

Education, the official monthly publication of the Minnesota Education Associa

tion. Appearing as it did in this official publication means that the at

tention of a large majority of Minnesota school teachers will again be drawn 

to the way in which Minnesota is playing an important part in the strengthening 

of our sister nation, the Republic of Korea. 

Korean Scientists §i Minnesota. The Institute of Agriculture, an agency 

of the Ministry of Agriculture, Republic of Korea, has sent one of its scientists 

to the University of Minnesota for study and consultation. The IA official is 
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Nam, Ki Hwan, Deputy Chief, Planning Section, Research Bureau. Mr. Nam reached 

the Twin Cities on September 11, 1961 and is scheduled to continue his studies 

until July, 1962. The Korean Institute of Agriculture has responsibility for 

agricultural research in Korea and is separate from the several Korean col

leges of agriculture which are responsible to the Ministr,y of Education. 

Dr. Kang, Young Sun, head of the Department of Zoology in the College of 

Liberal Arts and Sciences of Seoul National University visit!'}d the University 

of Minnesota. in early June. He conferred with the Coordinator on June 5. 

Gifts ~ §!2.1.!1 National University. An important hi-product of the Korean 

Project has been the securing of gifts for SNU colleges from Univers1:t.y of 

Minnesota departments, staff members, Korean participants, Foundatl."JnH~ and 

interested laymen. Many of these gifts are ite::ns not procurable in Korea. and, 

consequently, are of considerable assistance in the strengthening of teaching, 

research, and service in our sister university. 

The .following gifts, among others which may have been overlooked, have 

been made during the period covered by the present report: 

The Faculty Women's Club of the University of Minnesota, early in 1961, 

donated UNESCO coupons in the sum of $50 for the purchase of maps for the 

Department of Geography, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Receipt of 

these coupons was acknowledged on August 22, 1961. 

Dr. Alfred L. Vaughan, Associate Dean and Professor, General College, 

donated a large collection of periodicals, largely in the field of Physics, 

for the central library of SNU. These were shipped in seven cartons on 

October 19, 1961. Transportation charges totalled $33.08. 

Miss Oreana Merriam of the University of Massachusetts donated to the 

Department of Home Economics, College of Agriculture, and paid transportation 

charges on a shipnent of books and journals in the field of Home Economics. 

They reached Korea on September 20, 1961. 
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Mr. Kang, Soo Won, prior to his return to Korea following two years of' 

study at the University of' Minnesota, donated to the Department of' Agricultural 

Biology, a collection of' fish specimens he had gathered in Minnesota during 

field work in the summer of' 1961. Receipt of' the donation was acknowledged 

on September 20, 1961. 

The Department of' Agronomy and Plant Genetics, Institute of' Agriculture, 

University of' Minnesota, donated a bag containing five varj.aties of' Minnesota 

barley to its sister department at Seoul National UniViJ!'sity.. Receipt of' the 

shipment was acknowledged on October 7, 1961. 

Dr .. Kl!n, San.; Hyup, a particiPant in Pediatr:i.cs, dena ted to tho D·:lpartment 

of' Pediatrics, College of' Medicine, a Spect.roni~ 20; together with th•) neces

sary accessories. These were shipped on Octobe-r 2, 1961. 

The Eng:inoe:rs' Boo~{stol'e~ University of' J).fulnesota, dona·:~.cd to the Libra.:ry 

of' the College of Engineering five cartons of' engineering books. '.rhey w~re 

shipped on ~opte· . .uh~r B, 1961. 

Abbott Laboratoriea of' Chicago donated 72 x 500 cc bottles of Paru1epa.r1n 

solution, each containing 1500 units, to the Division of' Thoracic and Cardio

vascular Surgery, Seoul National University Hospital. The shipment of' six 

cartons, the trensporta.'t.ion charges for which were paid by Abbott Laboratories, 

reached Korea on October 18, 1961. 

Lee, Eun Woong donated to the Department of' Horticulture, College of' 

Agriculture, a carton of' seeds. He also donated at the same time five cartons 

of' bulletins and pamphlets for use by the Department of Agronomy. Both ship-

ments reached Korea on September 20, 1961. 

Dr. Pai, Chik Hyun donated to the College of Medicine Library two cartons 

of medical books. They reached Korea on October 11, 1961. Previously, Dr. 

Pai had donated to the Department of' Microbiology an ultra violet lamp and 

fixture which reached Korea on August 18, 1961. 

l 

I 
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Song, Kai Won contributed to the Department ot Animal Husbandry, College 

ot Agriculture, a shipment containing milk test bottles, slide boxes, thickness 

measure, tape measure, and meat thennometer. The carton reached Korea on 

August 18, 1961. 

Dr. Jang, Du Hwan donated to the Department ot Veterinary Parasitology, 

College of Veterinary Medicine, a carton containing in excess ot 1500 slide 

specimens, together with related tools and supplies. The shipment reached 

Korea on August 22, 1961. 

Dr. David M. Long, Jr., Medical Fellow in Surgery, University of Minnesota, 

donated to the Department ot Surgery, College ot Medicine, a shipment of 

various surgical instruments. The box reached Korea on JulY 21, 196lo 

Dr. Arthur J. Oswald, Instructor in Anesthesiology, College of Medical 

Sciences, donated to the College ot Medicine Librar,y a carton ot medical books. 

The shipment reached Korea on August 7, 1961. Previously, Dr. Oswald had 

donated two cartons of medical books which had reached Korea on June 191 1961. 

Miss Helen M. Kretchmer, Social Work Supervisor and Assistant Professor, 

Social Service Department, University ot Minnesota Hospitals, contributed to 

Seoul National University Hospital a book, Re§dings in ~ Theort ang ~Q]l2! 

g! Medical Social Work, edited by Dora Goldstine. The book reached Korea on 

May 9, 1961. 
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II. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ADVISER IN KOREA 

General Comments. This fourteenth semi-annual report covers a period of 

continued tension and uncertainty in South Korea. Rapid and drastic changes 

in the ROK governmental structure and a complete turnover of both Korean and 

u. s. top-level diplomatic and administrative personnel have characterized 

the six-month interval included in the current resume. A brief delineation 

of the major developments in this changing scene may provide some understanding 

of the resulting climate of thought and action in the country. 

On May 16, 1961, the elected government of Premier John M. Chang was 

overthrown by a military junta in a coup which placed General Do Young Chang 

in power as Chairman of the Supreme Council for National Reconstruction. On 

July 4, 1961, General Chang was deposed and General Chung Hee Park took over 

a~ head of the reorganized military regime. Another major reshuffle on 

September 4, 1961, resulted in new appointments to several key positions. 

The coup was followed by a full-scale reorganization of the cabinet with 

military men occupying most of the major positions in each ministry. 

On the U. s. side 1 a complete change of ·top-ranking civilian and military 

personnel took place within the period covered by this report. Samuel D. 

Berger took over as American Ambassador on June 24, 1961, relieving Deputy 

Chief Marshall Green who had been serving as Charge D'affaires following 

the departure of Walter P. McConaughy. General Carter B. Magruder, UNC/UNK 

and Eighth Army Commander in Chief, was succeeded on July 1, 1961 by General 

G. s. Moloy, Jr. Dr. Raymond T. Moyer, Director of the u. s. Operations 

Mission, left Korea on August 25, 1961 after a two-year tour of duty.. James 

s. Killen arrived on September 8, 1961 to assume this important position. 

At Seoul National University, President Il Sun Yun retired on October 

5, 1961. No successor has yet been named. As of the same date, eight other 
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college and University administrators were included in a total of nearly 500 

Korean educators in various categories who were released on the ground of 

having reached the new sixty-year age limit prescribed by the Minister of 

Education. Presidents of twelve additional institutions of higher learning 

had been terminated previously for other reasons. On the non-academic front, 

reliable newspaper accounts indicated that the coup resulted in the dismissal 

of forty generals and admirals and 1200 other military officers. Approximately 

36.000 public officials and employees were removed from their positions. 

It was against this turbulent backdrop that the Minnesota/SNU Cooperative 

Program operated during the current report period. The continuing emphasis 

has been to assist in better preparing Korean faculty members for -t,ea•}hing 

and research and to be instrumental in obtaining for the institutions involved 

the physical plant, libraries and equipment necessary for carrying out these 

ft:.nctions. 

The former has been undertaken through staff exchange--present and po

tential Korean faculty members being selected for study and observation op

portunities abroad in the fields of their major academic interest or responsi

bility--and American advisers coming to Korea to assist their colleagues at 

the institutions served. The latter has been accomplished through the combined 

planning and cooperative efforts of Seoul National University and Central 

Officials Training Institute personnel and their American advisers; the support 

of Korean officials responsible for these institutions; and the interest, 

understanding and substantial financial assistance of the ICA and the United 

States Operations Mission, Korea. 

An event of central importance to the ongoing program at Seoul National 

University (and :further indicative of the transitional nature of the times) 

was the retirement on July 1. 1961 of Dr. Arthur E. Schneider as Chief Adviser 
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in Korea under the Minnesota Contract. Dr. Schneider and his adopted son, 

Sang Man, left Seoul on September 181 1961, ending a tour of dut;y covering 

nearly seven years and characterized by constructive leadership and efficient 

management of Minnesota/SNU cooperative activities in Korea. Grateful of

ficials and colleagues at Seoul National university presented the Minnesota 

educator with an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws prior to his departure. 

As indicated in previous semi-annual reports 1 major assista~ce to the 

College of Engineering, Medicine 1 Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine under 

this contract ended on June 30, 1961. Special adviser Harold Babbitt, in 

Engineering, left Korea on June 20, 1961. Dr. and Mrs. N. L. Gault, Jr., and 

family (Medicine) departed for the United States on June 29, 1961, followed 

on July 1, 1961 by Mr. Roy Bridgford, specialist in Agriculture. Dr. and Mrs. 

John Arnold and family (Veterinary Medicine) completed their tour of duty in 

Korea on July 31, 1961. 

Physical rehabilitation projects 1 receipt and installation of equipment 1 

and participant training for these Colleges has continued on a declining scale 

during the present report period. The writer has endeavored to serve as general 

adViser to the central administration of the University, providing also some 

supplementary assistance of a non-technical nature to the above Colleges. In 

the School of Public Administration at Seoul National University and the Cen

tral Officials Training Institute under the Ministry of Cabinet Administration, 

the program of improvement continued on a full-scale basis despite disturbed 

conditions as the summaries which follow later in this report will indicate. 

Progress in all areas has been made difficult by the problems associated 

with establishing working relationships with new personnel and adjusting to 

the impact of new host-government policies and procedures. In general, a 

sound basis for understanding and cooperative effort has been achieved. 
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A realignment of emphasis within USOM/K has been a source of recent concern, 

since it involves decreasing attention to formal education and termination of 

all assistance to colleges and universities. As this report is being written, 

commitments made to Seoul National University with FY '60 funds appear to be 

in some jeopardy, as counterpart is in short supply and money is being de

obligated for use in other sectors of the aid program. 

The Mission has taken no action, as of this date, to implement the recom

mendations of the Higher Education Survey Team which made a detailed and 

analytical study of national colleges and universities in Korea last year at 

a total cost of over $200,000. 

Hopefully, the ROK Ministry of Education, in its current fivr:--,y~ar plan, 

is recognizing a number of the basic survey-team proposals. The climate appears 

to be right to make effective use of modified material and technical assistr~ce 

in strengthening the national system of higher education in Korea. 

One of the major specific needs is in the development of adequate librB.ry 

facilities. At Seoul National University, the pre-eminent institution of its 

kind in the country, with an enrollment of nearly 12,000 students, the Central 

Library has a dimly lit reading room which seats only 320 individuals. The 

collection of reference materials is so meager that it is utterly ~ossible 

for this facility to function as an operational university library. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF KOREAN PARTICIPANTS 

Distribution by Approximate 
Ret'd Now Length of Staz 

to Studying 6 mo. 
Total Kore§: ;!n u. s, or ls:!SS 1 :n:. ~ :vrs. J ;x:rs! /:J... ;D:Se 

Office or Col-
lege of SNU 

President 1 1 1 

Agriculture 45 42 3 5 11 23 1 5 

Vet. Med. 12 10 2 1 5 4 1 1 

Engineering 64 61 3 11 26 18 4 5 

Medicine 77 70 7 7 43 22 3 2 

School of PA 19 19 10 9 

Ministry of Cabinet 
Administration 

COT! 8 8 8 

TOTAL :t-Jo, 2,6 211 12 25 103 '1.6 2 13 
P6;:'!ent 100 23 '1. 11 45 33 4 ~~-

During the present report period 31 participants completed their training 

period abroad and returned to Korea. Fifteen Seoul National Universi'ty faculty 

members are currently continuing their studies in the United States. Twelve 

extensions were approved in order to make possible greater depth of preparat.::ton 

at the graduate level. Of 218 participants from Seoul National University 't'lfhO 

have attended overseas institutions under the Cooperative Project since 1954~ 

203 or 92 per cent have returned to Korea and 187 or 87 per cent are currently 

holding positions on the Seoul National University faculty. The eight COT! 

participants returned to Korea after completing one year of resident graduate 

studies in public administration at the University of Minnesota in 1958-1959. 

One of these men died since returning to his home countr;y. Two were dismissed 

from the institute because of incomplete military service. The ~ther members 

of the group are occupying Republic of Korea~ civil service positions in Public 

administration. They have also served to a limited degree, as reserve staff 

instructors - seminar leaders at the Central Officials Training Institute. 
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Subsequent to the military coup of May 16, 1961, eighteen Seoul National 

University faculty members who had been trained abroad under this program (or 

are currently in training) were dismissed from their University positions be

cause of "incomplete military service." 

Since this represents the loss of carefully selected individuals, trained 

at great expense, and badly needed in their respective colleges, the ROKG has 

been repeatedly requested through various channels to review these dismissals 

in terms of (a) reinstating those men who were originally rejected for military 

service or dropped after induction because of physical or health reasons and 

(b) requiring the others to go through basic training and then assigni."'lg them 

to special teaching duty at the University so that their L"lstructiou..U and 

research talents could be utilized in developing the human resources of the nation. 

Up to this time only four of the eighteen men who were terminated have 

been resto~ed to their positions. Recent info~tion indicates that a rather 

widespread nationwide evaluation of service-connected dismissals is now underway. 

From numerous conferences and first-hand impressions, it is qui~e apparent 

to the writer that the participant program has been one of the eminently suc

cessful aspects of the Cooperative Project. Returning faculty members have 

been equipped, by and large, with the solid academic acompetence which is n~caa

sary before Seoul National University can become, in fact, a pre-eminent in

stitution of higher learning. 

With the completion of physical facilities and the arrival and instalL~tion 

of teaching and research equipment, the effectiveness of these returned staff 

members has been greatly enhanced and their impact on the University becomes 

increasingly obvious. 

The apparent decision to terminate the participant program at Seoul Natlonal 

University as of June 30, 1962, is a source of regret since the present working 

environment is such that the training of faculty members in depth may well pay 

bigger returns now than at any other time since the inception of the project. 
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This report period marked a first and a major step toward encouraging 

home-country training when instruction began in the Professorial Institute with 

an enrollment of thirty-two graduate level scholars from various parts of the 

nation. Through this project the strengthened resources of Seoul National Uni

versity are made available to improve the preparation of faculty members from 

other institutions. 

Minnesota Staff in Korea. The total number of Minnesota staff members who 

have served or are now serving in Korea under this project is fifty-nine (three 

of whom have served twice), including three secretaries but excluding six ad

ministrative personnel who have been here (two twice) for inspection tours or 

in connection with new projects. 

As of October 19, 1961 the YrlUrnnesota staff in Korea consisted of six in

dividuals including one secretary. With wives (five) and children (six) the 

total Minnesota complement numbers seventeen. 

As has been true throughout the entire existence of the Cooperative Proj3ct, 

Minnesota staff members continued to assist Korean colleagues in all ways pos

sible to improve their teaching, research, and administration. This involved 

assistance in planning curricula, course content, research techniques, and in

structional methods, and attention to physical plant, libraries, use and 

maintenance of equipment, college and departmental organization, personnel 

policies, finance, administrative management and professional and governmental 

relationships. 

In the Colleges of Agriculture, Veterinary Medicine, Engineering and Medicine, 

this report period was characterized by the implementation of phasing-out plans 

and the orientation of Korean colleagues to their continuing responsibilities in 

the academic improvement program following the termination of u. s: advisory 

assistance. 
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Following a period of uncertainty and inactivity immediately after the 

coup, the adviser in the Central Officials Training Institute participated 

extensively in planning and initiating a greatly expanded training program 

for public administrators and employees. 

Backed by the practical experience and sound guidance of Minnesota advisers, 

Korean faculty members in the School of Public Administration at Seoul National 

University became more closely associated with governmental operations through 

extended service in consultative assignments under the military regime. While 

this posed some complications in the instructional program it did enhance the 

personal prestige of the staff and the over-all stature of the School. 

April-October 1961 was a challenging and demanding period for advisory 

personnel since a new era in government resulted in a rapidly changing environ

ment and baffling new problems:.., 

Summ.a...:r;ies and Future Plans. 

Publ:tc fl.dministrati.QD., Seoul National University (Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, 

Principal Adviser). 

Activities Prior to April 1961. The contract between the United States 

Foreign Opeations Administration (a predecessor of the Agency for Internation~l 

Development) and the University of Minnesota, which originally was signed 

September 28, 1954, and under which technical assistance subsequently was 

furnished to Seoul National University, was amended in 1957 to include as

sistance in creating a graduate school of public administration. Pursuant to 

this new agreement, the first Korean training participants went to Minneapolis 

early in August 1957; and eventually 19 such participants were sent to the 

University of Minnesota for training preparatory to their becoming teaching 

staff members of the new school. By March 31, 1961, all 19 persons had re

turned to Korea after having completed from one to two and a half years of 

training in Minneapolis. 
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Prior to April 1961., eight public administration advisers and a secretary 

were appointed by the University of Minnesota and sent to assist Seoul National 

University for tenns varying from six months to two years.. The first of them 

arrived :in March 1958; the eighth in September 1959; and by April 1961 five 

advisers had completed their assignments and had departed from Korea. The 

principal adviser., the personnel administration adviser., the research adviser, 

and the secretary continued their services into the period covered by this re

port. 

The Korean government presidential decree that formally author).zed establish

ment of the graduate School of Public Administration in accordance w:i:t.h the 

intent of the Korean-United States cooperative project was issued on January 

19., 1959; a two-story building on the Seoul National University campus was 

rer~deled and equipped with new furniture; a curriculum of graduate studies 

was draft.ed and adopted; 103 students were admitted after examination; and 

on April 1., 1959, the newly established School was formally opened and began 

operations •. 

In April 1960, the School's second class was admitted, which raised its 

total enrollment approximately to the authorized maximum number of 200 stu

dents. Also in April 1960, the second-year day students began their work as 

interns in the various government ministries and agencies. 

The course of study adopted by the School was a two-year graduate prog:rz.1n 

lead:ing to the degree of Master of Public Administration. The firGt year c·m~ 

sisted of a program of 24 semester credit hours of lecture courses and seminer3 

on public administration and related subjects; and during the second year the 

students wrote their theses. The day students., however., had an additional 

requirement of a six- to eight-month internship period in government to be 

served immediately before preparation of their theses. Since the day students 
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were to be recent college graduates and the evening students were to be in

cumbent government officials, the intern program was inapplicable to the latter 

group. Approximately one-third of the students accepted each year were enrolled 

in day classes, and two-thirds were enrolled as evening students. 

Originally, the newly created graduate School of Public Administration was 

formally affiliated with the College of Law of Seoul National University. Under 

this arrangement, the Dean of the Law College was also ex officio Dean of the 

graduate School of Public Administration, and a special faculty committee of 

the College of Law guided the program and policies of the School. In other 

respects, the School operated independently, having its own faculty:, b'.ldget, 

curriculum, student body and building. In July 1960, however, a ne:·;·r decree 

separated the School completely from the College of Law, and it has been a 

distinct unit in the University's postgraduate system since t~1a·t time., 

Ma,1,Q.r_,Develoments, AJ2ril 1, 1961 through September 30, 1961. 

Advi~ry Staff Changes. As of the beginning of the six-month period 

covered in this report, the University of 1-"..innesota staff at the School con

sisted of Dr. Elwyn A. Mauck, Principal Adviser; Professor William F. Larsen, 

Adviser in Public Personnel Administration; Dr. Glenn D. Paige, Research Ad

viser; and Mrs. Elsie Hagelee, Secretary. Professor Larsen completed his 

two-year assignment and left Korea on June 29, Mrs. Hagelee was transferred 

to the office of the Chief Minnesota Adviser on July 1, and Dro Paige endec 

his two-year tour and departed September 4. Dr. Mauck took home le;:-.ve from 

August 24 to September 27 • Dr. Lloyd M. Short, appointed as adviser in the 

area of academic instruction, arrived in Korea on July 31. Because of these 

personnel movements, the service periods of the advisers ranged from two to 

five months during this reporting period. 

Korean Staff Developments. In regard to staffing the School, the major 

development of the period was the appointment of a full-time Dean to head the 
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institution. On April 12, Acting Dean Pyeung Do Lee transferred leadership of 

the School to newly elected Dean Yong Hee Lee. A serious loss to the School 

was the dismissal of Assistant Professor Won Woo Suh for non-completion of 

military service 1 but his reinstatement remains a possibility. Instructor 

Tae Choon Kim, currently studying at the University of Mir.nasota., also was 

dismissed for this reason, but the process of his reinstatement is virtually 

completed. On August 5, Assistant Professor Dong Suh Bark !'E"turned to active 

service on the faculty from Washington, D. c., where he had studied for ten 

months as a Congressional Fellow. Assistant Professor Hoon Yu was n3med to 

succeed Assistant Professor Suh as Assistant Dean or the Schoole. '!'h:;,~:-e were 

no permanent appointments or promotions during the period. 

Growing recognition given to faculty members of the School, especially 

by the new government that took power by coun g'etat on May 16, also con

stituted a favorable development or major proportion. Many of the coup leaderu 

were graduates and students of the School, and, as a natural consequence, 

members of the faculty were called on to assist in effecting the admini&trativ~ 

reforms that the revolutionary government was pledged to undertake. Professor 

Sang Jyo Lee was named vice chairman of a top-level Research Committee on Ad

ministration and other members included Assistant Professors Yung Hee Rho, 

Won Woo Suh, Hae Dong Kim and Suk Choon Cho. Later, Assi3tant Profe~snr Rho 

was joined by Assistant Professor Dong SUh Bark and Professor Wocn Tai K5m 

to work on a new civil service law; while Assistant Professor H.:.e to.1g Kim 

received the assistance of Assistant Professor Hae Kyun Ahn to work ~n probla~s 

of local administration for the Home Ministry. Assistant Professor IIoon Yu 

was named to an advisory committee to the Finance ~~istry. Assistant Professor 

Bark served also on the Joint ROK-USOM Government Officials Training Committee. 

Dean Yong Hee Lee was appointed to serve on a six-man advisory committee to 

a newly created government planning board; then he was sent as a member of a 
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"good will" team for a two-month assigmnent in the Middle East; and after his 

retur.n he was dispatched on further official missions abroad. 

Although enhancing the prestige of the School greatly and providing valuable 

practical training for the faculty members, these assigmnents were exceedingly 

disruptive to the School's academic schedule. 

Physical Facilities. The construction ot the third floor of the building e: 

continued without interruption until its completion in July. The allocation 

of HW46,ooo,ooo for other building renovations and furnishings was repeatedly 

delayed but the transfer of funds was finally effected in August • Preparations 

were begun during September for the letting of contracts. Also, the School 

acquired without cost a considerable amount of used furniture that had been 

declared surplus to USOM's needs. 

School Program Developments. Classes for the School's third academic 

year began on April 10 with a new enrollment ot 31 students in the day progrPm 

and 69 in the evening. The curriculum for the new students had been revised 

considerably from that offered in the preceding two years. A law course was 

eliminated, and the broad introductory course was narrowed to embrace only 

organization and management. The accounting course was divided into requir~d 

and optional parts, and the subjects of social psychology and welfare admiristra

tion were added to the curriculum. The semester hours of work in the School 

required for graduation were increased from 24 to 28, and the class work was 

extended to three semesters. 

For the second-year day students, their intern program was delayed by 

the military coup, but by early June a detailed plan and schedule had been 

developed in cooperation with the Minister of Cabinet Administration. The 

plan later was modified because of competing high priority needs of the govern-

ment; but there were no problems of neglect of the interns 1 such as had been 

encountered in the first year's experience with the intern program. 
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Research activities were modified greatly during the reporting period. At 

the outset, Dr. Paige, accompanied by one of the School 9 s recent graduates, 

undertook a field research project based on an empirical study of local ad

ministration. They subsequently prepared two papers on their findings, and 

several faculty members of the School began to emulate their methods; but the 

revolution brought this type of research to a halt. It was replaced almost 

entirely by consultation, research, preparation of recommendations, and drafting 

of laws and decrees tmder government sponsorship and in direct response to its 

wishes and needs. As a single exception, however, Professor Bark, whUe still 

1n Washington, completed his research, wrote his doctoral dissertation, and 

submitted the manuscript to the University of Minnesota. 

The Library continued its gradual development. Under the project 1 620 

volumes were added during the past six months, 174 volumes were received through 

gifts and exchanges, and 457 volumes of Korean, Japanese and other Asian ma

terials were acquired by other means. In total, 41 530 volumes now have been 

acquired through the project and 1,165 volumes from outside it, making a total 

or 5,695 volumes in the Library exclusive of pamphlets, newspapers, single-issue 

periodicals and similar materials. 

Advisory Starr Activities. 

William F. Larsen. Professor Larsen's two-year tenn or service ended at 

the midpoint of this reporting period. During his final three months in Korea, 

he continued to consult with members or the faculty in his advisory capacity 

in personnel administration. He concluded his series of demonstration lectures 

by a presentation in the class on administrative law, and he prepared a paper 

on public administration concepts, which was issued in the form of a mimeo

graphed booklet containing both the original English and a Korean translation. 

He prepared additional material for further guidance to the School on the intern 
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program, and he reviewed and evaluated the eighty theses that had been submitted 

by the students receiving their master's degrees in March 1961. 

Elwyn A. Mauck. Dr. Mauck's primary obligation during the period was to 

advise the newly elected Dean of the School on all matters of School policies 

and operations to the extent desired. This obligation was met through frequent 

meetings with the Dean, Assistant Dean, and Chief of the General Affairs Section 

and through the writing of memoranda embracing spec:i. fie recommendations and 

explanations. The planning of further participant training for faculty members 

required many such meetings, as well as meetings in USOM and correspondence 

with the University of Minnesota. Dr. Mauck engaged in much follow-up activity 

to obtain the HW 10,4001000 from counterpart funds for specified operating 

purposes 1 the HW 46,00010001 from the emergency reserve account for building 

improvements and furniture 1 and the surplus furniture from USOM for immediate 

use by the School. Also, a major activity he undertook was the preparation 

of an "Interim Evaluation and Project Completion Proposal for the School of 

Public Administration," which was released in June. Problems of details in 

the building rehabilitation program, in the acquisition of office and class

room equipment and furniture 1 in the procurement of. ·library materials, and in 

similar matters continued to be time-consuming. He also served on the Joint 

ROK-USOM Government Officials Training Committee. 

Glenn D. Paige. In addition to Dr. Paige's demonstration :field research 

activity described above, he gave a further demonstration classroom lecture 

to the first-year students on research methods. He gave extensive assistance 

to several candidates for University of Minnesota degrees. The master's thesis 

of one candidate,\) Mr. Jae Du.ck Suck, was subsequently transmitted to the Uni

versity of Minnesota for final acceptance. He aided members of the faculty 

on the preparation of a manuscript on Korean public administration. This 
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material was prepared for inclusion in a book on Asian public administration 

which was to be published at the University of Hong Kong. He continued his 

advisory assistance to the Library regarding acquisitions and to the Research 

Center on its program development problems. He aided also in organizing the 

new course on social welfare administration. 

Lloyd M. Short. Upon the departure of Dr. Paige, Dr. Short assumed the 

responsibility of advising the Library starr on matters of operations and 

especially acquisitions, and he also reviewed the material mentioned above 

that was subsequently transmitted for publication at the University of Hong Kong. 

As a member of the Joint ROK-USOM Government Officials Training Committee, he 

attended all the meetings pertaining to its work, and he reviewed and criticized 

the several drafts leading up to the final report of the Joint Committee. He 

participated also in reviewing the work of the several University of Minnesota 

degree candidates. At the request of a faculty committee, he prepared memoranda 

on the feasibility of government internships for the School's teaching staff 

and on revision of the Korean civU service entrance examinations to enhance 

the job opportunities for graduates of the School. 

Continuing Problems• 

School LeftdershiR. The problem of School leadership, which was thought 

to be solved at the beginning of this reporting period, arose anew near its 

close. As indicated above, the revolutionary government gave Dean Lee both 

domestic and foreign assignments which, although temporary, occupied a major 

portion of his time during the periods devoted to them. As of the end of the 

period, it became almost a certainty that he would resign shortly from his 

position as Dean of the School. 

Financial Support. Although it may be sharing the same problem that is 

faced by other educational institutions throughout Korea, it remains true that 
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the School continues to be severely hampered by the shortage of operating funds. 

As long as total funds available through appropriations and student fees remain 

relatively limited, the staff members will take outside employment primarily to 

supplement their salaries, School-sponsored research activities will be few, 

library acquisitions of local materials will be necessarily slow, and special 

student services will continue to be virtually non-existent. Perhaps the School 

will be no worse than other institutions because of these handicaps; but neither 

can it became much better. 

Staff Develoment. Although, in the short time since the begiming of 

the project, much progress has been made in staff development, the School's 

teaching staff is still relatively young, partially trained and inexperienced 

in the area of public administration, an area unknown in Korean higher educa

tion before the opening of the School in 1959. A major need at this time is 

further formal training for several of the School's staff members, leading to 

their acquisition of Doctor of Philosophy degrees. They have received their 

basic training in this new field, they have gained teaching experience in it, 

and they have engaged in extremely useful consultation activities with govern

ment agencies. Now, in accordance with accepted practice in institutions 

of higher learning in the United States, these faculty members should complete 

their formal education to give the School the effectiveness and the prestige 

that were contemplated when the project was planned. 

Placement of the School's Gradu§tes. Although there is no problem in

volving evening students, the problem of placement of graduates from the day 

program has not been solved. The recent injection of the requirement for 

completion of military service as a prerequisite to government employment has 

disrupted the plans of many of the School's students and graduates. Some 

believe there should be a legal guarantee of employment after graduation. At 

the present time, there is no indication of the government's probable future 
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course of action, but the demands for the School's graduates currently is much 

in excess of the supply. 

Qyality Improvement. All attempts to meet the School's needs, including 

those listed above, have as their ultimate objective the production of an im

proved product 1 either in the form of its graduates or its research results. 

The need continues to develop research activities to a higher level; to strengthen 

the intern program; to expand the Library and increase it use; to :improve class

room and other teaching methods and procedures; to enrich course content, 

especially by increasing the amount of Korean material; to revise the curriculum 

on the basis of the School's past experience; and to stimulate closer faculty

student relationships outside the classroom. Meeting these needs constitutes 

the basic purpose of the project, but their very nature requires many years 

of effort before fully satisfactory results can be reasonably expected. 

Public Administr§tion, Central Officials Trainin~ Institute (Mr. Jack c. 

Kern, Principal Adviser). A total of five Minnesota advisers have served at 

the Central Officials Training Institute (formerly know.n as the National Of

ficials Training Institute). The personnel who carried the early responsibility 

were Dr. E. R. Draheim, January :3, 1958-November 27, 1959; and William B. 

Berg, November 12, 1958-tvTay 14, 1960. Jack c. Kern served as Principal Ad

viser from April 15, 1960 until October 19, 1961. Clifford E. Jurgensen took 

over Mr. Kem's assignment on his departure. He will be assisted during the 

balance of the current contract period by James W. Fritze. 

Brief History. The National Officials Training Institute (NOTI) was 

established in April 1949 by Presidential decree for the purpose of training 

"genuine national officers by developing their quality" and providing govern

ment employees, or those who wish to become government employees, with such 

education and training as is needed "in order to teach civil servants the 

knowledge, skills, techniques and other necessary manners for the promotion 
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of efficiency and economy in government." On October 4. 1961 the operational 

title for this service was changed to Central Officials Training Institute 

(COTI). but the basic purpose remains essentially as stated above. 

Originally the Director • Office of General Affairs, who reported directly 

to the President. also served as Secretary-General of the State Council (or 

Cabinet) ~ as Director of the NOTI. A Dean was in direct charge of the opera

tion of NOTI under the Director. (Currently the Director of COTI, a full-time 

position, reports directly to the Minister, Ministr.y of Cabinet Administration, 

who concurrently serves as Secretariat to the Cabinet. The Minister is a 

member of the Cabinet and has some liaison responsibilities between the Cabinet 

and the Supreme Council. A Deputy Director of COTI works closely with the 

Director as his operations officer.) 

On April 19, 1960, South Korea and its 25,000,000 people were swept by 

the student Revolution. There followed, in quick succession, the resignation 

of President Syngma.n Rhee, the suicide of Vice President Ki Foong Lee and his 

family and the assumption of administrative control, first by martial law and 

thence by interim government through Acting President Chung Huh. In August 

1960, the interim government ended its "caretaker'' assignment; and, through 

popular election, the Democratic Party took over the countr.y's leadership 

under Prime Minister John Chang. This administration was overthrown, after 

nine months in office, by a militar.y ~ d'etat during the early hours of 

May 16, 1961. 

During these four regimes, in-service training slowed or came to a complete 

stop as the countr.y, its government, its economy and its people gasped for 

successive breaths midst the constantly changing scene of national policy and 

top leadership. This unstable political platform made the re-launching of 

effective training endeavors quite complex--and sometimes completely frustrating. 

Nevertheless, a starting point did exist. A splendid foundation of technical 
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assistance in modern management training had been established in 195S~ 1959 

and early 1960 by the University of Minnesota through its contract with the 

u. s. International Cooperation Administration. The University's joint efforts 

had been with the Republic's former Office of General Affairs in the Cabinet 

Secretariat and the United States Operations Mission to Korea (USOM/K)~ first 

through its Education Division and later through its Public Administration 

Division. 

~ty of Early Progress. 

1. The first course at NOTI~ given in 1949, typifies the method and 

course content of the 1949-57 period. The course, of three months v duration, 

was primarily a series of lectures covering the Republic's Constitution and a 

study of basic law and administrative practices. Forty-three officials were 

graduated. 

2. The first five years of NOTI's history indluded three years of de

structive interruptions by the Korean War during which the Institute was re

located from Seoul to Pusan. 

3. Some 2S courses~ with approximately 1,900 trainees~ were completed 

during the Si years of this period. The Institute established itself in the 

nation's civilian training processes. 

4. Presumably, those officials in greatest need of the NOTI's offered 

skills and knowledge and in the best position to utilize them were selected 

as trainees. However, one sees the notation of "trainees in grades 4 and 5." 

These two grades are the lowest two in the basic job classification scale. 

Trainees were also trained in functional groups; e.g., tax officials and per

sonnel officials. Pre-service training for administrative probationers and 

apprentices and courses in English conversation were likewise given. 

This period (1949-57) immediately followed Korea's critical postwar adjust

ment to its Liberation Day (August 15, 1945) and in the wake or many years 
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(1910-1945) of Korea's being governed by the Japanese. During the Japanese 

regime top administrative jobs were filled primarily by Japanese, allowing only 

limited opportunity for the Koreans to gain practical experience in technical, 

managerial and executive operations. As a result, in part at least, a crucial 

gap exists today in managerial development and outstanding managerial resources. 

Undoubtedly, without NOTI's early period program, the gap today would have been 

substantially wider. 

Program. Developments under the Military Government. Immediately after 

the coup ~tat, all NOT! training activities were temporarily suspended by 

the new Minister of Cabinet Administration, Army Brigadier-General Byung Sam 

Kim. Minister Kim, a member of the Cabinet composed primarily of military men, 

reported organizationally to the Prime Minister of the Cabinet who, in turn, 

is responsible to the Chairman, Supreme Council for National Reconstruction 

(SCNR)--the top executive and legislative body of the nation. The SCNR is 

composed entirely of military men, but with many functional committees and sub

committees which are served by civilian advisers. Within the ministries there 

are some individual ROK civilian advisers, also advisory committees which in~ 

elude civilians. 

In the ministries a significant number of the top positions; i.e., vice 

ministers and bureau directors, are manned by the military. At COTI, as of 

September 1, 1961, the top leadership consists of Director (Ar.my Colonel), 

Deputy Director (Army Lt. Colonel), Dean and General Affairs Section Chief 

(both u. s.-trained civilians in general administration and office management, 

respectively). 

NOTI's status looked grim during the first few weeks of the military 

government. All but four offices in the four-building "compound" were taken 

over as temporary headquarters for a new revolutionary government unit • the 

National Reconstruction Movement. Only a three-day orientation seminar for 
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the second Government Intern Group from Seoul National University's School or 

Public Administration was scheduled at NOT! during the first six weeks of the 

new regime. In addition, some seminar leadership was given to a Kyonggi Pro

vincial Training Center pro~ in the subjects or human relations and manage

ment skills by ex-Dean Dong Won Kim and Section Chief Tae Keuk Kim. 

Emerging, however, was Minister Kim's intense interest in a strong national 

training program, despite the heavy load or immediate personnel and management 

reforms assigned to his office. These reforms included the removal or about 

,361000 civilian public employees to "cleanse" the government of corruption, 

questioned allegiance to the revolutionary aims and incompetence; the survey 

of manpower requirements; and the aggressive simplification of government 

business operations. 

Another move, which was to accelerate the nation's training processes, 

was to indoctrinate all key civil service officials with the aims and spirit 

of the military revolution, as instructed by the Supreme Council. 

As a part or carrying out the Supreme Council's instructions, NOT! was 

assigned to plan and execute the administrative arrangements for a program or 

six 40-hour indoctrination courses tor same 1,600 government leaders. This 

meant locating a NOTI field office at Keon Guk University where classrooms, 

assembly hall, a temporary field kitchen, dormitories and dispensary were 

established for each 275-man group. 

First Six-Week Summary. During a whirlwind period, NOT! was embraced and 

reorganized by the revolutionary government. The Executive Development and 

Middle Management Seminars, scheduled to start May 17 and 27 respectively, 

were cancelled. NOTI was soon destined, however, by strong, fast moving Ministry 

leadership, to play a substantial role in the government's initial training: 

inculcating the spirit, policies, revolutionary tasks and individual responsi

bilities in the reconstruction of the Republic. 
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a. On July 10, after an intensive period ot planning and preparation# 

the f'irst "indoctrination training for higher govemment officials" was 

started. Two hundred seventy-five men studied, attended classes, ate and 

slept in groups together. They were welcomed to the five-day, .four-night 

session by opening messages from the Chairman of the Supreme Council, General 

Chung Hee Park, and the Prime Minister o£ the Cabinet, General Yo Chan Song. 

Prominent university professors and military leaders served as lecturers. 

b. Five sessions later 1 as Minister Kim addressed the "graduation" 

ceremony tor the sixth and last group, and after countless stat£ sessions, 

weekl7 oper<.:":.tions evaluations and improvement changes, NOTI emerged successfully 

from a rigorous testing and re-planning period. The original leadership staff 

ot Director, Dean, Section Chief and three acting Sub-Section Chiefs, plus 

five facilitating personnel, was strengthened by both military visual-aid 

technicians and support assistance .from Keon Guk University employees. 

c. While mar ...aging these indoctrination courses, NOTI' s Director, Se Kyu 

Lee, was also asked to formulate ideas on broad; ·long-range training objectives 

and operating plans. The Director requested the Minnesota adviser to furnish 

reference material on the u. s. Training Act., the Philippines organizations 

for training, and ideas on other basic personnel development considerations. 

These references were assembled, digested and discussed semi-weekly. In ad

dition, an advisory chart was prepared covering suggested NOTI objectives, the 

American adviser's mission in these objectives and suggested priority functions 

for NOTI. Based on this chart, a work book of detailed suggestions was then 

prepared for more specific discussion. 

d. Printing and initial distribution of the bilingual booklet "The 

Supervisor as a Trainer" was completed. Seventy-five cooies were also used 

at the two-week management development seminar directed by the Washington 

University (st. Louis) contract tor Korean industrial leaders and university 

professors in business management. 

\ 
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e. On August 18 a group of six Americansl met with a nine-man Korean 

group2 to form a Training Program Preparation Committee, at the request of 

Minister Kim to USOM's Public Administration Director, Dr. Carroll Shaw. 

Splendid staff work by the Koreans resulted in a well prepared agenda for 

this meeting. This agenda included a proposed twelve- to eighteen-month 

national program of intensive in-service training--in both technical and 

general adnLtnistrative fields. 

Professor Kern was asked to serve as liaison between the American and 

Korean groups through the Vice Minister of Cabinet Administration. On August 

24, after informal discussions alnong theiilselves and with the Koreans, the 

Americans gave the Vice Minister a translated set of specific recommendations 

on the proposed program. A digest was also provided, as follows: 

DIGEST OF AMERICAN GROUPVS RECOMMENDATIONS 
TO 

THE TRAINING PROGRAM PREPARATION COMMITTEE 

1 - Basis of Program? Needs clarity on: 
Public Service Objectives -
Specific and Priority Training Needs 
Long-Range Manpower Requirements --

2 - Urged Strong Ministry-Bureau and Province Program: 
Within National Training Standards --
Direction by Ministers --Bureau Directors --Province Governors 

3 - Training Emphasized as a Line-Management Responsibility 
Requires Strong Line and Professional Staff Support -- in each 
Ministry and Province -- Includes Quality Controls 

4- stress On-Job.Training: 
This Requires Strong Line Leaders and Capable Supervisors to 
Coach, Counsel and Instruct Their People Continuously: 

On the Basis of Work standards -
And Individual Needs --

1Representing USOM's Public Administration and Technical Training Di
visions and University of Minnesota contract advisers from NOT! and 
the School of Public Administration, Seoul National University. 

2Representing the Ministries of Education, National Defense and Cabinet 
Administration; Seoul National University's School of Public Administra
tion; the National Defense College and NOT!. 
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5 - Size of Proposed Program Demands a Critical Review of Quality 
vs. Quantity and Requires: 
A Dynamic (Not Static) Analysis of Needs --
Decisive Priorities which Specifically Support Public Service Policies -
Highly Selected Trainees --
Emp)lasis to "Training the Trainers" --

6 - Committee Needs To Do "First Things FirstV9: 

First, a Solid Framework of National Objectives -- Policies 
Program -- and Program Responsibilities --
Secondly, a P~ogram Budget which Emphasizes Priorities -
Thirdly, Continuing Analyses of Essential Program Components, 
Examples: (National Standards --Methods -- Quality Controls --) 

7 - Cle.rity in Basic Responsibilities: 
Technical Training -- By l>iinistriesl and Pro~linces2 
Orientation and J:r~ Training -- M:inist:ri.es.l. and Provinces1 
S:::n.tor Course -- N'OTI1 and Mi11ist.ries2 
"T:taining Trainers'~ -- NOTil and M:inistriesl and Provj:nces2 
Advanced Nana.gerial Training (Grade 2 & 3) -- by NOT! and 
Ministries2 and Provinces2 

··25 August, 1961 

A second formal Committee meeting on August 28 provided an agenda with 

a further refinement of the proposed program, incorporating, in general, the 

American suggestions. Opportunity was again provided to comment upon those 

elements of the program requiring clarification or revision. 

f • NOT! was made res}X>nsible for presenting the operational elements of 

the propossd national program and carried out these actions during late August 

and early September: 

1. Worked with the newly created Bureau of Adminis.trative Management 

(~~istry of Cabinet Administration) in outlining the essential 

elements of a proposed National Training Act. 

2. Analyzed instructional objectives under the alternate twelve-month 

and eighteen-month plans for national training courses. 

3. Estimated related instructional work loads and facilitating needs. 

4. Prepared tentative staffing and budget :requea,ts. 

lPrimary responsibility for higher grade training 

2Delegated responsibility as appropriate 
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g. Concurrent with the above actions, NOTI assisted the National Defense 

College (Ministry of National Defense) with the last four of seven 7-day :in

tensive management courses for some 500 selected government officials. Subjects 

were covered by lecture (with visual aids), small group discussions, case study 1 

individual course analysis, and e:Y..amina.tion, including staff functions, basic 

operational planning and execution, budget system, managing the organization, 

analysis of work results and interior control. 

Adv*ser's Basic Work Plan and El~ents of Progress. To steer a. reasonably 

stable course through the changeable currents of government; to ma:intain, and 

then extend, the splendid headway established by the first Minnesota advisers-

these were primary goals. Geared to these goals were the following basic parts 

of the plan or work in NOTI (now COTI), together with some check points or 

progress along the route. 

A National Program. It appeared at the outset that these actions of NOTI 

were vital: 

Demonstrating modern training methods, technical assistance to major 

government units in their training goals, pioneering in some fundamentals 

of management improvement through a. Korean-made plan of developing management 

skills, writing up and publishing some or the practical uses or these funda

mentals 1 and encourag:ing an initial awareness of personnel development re

sponsibilities by line management. Efforts to "hold the line" on these ac

tions and to extend them were continuous. 

However, of equal if not greater importance to these initial NOTI actions, 

was the need to establish national long-range objectives in personnel develop

~on the basis or public service requirements, followed by the setting or 

prmperly iqtegf§ted policies ~ program planning. This action became a target 

of opportunity essential to the finn direction and coordination of professional 

endeavors. This and other targets consumed much planning, writing and discussion 
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energy with many people during the changing scenes of leadership. Otherwise 

fir.m and specific recommendations required adaptations--to meet the limitations 

of the Republic's fluid situation. 

It now appears that the Training Program Committee will serve as an ef

fective catalyst to the establishment of a national program. 

COTI's Strong Leadership Mission. A national program, to govern coordinated 

long-range actions, assumes that a central agency be given a related national 

operating leadership role. This central agency is needed to help identif.r ob

jectives continuously, to recommend the required national training policies• 

and then to exert the professional leadership and controls necessary for ef-

fectively carrying out these policies. COTI is the logical agency to give this 

leadership by virtue of background experience, organizational position in the 

Ministry of Cabinet Administration and technical capability. Past actions and 

current planning have been geared to this objective--specifically to elevate 

COTI's stature through strong direction and increase its service capacity to 

equal its expanding tasks. 

A Capable COTI Staff to Fulfill this Mission. Budgets in the past have 

severely limited NOTI's working staff while generously providing for its non-

working "reserve staff •" Currently, the "reserve staff" problem is solved. 

The operating budget covers only a working staff. 

Much valuable seminar leadership has come from the part-time assistance 

of available university professors or top government officials. In addition, 

some of the eight Minnesota-trained COTI participants* have assisted as in-

structors. A heavy formal progr-am of personal instruction in the seminars 

by the Principal Adviser was purposely avoided. Critique and coaching of 

the seminar and course leaders was continuous and directed primarily through 

the regular COTI starr. 

*A majority are Section Chiefs or Sub-Section Chiefs in important ad
ministrative management activities of three ministries. 

r 
i 
l 
t 
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The minimum full-time QQ!! organization recommended by the Adviser has 

been materially completed during the past three months. Added full-time 

positions include a Director, Deputy Director, two visual-aid training 

technicians and two sub-sections of administrative assistance in the General 

Affairs Section. An expanded operating plan and budget is being formulated 

by COTI to develop courses for some 19,000 key government officials in the 

next twelve- to eighteen-month period. 

Contin:uing Qua.liti Controls. Once the program is designed, approved and 

operational--and the ROK Government is currently tackling these three phases--

there enter other basic considerations: 

1. Adherence to a syst~w£! gyality controls on the nature and extent 

of training service performed. Some initial work has been done by COTI. 

2. Provision for ~riodic review ami revision of. ~ m"ogram to keep 

space with new and changing requirements. It has been recommended that the 

new program provide for a system of reviews and other control responsibilities . 
to accomplish this action. 

3· An awareness of standards to provide the basis, motivation and drive 

for professional competence and service. This r·equires a skillful blending 

of te~hnical knowledge with administrative skills, because in Korea performance 

standards are generally inactive as tools of training and quality control. 

Some exploratory work has been done by COTI in "Suggested Work Standards 

for Training and Rating Supervisors .. " Likewise, a framework of tl'a.ining guides 

or standard (mi~imum) training experiences has been suggested to help develop 

the several levels of management personnel in the ROK Government. This planned 

step-up is from elementary to increasingly complex experiences. From this 

progression, it is believed that the individual will be motivated to cor

responding increases in quality of skills, attitudes and knowledge required 

of promotions or other assignments to advanced duties. 
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Broader Horizons in Personnel Develoument 1 OpEQrtunities Ahead and Recom

mended Action§• 

Introduction. In this report and in several other writings, rather specific 

training objectives and related actions have been recommended and discussed 

with officials of the Republic and with USOM. These writings represent the 

thinking or many Korean and American colleagues. The following digests are on 

a somewhat broader plane and are believed to be the most promising opportunities 

for a successful and continuing Republic of Korea philosophy in p§rsonnel 

development. 

Deve~~~~ includes and utilizes the splendid current impetus and accent 

upon training--and goes beyond. Personnel development builds upon, encourages 

and enhances the total intellectual capacities and growth of the individual 

man or woman in accord with his respective goals, interests and aptitudes-

guided by the public service requirements or the nation. 

Persoppel development aims at the individual's highest possible level of 

competence, the orderly preparation for increased responsibilities and the 

fUlfillment of a satisfying and productive career. A key to development is 

the analysis or individual needs for knowledge, skills, attitudes and per

spective on values, t0gether with his self-help drive toward meeting these 

needs. Motivation is essential, including a total look at the nature of the 

work environment (positive versus negative factors of growth; e.g., prudent 

delegation of responsibility and coaching versus detailed supervision). 

The Opportunity is Great to Sbare and Recetye Knowledge and Skills• 

More specifically, there is great opportunity to utilize Korean-American 

knowledge and skills on a jointly planned and executed basis. The waste of 

unused talents, both Korean and American, reaches a staggering sum during a 

most crucial period in the nation's reconstruction when time and effective 

manpower use are of prime importance. Nothing can be more devastating to 
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effective joint endeavors than to advise or assist or instruct on a post facto 

basis; i.e., not to be in on initial problem analysis, or initial fact finding, 

or preliminary plaming, or .ioint orientation in other basics of attaining joint 

results. 

The Training Program Prer~ration Committee, established through joint 

Ministry of Cabinet Administration-USOM/Public Administration action, is a 

most positive and encouraging example of using this opportunity to advantage. 

The Principal Adviser recommended that the principles of .ioint problem 

analysis--shared knowledge and studied agreement upon action--be aggressively 

used as potent forces in the prompt, systematic and successful integration of 

Korean-American human resources. In this process, significant increases accrue 

in the perspective and intellectual growth of the affected individuals. 

Adverse~factors to knowledge exchange need study and action. Careful 

preparation of materials to be presented, attentive listening, clear persuasive 

presentations, increased attention to the selection and training of inter

preters and translators, these are priority moves. Effective graphic aids 

will help and are strongly recommended to clarify many bilingual communication 

problems. 

Closely related to the coopera+.ive Sharing and Receiving of Knowledge 

Is an Equally Important Structural Opportunity--That of Coordination. 

Foggy objectives, unclear responsibilities and splintered actions are 

constant hazards of an uncoordinated operation. 

The Adviser recommended focusing upon these specifics: 

1. The continuing opportunity to coordinate between units in USOM so that 

working relations with the Koreans--and between Americans-demonstrate, by 

strong example, the best possible integration of American planning and action. 

An annual Mission program 2t work, written briefly, clearly and bilingually 

and accessible to all parties concerned, could serve as a working tool to 
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point up inter-division, USOM-contract, joint USOM-ROK and joint USOM-contract

ROK efforts. It could also help identity working unit and individual responsi

bilities and priority training requirements and serve as a basis for detailed 

work plans. 

2. The challenging opportunity, primarily by strong ROK leadership, of 

encouraging and accomplishing the coordination of action between ministries, 

between ministries and independent offices and between ministries and provinces. 

Of fundamental importance is clear-cut and assigned responsibility, ~ exeputive 

direction i2 ~ mana@!ment, for coordinate action between all appropriate units. 

Inter-ministry and ministry-province work committees show promising results. 

Information on their successes needs to be circulated as a means of stimulating 

increased coordination. 

A Third Opportunity, of Gf!at I,gportance and a Prime Developer of Men, Is 

That of Prudent Delegation of Authority and Resnonsibilitr. 

Both USOM and ROK personnel can benefit, materially, by the aggressive 

use of this opportunity. Being ~ responsible and accountable 12£ authorized 

action and quality resu1ts ll S!! strong incentive i2 learn, i2 th!nk and ~act. 

Prudent work through others is essential to good management. The sustained 

development or outstanding managerial skills is a most vital operating require

ment in the United States. USOM-Korea and the Republic of Korea face this same 

critical need. 

Planned emphasis, by executive and line management direction, on the op

portunities of assigning clear-cut responsibilities for quality results and 

delegation i2 apt was recommended. This emphasis should, logically, take-place 

in orientation to work responsibilities, basio on-the-job training, supervisory 

skills coaching and advanced management training. 

The Oppgrtunity To Achieve an Efficient Public Service by Establishing 

a Purnoseful Bas].s for Outstanding Employee Develognent and Training, is an 



over-riding opportunity of depth and scope. This opportunity is broad, but 

it can be factored out quite specifically. The mission or work objective of 

the respective governmental unit needs first to be clearly understood by all 

individuals concerned. Then work plans, standards and training can be designed 

to help meet this objective more effectively, economically and safely. 

It was recommended that professional st~ndards gf work be established to 

serve as a logical basis for dete~ining training and development needs in the 

civilian ranks of the Korean public service. To be practical, these standards 

need to be based on work objectives. As a start, the broad position require

ments; e.g., skills, knowledge and special mental demands upon Bureau Directors, 

Section Chiefs and Sub-Section Chiefs by general functions of work (communica

tions, forestry, air traffic control, etc.), could serve to identify the de

velopment and training actions needed. 

In essence, training and personnel development are components of manage

ment improvement. Managerial or technical results can be improved, in large 

measure, through skilled people. Standards of performance give incentives 

and guidance for improvement. The study and testing of the start made in 

COTI's "Work Standards for the Rating and Training of Supervisors" is recom

mended for possible extension. 

The OpportunitY, by Both Man and Supervisor, to Explore the Practically 

Unlimited Potential of the Individual To Develop and Improve and to Identify 

the Factors Favorable to This Personal Growth. 

"The greatest error is to be conscious of none." Self-analysis and im

provement, the search for personal weaknesses and their positive correction, 

these are fundamentals of growth and adventures in the great processes of 

personal development. In Korea, as elsewhere, executive direction, managerial 

leadership and supervisory action are constant controls upon the favorable 

or unfavorable development and performance of employees. The importance of 
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daily examples of supervisory behavior, problem analysis, judgment and discus

sion; the attention to the physical job environment which is conducive to gpod 

work; the motivation for self-improvement; the encouragement to creativeness, 

initiative, individual expression and personal study; the emphasis upon loyalty 

and teamwork; the critical but constructive appraisal of results and the mapping 

out of the related development and training needs; the capable leadership which 

respects the dignity and welfare of man, these are controlling factors for 

consideration. 

An additional factor requires emphasis. The period from May 16 to October 

19, 1961 has seen COTI's facilitating a series of courses for about 21159 

leading ROK Government officials. These courses were, generally, carefully 

planned and executed. But courses do not necessarily result in "trained per

sonnel." Courses arouse interest and help to stretch minds. This brings about 

some valuable exchanges of knowledge and aids in demonstrating and practicing 

new skills. But the real test and value of course training is what happens 

when the course participant returns to his work. Does he--can he--is he allowed 

to--transfer his newly acquired knowledge and skills to practical work and 

management-improvement situations? 

Management needs !Q accept its ~ responsibility ]2 provide a favorable 

work situation where imProved practices and ~ knowledge .£§:!! ~ ~· • 

sentially, this means positive executive leaders, keen managers and capable 

supervisors who are flexible to change; and new ideas; alert constantly to 

people as individuals; and sensitive to their needs for growth, guidance, 

encouragement, job satisfaction and recognition. 

The Adviser recommended "time out for people" where the thoughtful analysis 

of the individual man and woman on the job and the factors affecting hi§. .Q.t, 

her total development, including training and self-improvement, becomes a prime 

responsibility of all who direct the work of others. 
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Conclusions 

Wbere We Are. After Si years of struggling history, including the devastating 

Korean War, the National Officials Training Institute began its joint Korean

American planning and action toward modern management training in 1958 through 

the University of Minnesota contract. This momentum continued through the 

Liberal Party administration, the Student Revolution, the interim government, 

the Democratic government, the militar.y revolution, and into the current direc

tion of the Republic by the Supreme Council for National Reconstruction. Al

though pioneering results and substantial progress were made by the previous 

three gpvernments, the Supreme Council has launched a totally new and highly 

energized program of national training action through the Ministry of Cabinet 

Administration. 

Indicators of Progress. During almost four years of Minnesota contract 

work at NOTI, about 3,400 men and a few women have participated in sixty-nine 

management seminars and courses at NOTI or directly facilitated by the NOTI 

staff. About thirty of these sessions have been held during the past eighteen

month period. The training of training leaders and management instructors at 

NOTI and the providing of technical counsel and assistance has furthered the 

establishment of ministry and province training programs. 

Visual aids, case problems, work process and training needs analysis, 

role playing, small group discussions, field trips and other methods have been 

demonstrated and practiced to help learn managerial skills, attitudes and 

values. These actions have been supplemented by the preparation of several 

basic training publications. USOM-contract-ROK action has established training 

as a function to be coordinated with other functions of modern personnel ad

ministration. But the surface has only been scratchedl 

Soft Spots. Distinct weaknesses or gaps in critical need of analysis and 

action include: extending the public service concept and a code of ethics as 
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foundational to the objectives, the policies and the programming of purposeful 

training and a modern civil service; the development of specific, purposeful 

bases for training, including the establishment of work standards; providing 

progressive career guides by position grades and functional fields of work for 

both qualified men and women of the Republic; utilizing prudent delegation of 

authority and responsibility to motivate individual development and pride of 

accomplishment. 

Action Ahead. The Republic today faces forward to its most crucial tests 

in public administration. In one ministry, considered typical of others, only 

31 per cent of the Vice Minister, Bureau Director, Section Chief group have 

been in their present positions longer than three months. At no other time 

have skilled executives, managers and technical leaders been needed more acutely. 

Administrative and technical responsibilities are now far greater in number 

and far more complex. And this trend will become more acute for both private 

and public leadership. These factors place a premium on purposeful, systematic 

personnel development and training. This means that professional planning, 

coordination and executive direction by joint and individual American-Korean 

actions must be of the highest order. 

The richest asset of the Republic of Korea is its men and women working 

together under strong leadership. Backing up that leadership with well trained, 

skilled and fully developed personnel needs to be a continuing and primary goal 

of the nation. A sense of urgency is now imperative. 

College .2! Medicine. Dr. N. L. Gault, Jr., who was the eleventh and final 

adviser at Seoul National University in the health sciences, completed twenty

two months of service at the College of Medicine and departed from Korea on 

June 29, 1961. In his final report, which is an outstanding document in the 

field, Dr. Gault calls attention to such basic problems as administration and 

staff organization, financial support, physical plant and equipment, library 
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and clinical facilities, curriculum development, teaching procedures and student

faculty relations. His comments indicate the extent of progress and the magni

tude of the task ahead. Dean Rha and his associates are making ever.y effort 

to move toward realization of the goals which Dr. Gault has established. 

During the current report period 165 medical journals and 24 text and 

reference books were received and catalogued in the college library for the 

use of students, faculty members and other medical scientists. Commodity records 

indicate receipt of over 3,000 items between April 19 and October 19 of this 

year. This includes not only equipment, but teaching and research supplies 

for the Medical School, the Hospital a~1 the School of Public Health. 

The rehabilitation of electrical facilities for the basic sciences in the 

College of Medicine was completed on May 30, 1961. Repair of the building used 

by the School of Public Health and construction of furniture for this School 

were finished prior to the beginning of classes following the summer vacation. 

In the University Hospital, improvement of physical facilities included 

installation of a water tank and an autopsy refrigerator, construction of 

partitions and examination tables, utilization of new sheets and mattresses 

and recovering of floors in the main building and the OPD clinic with heavy

duty linoleum. 

Installation of kitchen and laundry equipment at the Hospital and comple

tion of road work and paving on the campus of the Medical College complex 

await release of approved counterpart funds. 

College £f A~riculture. Principal adviser, Roy Bridgford, left Korea on 

July 1, 1961 ending technical assistance to the College of Agriculture under 

the University of Minnesota contract. During his more than four years of ad

visory service to this college, Professor Bridgford worked with the Dean and 

department heads toward upgrading the teaching and research program, emphasizing 

impzovement of administrative practices, teaching methods, curricular 
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organization, course content, selection and utilization of participants and 

physical plant development and maintenance. 

Since April 19, 1961, the College library has reported the receipt and 

cataloguing of 97 periodicals and professional magazines and lOS reference 

books. All departments have continued to receive equipment and instructional 

and research commodities during the past six months, ranging from nitrogen 

distillation apnaratus in Agricultural Chemistry to can openers in Home Economics. 

The total number of items involved is 673 with a dollar value of $5,539.S5. 

A campus drainage project which will entail an expenditure of HW 9,000,000 

was underway and 40 per cent completed at the close of this report period. 

Sidewalk construction was initiated on October 2, 1961 and will be completed 

later this month. Campus paving is expected to get underway within three 

weeks. Construction of the green house, enlargement of the library and the 

digging of a new well are delayed pending availability of hwan funds. 

College gt. Veterinary; Medicine. Dr. John P. Arnold, who was the last 

adviser to serve in this College under the Minnesota contract, departed from 

Korea on July 31, 1961. 

In the 13th semi-annual report, Dr. Arn?ld made the following statement: 

"The College of Veterinary Medicine of Seoul National University is nearing 

the standard in other countries. To attain this standard means more hard 

work and more teamwork by staff members of the College. Attainment of the 

desired standard would be made more quickly and more certain by assistance 

and changes in the areas mentioned in this report." 

Under Dr. Arnold's leadership, and with the cooperation of the Dean and 

department heads, beneficial changes have been brought about. Since his de

parture, the College has continued to emphasize higher standards. 

Through negotiations initiated by contract personnel, and with the as

sistance of USOM, Veterinary Medicine was able to secure a 60KW diesel generator 
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as a source of stand-by electric power. This will solve one of the most pressing 

physical plant needs and allow for continuous use of equipment. 

In other developments during the report period, construction of work 

tables and wiring and plumbing in laboratories for physiology, parasitology, 

pathology and bacteriology was compJe ted. 

Laboratory equipment in the amount of $10,619.00 was received and installed. 

All equipment is now in use. 

In the College library, thirty-eight reference books were received and 

catalogued according to the Dewey classification system. The publications are 

being utilized by both faculty members and students. 

As part of a five-year plan for colleges and universities, the Ministry 

of Education has announced a decision to move Veterinary Medicine to Suwon where 

it is to be associated with the Department of Animal Husbandry in the College 

of Agriculture. This proposed action, which will cause veterinary science to 

lose its collegiate status, has been a source of great disappointment to indi

viduals interested in the field. No date for implementation of the directive 

has yet been made public. 

College Ql Engineering. Eleven Minnesota advisers (two of whom were in 

Korea twice) have served in this college since 1955. Technical assistance 

under the Minnesota contract ended with the departure of Professor Harold E. 

Babbitt on June 20, 1961. Professor Babbitt, during his twelve-month tour of 

duty in Korea, concentrated considerable attention on speeding up the instal

lation of equipment and planning for its effective use. The impetus generated 

by his attack on this important problem is indicated by the most recent data 

from the College covering the current report period. Twenty-six hundred items 

were received. Of this number, 2,498 are installed and in use, 99 are not yet 

set up and 3 items are set up but are not in use pending delivery of additional 

parts. 
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Several projects involving physical plant improvement and installation of 

previously received equipment were in progress during the last six months. The 

installation of a heating system and construction or drainage and sewage fa

cilities for the new dormitories were completed on June 30. Rehabilitation 

of the boiler and coal rooms and repairs to the roof on one of the main buildings 

were also finished during the summer vacation period as was the construction of 

a shower room near the playing field used for intramural sports and physical 

education classes. Rehabilitation of the Textile Engineering Building began 

in late September, and other minor plant improvement jobs were in process. 

Installation of laboratory equipment proceeded at an accelerated pace fol

lowing some initial delay and was reported as 99 per cent complete as of October 

19, 1961. This included power lines and machinery in Electrical Engineering; 

a high frequency vacuum fur.nace, foundry units and laboratory tables in Metal

lurgy; laboratory tables, lead-lined sinks and electrical wiring in Basic 

Chemistry; wind tunnel installation and associated facilities for Aeronautical 

Engineering; vibration laboratory and steam turbine for Mechanical Engineering; 

coal preparation laboratory for Mining Engineering; tool shelves and woodworking 

tables for Architecture and installation of projection equipment and blueprint 

apparatus for general College use. 

The College of Engineering library received 215 books and seventy-five 

engineering periodicals during the past six-month period. Since the College 

is on an isolated campus, there is an urgent and critical need to improve 

library space and facilities. This has been emphasized by every adviser who 

has been associated with the engineering program. 

Operational Facilities. In previous sections or part II of this report, 

comments have been made regarding physical plant rehabilitation and improvement 

and the installation and use of equipment procured under the Minnesota contract. 

In the following table and subsequent paragraphs, information is presented 

concerning fund allocations for these purposes. 
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SUMMARY OF ICA.10:NNESOI'A CONTRACT OPERATIONAL FACILITIES DOLLAR FUNDS ALLOCATED 
FOR FYS 22 1 26 1 2!, 28 & 22 

FOR SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY Am;! NATIONAL OFFICIALS TRAINING ;t!!S:!lTUTE HEHABILITA-
TION, IMPROVEMENT, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

FY 1222 FY ~926 F'Y 1227 FY 1228 FY 1222 Tots,l 
Agriculture 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement ·$4'-2,300 $650,000 $159,000 $ 5,000 $ --- $1,236,300 

Equip. & Supplies 260,000 50,000 20,000 12.000 342,000 

Sub-total 422,300 910,000 209,000 25,000 12,000 1,578,300 

Engineering 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 65,200 100.,000 676,000 52,000 893,200 

Equip, & Supplies 730,000 500,000 1J4,000 18,000 1.382,000 

Sub-total 65,200 830,00 1,176,000 134,000 70,000 2,275,200 

Medicine 

Rehabilitation & 
Improvement 63,500 275,000 345,000 102,700 786,200 

Equip. & Supplies 450,000 70,000 171.300 50,000 'Z4L300 

Sub-total 63,500 725,000 415,000 274,000 50,000 1,527,500 

L.A. & s.-Equipment 50,000 40,000 90,000 
Vet. Med.-Equipment 50,000 27,000 12,000 89,000 
SNU General-Equipment 22,000 8,000 ~J 1000 

135,000 67,000 20,000 222,000 

Public Administration - SNU 36,000 36,000 
Public Administration - NOTI 12,000 12,000 

Total Rehabilitation 551,000 1,025,000 1,180,000 107,700 52,000 2,915,700 
Total Equipment 1.575,000 6?0,000 J92,300 148.000 2,732.300* 

TOTAL 551,000 2,6oo,ooo 1,8oo,ooo 500,000 200,000 5,651,000 

*Excludes $55,500 provided in the first ICA/Minnesota contract's Amendment 10 
for Public Administration. Most of this has gone to SNU, but some to the 
National Officials Training Institute. 

In addition, local currency in the amount of HW 3,858,646,000 ($6,908,226.00) 

has been approved for these purposes by the Combined Republic of Korea-U 4.' s. 

Economic Board. Of this amount, the Board has approved for release HW 

3,615,241,000 ($7,092,335.00) and HW 50,000,000 has been agreed to for 
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release in CY (ROK FY) 1961. These figures include HW 301.228,000 for the 

Central Officials Training Institute. 

As of October 1, 1961, the invoice value of classroom and laboratory 

equipment, supplies and library materials purchased by Minnesota and received 

in Korea totalled $2,191,415.1.2. This amount is made up of the following sub

totals: 

Seoul National University 

College of Agriculture 

College of Engineering 

College of Medicine 

College of Veterinary Medicine 

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 

School of Public Administration 

General 

Central Officials Training Institute 

$ 282,701.30 

1,153,183.10 

541,092.26 

71,855.98 

62,027.21 

32,476.26 

36,875.18 

11,.203.83 

In the various colleges participating in this project, most of the equip

ment procured under the Minnesota contract has been installed and is currently 

in use. Failure or extended delay in the release of counterpart funds alloca

ted to meet installation costs has constituted a long-continued problem which 

is presently critical with reference to paving and kitchen and laundry fa

cilities at the Medical School and enlargement of the library at the College 

of Agriculture. 

Changes Effected ~ ~ Project. Having been stationed in Korea in 1955 

as Chief of the Education Division for the United Nations Korean Reconstruction 

Agency, the writer had frequent conta~t with Seoul National University when 

the Minnesota contract operation was in its initial stages. Returning to 

close association with the Korean institution in 1961, he has found the 

changes in the colleges which have been assisted under the Cooperative Project 
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gratifying and impressive. The most apparent develonments can be characterized 

very briefly as follows: 

Striking, almost breath-taking improvements have been made in physical 

plant facilities. At the College of Agriculture, which was largely a. mass of 

rubble and empty walls in 1955, seven major new buildings have been erected 

and other minor construction completed in addition to the repair and rehabilita

tion of previously existing structures which house offices, classrooms, 

laboratories and shops. 

The sight of a. modern appearing, functional, well planned, collegiate 

campus is a. startling change over the devastated mass of debris which greeted 

the eye. nearly seven years ago. Slightly less exciting, but eqt.ia.lly significant 

developments in the erection and rehabilitation of buildings are apparent at 

the Colleges of Engineering, Medicine, Veterinary Medicine and the School of 

Public Administration. Necessary construction has taken place and war damaged 

facilities have been repaired. These outward changes in physical plant ap-

peara.nce are in the aggregate spectacular, easily observable and of major 

importance. 

Within the buildings themselves, however, other fundamental differences 

are immediately apparent. Laboratory and research apparatus is installed and 

in use, teaching equipment and supplies are on hand, audio-visual facilities 

have been procured and are utilized. Departmental and College book hold~1gs 

and reference materials are approaching adequacy despite a. sad deficiency in 

central library resources. 

Less tangible, more difficult to evaluate, and even more fundamental 

in its impact is the change in the teaching force that has taken place during 

the contract period. The 226 participants who have been sent abroad for ad

ditional graduate training have been distributed so that in all related col

leges, with the exception of Veterinary Medicine (54 per cent), more than 

, I 

I 
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two-thirds of the full-time instructional staff have had overseas graduate 

experience. Attributable to this staff exchange program and to improved fa

cilities in laboratories and classrooms, in the eye of one Minnesota specialist 

who served for more than four years as an adviser in Korea under the Cooperative 

Program is "a decided improvement in instruction • • • there is less reliance 

on the lecture method, more on the practical; there is a tendency toward prompt

ness, fewer missed classes, more student counseling and greater use of visual 

aids." 

These are important gains indeed. Much progress has been made and the 

foundation laid for continued development, but a tremendous amount of work 

and support is necessary by both Americans and Koreans before Seoul National 

University can adequately fulfill its role as a pre-eminent institution of 

higher learning. 


